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Foreword
The expectation that the world population will reach 9 billion inhabitants in 2050, which will increase 

food demand, imposes a great challenge for agriculture, such as the need to increase productivity in the 
same planted area, reducing costs, while respecting the conservation of natural resources. At the same time, 
extreme weather events affect agricultural production and demanding consumers want more nutritious, 
functional and sustainably produced food. The population is increasingly concentrated in urban centers, 
while the displacement of individuals from the countryside to the cities grows, as well as the aging of the 
rural population. In addition, the coronavirus threat has affected all sectors, such as health, education, 
agribusiness, economy, among others. To overcome all these challenges, it is necessary to generate and use 
new technologies, adding more value in all stages of the production chains.

In this context, the digital transformation emerges, which consists in using information and 
communication technologies (ICT), combined with innovative technologies, to significantly increase the 
performance and reach of companies by changing the way business operations are carried out. Some of 
these innovative technologies identified as critical for digital transformation are cloud computing, internet 
of things, social media, Big Data and data science, artificial intelligence, augmented reality and virtual 
reality, robotics, ubiquitous connectivity, machine learning, digital twins, automation, biotechnology 
and bioinformatics, in addition to nanotechnology. These technologies, which work in a synergistic and 
complementary way, have transformative power that culminates in what has been pointed out as the 
fourth industrial revolution, also called Industry 4.0.

This scenario also brings new opportunities to apply these innovations in agriculture. For Brazil to 
guarantee, or expand, its production capacity with sustainability, while meeting the global demand for 
food and nutrition security, it will require modernization, technification and innovation throughout the 
agricultural production chain, converging to digital agriculture or Agriculture 4.0, an analogy to Industry 
4.0, as a result of the digital transformation of the sector.

Embrapa delivers research, development and innovation solutions for the sustainability of 
agriculture, and as a world reference, it generates and supplies information, knowledge and technologies, 
hence contributing to the innovation and sustainability of agriculture and food security. As an institution 
driven by science, responsive to trends and employing the latest technologies in agricultural research 
and innovation, Embrapa established digital agriculture as one of its main areas in Brazil. Embrapa Digital 
Agriculture is a research center that focuses on working in a multidisciplinary manner in the areas of 
agroinformatics and bioinformatics to develop research and solutions for agriculture, applying methods, 
techniques and computational tools. It has set out to promote digital agriculture in Brazil, together with 
other research centers of Embrapa and partner institutions in public and private sectors. 

This book will provide the reader the opportunity to learn more about the concepts, technologies, 
applications, and challenges identified by Embrapa in this area. The initial expectation is to disseminate the 
efforts of the institution and its partners in the implementation of digital agriculture and serve as a starting 
point to establish a knowledge base for further discussions, to allow the strengthening of partnerships, 
the exchange of experiences and the promotion of sustainable development of agricultural production 
chains in Brazil. Thus, we hope that this book contributes to consolidating digital agriculture increasingly in 
the Brazilian agricultural space, encompassing both large projects and family farming, and promoting the 
growth of the agricultural sector as a whole and the improvement of social, environmental and economic 
conditions of the rural environment.

Given the importance that digital agriculture assumes in the current context, this work is being 
translated into English. The aim is to disseminate the research disclosed in this book in order to reach 



a larger audience and expand our presence in the innovation ecosystem through new partnerships. 
It is also expected that our capillarity with national and international research institutions will be amplified, 
opening new doors for audiences linked to tropical agriculture and increasingly strengthening the growth 
of digital agriculture in Brazil and in the world

Silvia Maria Fonseca Silveira Massruhá
President of Embrapa



Preface
The new challenges in agriculture call for greater productivity and efficiency by means of optimizing 

the use of natural and environmental resources, which demand applying different digital technologies. 
The integration of these technologies allows developing solutions for automation, smart farms, animal and 
plant health, agricultural risk management, biotechnology, nanotechnology, climate change mitigation, 
bioeconomy, bio-inputs, certification and traceability, precision agriculture, low touch economy, among 
others.

Digital agriculture has been implemented in Brazil as a response to the digital transformation, which 
took place in all sectors of society, and lead to a better use of information and communication technologies, 
combined with disruptive technologies that advocate the new industrial revolution, Industry 4.0. In 
addition to Brazil being one of the world's largest producers and exporters of agricultural commodities, as 
well as one of the main contributors responsible for global food security, intensifying the technification of 
rural properties is critical to ensure the competitiveness of Brazilian agriculture.

In 2020, it was Embrapa Digital Agriculture’s 35th anniversary, and the launch of this book aims to 
publicize its efforts to promote digital agriculture in Brazil. It was created in 1985, by Embrapa’s Executive 
Board, as a research center focused on excellence in research and generating knowledge in information 
and communication technologies (ICT) for Brazilian agriculture. Since then, Embrapa Digital Agriculture 
has proven the transversality of ICTs through the execution of its research projects, applying methods, 
modeling and simulation techniques and tools, artificial intelligence, pattern recognition and geoprocessing, 
supported by information management and knowledge and the use of emerging technologies and open 
standards. The performance of the research and development area is guided by a strategic vision, mainly 
focused on solutions in the areas of agroinformatics and bioinformatics. Currently, this center is dedicated 
to integrating ICT with new digital technologies to promote digital transformation in agriculture through 
its four axes of action, namely: Bioinformatics and Computational Biology, Scientific Computing and 
Automation, Modeling Agroenvironmental and Geotechnologies, in addition to Information Engineering.

This book presents initiatives in digital agriculture carried out by activities and projects developed 
by Embrapa Digital Agriculture, together with other Embrapa Units, as well as partner institutions in the 
public and private sectors.  

The chapters of the book address concepts, technologies, research applications and challenges, 
development and innovation in digital agriculture in the production chains. Chapters 1 and 2 present the 
context of digital agriculture in Brazil, as well as the definitions of digital technologies employed in the 
solutions discussed in later chapters.

Chapters 3 to 11 focuse on applications being developed within the scope of digital agriculture in 
the areas of agroenvironmental modeling, geotechnologies, scientific computing, computer vision, precision 
agriculture, information engineering, bioinformatics, structural biology and genomics applied to climate 
change.

Chapters 12 to 16 describe describes the innovation ecosystem in agriculture and future perspectives, 
covering the processes of innovation, digital law, communication, driving forces for agriculture and the 
challenges, trends and opportunities that unfold in this trajectory.

Considering the successful trajectory of digital agriculture in Brazil in response to the digital 
transformation in the field, this work has been translated into English. Our aim is to share our experience, 
report on key research challenges, show how digital technologies are being deployed at multiple scales and 



play a key role in science-powered agriculture. To effectively respond to these challenges, our participation 
in solid arrangements with the cooperation of the government, academia, the productive sector and civil 
society is essential. Besides that, we want to increase our international influence. These strengthened and 
expanded relationships will allow the insertion and expansion of digital technologies in agriculture, in a 
transversal way, as enablers of high-impact results, and will imprint the concept of digital agriculture to the 
most different links in the agricultural sector.

Stanley Robson de Medeiros Oliveira
Head of Embrapa Digital Agriculture
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Digital transformation in
the field towards sustainable
and smart agriculture
Silvia Maria Fonseca Silveira Massruhá | Maria Angelica de Andrade Leite | Ariovaldo Luchiari Junior | Sílvio Roberto Medeiros Evangelista

Introduction
Global agriculture has been challenged to ensure food security by providing, in a sustainable approach, 
food, fiber and clean energy. The predicted global scenario is critical: the world population reaching 
9 billion in 2050; growing scarcity of land and water resources; climate change and extreme weather 
events; growing per capita income and urbanization levels; new digitized consumers demanding more 
nutritious and functional foods; and decreasing productivity gains in some countries. Projections based 
on patterns of population growth and food consumption indicate that agricultural production will have 
to increase by at least 70% to meet demands by 2050. Most estimates also indicate that climate change 
is likely to reduce agricultural productivity, production stability and income in some areas that already 
experience high levels of food insecurity. Therefore, the development of smart agriculture is crucial to 
achieving future goals of food security. (FAO, 2010).

In line with the sustainability of the planet, in 2015, the United Nations (UN) launched the 17 Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs) to promote a fairer society that respects the environment. The 17 SDGs 
constitute a universal appeal to protect the planet and ensure that all people have dignity, in order to 
lead governments, companies and societies towards a more sustainable and inclusive world.

They serve as a guide for countries to overcome the most pressing environmental, political, and economic 
challenges. Some of the 17 SDGs can be achieved by actions directly related to agriculture, as illustrated in 
Figure 1. Thus, SDG 2, Zero Hunger, can be minimized by increasing agricultural production. SDG 6, Clean 
Water and Sanitation, refers to the sustainable use of water in irrigation activities and agriculture in general. 
SDG 8, Decent Work and Economic Growth, can be met by promoting actions to improve the conditions of 
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small-scale rural producers and family farmers and by expanding access to information. SDG 9, 
Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure, can be supported by improving the production chains. SDG 11, 
Sustainable Cities and Communities, is supported by greater integration between the field and the city. 
SDG 12, Responsible Consumption and Production, can be achieved by controlling crop losses and food 
waste. SDG 13, Climate Action, can be achieved by mitigating the risks of climate change and reducing 
the emission of greenhouse gases in livestock activities. SDG 14, Life Below Water, is supported through 
the improvement of aquaculture production. SDG 15, Life on Land, can be monitored by mapping land 
cover use and sustainable agricultural production. Finally, SDG 17, Partnerships for the Goals, is supported 
by increased information sharing among agricultural partners (Project Breakthrough, 2017).

Figure 1. Sustainable development goals related to agriculture.
Source: Adapted from Project Breakthrough (2017).

Among all these challenges, the newest adversity has emerged: the pandemic caused by the coronavirus, 
which has impacted the health of millions of people, undermining all forms of social coexistence, 
interrupting education in schools and triggering serious damage to all sectors of the economy, including 
compromising the agribusiness production and distribution chain, and affecting the price of agricultural 
commodities. Prins (2020) reports that covid-19 is driving the transformation of agricultural data in 
three aspects: 1) increased digitization; 2) increased digital collaboration; and 3) visibility, mainly due 
to disruptions in the value chain, which make planning a fundamental tool in the process of supplying 
agricultural products. The damage caused by the pandemic is still being calculated, and new policies 
and strategies will be necessary, not only for risk mitigation, national integration and international 
cooperation, but also fiscal and economic incentives for the world to return to its development path.

Brazil is the world’s largest exporter of soy, coffee, sugar, orange juice, sugarcane ethanol, beef and 
chicken. In 2019, agribusiness exports were US$ 96.8 billion, representing 43.2% of Brazil’s total exports. 
Brazilian agriculture is based on more than 300 species of crops, and ships 350 types of products 
around the world, reaching 200 markets on the planet. Brazil is a large producer of grains, meat and 
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fruits, and the agricultural sector accounted for 21.1% of Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and 20% of the 
workforce (Embrapa, 2019). The Brazilian 2019/2020 grain harvest is considerated as a new historical 
record, estimated at 250.5 million tons, 3.5% (or 8.5 million tons) higher than the 2018/2019 harvested in 
(Acompanhamento da Safra Brasileira [de] Grãos, 2020). 

In Brazil, family farming is responsible for an important part of the national food production. 
Approximately 50% of family farming establishments are concentrated in the Northeastern region, 
19% in the Southern region, 16% in the Southeastern region, 10% in the Northern region and 5% in the 
Midwestern region. Bahia is the state with the highest number of family establishments (15%), followed 
by Minas Gerais (10%). These two states also have the largest areas with family farming establishments, 
around 10 million and 9 million hectares, respectively (Embrapa, 2019). 

In view of all these challenges in agriculture, mainly that of expanding agricultural production without 
significantly expanding the planted area, the increasingly intense use of new technologies is crucial to 
enable productivity gains in a sustainable manner. It is in this context that a new production factor has 
emerged, and which is changing the basis of economic growth for countries across the world: digital 
transformation. This is a new approach in which Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) 
play a key role in transforming the strategy, structure, culture and processes of organizations, using the 
internet power of connectivity. 

Through new investments in technologies and business models, it is expected that the engagement 
of digital customers across all touchpoints in the life cycle of their experience will improve. Digital 
transformation consists of using ICT to significantly increase the performance and reach of companies by 
changing the way business is done. There are three elements of digital transformation: transformation of 
the customer experience, of business models and of operational processes (Transformação Digital, 2020). 

Some of the technologies identified as critical in the digital transformation are: cloud computing, internet 
of things, social media, mobility, big data and data science, artificial intelligence, augmented reality 
and virtual reality, robotics, ubiquitous connectivity, machine learning, digital twins and automation, 
in addition to advances in biotechnology and bioinformatics and nanotechnology. These areas, in a 
synergistic and complementary way, have the power to transform the new world order, culminating in 
what has been called the fourth industrial revolution, or Industry 4.0. Furthermore, the lower cost of these 
advanced technologies plays an important role in accelerating innovation (World Economic Forum, 2017). 

Disruptive technologies, combined with the latest innovations, hold the promise to leverage agricultural 
research. The convergence of the areas of Nanoscience, Biotechnology, ICT and Cognitive Science (NBIC) 
will provide a great qualitative leap in how the world of agriculture can be transformed. The evolution of 
systems approaches, mathematics and computation, with work in NBIC areas, allows, for the first time, to 
understand the natural world and cognition in terms of complex and hierarchical systems. Applied both 
to specific research problems and to the general organization of science and technology institutions, this 
complex systems approach provides holistic awareness and integration opportunities in order to achieve 
maximum synergy along the main directions of scientific and technological progress for agriculture (Kim 
et al., 2012). 

The World Economic Forum (WEF) launched the Digital Transformation Initiative, in 2015, in collaboration 
with the company Accenture (2020), to serve as a focal point for new opportunities and emerging themes 
related to the latest developments in business digitization and in society. This initiative supports the 
Forum’s actions on themes related to the Fourth Industrial Revolution. Since its inception, the initiative 
has analyzed the influence of digital transformation on various areas, such as: agriculture, aviation, travel 
and tourism, chemicals and advanced materials, mining and metals, oil and gas, professional services, 
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retail, telecommunications, automotive industry, consumer sector, electricity, healthcare, logistics, and 
media (World Economic Forum, 2017). 

Digital transformation gave rise to a proliferation of startups, whose most used definition is a group 
of people looking for a repeatable and scalable business model, working in conditions of extreme 
uncertainty, according to Yuri Gitahy, angel investor and company founder Aceleradora (2020) and board 
member of the Brazilian Association of Startups (ABStartups) (Associação Brasileira de Startups, 2019). 
Startups are highly flexible compared to traditional companies and have a clear goal and speed to adapt, 
change, create, re-strategize, see and generate new markets and new monetization possibilities. In 2020, 
ABStartups had more than 13 thousand startups among its affiliates (StartupBase, 2020). 

This scenario gives rise to new opportunities to apply these innovations in agriculture. For Brazil to 
guarantee and expand its production capacity with sustainability, while meeting the global demand for 
food and nutritional security as a major exporter of agricultural commodities, it requires modernization, 
technification and innovation across the entire agricultural production chain, converging to digital 
agriculture as a result of the sector’s digital transformation.

According to Embrapa’s 2030 Vision document (Embrapa, 2018), ICT and its accelerated advances, such 
as social media and digital platforms, have transformed relationships, interactions and communication 
between companies and consumers. Increasingly accessible computers and cell phones, low-cost 
internet and wi-fi technology enable access to information and provide the consumer a larger role in 
decision-making when buying, as well as in sharing experiences and in controling products and brands. 
The advancement of the digital and collaborative economy increases the level of information, the 
consumers’ skills and engagement, as well as the necessary conditions for them to have a leading role in 
making decisions about productive processes, promoting their empowerment (Gazzola et al., 2017).

It is not surprising that in this era of extensive and profound transformations brought about by ICTs, 
one of the main forces shaping the future vision of Brazilian agriculture is the influence exerted by new 
consumers, who are increasingly connected through social networks to promote their consumption 
choices, while influencing peers and agricultural production systems. Equipped with more information 
and greater knowledge about products and their prices, these economic agents increasingly become a 
determinant of the attributes they want, enhanced by digital opportunities and tools. Individuals ever 
more interconnected with their devices, always connected to the network (web) and with access to any 
type of information in real time, are strong opinion makers in their circles of influence. This demonstrates 
that the trust they place in organizations (suppliers) strongly affects their survival. (Embrapa, 2018). 

The most recent Brazilian survey by ICT Households of the Brazilian Internet Steering Committee (CGI.
br), carried out in 2019, shows that 50% of the Brazilian population has used a computer, 74% uses the 
internet and 99% has a cell phone (Comitê Gestor da Internet no Brasil, 2019). According to the Census of 
Agriculture the Brazilian Institute of Geography and Statistics (IBGE), carried out in 2017, the number of 
farmers who declared having access to the internet grew 1,900%, from 75 thousand in 2006 to 1,430,156 
in 2017, with 659 thousand through broadband and 909 thousand through mobile internet (IBGE, 2019). 
In accordance with the study The mind of the Brazilian farmer in the Digital Age1 by McKinsey & Company, 
young large-scale farmers, such as grain (32%) and cotton (62%), are the pioneers in adopting precision 
agriculture in Brazil and in learning about technologies. Among them, 47% use at least one precision 
farming technology, while 33% use two or more. Furthermore, according to the study, variable-rate 

1 Presentation of the study by Nelson Ferreira at the webinar Digital agriculture in the post-covid era, on May 7, 2020. Available at: https://
www.insper. edu.br/agenda-de-eventos/a-agricultura-na-era-digital-pos-covid
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application and drones are the most popular technologies, and many others use the internet of things, 
telemetry and remote sensing. 

In another survey carried out in partnership with Embrapa, the Brazilian Micro and Small Business 
Support Service (SEBRAE) and the National Institute for Space Research (INPE) (Santin, 2020), 84.1% of the 
interviewed farmers use at least one digital technology in their production process. The main functions of 
digital technologies used by farmers are: obtaining information and planning activities on the property 
(66.1%); rural property management (43.3%); purchase and sale of inputs, products and production 
(40.5%); mapping and planning of land use (32.7%); and forecast of climatic risks such as frost, hail, 
veranico2 and heavy summer rains (30.2%). 

This chapter will explore the main aspects of digital transformation in agriculture. Section 2 will address 
the evolution of agriculture and automation in agriculture. Section 3 will discuss the path to fully 
automated 5.0 agriculture and the key factors involved. Section 4 will present initiatives to promote 
digital agriculture in Brazil. Section 5 will indicate how to incorporate the digital transformation 
megatrends in agriculture. Finally, section 6 will present the main contributions of this chapter.

Evolution of agriculture: from Agro 1.0 to Agro 4.0
Agriculture should be considered one of the greatest achievements of humanity. In the early 20th century, 
there was agriculture 1.0, in which the workforce was provided by the labor of families, using manual 
instruments, assisted by animal traction. It was low production agriculture. These farmers, in addition 
to cultivating for their own consumption, generated a food surplus that supported an ever-increasing 
number of people.

With the Industrial Revolution and the growth of the urban population, demand for food increased, 
requiring that the various agricultural production processes also evolve. At that time, scientific method 
and advanced technologies were applied to agriculture, and machines were being created and 
implemented to assist in the different stages of fertilization, planting and harvesting.

Brazilian agriculture was rudimentary in the middle of the last century, around 1950 and 1960. Manual 
labor prevailed in agricultural production. At that time, less than 2% of rural properties had agricultural 
machinery. Farmers suffered from a shortage of technology and information. As a result, there were 
low yields per hectare and little production. The expansion of agriculture required converting extensive 
natural areas into crops and pastures. Inappropriate practices caused severe environmental impacts, 
such as erosion and siltation. However, farms did not produce enough to meet the domestic demand. 
Inefficiency in the field created problems across the country. Brazil experienced a moment of strong 
industrialization, with growing cities and population, besides greater purchasing power. The context was 
that of food scarcity (Embrapa, 2020a).

The Green Revolution took place and introduced a series of technological innovations in the agricultural 
sector. These innovations aimed to increase productivity through genetically modified seeds, new soil 
fertilization techniques, the use of industrialized products (such as pesticides), and the intense use of 
machinery, which significantly shortened the time spent in harvesting process. Careful livestock rearing, 
crop rotation and better equipment, with the introduction of the combustion engine, helped to increase 

2 Dry period, accompanied by intense heat, strong insolation and low relative humidity during the rainy season or winter. Similar to Indian 
summer. 
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production. Field mechanization became a trend in the early 20th century. Nevertheless, it was only after 
World War II that manual traction was completely replaced by mechanical force in North American and 
European crops (Jacto, 2018). The use of all these new technologies culminated in the implementation of 
Agriculture 2.0.

At that stage, Brazil was a major food importer. Embrapa was created in 1973, and one of its main 
attributions was to ensure food security, investing in research to consolidate various production chains 
and to developed technologies to transform the Cerrado biome into productive land. Agriculture was 
predominantly based on monoculture and research had a monodisciplinary and adaptive vision. The 
answers emerged after years of research carried out by Embrapa, universities, state agricultural research 
institutions and, later, by the private sector. With genetic improvement techniques, suitable plants for the 
Brazilian soil and climate conditions were developed. They were cultivars less sensitive to long days and 
more tolerant to pests in the tropical world. Soil correction and fertilization were essential contributions. 
Research was carried out to optimize the use of correctives and fertilizers that allowed planting in Cerrado 
soils, which until then were considered unproductive. (Embrapa, 2020a). 

Later, agricultural intensification was strengthened, and monoculture gave way to integrated and rotated 
production systems. These systems demanded more knowledge and involved multiple disciplines. 
Research became systemic, as it was important to understand the entire chain of production systems. 
(Pillon, 2017).

No-till, climate risk zoning, pest and weed management, mechanization, succession of up to three annual 
crops in the same area and integrating farming with livestock and forest are additional and valuable 
approaches and technologies. These results are directly related to investment in research, rural extension, 
public policies and entrepreneurship. (Embrapa, 2020a).

Since then, technologies have evolved in unimaginable ways, with machines and implements to increase 
the efficiency of field activities, a trend that became known as precision agriculture, initiating Agriculture 
3.0. According to the International Society of Precision Agriculture, precision farming is:

[...] a management strategy that gathers, processes and analyzes temporal, spatial and individual data and 
combines it with other information to support management decisions according to estimated variability 
for improved resource use efficiency, productivity, quality, profitability and sustainability of agricultural 
production (Springer, 2020).

Precision agriculture, through machines with built-in sensors, use of satellite images, remotely piloted 
aircraft, such as drones, and sensors implanted in animals and crops, made it possible to collect numerous 
types of data, such as information related to soil, climate, plants and animals, application of inputs, yield 
maps, among others. The large volume of data collected through precision agriculture constitutes a 
source of information obtained directly from the field (Bernardi et al., 2014). 

Currently, driving forces point to technological aspects that consolidate clean production systems, with 
a positive carbon balance, based on sustainability; bio-based agriculture; advances in synthetic biology; 
demand for greater efficiency of water use in agriculture; operating in a new energy development cycle; 
technological disruptions; and increased demand for food, fiber and bioenergy with more efficient 
use of natural resources and environmental services. Systems become complex and involve many 
variables. It is the era of bioeconomy, which concerns the economic activity driven by research and 
innovation in biological sciences (National..., 2012). This includes everything from the production of 
renewable biological resources to the conversion of these resources and residues into food and non-food 
products, using the integration of knowledge and technologies generated in different areas (European 
Commission, 2012). It involves three major elements: advanced use of genes and complex cellular 
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processes to develop new processes and products; use of renewable biomass and efficient bioprocessing 
to support production; integrating knowledge and applying biotechnology among economy sectors 
(Organization for Economic Co-Operation and Development, 2009).

Alongside these new agricultural demands, there is digital transformation, as discussed in the 
Introduction, which brought new disruptive technologies and which started to be used, causing the 
emergence of digital agriculture and leading to yet another phase of the technological revolution, in 
other words, Agriculture 4.0. Agriculture 4.0 is an analogy to Industry 4.0, resulting from the digital 
transformation of the agricultural sector through massive data collection to assist decision-making. 
Figure 2 illustrates the evolution of agriculture and its respective phases. 

Figure 2. Phases of the evolution of agriculture.
Source: Adapted from Pillon (2017).

The digital transformation in the age of bioeconomy will combine technological advances in disruptive 
technologies with advancements in biotechnological areas. It will produce solutions for an agriculture 
that involves the study of complex systems, in which it is increasingly necessary to carry out analyses, 
monitor and predict, taking into account the social, biological, environmental and economic aspects 
related to the use of these new technologies.

Digital agriculture: from Agro 4.0 to Agro 5.0
Digital agriculture consists of inserting digital technologies in all stages of the value chain in order to 
promote competitive advantages and socio-environmental benefits. It is based on digital content, by 
processing the large volume of data produced in all stages of the production chain, from pre-production 
to the post-production phases, and covering production, as illustrated in Figure 3. Pre-production 
includes data for genetic improvement in plants and animals. The production phase involves data 
collected in precision agriculture by drones, satellites, sensors placed on plants, animals, soil, atmosphere, 
machines, equipment, and vehicles remotely connected to each other and to a data collection center. 
Finally, in the post-production phase, data comes from market analysis and from the stages of storage, 
distribution, logistics, traceability, consumption, among others. 

In the pre-production phase, the use of data mining, high-performance computing, and modeling and 
simulation technologies, along with biotechnology and bioinformatics, will enable the discovery of 
genes that control complex features and their functions. Together with gene interaction studies, these 
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technologies will promote advances to impact several areas of animal and plant production, such as 
management, nutrition, resistance to diseases and water stress, health and genetic improvement, 
resulting in more sustainable products, with better nutritional quality and safety. Integrating the 
heterogeneous data and the large volume of information generated by the “omics” sciences is a major 
challenge in the area of integrative genomics. Dealing with the data stored in different places and 
formats, and combining this with the use of machine learning strategies, mathematics, computational 
algorithms and supercomputers, will make it possible to explore, in an innovative way, the data generated 
by different omics sciences (Boyle, 2013; May, 2014). This innovation occurs due to predicting biological 
functions and understanding biological mechanisms, such as those responsible for diseases, and defining 
characteristics of agronomic and productive interest.

In this regard, bioinformatics emerged from the need to organize, manage, visualize and exchange 
biological sequence data. With this information, bioinformatics evolved towards the creation of 
tools for analysis, interpretation and modeling sequences, structures, genomes, metabolic networks, 
creating an increasingly complex network of information. Through bioinformatics, it is now possible to 
perform analyses at different levels of complexity, based on data sets that allow revealing aspects of the 
complex organization of biological systems through studies in genomics, transcriptomics, proteomics, 
metabolomics, in addition to the scale of phenotypic analysis of the most varied organisms (Varshney 
et al., 2014).

Biotechnology, on the other hand, brings innovations such as synthetic biology, which enables the 
design of an organism, allowing the creation of genetic machines with new properties and operations, 
for example the generation of plants as biomass raw materials for biofuels and bio factories to 
produce inputs for the industrial and pharmaceutical sector. Another technology is genome editing, 
which enables to carry out precise and specific genetic modifications in the DNA strands or generate 
genomic rearrangements to improve characteristics such as disease resistance and drought tolerance 
(Vasconcelos; Figueiredo, 2015).

Other areas related to the pre-production phase that will benefit from digital agriculture technologies are 
development and production of methods, equipment and inputs for laboratory analysis; chemical and 
biological inputs for managing the health and nutrition of plants and animals; seeds and seedlings; as 
well as financial services.

Figure 3. Digital agriculture in the production chain in the pre-production, production and post-production stages.
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In the production phase, precision agriculture and robotics, supported by technologies such as remote 
sensing, geographic information system and monitoring of land use, enables the use of wireless sensors, 
located in the soil, in the plant, in the atmosphere or in machines and equipment, which together with 
data analysis software, enables more accurate field mapping. This mapping allows intelligent planting 
of seeds and optimized application of chemical or biological inputs for nutritional and sanitary crop 
management. Sensors that measure soil moisture indicate when irrigation is needed. Images of plants 
captured by cameras, drones and satellites can help detect pests, leading to the application of specific 
and adequate amount of pesticides. Devices can capture harvest information and map the productivity of 
each part of the land. Sensors embedded in agricultural machines can indicate the need for maintenance. 
Equipment installed in silos can indicate the storage conditions, avoiding storage losses. Sensors inserted 
in animals can help monitor their health, well-being and stress and predict calving dates, aimed at 
managing and improving performance.

In the context of digital agriculture, the production phase shows the emergence of digital farms or smart 
farms (Pivoto et al., 2018). On these farms, the agricultural establishment will be massively connected, 
monitored and automated in a fully integrated infrastructure, as illustrated in Figure 4. Through precision 
agriculture, sensors distributed throughout the property and interconnected to the internet (internet 
of things) will generate large volumes of data (Big Data) that will have to be filtered, stored (cloud 
computing) and analyzed. The human workforce will not be able to manage this amount of data and will 
count on algorithms further improved by computational intelligence techniques (analytics). After the 
analysis, the cycle will be closed by remote commands to tractors and agricultural implements, which, 
equipped with a global positioning system (GPS), will make specific interventions only when necessary 
to optimize cost, production and environmental impact. Society, through social networks, will be able 
to obtain detailed information about the production process, impacts and nutritional properties on 
their mobile devices. On smart farms, the current concept of precision farming is enhanced by context, 
situation and location recognition, data-rich ICT services, data integration, data communication, 

Figure 4. Digital agriculture in the production 
phase: the connected smart farm (A); equipment, 
technological platform and applications in the 
production phase (B).
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standardization, signal processing and automation technologies, in addition to high-level automation 
planning and control (Sorensen, 2020).

In the post-production phase, new technologies will provide highly integrated communication and 
automation in the most varied activities of the agri-food and agro-industrial sectors. Prediction systems 
will forecast agricultural harvests and the risks involved. Advanced monitoring and control systems will 
inform consumers about food safety and sustainability. Traceability systems will provide production flow 
monitoring from the farm to the distribution centers, avoiding losses. Market information and economic 
variations will be processed and will guide the marketing processes. Storage, infrastructure and logistics 
will become more efficient, in addition to marketplaces, which will enable virtual connection between 
various actors in the production chains, offering negotiation and sales solutions. Packaging, environment 
and recycling, online restaurants and consulting are other areas that will be impacted.

In the context of digital agriculture, the data collection and management stage, through precision 
agriculture technologies, the internet of things and telematics, with the ensuing cloud storage, is 
expressed as Agriculture 4.0. Once the data is stored in the cloud, large analysis capacity is required, using 
artificial intelligence tools to process the large volume and extract relevant knowledge that not only 
helps decision making in property and production management but also conducts the performance of 
autonomous machines in the field (Saiz-Rubio; Rovira-Más, 2020).

The ability to use digital technologies to convert accurate data into knowledge to support and drive 
farmers’ complex decision-making processes along the value chain will enable moving from precision 
farming to decision farming (Shepherd et al., 2018). The use of artificial intelligence and autonomous 
agricultural robots for agricultural work leads to a new phase, which is Agriculture 5.0 (European 
Agricultural Machinery Association, 2017). As the robots operate from the ground, the distance between 
the sensors and the target decreases to less than 2 m, increasing the accuracy of the captured data 
and allowing, for example, recording light intensity, moisture content of the soil, of the plant and the 
atmosphere and of disease severity, which will lead to a more specific action for the needs of each plant 
or animal (Saiz-Rubio; Rovira-Más, 2020). 

In addition to including technological innovations, Agriculture 5.0 also needs to encompass 
characteristics such as: a) enable the production of more food on less land area and with fewer inputs; b) 
promote public policies and strategies to address the social and political aspects of agricultural systems; 
and c) contribute to reducing food losses along production and supply chains, including post-harvest 
losses and global food waste per capita in retail and consumption, besides it helping to understand 
consumer needs and their diets, in order to mitigate the impact related to the use of natural resources 
and the environment (Fraser; Campbell, 2019). 

Brazil is already in tune with digital transformation in agriculture, especially through the incorporation 
of automation processes. Precision practices and processes, extensive use of sensors and sophisticated 
forecasting mechanisms and responding to climate change, for example, are among the improvements 
incorporated, opening spaces for Brazil in the global market, in strategic agricultural and bioeconomy 
sectors. The use of GPS-guided intelligent machines for planting, crop treatments and precision 
harvesting is growing in the country’s most advanced production areas, with input savings, productivity 
gains and sustainability.

Initiatives for digital agriculture
Throughout its history, Embrapa Digital Agriculture has followed the evolution of ICT for the development 
of its applications, according to Figure 5. In the first phase, the systems were built as single-users and the 
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software installed would run independently on desktop computers. It was when commercial internet was 
just beginning, and the main research centers and universities started connecting to the internet. In this 
phase, research had to adapt the existing models and solutions to the needs of Brazilian agriculture.

Figure 5. The evolution of Information and Communication Technologies and Embrapa’s performance.

 The second phase witnessed the appearance of mobile internet, which enabled using agricultural 
applications on cell phones, with data stored in clouds and social networks gaining global dimensions. 
Consequently, research gained an integrated dimension, since multidisciplinarity leads to aggregated 
solutions. 

The third phase includes digital transformation, with highly automated agricultural activity through the 
constant evolution of precision agriculture and livestock systems, which are connected with all links in 
the production chain. The RD&I area will generate significant demands for new technologies in Brazilian 
agriculture. Some of the latest ICT innovations promise to leverage agricultural research. ICTs constitute 
the third pillar of scientific investigation, together with theory and experimentation, which allow 
simulating models of complex phenomena that could not be replicated in a laboratory. Mobile devices, 
cloud computing, Big Data, predictive analytics, wearable computing, cognitive computing, intelligent 
software systems, internet of things, advanced robotics, nanotechnology, biotechnology, integration of 
the omics sciences and the next generation genomics constitute the disruptive technologies that are 
transforming the way people live and work, through a new infrastructure in which the physical and digital 
worlds are fully interconnected.

In this scenario, in order to promote the sustainable and competitive development of the Brazilian 
economy, the National Plan for the Internet of Things was instituted by Decree no. 9,854, of June 25, 2019. 
This is an initiative of the Ministry of Science, Technology and Innovation (MCTI), the Ministry of Economy 
and the Brazilian Development Bank (BNDES), together with civil society – companies, academia, funding 
agencies and other bodies – to ensure that Brazil benefits from IoT technology. The plan defined four 
priority areas: industry, health, smart cities, and agriculture.
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 The potential impact and relevance of IoT for the country can be evidenced in its proposals, such as 
supporting pilot projects in these prioritized environments. In the rural area, it emphases initiatives such 
as “Tropical Farm 4.0”, which increase the productivity and quality of Brazilian rural production by using 
data that, for example, help to accurately monitor biological assets (Produto 7C, 2017).

Within the scope of the National IoT Plan, the Agro 4.0 Chamber (Câmara Agro 4.0) was created as 
a technical cooperation agreement between the MCTI and the Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock 
and Supply (MAPA). The idea is to have a discussion group with the participation of government, 
companies and academia to build a strategy for connected farms that use solutions such as automation, 
interactivity, real-time monitoring, Big Data, among others. One of its actions is to promote connectivity 
in the countryside by expanding broadband internet in the rural environment. The Agro 4.0 Chamber 
is coordinated by the MCTI and the MAPA and the participation of actors from the private sector, 
academia and research institutes to debate and present solutions in the following areas: i) Development, 
Technology and Innovation; ii) Professional Development; iii) Productive Chains and Supplier 
Development; and iv) Field Connectivity.

To enable implementing the actions from the National IoT Plan, several development activities were 
created. In 2018, the BNDES Public Notice for IoT Pilots - Internet of Things was launched to finance 
project proposals for the implementation of pilots focused on the development of integrated IoT 
solutions through tests in real and controlled environments, whose impacts can be evaluated to allow its 
massification, commercial viability and interoperability.

 Another initiative to promote digital transformation in the country is the applied research centers in 
artificial intelligence (AI), which will be created through cooperation between the MCTI, the São Paulo 
Research Foundation (FAPESP) and the Brazilian Internet Steering Committee (CGI.br). These centers will 
commit to the development of scientific, technological and innovation research, applied and oriented to 
problem solving through AI. The first four centers, two in São Paulo and two in other states, will focus on 
health, agriculture, industry and smart cities. The centers will be supported for 5 years and renewed for 
more 5 years depending on the results achieved (Arantes, 2019).

 Along the same line, the Association for the Promotion of Brazilian Software Excellence (Associação para 
Promoção da Excelência do Software Brasileiro – SOFTEX), responsible for the Softex Priority Program of 
the Secretariat of Entrepreneurship and Innovation of the MCTI, launched the Softex Notice no. 01/2020 – 
Notice for Qualification of Institutions to Support the Research Process, Development, Innovation and 
Acceleration of IA²MCTIC Projects. The purpose of the Notice was to select and qualify pairs of Science 
and Technology Institutions (ICTs) and accelerators for joint action in the IA²MCTIC Program. The 
consortium formed by Baita Aceleradora, Eldorado Institute and Embrapa Digital Agriculture, was one of 
those certified in this initiative.

Embrapa, whose mission is to create research, development and innovation solutions to ensure the 
sustainability of agriculture, for the benefit of Brazilian society, is a protagonist in the technological 
modernization of agriculture. In the late 1990s, it created Embrapa’s Precision Agriculture Network 
(PA Network) to provide guidance on the best and most appropriate use of PA and for research and 
development of new technologies. It currently involves 20 company research centers and more than 
50 partners, such as companies, research institutions, universities and rural producers. The PA Network 
has the National Reference Laboratory for Precision Agriculture (LANAPRE), installed at Embrapa 
Instrumentation, in São Carlos, São Paulo state. The space, in a single location, is used to research and 
develop equipment, sensors, mechanical components and on-board electronics (Embrapa, 2020b).
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 Aware of the need to follow the global and national trends of the new economy and the world order 
and how these transformations impact agriculture, Embrapa, through its Strategic Intelligence System 
(Agropensa), prepared the document Vision 2030: the future of brazilian agriculture (Embrapa, 2018). In this 
process, the company and its network of partners prospected and analyzed the challenges and signs of 
new directions. These assessments gave rise to a group of seven megatrends: Socioeconomic and Spatial 
Changes in Agriculture; Intensification and Sustainability of Agricultural Production Systems; Climate 
Change; Risks in Agriculture; Adding Value in Agricultural Productive Chains; Consumer Protagonism; 
and Convergence of Technology and Knowledge in Agriculture. These integrated megatrends signal the 
agricultural challenges for the country.

 Supported by the demands, opportunities and megatrends raised in Agropensa, in 2018, Embrapa 
created its project portfolios that set the challenges to direct its research focus. There are currently 
33 portfolios, totaling 330 innovation challenges focused on various areas of agriculture, livestock, 
commodities and food production, as well as automation, precision and digital agriculture, climate 
change, biotechnology, nanotechnology and intelligence, territorial management and monitoring. In 
particular, the goal of Automation, Precision and Digital Agriculture Portfolio is to plan, promote and 
monitor the processes of development, adaptation and dissemination of knowledge and technologies 
in automation, precision agriculture and digital agriculture to increase productivity and sustainability of 
production systems. Moreover, it will provide support for generating assets that add value to agricultural 
products and processes. Through this portfolio, the company seeks to promote research that will 
contribute to the digital transformation of Brazilian agriculture.

 Also within the scope of digital transformation in agriculture, the agricultural startups, the AgTechs, 
which are innovative technology-based firms focused on developing digital applications in agriculture. 
AgTechs play an important role in the implementation of digital agriculture in Brazil. According to the 
2nd AgTech Census – Startups Brazil, carried out by AgTechGarage, the largest investments made by 
AgTechs are in the development of solutions for soy (46%), corn (41%), beef cattle (30%), sugar cane 
(35%), coffee (25%) dairy cattle (20%), citrus (18%), forestry (15%), fish (11%), swine (10%) and poultry 
(10%). In addition to these, there are also solutions for horticulture, fruit farming, cotton, organic and 
agroecological agriculture and equine production (Agtechgarage, 2020). In the study of Radar AgTech 
Brazil 2019: Mapping of Startups in the Brazilian Agro Industry, carried out in partnership with SP 
Ventures, Homo Ludens and Embrapa, within the Bridges for Innovation Program (Pontes para Inovação), 
it was found that there are currently a total of 1,125 startups related to agriculture in Brazil, with 196 in 
the pre-production phase, 397 in the production phase and 532 in the post-production phase (Dias 
et al., 2019). This number only tends to grow, given the importance of agribusiness for the Brazilian trade 
balance and the need to modernize and use new digital technologies so that the sector maintains its 
strength in the country’s economy and in the global food supply.

Incorporating megatrends in agriculture: 
innovation ecosystem for digital agriculture 
Reducing risk and vulnerability in agriculture and agricultural business, as well as increasing their 
resilience and adaptation to the new conditions imposed by climate change, are completely dependent 
on a structure for organizing and processing data and information, based on powerful computational 
platforms, generating knowledge for field management and public and private decision-making. The 
Digital Agriculture Innovation Ecosystem and its connected research institutions will have a powerful tool 
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to support decision-making and propose public policies that involve all agents in the production chain, 
including the final consumer. It is essential for federal, state and municipal governments to meet both 
rural and consumption demands throughout the country. This collaborative environment, illustrated 
in Figure 6, will also enable solutions for research programs related to bioeconomy, biotechnology and 
climatology, facilitating the transformation of these research results into products and technologies 
for the agricultural sector. This, in turn, can generate new demands, feeding back into the process of 
research, development and innovation ecosystem.

Figure 6. Innovation Ecosystem for Digital Agriculture. 

Embrapa proposes and participates in this new Digital Agriculture Innovation Ecosystem, which is 
focused on the contribution of new disruptive technologies to add value to production, increase farmers 
profitability and food security. This reality imposes new challenges on entities linked to the sector, such 
as Embrapa, which must progressively act in cooperation, sharing expertise and knowledge for the 
development of new solutions, technologies and businesses. As a public research corporation, Embrapa 
can play a facilitating role in this environment of open innovation, bridging the gap between its various 
actors, which include rural producers, the public sector, research institutions, startups and companies 
in the ICT area and in the agricultural sector. In this ecosystem, Embrapa is ready to offer services 
and knowledge that can be shared by the entire agribusiness with a view to digital transformation in 
agriculture.

In the context of digital agriculture, which generates immense data and information, Embrapa proposes 
to implement a high-performance computational infrastructure (Data Center). This will provide support 
to improve the generation of relevant knowledge for the national agricultural policy and the integrated 
public and private risk management of agribusiness for the sustainable development of agriculture 
in Brazil. The new Data Center will have high capacity to store, organize and process data to generate 
information and knowledge that meets the demands of Agriculture 4.0. It will also allow the offer of three 
types of services: infrastructure, platform and software.
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In the infrastructure service, Embrapa’s partners will be able to use the managing services of large data 
volumes securely, including storage, high-performance processing, memory capacity and backup services 
for the data generated in their research. 

In the software service, it will be possible to access several applications developed by Embrapa, such 
as Agrometeorological Monitoring System (Agritempo) (Agritempo, 2020), Agricultural Planning and 
Monitoring System (Webagritec) (Massruhá et al., 2008), Temporal Vegetation Analysis System (Satveg) 
(SATVeg, 2020), among others. Applications that can be developed both by Embrapa and its partners 
will be available. With regard to Embrapa, several applications related to the availability of information 
on bio-inputs, management of dairy farms, measurement of greenhouse gas emissions, production cost, 
indication of the best time to plant crops, provision of agrometeorological information for municipalities 
and Brazilian states, cattle production management, among others, are available at Embrapa’s app store, 
both on Google Play and on Apple App Store. 

In the platform service, Embrapa is already making available a pioneering tool in Brazil to serve the 
market of digital agriculture technologies called the AgroAPI platform (Vaz et al., 2017; Agroapi, 2020). 
AgroAPI provides information and models that can be used by companies and startups to create 
software, web systems and mobile applications for the agricultural sector, with lower cost and time 
reduction. The technology also enables an interface with mobile devices and embedded equipment that 
may emerge with the growth of the internet of things, which is fundamental for the digital transformation 
in rural areas. The AgroAPI platform will allow creating a supply and demand network for shared services 
that will benefit research networks and institutions in Brazil such as universities, startups, public and 
private institutions, since the data will be stored securely, and shared according to the interests of each 
institution. All these institutions can both consume the stored data and systems or make available the 
data and systems produced by them. In this initiative, the experimental fields of Embrapa Research 
Centers will act as testbeds to carry out experiments with disruptive technologies in the field, in 
partnerships with the public or private sector, working as showcases to demonstrate the implementation 
of digital agriculture.

Producers, cooperatives, farmers and technology and transformation companies will benefit from this 
entire infrastructure, as they will have access to vast aggregated, analyzed, and available information that 
will help their decision-making.

By developing collaborative work within the Digital Agriculture Innovation Ecosystem, Embrapa will work 
together with Unicamp’s International Hub for Sustainable Development (HIDS) (Hub Internacional para 
o Desenvolvimento Sustentável, 2020). It focus on digital agriculture for the development and sharing 
of services for users of the agricultural production sector in the state of São Paulo, with the support of 
the municipality of Campinas and the state government. HIDS’ vision is to contribute to the sustainable 
development process, aggregating national and international efforts to produce knowledge, innovative 
technologies and education for future generations, mitigating and overcoming the social, economic and 
environmental fragilities of contemporary society.

In this ecosystem, Embrapa Research Centers work on development and innovation focused on 
agriculture (agricultural, livestock, forestry and agro-industrial activities) and on the environment, 
integrating the demands of production systems with the needs for the conservation of natural resources 
and environmental preservation. Its research generates significant impact on public policies such as 
the Agricultural Climate Risk Zoning (ZARC), the Low Carbon Agriculture Plan (ABC Plan), the National 
Network for Research and Environmental Monitoring of Aquaculture in Union waters (Network) and 
the National Inventories of Agricultural and Waste Emissions. In addition to these, it is also involved 
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in the preparation of Life Cycle inventories, which support environmental performance assessments 
in the different production chains that are important to Brazil, such as sugar-energy, as a result of the 
National Biofuels Policy (RenovaBio). In addition, Embrapa will be able to provide shared infrastructure 
of important multiuser laboratories, such as the Multiuser Bioinformatics Laboratory (LMB), the National 
Reference Laboratory of Precision Agriculture (Lanapre), the National Laboratory of Nanotechnology 
for Agribusiness (LNNA), the Multiuser Laboratory of Spectroradiometry, the Multiuser Laboratory of 
Chemistry of Natural Products (LMQPN), the Multiuser Laboratory of Biosafety for Livestock (BIOPEC), 
the Multiuser Laboratory of Molecular Biology (LMBM), the Sustainable System Analysis Laboratory 
(LASS) and the Multiuser Complex of Livestock Bio-efficiency and Sustainability (CMB), comprising 
four laboratories: Livestock Metabolism and Environmental Impacts, Biotechnology and Environment, 
Precision Livestock and Animal Health. 

Another Embrapa contribution is the availability of experimental field structures that enable digital 
transformation in the field, through remote data collection, as well as management and decision-making, 
made possible by the interaction of electronically identified animals, equipment, actuators and sensors. 

This experimentation structure will allow generating research data, for example in: 1) integrated systems 
(crop-livestock-forest integration, crop-livestock integration, livestock-forest integration); 2) milk 
production, milk quality and milk composition; 3) zootechnical data; 4) animal behavior; 5) physiological 
parameters; 6) animal consumption; 7) greenhouse gas emissions; and 8) edaphoclimatic data. Other 
expected deliverables are the development of applications for mobile devices for real-time monitoring, 
management and decision-making, and the development of digital platforms for information sharing and 
access to Embrapa’s Spatial Data Infrastructure (Geoinfo) (Geoinfo, 2020). The spatial data can be related 
to Land Mapping, Agricultural Aptitude Zoning, Ecological-Economic Zoning, Land Use and Coverage 
Mapping and Monitoring, Land Use and Occupation Monitoring, Relief Data and Climatic Data.

This entire ecosystem will be governed by standards, policies and business models agreed between the 
partners and in accordance with the guidelines established by the federal government.

Final considerations
Brazil is one of the largest agricultural producers and exporters in the world, and the country needs to 
guarantee and expand its production capacity with sustainability while meeting the global demand 
for food and nutrition security. As a major exporter of agricultural commodities, modernization and 
innovation are needed throughout the agricultural production chain, thus converging to digital 
agriculture as a result of the digital transformation in the sector.

This work presented an overview of the evolution of ICT in agriculture and how digital transformation is 
driving the fourth industrial revolution and the emergence of Industry 4.0. Currently, this is inspiring the 
implementation of new technologies in digital agriculture and the consequent emergence of Agriculture 
4.0 towards Agriculture 5.0.

Despite the growing interest and effort in implementing digital agriculture, there are challenges to 
be overcome, such as the difficulty in coordinating actions involving the various institutions and the 
business models to be practiced. In addition, the industry faces the lack and necessary amount of trained 
human resources; the need to guarantee information security; the definition of ownership when dealing 
with the generated data and information, as well as issues of data integration from different formats or 
different sources.
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In this scope, some strategies for the full achievement of digital agriculture are conceptualized, such as: 
address the definition of rights and ownership of data; encourage the use of open standards protocols 
for data interoperability and communication between equipment; improve connectivity and broadband 
coverage for cell phones and the internet in rural areas. We also need to encourage research in order 
to support intelligent applications in agriculture, and lastly, we need to establish alliances between the 
public and private sectors to define strategies and policies for the implementation of digital agriculture in 
a collaborative way.

The challenges presented with the transformation of agricultural data, notably in relation to the 
digitization, digital collaboration, and sustainable development, make Embrapa one of the driving 
institutions in the implementation of digital agriculture in the country. One of the concrete initiatives to 
address these challenges is the creation of the Digital Agriculture Innovation Ecosystem, where Embrapa 
pursues the integration of the various segments and sectors by acting as a facilitator between companies 
interested in developing collaborative work.
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Introduction
Advances in information processing and in the areas of nanotechnology, biotechnology, and cognitive 
science are promoting a convergence between sciences, which is currently called Nano-bio-info-cogno. 
The report commissioned by the National Science Foundation of the United States named Converging 
Technologies for Improving Human Performance: Nanotechnology, Biotechnology, Information Technology 
and Cognitive Science (Roco; Bainbridge, 2003), was prepared by more than 100 scientists and pointed out 
the synergy between nanotechnology, biotechnology, information technology, and cognitive science as 
the segment with the greatest potential for advancement in innovation. This report highlights that
systemic approaches using mathematics and computing will, for the first time, enable us to understand 
the functioning of complex systems in the natural world such as the human mind, stellar explosions, 
social interactions, organs of the human body, and the natural phenomena involved with agriculture.

Agriculture works directly with three of these areas, nanotechnology, biotechnology, and information 
technology. In fact, it has been influenced and fueled by the staggering growth of data acquisition 
capacity coming from different sources. This data ranges from the cell scale, such as information obtained 
by analysis in the field of  “omics” sciences (genomics, proteomics, transcriptomics and metabolomics), to 
the macroscopic scale, which includes socioeconomic data and data obtained through remote sensing 
devices, such as satellites. At the local scale, this can also come from farms equipped with agricultural 
equipment and sensors.

Digital agriculture is an increasingly connected and remote operation that surveys and processes large 
amounts of data collected in all links of the production chain: pre-production, production and
post-production. This involves different types of digital technologies: sensors embedded in orbital, 
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suborbital, airborne, or autonomous systems (drones, agricultural machines) which can be installed 
directly in the field or in different ‘things’ (Internet of Things – IoT) along the production chain. 
The technologies involve telecommunication systems, global positioning, control, management, analysis 
software (data analytics), and actuators.

Data from these technologies are now collected not only by conventional means, but also from 
collaborative platforms or social media (citizen science), among others. Their accumulation poses a 
challenge to storage, search, and retrieval systems, while also impacting processing and retrieval methods.

The abundance of data creates a great gap in terms of management and analysis capacity, and 
consequently in terms of the production of knowledge from them. This precipitates into a complex 
scenario, where transforming data into information and knowledge assumes a strategic role in all sectors 
of the economy, including agriculture, a strategic sector for Brazil. All these data need to be integrated, 
preprocessed, and analyzed so that the required knowledge to establish digital agriculture can be extracted.

This chapter presents the concepts related to digital technologies that are used throughout this book. 
This is done in a consolidated way in order to facilitate the readers’ understanding and access.

Digital technologies
The digital technologies presented here are divided into five groups. In the first group there are 
technologies linked to the organization and representation of information. In the second there are 
the mathematical and statistical modeling techniques involving biological, social, and environmental 
phenomena. In the third, the application of artificial intelligence in agriculture. In the fourth group, sensor 
and robotics technologies. In the fifth and last group there are technologies in which applications interact 
with agriculture, such as cloud computing and blockchain.

Organization, representation, and information access
The volume of information and diversity of formats (DNA data, satellite images, sensor data) in which 
this information is presented represent an enormous challenge to its organization and reuse. It becomes 
necessary to annotate, classify, structure and provide access mechanisms so that information can be 
found and reused in the future, which is the purpose of the technologies in this section.

Thesaurus – According to ANSI/NISO Z39.19-2005 (National Information Standards Organization, 2010), 
thesauri are controlled vocabularies, arranged in such a way that the relationship between their terms is 
clearly identified and standardized. Terms are composed of one or more words and selected from natural 
language to be included in a thesaurus. In the National Agricultural Thesaurus (Thesagro), for example, 
the word mite is related to the word Arachnid, so that Arachnid is the broader term (BT) and mite is the 
more specific term (NT - Narrower Term). There are also other terms subordinate to Arachnid and which, 
therefore, are NT of Arachnid, such as spider and scorpion. BT and NT are forms of vertical relationship 
between terms used in thesauri; there are also horizontal associations between terms, expressed as 
a related term (RT - Related Term). For example, in Thesagro there are the terms Acaricide and Tick 
associated with the RT of Mite. The first is a counter agent for mites, belonging to the hierarchy that 
starts with Pesticide, and the latter belongs to the hierarchy of Animal Parasite. Thesauri, therefore, form 
a web of relationships between terms, and this web helps to find the information one is looking for. The 
terms and their hierarchy can be used to organize the content of websites on the internet and to expand 
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the searches that are performed on a determined content. For example, when searching for Acarus, 
documents that speak of tick or Acaricide can also be retrieved.

Ontology – An ontology is formally defined as a common vocabulary for sharing information about 
a particular knowledge domain. The ontology includes machine-interpretable definitions of the basic 
concepts of this domain and the relationships between these concepts (Noy; Mcguiness, 2001).

In ontologies, the relationships between domain concepts are made explicit so that they can be 
interpreted by computers. Each concept contains its attributes, for which there are possible values. For 
example, the concept “vehicle”, which is a class, contains the subclasses “car” and “motorcycle”. A car 
usually has four wheels and a motorcycle has two. So, the attribute number of wheels would be four for 
a vehicle and two for a motorcycle. Both the motorcycle and the car have a manufacturer attribute and 
any other attributes one would want to add and enrich the information contained in the ontology for 
its reuse. As ontologies provide a common machine-processable language, an agent can automatically 
browse several websites that work on the same subject – for example car parts – and add the information 
provided by them for price comparison. This is greatly facilitated when multiple sites use the same 
ontology to describe their parts.

Big Data – The term Big Data includes data sets where sizes go beyond the capacity of data management 
systems to process them. It is usually data from various sources, such as mobile devices, body sensors, 
social media, emails, electronic medical records, genomics and geospatial sensor data, among many 
others. This variety of sources, the amount of data, and the speed at which the data arrives for processing 
generate what is called the “three Vs” of Big Data: volume, velocity and variety, to which sometimes 
“veracity” and “value” are also added. The definition encompasses structured, semi-structured, and 
unstructured data, although the treatment of unstructured data by systems that process Big Data is much 
more common (Dedić; Stanier, 2017).  Big Data applications appear all the time: when analyzing posts 
on social networks about a certain subject to see their repercussion; when analyzing Google searches 
to identify outbreaks of flu pandemics. Given the inadequacy of traditional database management 
systems in processing Big Data, solutions were developed by companies that traditionally operate with 
large volumes of data, such as Google and Cloudera, which developed MapReduce, Flume, and Sqoop. 
MapReduce (Dean; Ghemawat, 2008) is an algorithm developed by Google with a free implementation 
developed by the Apache Foundation, called Hadoop (White, 2012). It operates by distributing large 
datasets to be processed on multiple computers in parallel (possibly thousands of computers) and then 
consolidating answers. Apache Flume1 was originally developed by Cloudera to manage large volumes of 
log file data, but it has been extended to process events from web sources such as Twitter and Facebook. 
Apache Sqoop2 is a tool to efficiently transfer data between structured, semi-structured, and unstructured 
data sources. It is an interesting tool for bringing data from external sources, such as relational databases, 
into Hadoop’s distributed file system. MapReduce, Flume, and Sqoop are just examples of systems that 
were developed to handle Big Data, and they are not the only systems capable of handling data with 
large volume, variety, and velocity.

API – An Application Programming Interface (API) is a way for two applications to talk to each other. A 
requesting application triggers the execution of another so that its own task is completed, in other words, 
the requesting application needs the second one as a provider for its functioning. The communication 
intermediary between the two applications is the API, which defines protocols, routines and tools so 
that the message is delivered to the provider application and the response returns to the requesting 

1 Available at: http://flume.apache.org

2 Available at: https://sqoop.apache.org
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application. A Web API operates on the internet using the usual protocols for exchanging information, 
such as HTML, XML, or JSON. As an example of API applied to the agricultural area, we can mention 
the AgroAPI platform from Embrapa Agricultural Informatics (2020). It provides a series of information 
and models that can be coupled with software, web systems, or mobile applications from companies, 
including startups, public, and private institutions. Each API is allowed free use of up to 1,000 requests 
per month. An example is API Agritec, part of AgroAPI, which gathers information on planting time, 
fertilization, productivity, agricultural zoning and cultivars for five agricultural crops. Another example is 
the SATVeg API, which uses satellite data to generate the visualization of the evolution over time of NDVI 
and EVI vegetation indices for all of South America. These indices make it possible to observe variations 
in green biomass on the land surface, and may help implementing the Brazilian Forest Code (Código 
Florestal), or monitoring the cycle of certain agricultural crops, among other land cover and land use 
dynamics.

Mathematical modelling and statistics
The representation of natural phenomena through models is an integral part of the scientific method. 
This section is dedicated to showing the representation through models used in the scientific method. It 
also conceptualizes Data Science, which emerged from a confluence of various branches of expertise to 
extract knowledge from increasingly abundant masses of data. 

Mathematical model – A model arises from the need to understand a phenomenon in the physical 
world and predict its behavior in a given situation. A model is always an abstraction of what happens 
in the real world, a simplification of what happens in reality so that a system can be understood and 
quantified (Torres; Santos, 2015). In Bassanezi (2002), a mathematical model consists of transforming 
reality into mathematical problems, which are solved and interpreted in light of what happens in the 
real world. Building a mathematical model involves several steps: a) conceptualization, which occurs 
after initial observations about a problem, formulation of hypotheses to explain its functioning, and a 
first selection of which variables, processes, and interactions are considered relevant. An important task 
occurs during the conceptualization, which is the simplification of the model in terms of variables and 
interactions that are essential for the representation of the problem, since the phenomena of the natural 
world, especially the biological ones, are extremely complex; b) mathematical formalization, which is 
the translation of the problem into mathematical language. There are many different approaches to 
this translation, such as differential equations, Bayesian equations, stochastic systems, finite difference 
equations, and agent-based systems, each with its advantages and limitations. Its choice depends on 
the nature of the problem that is being modeled; c) parameter estimation, which involves discovering 
which numerical values are guiding the elaborated mathematical formulation. These parameters can be 
obtained through experimental measures, and the adoption of experimental statistical techniques adds 
greater reliability; d) simulation and prediction, which is the moment when the system of equations is 
solved analytically, or the model is run on a computer. As biological problems usually involve control 
and regulation mechanisms, the analytical solution of the models is almost always impossible, which 
makes the computational approach the most frequent to solve a model; e) model validation, in which the 
system response is verified for each scenario of the input values of the model variables. This answer has to 
coincide both in terms of the trajectory of the system and with the values obtained in the experimental 
measurements. Therefore, it is at this point that one evaluates how close the model is representing reality 
while its accuracy is being measured. Another desired feature of the model is its capability to predict 
new facts and unknown relationships that can be verified in the real world; f ) model refinement, where 
the validity of the model results is criticized in terms of the trajectories of the modeled system when 
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confronted with the real world while its accuracy is evaluated. When models deviate from what was 
expected, it may be due to some hypotheses that either have not been considered or that are false. There 
may also have been an error in obtaining the data that fed the construction of the model or an error in its 
mathematical formulation. In this case, new hypotheses and/or new variables and a re-verification of the 
mathematical model may be proposed.

Statistical model – Statistics is the basis of the scientific method, which can be summarized as follows: 
a) definition of the problem to be studied; b) formulation of one or more hypotheses to be tested; 
c) conducting experiments to test the formulated hypotheses; d) statistical analysis of the data obtained; 
e) interpretation of results and obtaining conclusions, that is, obtaining a descriptive or inferential 
statistical model that proves or not the original hypotheses. As example (Snedecor; Cochran, 1967): 
the problem to be studied was the variability in the calcium concentration of turnips; the hypotheses 
concerned the behavior of the variability of calcium in plants and, specifically, in the leaves of each plant; 
in the experiment, four plants were randomly chosen, and then three leaves of each plant were randomly 
selected. Two 100 mg samples were taken from each leaf, determining the amount of calcium in each 
sample through microchemical processes ; the data were submitted to an analysis of variance according 
to the model of the formulated hypotheses; the analysis concluded that, statistically, at a 5% significance 
level, the variability in the leaves of each plant is more important than the variability in the whole plant, 
and that the ideal model (the hypotheses raised) statistically represents reality. Each of these variability 
effects is estimated according to the initial hypotheses, the calculated estimates show whether the model 
is adequate or not to the formulated hypotheses based on an accepted margin of error, which in this 
case was 5%. In general, biological processes are inherently complex and the variability of each observed 
factor needs to be estimated. That means that the number of observed variables is enormous, and 
sometimes not all variables are known. Those not known will introduce a greater error to the estimated 
model; remembering that the model is accepted after the estimates are statistically proven, and that 
the model as a whole has an error, which is also estimated. In this scenario, and in many others, such as 
general gas theory or natural selection (Fisher, 1934), the arguments are built on statistical grounds.

Data Science – Data Science is an interdisciplinary field focused on the processes and systems for 
extracting knowledge or insights from data in various forms, structured or not. It incorporates techniques 
and theories from the most diverse areas of knowledge such as computing, engineering, mathematics, 
statistics, economics, data mining, and artificial intelligence in order to collect, process, integrate, and 
analyze data so as to create data products and services (Amaral, 2016). Data Science is not restricted 
to analyzing large volumes of data (Big Data analytics). Small (Small Data) and large (Big Data) data 
repositories are important aspects of this research area. Small Data includes simple information, which is 
in the database of any company or small rural property. Small Data includes research results, consumer or 
rural producer data, data on agricultural properties, e-mails with information on management practices, 
data containing agricultural production volume per period, among others. It usually consists of structured 
data ready for analysis. Big Data, on the other hand, refers to (mainly) unstructured data, originating 
from multiple sources and which should be collected, aggregated, and analyzed in order to generate 
managerial information. Among the Data Science applications are digital marketing, which elaborates 
personalized advertisements based on information obtained through user profiles and their browsing 
history in companies. Further examples are recommendation systems, which are based on the pattern of 
pages visited or products purchased to suggest new products, and bank customer credit rating systems, 
which consults track record and existing scores in credit protection companies to calculate the likelihood 
of a customer defaulting.
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Artificial intelligence
Pattern recognition and machine learning technologies, including deep learning, are an integral part 
of the many systems used today, such as autonomous cars and voice recognition systems. These new 
technologies analyze large data sets and learn patterns from them that allow, for example, to identify 
objects or anticipate the next word to be spoken in a sentence. On the other hand, fuzzy logic is used 
when the rules of a system are explained directly, without the use of machine learning, but still allows a 
certain degree of imprecision. 

Pattern recognition – A pattern, as understood within the concept of pattern recognition, can be the 
representation of a handwritten number, a number written on a house, an orange, a car, a pronounced 
word, sequences of temperature measurements, pressure and rain, stock market value sequences, as well 
as many other things we want a computer system to learn to recognize. It is for this reason that many 
of the important pattern recognition problems can be characterized either as waveform classifications 
(sounds, temperature measurements, action values, etc.) or as classification of geometric figures, as with 
images (Fukunaga, 1990). Our brain is specially designed to recognize patterns. In the very early years 
of our existence, we learned to differentiate sounds, words, what is a cat and how it is different from a 
dog and so many other things. What pattern recognition in a computational system should achieve is to 
learn to differentiate the data presented to it, an activity that is computationally known as classification. 
To process this data, several techniques are used for pattern recognition, such as decision trees, random 
forests, k-nearest neighbors, support vector machines and neural networks (Bishop, 2006). The application 
of pattern recognition techniques can indicate, for example, that a given sequence of temperature 
values is within normality, that a stock listed on the stock exchange is on a downward trajectory, that the 
handwritten number on a paper is 3, or that the object in a certain position in an image is an orange.

Machine learning – This is a process closely related to pattern recognition (previous topic), as what is 
desired during machine learning is for the computer to learn from the patterns presented to it. According 
to Bishop (2006), machine learning and pattern recognition are two facets of the same field of knowledge, 
with pattern recognition originating from engineering and machine learning from computing. For this 
reason, the algorithms between pattern recognition and machine learning are also shared. Generally, it 
is possible to divide machine learning into supervised, when starting from a previously defined set of 
labeled data one wants to find a function that is capable of predicting unknown labels; and unsupervised, 
which seeks to identify groups or patterns from the data, without a specific objective to be achieved 
(Russel; Norvig, 2020). These two concepts are defined as follows.

Unsupervised learning – In this type of learning, the data set used does not have any type of label. The 
objective of this type of learning is to detect similarities and anomalies between the analyzed objects. The 
process of grouping objects into similar classes is called clustering. This procedure is also known as data 
segmentation, as it partitions large datasets according to the similarity between subsets. The objects that 
are more similar to the characteristics imposed by the domain must be allocated in the same group, while 
those less similar must be allocated in different groups. The similarity between objects must be obtained 
by algebraic measures, such as the Euclidean distance, for real values; or by simple correspondence, for 
nominal values. These algorithms can be divided into two more general classes, according to the heuristic 
used to construct the groups.

The first class refers to partitional algorithms, which, usually with linear execution computational cost, 
operate in an iterative way based on the previous definition of the desired number of groups and the 
definition of representative objects of each group, known as centroids. In each iteration, each object is 
associated with the centroid and, consequently, with its most similar group. The centroids of the groups 
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are then recalculated for the next iteration. The algorithm reaches its point of convergence when the 
centroids are no longer changed between one iteration and another, that is, when the groups are well 
defined, considering the similarity measure used. The k-means is in this subclass of algorithms (Macqueen 
et al., 1967), and is considered one of the ten most influential algorithms in data mining (Wu, 2008).

The second class is hierarchical algorithms, which have a computational cost of execution that is 
normally quadratic and therefore do not require the identification of initial representatives or the desired 
number of groups. Thus, in a single execution, n nested partitions can be generated for the same set of n 
instances, containing from 1 to n groups each, constituting a cluster hierarchy (Han; Kamber, 2006). Two 
distinct strategies can be used to build this hierarchy: the agglomerative one, which initially considers 
each instance of the dataset as a group, merging pairs of groups in each iteration; and the divisive, which 
initially considers all samples belonging to a single group, dividing them into smaller groups in each 
iteration (Hastie et al., 2009).

Supervised learning – The process of supervised machine learning consists of presenting a large 
amount of previously classified data to a computer and making it learn from that data. Learning happens 
by modifying system parameters as more and more examples are presented to it. These parameters are 
numbers for which their values are unknown. So, the learning task is to find out which values make the 
system get it right most often. For each example, it is verified whether the system learned to correctly 
classify that example. If it is right, the system reinforces the parameters that allowed this correct 
classification through their weights. Otherwise, it calculates what correction the system must undergo 
so as not to make this error and negatively adjust the weights that led to that wrong answer. One can 
then imagine a system with many knobs or buttons that have to be turned just the right amount for 
that system to finally get the answer right. However, instead of turning the knobs ourselves, we have 
algorithms that do it in a controlled way in order to make learning happen. The main learning paradigms 
can be listed as follows:

a) Symbolic (decision trees): a decision tree is a flowchart-like structure in which each internal 
node represents a “test” in an attribute, each branch represents the test result, and each leaf 
node represents a class label (decision made after computing all attributes). The paths from 
root to leaf represent classification rules (Quinlan, 1986).

b) Based on instances (k-NN or k nearest neighbors): the main idea of k-NN is to determine the 
classification label of a sample based on the k neighbor samples from a training set. Among 
the k examples, there is the most frequent class. This class is attributed to the new example 
(Fukunaga; Narendra, 1975).

c) Based on statistical learning (Support Vector Machines – SVM): the simplest way to 
partition an n-dimensional Euclidean space is through hyperplanes. The SVM classifier is also 
based on this strategy, however, it uses a special type, the optimal separating hyperplane. It is 
a hyperplane that divides classes, maximizing the margin of separation between them (Vapnik, 
1995, 1998). 

d) Committee-based: it is the field of machine learning that builds a group of classifiers, called 
base classifiers, in order to be more accurate than the best elements of the group. The simplest 
approach based on this algorithm is simple majority voting, in which several classifiers are 
combined into one voting strategy. As a result, the response that receives the highest number 
of votes is considered the committee’s response (Han; Kamber, 2006). Random Forest is an 
example of this type of approach. It is a classification and regression technique that consists of 
a set of decision trees combined to solve classification problems (Breiman, 2001).
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e) Connectionist (Artificial Neural Networks – ANN): they are computational models inspired 
by the central nervous system (particularly the brain), capable of performing machine learning, 
as well as pattern recognition. An example of a connectionist model is the deep learning 
technique, detailed as follows.

Deep learning – The deep learning technique, or deep neural networks, is a machine learning technique 
in which the model chosen for the learning algorithm is an artificial neural network with many layers. 
Neural networks were inspired by the way neurons function in biological systems, operating in a parallel 
and decentralized way (Marblestone et al., 2016). Typically, a neural network can contain more than 
100 layers, arranged one after the other or in parallel. Each of these layers is composed of one or more 
neurons, interconnected so that the result of neurons that are in one layer feeds the input of neurons 
that are in the posterior layer. The neural network training method often employs an algorithm called 
backpropagation. Since it is associated with each neuron, there is a weight that that neuron represents 
in the response, this algorithm compares the system response with the value that should have been 
and distributes the error by recalculating the values of the weights of the neurons backwards. There are 
many neural network architectures available, such as feedforward networks, convolutional networks, 
recurrent networks and restricted Boltzmann machines, among many others (Goodfellow et al., 2016). 
The architecture chosen for the network depends on the problem to be solved: forward connected 
networks are used in both classification and regression problems; convolutional networks, for image 
classification problems; recurrent networks, for problems involving sequences, such as natural language 
processing; and the restricted Boltzmann machines are applied for dimensionality reduction, a task with 
a large amount of input variables, and the most significant ones are identified. This list of problems for 
each network is not exclusive, it is only to serve as an example, as a constrained Boltzmann machine can 
be used to solve other problems, such as regression and classification, like with other neural network 
architectures. The deep learning area includes a great deal of art involved in selecting a given architecture 
for a problem, as well as in the parameterization of models.

Fuzzy sets and fuzzy logic – The classical set theory defines a class of objects with binary membership as 
a set, that is, each element may or may not belong to the set ( or ). Zadeh (1965) founded the concept 
of fuzzy sets (FS) as a class of objects in which each element has a continuous degree of membership, 
admitting any value between zero and one. This concept allows addressing real-world problems, where 
membership criteria and boundaries between classes are not precisely defined (that is, they are fuzzy). An 
element can have different “degrees of membership” for various sets. Analogous to the theory of classical 
set, a whole class of logical operations is derived from fuzzy sets, called fuzzy logic. Those that operate 
with fuzzy logic are called Fuzzy Rules Based Systems (FRBSs). They are inference systems whose logical 
components are expressed through FS. Typically, it is composed of a fuzzy database (input and output 
variables), an inference mechanism and a fuzzy rule base of the “IF A then B” type, whose linguistic terms 
are FS (Klir; Yuan, 1995).

Earth and study sensors
Sensors and actuators are at the heart of digital agriculture, as they enable to perceive what is happening 
in the environment, and take appropriate actions. Sensors can be orbital, such as satellites, which allow 
the collection of geospatial data, or proximal data, such as sensors installed on rural properties and linked 
to the Internet of Things devices. When computing is fully integrated with the sensors of an environment 
and distributed in that environment, we have Ubiquitous Computing.
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Ubiquitous computing – The term Ubiquitous Computing was proposed by the scientist Weiser (1991), 
of Xerox’s Palo Alto Research Center (PARC), to refer to a computing paradigm proposed for the 
21st century. In this paradigm, computing should be everywhere, hence the term ubiquitous, and invisible 
to its user. To explain the concept, Weiser considers that written language was the first ubiquitous 
technology, because before it, information was restricted to people’s memories. With his invention, 
anyone who knows how to read is able to understand what is written, therefore, independent of the 
memory of the person who wrote it. 

The concept of computing everywhere is different from taking a notebook anywhere, because even at 
that point what you take with you is computational power and the focus therefore is on the computer. 
With ubiquitous computing, computers operate at a distance, with no physical contact with users. The 
interaction with these computers in the environment could be done by recognition of presence, voice 
and gestures by sensors installed in the environment, displays and projectors. Ubiquitous computing 
also implies more intelligence on the part of the computer, as its sensors would have to perceive what 
is happening in the environment and take actions to facilitate the task of users who are in it, activating 
services, without the user having required them. For example, when entering your office and looking for 
a certain document saved on paper, the system would point out where you have stored that document 
in the past. The system could also bring the project you were working on into a meeting room so it 
could be presented. Obviously, ubiquitous computing would present new challenges in terms of privacy 
and security, as the first example means that the system was watching your every step when you saved 
that document in the past, while the second means that the system would have access to all your files 
and would transfer only the files needed for the presentation. In addition to privacy and security, there 
are also other challenges, such as bringing together pieces of hardware and software from multiple 
manufacturers whose software would have to be integrated and driven by a larger system. Although 
there is no system that fully implements the idea of ubiquitous computing, some technologies try to 
approach this ideal, such as speaker systems that hear what is being said and perform tasks such as 
adjusting the lighting, playing a favorite song or perform an internet search. In agriculture, the concept 
of ubiquitous computing has been used in the application of agrochemicals. In this application, existing 
sensors close to the leaves would guide the electronics embedded in the sprayers in order to control the 
greatest possible coverage, using the least amount of liquid.

IoT – The internet of things (IoT) is defined by the International Telecommunication Union (ITU 2012) as 
a global infrastructure for information society, enabling advanced services through the interconnection 
of things (physical and virtual), based on interoperable information and communication technologies, 
whether these structures are in place or evolving.  From the point of view of the internet of things, 
the ITU defines things as objects in the physical or virtual world that can be identified and integrated 
into communication networks. Virtual objects are included in the IoT through physical things linked to 
devices, which in turn have mandatory communication capabilities. Communication between devices 
can be performed through a communication network (with or without an intermediary gateway) or 
directly between devices, without a communication network, in the latter case, direct communication 
between devices is required. When communication between devices takes place through a gateway, it 
must provide at least two network technologies, either to integrate devices, such as ZigBee, Bluetooth, 
Wi-Fi or LoRa, or to integrate devices to the communication network, such as 2G, 3G, LTE, satellite 
networks or others. Devices also have the sleep mode and automatically return to save energy. This 
capability is especially important for sensors that are installed in remote locations that do not have direct 
connection to electricity, as is the case with some agricultural monitoring sensors. Objects connected 
to the IoT network can range from people or animals with RFID tags to pacemakers and other hospital 
devices for individual use, agricultural implements, cell phones, surveillance cameras, humidity and 
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atmospheric pressure sensors, rain gauges, cars with embedded sensors and many others. All things 
connected to the IoT are required to have an internet address, that is, an IP address. With this address, 
things can be accessed by any machines connected to the internet. This access at any time makes things 
connected to the IoT vulnerable in two points: security and privacy. Concern with security creates the 
need to implement requirements to ensure the confidentiality and integrity of information, both in the 
data and in the services that process this data. The issue of privacy also needs to be supported by the 
IoT, as the data that travels through the IoT system can transit sensitive information linked to the owners 
or users of the connected things.   Protecting the privacy of such data must take place during data 
transmission, aggregation, storage, processing and mining. In agriculture, RFID sensors have been used to 
identify and track animals in the field.

Robotics – The term robot comes from the word robota, which means servant in the Czech language. 
Josef Čapek proposed it to his brother Karel to be used in the fiction play Rossum’s Universal Robots, 
published in 1920 (Szabolcsi, 2014). In this play, machines with human behavior and appearance perform 
work. Nowadays, robots take on various forms and functions. In manufacturing, they take the form of 
arms to perform repetitive tasks such as welding, or dangerous tasks such as decontamination in nuclear 
facilities. Military, agricultural and space exploration robots are often vehicles with wheels or wings. 
Robotics is a research area that combines efforts from multiple areas, such as computer engineering, 
information engineering, mechanical engineering, electronic engineering, biology, as well as in the social 
sciences as robots must assume behaviors suitable for human interaction. A robot’s degree of autonomy 
can range from remote control to fully autonomous operation. Depending on the task or the degree of 
autonomy, the robot needs: to have computer vision to build a global representation of the environment 
it is in and the objects within the field of view; have a control system to perform the desired task, which 
may or may not include artificial intelligence; have actuators that will move the parts according to the 
control and implement a user interface. It may also need devices that implement the sense of touch, 
hearing and smell. There are several advanced robots today: the Asimo, developed by Honda, is one of 
the most evolved humanoid-looking robots. It can walk on uneven surfaces, talk to several people at 
the same time, open bottles and pour liquid into a glass, in addition to mastering several simultaneous 
conversations with different people. NASA created Robonaut2 and sent it to the International Space 
Station to help carry out dangerous or even mundane tasks. In agriculture, robots often take the form 
of an off-road vehicle, such as the See and Spray robot, developed by Blue River to detect weeds and 
selectively apply crop protection products, only on those plants, avoiding the planted crop.

Geospatial data – Also called geographic data, they belong to a particular class of data that describe 
facts, objects and phenomena of the terrestrial globe, associated with its location on the land surface, 
at a particular moment or period (Câmara et al., 1996). Geospatial data are fundamentally identified 
from others by their spatial component, which associates each entity or phenomenon with a location 
translated by a geodetic territorial reference system. Geotechnology is the name given to a special 
category of technologies used for the process of acquiring, visualizing, processing, analyzing and/
or making available geospatial data. In this context, technologies such as remote sensing, the Global 
Positioning System (GPS), topography, Geographic Information Systems (GIS), geographic databases, 
among others, are classified as geotechnologies. When geospatial information is derived from one or 
more geotechnologies, it is called geoinformation. Finally, geoprocessing is the process of applying one 
or more geotechnologies to acquire, process, visualize, analyze and/or make available spatially referenced 
data, in order to generate geoinformation. Geospatial data are used in agriculture, for example, to 
monitor the crop of a particular commodity, in which a sequence of satellite images is analyzed over time 
in a given region to determine how much will be produced.
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GIS – Geographic Information Systems (GIS) is one of the main technologies for visualization, analysis 
and treatment of geographic data. There are several definitions for GIS, from the most complex to 
the simplest. Pires et al. (1994) define GIS as a system that performs the computational treatment of 
geospatial data, storing, managing and retrieving information. These systems are widely used in decision 
environments, providing users with facilities to combine information from a given region. The main 
difference between GIS and a conventional information system is that GIS can store both the descriptive 
attributes of the data and the geometries of different types of geographic data. The following are the 
main characteristics of GIS: to input and integrate, in a single database, textual spatial information and 
other data sources, such as satellite images and GPS data; and offer mechanisms to combine the various 
information, through manipulation and analysis algorithms, as well as to consult, retrieve and visualize 
the contents of the geographic database. The approach traditionally used to organize geospatial data in 
a GIS is its distribution in layers, or information planes, where each layer addresses a different theme for a 
given geographic region. For example, a satellite image of a region is a layer, as well as the municipalities 
in that region, their geomorphology and their hydrology. Each layer is internally represented using logical 
structures specific to each GIS and is stored in different files, according to the format of the system used. 
In agriculture, GIS can be used to create a digital model of a rural property from the measurements made 
using GPS at various points on that property.

Converging technologies
Digital agriculture incorporates concepts that were originally developed for other areas, such as 
blockchain and cloud computing, which converge for the solution of agricultural problems. The reuse of 
these technologies came from the need to store data remotely, to better process the data, and also to 
meet a recurrent demand in agriculture, which is the traceability of its products and processes.

Blockchain – It is a type of distributed database with a storage model that allows permanent 
and inviolable record keeping. It is known worldwide as being the technology on which bitcoin 
cryptocurrency was developed, and its origin dates back to 2008, when its author, under the 
pseudonym Satoshi Nakamoto, published an article on the internet (Nakamoto, 2008) on the creation 
of a decentralized electronic payment system, secure and based on a peer-to-peer (p2p) network. 
Blockchain allows encoding the content of a variable-length message to fixed-length data via integrity 
and authentication protocols based on single-use ciphers, or one-way hashing, (Castro, 2017; Ethereum, 
2019).

Each transaction can be understood as an action that can be traced, and which is certified by the 
network’s nodes, and part or all of its content may be confidential.  These transactions are grouped similar 
to a ledger, also used in accounting operations, and because of this characteristic, the set is called a 
ledger. Ledgers are the basis, within a framework of computational tools, for implementing transaction 
systems with blockchain technology in corporate environments.

Traceability systems via blockchain provide a secure and distributed way to provide information within an 
agricultural production chain, or any other agribusiness processes, allowing to track information such as 
the origin of the product and its inputs, the use of pesticides in farming, among others.

Cloud computing – It refers to a technology that allows to access programs, files and services through 
the internet, without the need to install programs or store data – hence the allusion to the “cloud”. The 
term is generally used to describe data centers available to many users over the internet (Hayes, 2008). 
Once it is properly connected to the online service, it is possible to appreciate its tools and save all the 
work done and access it later, from anywhere, from any computer with internet access, regardless of 
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the platform. The minimum requirement is a computer compatible with the resources available on the 
internet. For example, a personal computer becomes just a chip connected to the internet, which in this 
case would represent the “great cloud” of computers, requiring only input devices, keyboard, mouse and 
monitor.

Cloud computing can be understood as an infrastructure paradigm that allows establishing software 
as a service, a large set of web-based services, with the objective of providing features that, until then, 
required large investments in hardware and software, which works through a pay-as-you-go model 
(Buyya et al., 2009). A typical example of cloud computing is file sync services like Dropbox. When 
copying or moving a file to this space, it will be duplicated on the application server and on other 
computers that have the program installed and on which a user accesses his account.

Cloud computing offers several benefits, such as: a) cost reduction: either by reducing expenses with 
energy, no-break or generator, air conditioning and physical security of the equipment, or by purchasing 
software and hardware; b) saving space: from the moment the user connects/adheres to cloud services, 
the storage will be completely virtual; c) flexibility: the services are perfectly adaptable to the company’s 
different needs. If this prediction is underestimated, it is easy to increase the service, readjusting it to the 
real demand; d) constant updating: technology advances and hardware quickly becomes outdated. When 
migrating to cloud computing, following technological development becomes a much less exhausting 
and costly task, since contracted services are constantly updated; e) storage capacity: the ability to 
backup a vast amount of data, instantly, is as important as the effortlessness of recovering this data at any 
time, at a considerably low cost; f ) increased collaboration: by allowing multiple users to access the same 
file remotely, cloud computing encourages collaborative work. As updates are done in real time, the data 
exchange between members of the same team is much faster.

However, cloud storage can generate distrust, especially when it comes to security. After all, the proposal 
is to keep important information in a virtual environment, and not all companies and individuals are 
comfortable with this approach.

Final considerations
This chapter introduced the main concepts used in data management, processing and visualization 
of digital agriculture. It presented digital technologies linked to the organization and representation 
of information, mathematical and statistical modeling, artificial intelligence, sensors and robotics 
and convergent technologies such as cloud computing and blockchain. In the next chapters, these 
technologies are explored in the many applications, built by Embrapa Agricultural Informatics and its 
partners, in order to provide solutions for an increasingly dynamic and integrated agriculture, such as 
digital agriculture. As can be seen, based on the list of technologies conceptualized here, the tools used 
to solve agricultural problems are located at the frontier of technological knowledge.
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Introduction
Agriculture is an activity with significant returns and risks. Therefore, production processes and 
businesses are increasingly benefiting from the availability and use of information. Technical, economic, 
social, and environmental dimensions are of interest to all agribusiness segments, which seek reliable 
indicators for operations and business. Financing, inputs, sales and insurance contracts, certifications 
and regulatory processes come to depend on the development of intelligent systems and information 
at reasonable costs. These become essential for competitiveness and sustainability from a viewpoint of 
strengthening the value chains in agriculture. 

It is undeniable, for example, that the upheavals resulting from climatic instability, sanitary events, and 
fluctuations in markets or business environments stand out due to their impacts on agriculture, and the 
related data and information must be investigated in an interdisciplinary manner. A study supported 
by the World Bank indicates that Brazil loses more than R$ 11 billion annually due to risks that could be 
minimized (Arias et al., 2015). In many regions, more than 60% of the variability and risk of agricultural 
production is caused by climatic effects. Farmers exert little or no control over natural phenomena 
such as drought, frost, heat waves, windstorms, or hail (Rossetti, 1998), and to bypass such occurrences, 
agricultural producers depend on information derived from more complex analytical processes.
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It is essential to understand and quantify the climate risks of different ecoregions1 in order to reduce 
risks of exposure and ensure greater agroecosystem resilience2 in Brazil. This task is complex, given 
the continental dimension of the country, the diversity of agricultural crops, production systems, the 
supply of natural resources, soil conditions, relief and climate. It requires specialized knowledge about 
the functioning of agroecosystems and the correct allocation of competences and resources, especially 
from Embrapa, considering its mission, dimension, and capillarity. Science advances the understanding 
of these complex biophysical and economic systems with the intensive use of data associated to robust 
analytical systems. As such, the formulation of policies, the creation of incentives, and regulation of 
economic activities progressively incorporated these advances and consequently came to depend on 
new information processes. Measures of risks and returns, as well as productive, economic, social, and 
environmental impacts have become an essential aspect of the innovation that Embrapa promotes in 
digital agriculture, also called Agriculture 4.0. 

Dealing with this complexity requires the ability to process a large set of data and information in order to 
generate knowledge and support decision-making that is more informed and, consequently, more accurate. 

Therefore, a large investment in information technology is necessary in order to guarantee the 
collection of basic and primary data, using field and remote sensors; storing, organizing, accessing, 
and interoperating multiple databasesas. Lastly, but key to the entire process is the adaptation and 
development of powerful processing tools for analyzing large data volumes. Thus, information and 
knowledge are generated and disseminated in an appropriate and understandable format for various 
audiences. The advancements in information and communication technologies (ICT) can contribute to 
developing knowledge, public policies, and investments in a highly technified agriculture backed by 
scientific knowledge, regardless of scale.

Considering this scenario, Embrapa Digital Agriculture invests in solutions by the development and 
application of agroenvironmental models. The Research Group on Agroenvironmental Modeling was 
established, and professionals with interdisciplinary skills have contributed to the development of 
research, processes, products, and services related to understanding and quantifying soil-plant-animal-
atmosphere interactions. Another strategic dimension of the Unit’s performance is to foster synergy 
and networking with other Embrapa Units, universities, national, and international research institutions. 
Agroenvironment modeling no only generates spatially explicit data and information that supports the 
stability and increase in agricultural productivity, but also decreases the use of natural resources, helping 
to achieve the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) for 2030 (United Nations, 2015 ) – especially in SDG 
02, Zero Hunger; in SDG 12, Responsible Consumption and Production; and in SDG 13, Climate Action.

This chapter presents a brief history of agro-environmental modeling and its importance as an essential 
element in the digital transformation of agriculture, especially with regard to rural planning and strategic/
managerial decision-making in the public and private sectors. Some of the generated knowledge and 
products are summarized here, which highlight the direct contributions of Embrapa Digital Agriculture. 
Also noteworthy is the support that the Unit offers to the challenges and risks posed by historical 
variability and climate change, as well as understanding the synergies between production and 
ecosystem services.

1 Resilience, for agriculture, can be understood as the capacity of production systems to coexist with variability and risks, whether through 
the best selection of planting times, cultivars and the use of technologies to combat adversities (irrigation, use of pesticides etc.) or financial 
mechanisms to absorb shocks caused by adverse effects. 

2 Ecoregions are geographic units with similar physical and biological characteristics, whose boundaries are defined based on abiotic 
characteristics (altitude, relief, soil, geology, precipitation, flood cycle, tidal effects) and biotic (groups of plants and animals present).
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The evolution of agroenvironmental modelling
Modeling of agricultural systems began to flourish in the mid-twentieth century, with the contributions 
of linear programming and economic modeling of agricultural systems as important milestones. At that 
time, the models explored the components of the agricultural system and their interactions in a more 
limited manner. From the 1960s onwards, many models were developed with a focus on forecasting and 
evaluating agricultural system performance in response to changes in their components and interactions 
(Jones et al., 2017).

In the 1980s and 1990s, modeling of agricultural systems started to be used progressively so as to expand 
our knowledge on fundamental aspects of the functioning of the soil-plant-animal-atmosphere system. It 
enabled to simulate variations in the state of the system, along with its components and their interactions in 
different spatiotemporal scales. This evolution allowed to incorporate physical processes (such as the balance 
of radiation, absorption by vegetation, and soil water movement), biophysical (such as photosynthesis and 
plant growth processes), biogeochemical (such as the soil carbon cycle) within a single numerical simulation 
model. At the same time, the development of numerical models by agrometeorology community had grown 
significantly, with the emergence of various software that included models that simulate the development 
and growth of agricultural crops. Based on these analyses, the models began to provide important elements 
to support the prediction of potential responses of the agricultural system to changes in the conditions of 
the environment, the production system and the management employed. Therefore, agroenvironmental 
modeling stands out as a tool to assess the responses of agricultural productivity to climatic conditions using 
empirical statistical models and models based on biophysical and socioeconomic processes, which simulate 
agricultural productivity and its interactions with the environment and management practices (Jones et al., 
2017). The models used utilize mathematical formulations to represent the functioning of natural systems, be it 
simulating the growth of a plant in specific meteorological conditions, the need for food supplementation for 
cattle or another process to be evaluated.

The expanded knowledge brought about by modeling on the multiple facets of agricultural systems and 
their components has percolated more extensively into decision-making on rural properties and with 
decision makers in the political sphere. Today these models are now widely used in precision agriculture, 
irrigation management, soil fertility management, plant breeding, monitoring and forecasting of yield 
for crop management, agricultural insurance, impact assessment and subsequent adaptation to climate 
change., quantification of carbon sequestration in the soil, environmental impacts in land cover and land 
use changes, forecast of agricultural crop production, and disease risk assessments. 

Agroenvironmental modeling products 
to support decision-making 
Several technologies and products that make use of agro-environmental modeling applied to rural 
planning have been developed, directly or indirectly, by the Agroenvironmental Modeling Research 
Group, with the main lines of action presented below. These works can be grouped into four central 
areas: i) obtaining, organizing, storing and distributing basic data for agroenvironmental modeling; 
ii) quantification and analysis of climate risks and resilience of agricultural systems; iii) products that 
support territorial planning; and iv) integration of socio-economic analysis in agro-environmental 
modeling. Although these components are presented separately in order to be evidenced and specified, 
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they complement each other, and at various times merge during analysis, modeling, and simulation 
development. This generation of knowledge and products are applied to rural planning in an integrated 
approach.

Databases for agricultural and environmental research 
One of the prerequisites for using models is the collection, storage, use, and distribution of 
agrometeorological data. These must be suitable for their specific purpose with the appropriate 
spatial and temporal coverage, as well as having a known quality. Climatic data are essential for 
agro-environmental modeling. Thus, tools are developed for the acquisition, storage, processing, and 
availability of agrometeorological data for Brazil. 

Agritempo
Agritempo3, currently available on the portal and the Agritempo mobile and Agritempo GIS mobile 
applications has been offering free agrometeorological data that supports agricultural activities in rural 
properties, reducing risks related to climate and weather while also supporting public policies and 
allowing online actions for agrometeorological monitoring. 

The main innovation offered by the system refers to the automation of tasks, enabled using ICT, in 
which the entire process of receiving data, incorporating it into the database, and building maps occurs 
automatically through the system without human intervention. This provides greater speed and accuracy, 
in addition to offering better quality to the database itself as the system automatically performs tests on 
the collected variables (Alencar et al., 2016).

Agritempo mobilizes a collaborative network with 40 institutions, involving the exchange of meteorological 
data, research in agrometheorology, generation of new technologies such as system modules, 
functionalities, and availability 
of information, such as studies 
and scientific publications. 
The system organizes and 
manages a set of more than 
1,600 meteorological stations, 
a number that is constantly 
expanding. It also contains a 
database of at least ten years 
of satellite images that can be 
used to support research in 
agrometeorology.

In 2019 alone, the Agritempo 
portal (Figure 1) had 180,950 hits.

3 Available at: http://www.agritempo.br

Figure 1. Interface of the Agritempo 
system – version 2.0.
Source: Agritempo (2020).
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The Agritempo mobile and Agritempo GIS mobile applications recorded more than 10,000 installations, 
showing the demand and transfer of information contained in these systems. 

Conprees

Currently, Embrapa Digital Agriculture has meteorological data integration and remote sensing systems 
from various sources. However, the low density of meteorological stations in vast regions of the country, 
in addition to inherent flaws in the operation and maintenance of existing stations, results in the lack 
of reliable data for many producing regions. More recently, CONPREES, an acronym for Consistent, 
Completed, and Spatialized meteorological data, will enter the testing and operation phase in 2020. 
This system uses a much larger number of data sources ranging from public and private meteorological 
stations and from different meteorological and remote sensing models. Thus, it is possible to develop 
a database with sufficient resolution and accuracy to monitor the occurrence of adverse events and 
agrometeorological accidents.

The integration of agrometeorological monitoring systems and remote sensing vegetation cover, 
such as System for Temporal Analysis of Vegetation (SATVeg) (detailed in chapter 4), will provide 
information on plant biomass that will allow for more effective monitoring of the areas. While systematic 
agrometeorological monitoring allows identifying unfavorable conditions (low temperatures, dry spells, 
water deficit, etc.), vegetation indices obtained from satellite images can indicate conditions related to 
management, such as planting time, planted area and vegetative vigor. In addition, vegetation indices 
synthesize the vigor of vegetation during the development process of an agricultural crop. As such, they 
also reflect the agrometeorological conditions in a cultivated area when analyzed through the harvest 
period.

Risk assessments and climate resilience evaluation
Climate is the main environmental factor associated with agricultural productivity variability. Climatic 
risks have the potential to cause significant or total losses to production, divided into two groups: i) 
extreme event (low and high temperatures, very intense rain, strong winds, among others); ii) cumulative 
event (prolonged droughts, temperatures limiting growth for long periods, etc.).

The adoption of good agricultural management practices is considered one of the most viable 
means for adding resilience to the production system. This occurs mainly by reducing exposure to 
climate risks, but it is also possible to reduce current productivity gaps. In this context of serving 
rural and agricultural planning, agroenvironmental modeling has been used both in the history 
of meteorological phenomena and in developing the productivity of agricultural crops. This risk 
assessment focus and promotion of climate resilience is leading to the simulation of future agricultural 
scenarios derived from climate change. As such, the use of modeling can guide both research priority 
and development themes or practices to be adopted and intensified in production systems. The 
guiding base for this development is the greater risk and vulnerability, or a pronounced reduction in 
adaptive capacity of a particular crop.

Agricultural Climate Risk Zoning 

The Agricultural Climate Risk Zoning (ZARC), governed by the National Program of Presidential Decree No. 
9,841/2019 is one of the most important examples of the agroenvironmental modeling application aimed 
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at generating value with broad social, economic, and environmental benefits. It is an agrometeorological 
product that delimits regions and planting times according to the probabilities of production loss 
caused by adverse weather events. These studies are based on a broad knowledge base, agronomic, and 
meteorological data, as well as modeling techniques combined with large-scale processing systems. This 
allows for the generation and analysis of different scenarios per crop, enabling an assessment of climate 
impacts associated with the hydro-physical characteristics of the soil, crop cycles, planting dates, and 
crop sensitivity to climate effects at different plant stages, among others (Santos; Martins, 2016). The 
results translate into risk levels per ten days of planting for each municipality.

The objective of ZARC is to provide information for the management of climatic risks on rural 
properties, as well as for public managers (Ministry of Agriculture and Livestock – MAPA), Central 
Bank of Brazil – BACEN, National Monetary Council – CMN). Additional to this is the decision-making 
support in the Federal Government’s insurance programs, such as the Agricultural Activity Guarantee 
Program (PROAGRO) and the Rural Insurance Premium Subsidy Program (PSR). This information is 
used to avoid excessive losses with compensation in areas or times of high agricultural risk, as well 
as to evaluate solutions for production systems less susceptible to climatic adversities. In order to be 
entitled to PROAGRO or PSR, and thus have access to Rural Credit, the producer must observe the ZARC 
recommendations. In addition, several financial agents in the private sector condition the granting of 
rural credit to the ZARC indicators.

Embrapa Digital Agriculture houses the processing cloud infrastructure, with large servers dedicated to 
ZARC. They use a workflow management system to automate the pre-processing (storage and processing 
of data used by agrometeorological models), processing (execution of simulations) and post-processing 
steps (probability calculations, results visualization and processing the final results), ending with its 
delivery to the Agricultural Policy Secretariat (SPA-MAPA). 

The generated results are stored in a database, available to different teams in Brazil through Micura 
(Figure 2). This system enables the visualization and analysis of the ZARC results, allowing the technical 
teams to carry out validations and to investigate better ways to parameterize the models. After 
verification by the teams of each analyzed agricultural crop, the results are presented to the broad 
public at validation meetings in several states in Brazil, through Micura, with the participation of rural 
producers, technicians, agronomists, researchers from different institutions, public managers, financing 
and insurance agents, and cooperatives. If the results are not approved, the team identifies and proposes 
the necessary adjustments. New scenarios are then processed and presented, until results that are more 
coherent with the reality in the field are obtained.

The results are sent to MAPA to determine the recommended planting windows for more than 44 
agricultural crops. These recommendations are the basis of insurance programs tied to the Federal 
Government, such as the PROAGRO, the Family Farming Agricultural Activity Guarantee Program 
(PROAGRO MAIS) and the PSR.

Plantio Certo (Sure Sowing)
As these are tools aimed for academic use, the results of the models often lack adequate interpretation. 
Thus, in order to facilitate access to ZARC indications, the Plantio Certo (Sure Sowing) mobile application 
was developed. It is available at Embrapa’s app store4. With it, farmers, bank agents and people linked to 
rural insurance are able to consult the planting periods recommended by ZARC for different agricultural 

4 Available at: www.embrapa. br/applications
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crops in all Brazilian 
municipalities in a simplified 
way (Figure 3). The application 
also allows climate monitoring 
from the informed sowing 
date, returning information to 
the user on soil water storage, 
accumulated precipitation, 
number of days without 
rain, as well as minimum and 
maximum temperatures.

Support for 
agricultural 
planning and 
monitoring
The availability of data from sensors located in the field or from remote 
platforms, along with time series obtained throughout the season and 
accessible as soon as they are collected, provides opportunities to monitor 
crops in real time and improve their management. This can be done directly 
from raw data or from derived indices such as rainfall measurements or 

Figure 2. Vizualization of scenarios in the ZARC on the Micura system.
Source: Micura (2020).

Figure 3. Interface of the Plantio 
Certo application. The example 
shows recommendations for cotton 
planting time in the municipality 
of Rio Verde, Goiás state, and 
agrometeorological monitoring of 
conditions at the location.
Source: Embrapa (2020).
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vegetation indices (e.g., SATVeg, described in Chapter 4), or from more complex model results that make 
use of such data. The use of modeling can be done directly as the data are fed as input parameters in the 
models (e.g., temperature and precipitation data in a water balance model). This can also be done in the 
form of data assimilation, in that the results of a model are corrected throughout its execution, as new 
field observations are incorporated.

Helping in the planning of agricultural activities and monitoring field conditions are of interest to both 
producers and managers in various sectors, such as agricultural insurance, retail, processing industry, 
government agencies, among others. Embrapa has been working in this area with tools such as 
Agritempo and the Plantio Certo mobile application, SATVeg, Invernada, WebAgritec, in addition to other 
technologies under development.

Invernada
Invernada5 is a support system for planning the production of beef cattle. It incorporates a database of 
climate and nutritional composition of pastures and supplementary foods. It also has dynamic models 
of pasture growth as a function of climate and soil water content, and able to estimate the seasonal 
distribution of forage production. In addition, it takes into account the selectivity of grazing animals, 
the growth of animals, and whether or not nutritional demands are met. Invernada incorporates 
algorithms for formulating diets with several optimization alternatives which are used in different 
aspects of decision-making, from pasture performance to animal management, and nutrition strategies. 
Additionally, it allows analyzing and comparing different management scenarios.

WebAgritec
WebAgritec makes several systems developed at Embrapa Agricultural Informatics available in the 
form of a website or a set of Application Programing Interface (APIs). APIs provide a set of functions 
and procedures that allow other software applications, internal or third-party, to access resources, data, 
and functionalities. The system is entirely developed by Embrapa Agricultural Informatics (detailed in 
chapter 12). The main modules available to users are: agricultural zoning, weather forecasting, crop 
selection, fertilizer and liming recommendation, identification of plant diseases, estimation of achievable 
productivity for soybean, corn, rice, bean and wheat, in addition to ancillary support with videos and 
recommendations. The productivity module uses meteorological data from the current crop as input into 
specific calibrated models. Thus, WebAgritec’s main objective is to support rural extension services in 
Brazil, being used by institutions such as technical assistance and rural extension companies EMATER-GO 
and EMATER-MG. In addition, considering the functions of penalizing productivity, the system has been 
used by the National Supply Company (CONAB-MAPA) to assist in crop forecasting.

Climate change impact assessments and agricultural 
adaptation based on agroenvironmental models
By incorporating future climate projections into agro-environmental models it is possible to assess 
the impact of climate change on agricultural crops. These are obtained from projected scenarios using 
climate models, for example, these projections can be applied to ZARC models in order to assess whether 
a given crop will have more or less low-risk areas.

5  Available at: www.invernada.cnptia.embrapa.br
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Current and projected impacts for the coming decades are generally derived from trends observed in 
the present, which can be, for example, derived from observed climate series. These projections are 
extremely important for rural producers and for the territorial planning of production. On the other hand, 
projections of the impacts of climate change in the long term are extremely important for defining public 
policies, foreseeing trends and for the planning of adaptation and mitigation actions.

Adaptation generally seeks to reduce exposure to projected risks or increase the resilience capacity of 
production systems. The main objective of mitigation is adopting agricultural practices and crops that 
reduce emissions or increase carbon sequestration in agricultural systems. In agriculture, as a rule, good 
agricultural practices that promote resilience also have the co-benefit of mitigating climate change, 
either by emissions reduction and/or the improvement of the carbon balance in the agricultural system. 
In this context, Embrapa Agricultural Informatics has made a great contribution, through its leadership 
in Embrapa’s Climate Change Portfolio, in the preparation of data and the execution of simulations. The 
results obtained have been used as the basis for important public policies, such as the definition of the 
strategic lines of the ABC Plan and the National Adaptation Plan – Agriculture Sector.

Climatic projections
In order to assess the impact of climate change on agriculture, the first step is to process and analyze 
climate projections. These are carried out by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) at 
the global level and by the Brazilian Panel on Climate Change (PBMC) in the national context.

The processing and treatment of climate projections is a complex task that demands high processing 
and data storage capacity. Currently, the climate scenarios provided by the IPCC are in their sixth version. 
The Embrapa Agricultural Informatics team has traditionally made these data available for studies on the 
impacts of climate change. This step involves not only data processing, but also analyses and distribution 
to be used in agro-environment models. Figure 4 shows, as an example, the expected changes to the 
water balance, considering the results of climate projections for 76 different climate models.

Figure 4. Change in annual precipitation (A) and water surplus (B), medians from 76 global climate model projections. Gray areas indicate less than 2/3 of 
agreement between the models.

A B
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Agricultural impacts

Several studies in Brazil elucidate that the materialization of climate change scenarios will severely 
impact Brazilian agriculture (Assad et al., 2016). Unlike high latitude regions, tropical regions, exporters of 
agricultural commodities are likely to experience more severe impacts of climate change on crop yields 
(Stevanović et al., 2016). The increase in global average temperatures could increase the occurrence 
of thermal and water stresses and, as a consequence, decrease productivity (Zhao et al., 2017). It is 
estimated that climate change is already reducing global agricultural production by 1 to 5% per decade 
over the past 30 years, and that it will continue to pose challenges in the coming decades (Challinor et al., 
2014).

Embrapa Agricultural Informatics has actively contributed to the understanding, quantification, and 
proposal of adaptation measures against climate change. As an example Embrapa led the development 
of SCenAgri, which has already been used as a modeling basis in some studies on the subject (Assad; 
Pinto, 2008).

Simulation of future agricultural scenarios

The Agricultural Scenario Simulator (SCenAgri) is a system created to provide high-performance 
computing to support researchers working with climate change impacts on Brazilian agriculture. The 
system was developed based on the Bipzon model (Assad, 1986), which allows the simulation of future 
agricultural scenarios using data from different regionalized climate projection models. Its database 
includes more than 3,000 rainfall stations with daily data for at least 30 years, and is prepared to simulate 
climate risks for 20 annual and perennial crops. Several models of future climate projections are also 
incorporated into the simulator and made available by the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project 
Phases 5 and 6 (CMIP5 and CMIP6).

Territorial planning and land use
When considering rural planning, it is essential to understand aspects of the territory and its biophysical 
and human interrelationships. The integration and articulation between different territory scales and 
actors is complex and sensitive, requiring a series of preliminary considerations with implications at the 
local, municipal, and regional levels. It must be taken into account that rural planning has advanced 
beyond agricultural planning and needs to integrate elements from different disciplinary domains. 
For example, consider not just soil conservation, irrigation, and drainage, but the allocation of water 
resources and integrated watershed management, involving urban and rural populations. The existence 
of conflicting interests must also be recognized, as well as developing processes to deal with them.

Considering this scenario, it is essential to obtain social, economic, and environmental data, as well 
as additional information to support decision-making on land use at different territory scales. Studies 
and application of territorially based models allow to better understand the processes of expansion, 
retraction, transition, conversion, and agricultural intensification. These can support public policies 
associated with climate change and sustainable rural development in Brazil (Bolfe et al., 2016).

By combining agro-environmental modeling in a Geographic Information System (GIS) environment 
with the use of geographic data and remote sensing, it is possible to support territorial planning based 
on more complex spatial analyses, integrating information on soil, climate, vegetation, agriculture, water 
and socioeconomic resources. As an example, we can highlight the generation of models and simulations 
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associated with the potential of land use, the analyses and projections on agricultural dynamics, agro-
ecological and ecological-economic zoning, risk assessments and climate resilience. 

As in most of the products and tools presented in this chapter, this spatial and temporal information 
supports managerial decision-making in public policies and private actions in the rural planning of 
properties, micro-watersheds, municipalities, states or biomes. Therefore, they benefit greater productive 
diversification and a more sustainable use of natural resourses in rural areas.

Agroideal
The Agroideal system, available at agroideal.org, developed by The Nature Conservancy (TNC), in 
partnership with Embrapa Agricultural Informatics and commercial companies in the agricultural 
sector, represents an example of the application of agri-environmental models in the decision-making 
of territorial occupation. Agroideal brings together information on logistics (location of storage silos), 
socioeconomic (occurrence of land conflicts), and environmental legislation (location of conservation 
units) with information on crop growth models (attainable productivity of soy). As such, decision makers 
can assess their operating strategy, identifying risks and opportunities in different regions of Brazil. The 
estimate of attainable soybean productivity (Figure 5) was only possible due to the organization of a large 
climatic database covering the entire territory along with a database of physical and water characteristics 
of Brazilian soils. These were then used in an agricultural crop growth model.

Figure 5. Potential soy productivity average in municipalities within the Cerrado biome (limited to productivity above 3,000 kg ha-1).
Source: Agroideal (2020).
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DINACER
Agricultural Dynamics in the Cerrado (DINACER) is another example of a database and information to 
support public and private decision-making in agricultural development on geospatial land use bases 
(Bolfe et al., 2020). This biome has strategic importance for the country’s interests regarding food security, 
environmentally sustainable agriculture, and the preservation of biodiversity. DINACER, is carried out in 
collaboration with the National Institute for Space Research (INPE) and the Institute for Applied Economic 
Research (IPEA). They analyzed edaphoclimatic and vegetational aspects, public policies, research, 
innovations, technical assistance, agricultural dynamics, productivity, climate change, projections on 
the potential for expansion, and agricultural diversification of the biome. The analyses considered, 
whenever possible, the period corresponding to the past four decades up to 20-year projections. One of 
the analyses assessed the potential for expansion of agriculture in areas occupied by cultivated pastures 
(Figure 6). They identified that 44.5 million hectares of pastures present climatic and relief characteristics 
similar to the areas currently occupied by annual rainfed agriculture (Victoria et al., 2020).

Figure 6. Pastures areas 
in the Cerrado biome 
with potential for annual 
agriculture according to 
water balance and broken 
down into slope ranges. 
Source: Victoria et al. (2020).
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Applications of agroenvironmental models for 
the conservation of ecosystem services
Agroenvironmental models are a powerful tool in the planning of a technified and digital agriculture 
based on robust knowledge about the functioning of agroecosystems. They consider other aspects in 
the relationship between agriculture and its means of production. These go beyond the generation of 
food, fibers and energy and analyze other benefits, such as the impacts of agricultural systems on the 
maintenance of water regulation (through the assessment of the water footprint), climate regulation, and 
other ecosystem services enjoyed by society.

Ecosystem services are the benefits directly and indirectly appropriated by man from the functioning 
of healthy ecosystems. Their importance for the economic system and for the well-being of future 
generations is increasingly recognized, as they provide essential goods (such as food) and services (such 
as the assimilation of waste).

According to Costanza et al. (1997), examples of ecosystem services, among many others, consist 
of: the carbon and nutrient cycle, the water cycle, soil formation, erosion control, climate regulation, 
conservation and evolution of biodiversity, the concentration of minerals, the dispersion or assimilation 
of contaminants, and the various usable forms of energy. The authors estimated the annual value of 
global flow from 17 services in 16 types of ecosystems. The results show that planet Earth’s natural capital 
would annually yield an estimated average flow of US$ 33 trillion per year, about 1.8 times the gross 
world product at the time (US$ 18 trillion), at 1994 prices.

The Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (2005), conducted between 2001 and 2005, provided scientific 
bases for the sustainable management of ecosystems, allowing the continuous provision of the services 
they generate. This work demonstrates the recognition, by the international community, of the need 
and urgency of innovative measures to protect ecosystems, measuring their preservation for economic 
development (Andrade; Fasiaben, 2009).

Despite the importance of ecosystem services, these are currently not considered in economic 
transactions, as they are considered “free” or “gifts” from nature. The fact that they are not priced like other 
goods or services means that there are no incentives for their preservation, leading to overexploitation 
and often to total loss (Andrade; Fasiaben, 2009). However, such services and the stocks of natural capital 
that produce them are critical to supporting life on Earth. They contribute to human well-being, and 
therefore represent part of the planet’s total economic value. 

As natural capital and ecosystem services become more overexploited and scarcer, their value is 
expected to increase. Thus, studies related to its conservation are fully justified, in order to guarantee 
the provision of ecosystem services and support the formulation of policies that move in this direction. 
In this regard, agro-environmental modeling provides tools to support decision-making by public and 
private agents.

WebAmbiente
WebAmbiente6 is an interactive system intended to facilitate the storage and search for information 
on technological solutions. These are involved in the use, recovery, and restoration of environments 
in legal reserves and areas for permanent preservation in all six biomes. The system was developed 

6 Available at: www.webambiente.gov.bz
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by Embrapa and the Secretariat for Extractivism and Sustainable Rural Development of the Ministry 
of the Environment (MMA), in cooperation with specialists from partner institutions. It provides 
technical assistance and rural extension (ATER) multiplying agents with an information set aimed at 
environmental recovery, in particular a detailed database on native species, as well as articles, videos 
and a glossary that addresses 
various topics and techniques. 
These range from seed collection 
to seedling production, planting, 
and strategies for ecological 
restoration. The system provides 
the user with a friendly tool that 
helps generate a report containing 
suggestions for native species 
(Figure 7), recomposition strategies 
and good practices to be adopted 
based on the characterization of the 
rural property in terms of biome, 
above-soil vegetation and risk 
conditions. WebAmbiente, aligned 
with the National System of Rural 
Environmental Registry (SICAR), 
expands the integration with the 
Brazilian Forest Service (SFB), and 
one of its main functions is to 
support the implementation of the 
new Forest Code, by encouraging 
the use of the Rural Environmental 
Registry (CAR).

Hydric resources

Even though Brazil being considered a country with great availability of water resources, there are 
regional differences and variations throughout the year that render the study of hydrological regimes as 
very important. Human actions, such as changes in land use and coverage, and fluctuations in weather 
patterns can affect the availability of water resources, altering the natural flow in watercourses. These 
changes can affect the flow both in small basins (Bosch; Hewlett, 1982) and in large areas (Costa et al., 
2003). The same applies to different agricultural systems and crops, with different characteristics of rain 
and soilwater interception. Such changes can modify the total flow rate of rainfall, generally increasing 
the portion drained into water bodies by anthropogenic changes (Lima et al., 2014).

Thus, biophysical models coupled with hydrological models enable evaluating human impacts or climate 
change on water resources. Such models vary in their degree of complexity and can be applied in the 
most different scales and situations. As an example, the integration of the results of the water balance 
with economic models of general equilibrium can be mentioned. These allow evaluating the effects of 
irrigation expansion on the water demand in relation to the water supply (Ferrarini et al., 2020).

Figure 7. Native plants catalog from WebAmbiente. 
Source: WebAmbiente (2020).
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Integration of socio-economic analysis in agro-environmental modeling
Projects conducted in partnership with other company units7 and with the Brazilian Institute of 
Geography and Statistics (IBGE) improved the image of Brazilian agricultural production. Data from the 
IBGE Agricultural Census served as a basis to differentiate the types of beef and sugarcane production 
systems in use by producers throughout the country. Based on these works, the most representative 
types of production systems were chosen to be studied in depth. The project team held meetings 
with producers, technicians, and other agents linked to regional agriculture where they expanded 
the description of the technical and economic behavior of these products on rural properties. The 
information collected also allowed to associate the different forms of production with environmental 
impacts, such as the calculation of greenhouse gas emissions.

The obtained results were incorporated into mathematical models of land use – which explain how this 
activity’s expansion takes place – which were the basis for the construction of Life Cycle Inventories 
(LCI), which resulted in studies of sugar cane Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) and derivatives of livestock 
production. Such works contribute to improving the environmental performance of products, enabling 
the reduction of environmental and socioeconomic impacts. The generated technical coefficients 
contributed to the results of several Embrapa projects with different partners8, in addition to 
collaborating with the National Biofuel Policy (RenovaBio). 

As a result, there is more reliable information on environmental performance of Brazilian agricultural 
products. This information was inserted by Embrapa in the most important international LCI databank, 
ecoinvent, through LCI AgroBR, which made available more than 400 LCIs of Brazilian agricultural 
products. Such actions help increase the competitiveness of agricultural products in the international 
market and promote the sustainability of Brazilian agriculture. 

The characterization of sugarcane production systems was adopted by the National Bank for Economic 
and Social Development (BNDES) in the context of financing Flex Plants and by RenovaBio. The tool for 
accounting for the biofuels’ carbon footprint was RenovaCalc, one of the pillars of RenovaBio, which 
was developed by Embrapa and partners. This policy strongly contributes to the adoption of a more 
sustainable model for the production of bioenergy and biofuels and to the reduction of greenhouse gas 
(GHG) emissions from the transport sector, contributing to reaching the national goals assumed in the 
Paris Agreement, as well as for national energy security.

Another aspect of the team’s work makes use of models that integrate the biological and economic 
dimensions, with different degrees of complexity and regional outlines to assess the effects of 
intensification strategies on sustainability. More recently, more complex economic models have been 
developed to investigate the potential impacts of supply shocks, like productivity gains, and demand 
shocks, such as an increase in population, per capita income, changes in the Brazilian and global 
agriculture, equilibrium prices, and land use dynamics. 

7 Siscana Project, Socioeconomic Action Plan: Embrapa Environment, Embrapa Western Agriculture, Embrapa Coastal Tablelands; Economics 
Component of the PECUS Network Project: Embrapa Beef Cattle, Embrapa Dairy Cattle, Embrapa Eastern Amazon, Embrapa Pantanal, 
Embrapa Southeastern Livestock, Embrapa Southern Livestock, Embrapa Forestry and Embrapa Swine & Poultry.

8 Among such projects, the following stand out: “Assessment of the Life Cycle of sugarcane and derivatives produced in the Center-South of 
Brazil, based on data, factors, and models adapted to national conditions” (LCI-cane, Embrapa ); “Ethanol production through the integration 
of off-season corn to sugarcane mills: environmental-economic assessment and policy suggestions” (BNDES) – Available et: https://
web.bndes.gov.br/bib/jspui/handle/1408/2496; “Life Cycle Inventories of Brazilian Agricultural Products: a contribution to the ecoinvent 
database” (ICVAgroBR, SECO, Switzerland).
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Therefore, the capacity to investigate future expansion, competitiveness and sustainability scenarios for 
Brazilian agriculture is increased, as well as the potential impacts of some of the public policies of sectoral 
interest.

Applications for quantification and mitigation strategies for GHG emissions
Despite being affected by climate change, agriculture can contribute to reducing GHG emissions and 
mitigating the impacts of climate change. This is because the mitigation actions proposed for the sector 
also serve as adaptation modes, that is, by promoting greater carbon sequestration, they also result 
in lower nutrient losses in agroecosystems and improved physical structure and soil water availability, 
for example. Such actions also promote better productivity rates and better use of natural resources. 
Mitigating emissions result in more favorable GHG balances, helping the transition to low-emission 
agricultural production.

In defining the technologies contained in the Low Carbon Agriculture Plan (ABC Plan), estimates of 
the carbon balance were based on the difference between emissions and sequestration in production 
systems. These were based on data derived from experiments carried out by Embrapa and the use of 
simplified models for calculating how this balance could be more favorable with the adoption of good 
practices or technologies encouraged by the Plan. The comparison worked with the differences in 
relation to what is traditionally done in the management of agricultural, livestock and forestry systems. In 
technical jargon, the improvement of the balance in relation to what is usually done, i.e., from business as 
usual, is called additionality. When focusing on ensuring sustainability in agriculture in all its aspects, only 
adaptive technologies and practices were considered. These, on top to being additional, bring greater 
efficiency, diversification, and profitability to the agricultural producer, along with the co-benefit of 
reducing emissions.

More complex studies on the carbon balance in agricultural, livestock, and forest systems, including 
integrated systems, were carried out by the Fluxus, Pecus, and Saltus projects, respectively. These enabled 
the improvement of carbon balance models in Brazilian production systems, knowledge about GHG 
emissions from these systems, and application in the national inventory of gases for the agricultural 
sector. This is part of the national communication to the UN and contains a national balance of how much 
is emitted in the sector.

As a way of monitoring the effectiveness of the ABC Plan and its actions, the Multi-institutional Platform 
for Monitoring the Reductions of Greenhouse Gas Emissions in Agriculture was created. The ABC Platform 
uses models based on georeferenced data and GHG emission parameters from different production 
systems in order to estimate emission reductions during the first ten years of the ABC Plan. This will 
enable the compliance assessment for the goals established for each different technology. Another tool 
that contributes in this regard are the GHG balance estimation protocols (GHG Protocol), internationally 
accepted as the best practices for the quantification of corporate, project, or product GHG emissions. 
These protocols offer specific technical guidelines for the national agricultural sector, constituting tools 
that measure and manage agricultural emissions, especially in the private sector, such as the program 
implemented by WRI Brazil9.

The GHG Protocol has been used in the Carbono Araguaia project, hosted by the Liga do Araguaia10. 
The tool was adapted to the national context based on tropical agriculture and livestock parameters, 

9 Available at: https://wribrasil.org.br/pt/o-que-fazemos/projetos/ghg-protocolo-agropecuario

10 Available at: http://www.ligadoaraguaia.com.br/projetos-da-liga
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it was developed by Embrapa and Unicamp, and allows monitoring the GHG emission reductions from 
the adoption of intensification practices in 24 livestock farms in the region. These farms have a total 
89,000 hectares of pastures. 

For the biofuels chain, modeling contributes significantly by the development of RenovaCalc11 in 
partnership with Embrapa Environment. RenovaCalc is a biofuels carbon footprint calculator, in other 
words, it measures the intensity of GHG emissions in the life cycle of biofuels. It generates the necessary 
estimates for the carbon market related to ethanol, biodiesel, and biomethane.

Another good practical example of this agro-environmental modeling derivation is the effort to estimate, 
monitor, better communicate, and highlight good practices in the meat sector in accordance with IPCC 
recommendations with Brazilian and international socio-environmental legislation. This involves the 
development of standards for voluntary certification of livestock products, the Certified Low Carbon 
Livestock Platform, led by Embrapa Beef Cattle de Corte and with the significant participation of 
researchers from Embrapa Agricultural Informatics. It is aligned with the ABC Plan, as is encourages and 
values the use of livestock systems in a more favorable carbon balance, such as ILP, ILPF, silvopastoral 
and intensified pasture systems. The following protocols are considered: Carbon Neutral (CCN) or Carbon 
Neutral Brazilian Beef (CNBB), Low Carbon Beef (CBC) or Low Carbon Brazilian Beef (LCBB), Native Carbon 
(CN), Low Carbon Calf (Bezerro-CN) and Neutral Carbon Leather (Couro-CN). The protocol developed 
by Embrapa allows partners to use their respective concept brands – or “environmental seals” – in their 
activities. This certification will allow consumers to recognize farmers’ efforts to promote sustainable, low-
GHG farming systems in an integrated landscape approach. Another important point is the dissociation of 
deforestation and the differentiation of meat sustainably produced in Brazil, which improves international 
acceptance in the international market, where the country is highly competitive. 

Another important initiative to support the formulation of Brazilian public policies to mitigate GHG 
emissions was the development of the model Economic Analysis of Greenhouse Gases for Livestock 
Emissions (EAGGLE). It is a detailed optimization model that economically evaluates pasture recovery 
and GHG mitigation strategies in beef cattle production systems (De Oliveira Silva et al., 2017). It was 
developed in partnership between Embrapa, the State University of Campinas (UNICAMP), and the 
University of Edinburgh. The model explores complex scenarios focused on sustainable use of the 
production area by increasing productivity and the diversity of techniques and products. In the most 
technical jargon, sustainable intensification of animal production. Furthermore, it allows analyzing 
the optimization of the adoption rate in the main practices on animal performance efficiency (pasture 
supplementation, confinement) and pasture (direct and indirect restoration, irrigation), in order to 
mitigate emissions and save land. It was used by the Brazilian government to develop national policies 
aimed at emission mitigation actions, particularly in the submission of the Nationally Determined 
Contribution (NDC) (De Oliveira Silva et al., 2018), a document that records the main commitments of 
Brazil’s contributions to the Paris climate agreement. Additionally, it allows for the consequential analysis 
on the intensification of meat production in Brazil (De Oliveira Silva et al., 2016). 

All these initiatives have been carried out with the strong collaboration of the Agro-environmental 
Modeling Research Group and also the presidency of Embrapa’s Climate Change Portfolio, under the 
responsibility of Embrapa Agricultural Informatics. They represent Embrapa’s contribution to meeting the 
various demands of society with regard to the climate change and agriculture interface, using simulation 
tools to envision and positively influence trends for agriculture in the future climate.

11 Available at: http://www.anp.gov.br/producao-de-biocombustiveis/renovabio/renovacalc
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Final considerations 
Models and simulators that can accurately and precisely depict the responses of agroecosystems demand 
quantity and quality data for their calibration, validation, and model fusion. In this “big data era”, data 
derived from experimental stations are critical for the development of models and simulators, and must 
be complemented by massive data collection in the field. Obviously, this greater data collection capacity 
must be accompanied by compatible transfer capacity (IoT, cloud computing) and storage (Big Data). 
And with data in adequate quantity and quality, algorithms and analysis tools can be improved and/or 
developed, tested, validated. These can then be made available as part of the decision-making process 
within agricultural establishments from the production chains and in the formulation of public policies. 

One of the great challenges of the digital age is the efficient integration of data, information, and 
knowledge into models and algorithms. This continuous incorporation of new knowledge into 
mathematical models and algorithms for data assimilation, decision analysis and optimization, and the 
integrated use of multi-source and multi-temporal spatial data through agro-environmental modeling 
are essential to promote competitiveness and the sustainable development of Brazilian agriculture. It 
is necessary to intensify public-private partnerships in order to enable massive data collection, in space 
and time, and faster research advances to assimilate these measures, generating analyses, products and 
services that can be used by rural producers and decision makers in the public and private spheres. 

Producers will increasingly demand efficiency and sustainability, given the increase in production costs 
and the demands not only of agricultural products, but also of environmental and ecosystem services 
associated with them. Companies and service providers should be more interconnected with innovation 
ecosystems via research institutes, universities and rural extension. Consumer markets, national and 
international, tend to increasingly demand food, fiber and energy with certifications that guarantee 
sustainable production, in addition to quality. Therefore, digital technological solutions that integrate a 
wide knowledge spectrum will be essential to guide the various actors in Brazilian agribusiness.

As exemplified throughout this chapter, Embrapa Agricultural Informatics has been engaged in the direct 
development and support for new technologies, and also in making this technology accessible. This is a 
toolset capable of bringing innovation to all of society and the potential users of digital agriculture in the 
very near future.
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Introduction
Geotechnologies applied in agriculture are increasingly used in Brazil. The monitoring of agricultural 
crops, surveying and characterizing natural resources, mapping land use and land cover, zoning and 
evaluating scenarios are some examples that show the presence and the use of geotechnologies. 
Geotechnology is a specific technology aimed at the acquisition, storage, processing, visualization and 
analysis of geospatial data, which, in turn permeate, directly or indirectly, a series of themes related to the 
dynamics of agricultural activity. Remote Sensing, Geographic Information Systems, Global Positioning 
Systems (GPS) of satellite navigation and Geospatial Database are examples of geotechnologies widely 
used by various sectors within the particularly diverse agricultural and environmental applications.

The production and availability of geospatial data have increased significantly in recent years. The spread 
of data repositories and geospatial services on the internet, advances in data processing and storage in 
computational cloud structures, the expanding use of standards for geoinformation representation, the 
increase in the number of various types of sensors and for different purposes, and the presence of GPS 
on mobile devices supporting the georeferenced collection of different types of data are examples that 
explain the growing use of geospatial data by the society in general. In addition to the vast volume of 
information, the current context in the production of these geographically located data is characterized 
by the speed it is produced. Furthermore, the technological advances, georeferenced information and 
data are increasingly accessible, becoming strategic for decision-making in agriculture and in matters 
related to territorial management.

Geotechnologies are extremely important in digital agriculture, as they enable verifying temporal and 
spatial variability, conducting the traceability of production in all links of the chain, as well as monitoring 
farms, among other functions.
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Embrapa Digital Agriculture has worked on this theme over the past few years, including the use, 
application and development of geotechnologies through a multidisciplinary technical team of the 
Geotechnology Research Group. This chapter discusses some geotechnologies used by this team in R&D 
activities, particularly to meet government demands related to agriculture and environment, especially 
in land management and on the development of computational tools in order to support public policies. 
The basic concepts about geospatial data are presented, as well as their organization in computational 
environments, which is a vital and necessary activity in the development of tools for this specific type of 
data. Next, a brief characterization of an important source of geospatial information is presented: remote 
sensing, fundamental in various activities for monitoring the earth’s surface, which is present in projects 
and in research initiatives using geotechnologies. Finally, some computational tools based on Geographic 
Information Systems on the Internet are described, the “WebGIS”, intended for visualization and for spatial 
analysis of geospatial data, and their use in land management.

Applications of geotechnologies in agricultural 
and environmental monitoring

Geospatial data: basic concepts and their organization
Geospatial data are used to represent real-world phenomena associated with its location on the Earth’s 
surface. This representation is accomplished through three characteristics: spatial, non-spatial and 
temporal. The spatial characteristic concerns the geographic location of the phenomenon that the data 
represent and its geometry; the non-spatial characteristic identifies the phenomenon and its properties; 
and the temporal characteristic informs when the phenomenon occurred. For example, a grain harvester 
equipped with a yield monitor and a global positioning system can record the amount of grain harvested, 
the geographic location in the field along the machine’s trajectory, while recording the time of periods 
which the grain inflows into the machine. 

The spatial characteristic provides the geospatial data topological and geometric properties. The former 
is based on the relative positions of objects in space, such as connectivity, orientation, adjacency and 
containment. The second one represents the geometry of the entities, obtained from their features such 
as points, lines and polygons. Such properties allow defining the relationships between geospatial data, 
which are fundamental in geographic applications.

In the agricultural context, geospatial data and their relationships can be used in a variety of activities. 
For example, on a regional scale, they can be used to represent natural resources, such as rivers, lakes 
and protected areas close to agricultural projects, and also to represent the dynamics of land use and 
land cover in the same region over time. At a local scale, on the other hand, they can represent specific 
characteristics in a farm field, such as the occurrence of weeds and pests, soil fertility or the occurrence of 
planting failures.

Using this type of data for answering questions related to agriculture requires their computational 
representation, which can be done through file structures. As the geographic data are spatialized and 
computationally represented, considering their characteristics and their spatial relationships, different 
analyses can be performed to provide the desired answers. Geospatial data can be computationally 
represented by two models: vector and raster, also called raster, as shown in Figure 1. In the vector 
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model, the spatial characteristic is reproduced by points, lines or polygons in two-dimensional space, 
defined in a precise manner with respect to its location, boundary, interior and exterior. Groups of points, 
lines or polygons can also be used to represent a single phenomenon. In the raster model, on the other 
hand, space is considered as a regular surface, divided into pixels (picture element) or fixed size cells, 
representing portions of a territorial area. An important factor in this model is its spatial resolution, 
calculated based on the size of each cell on the map and the terrain area that the cell can represent.

Large amounts of data, whether geospatial or not, need to be organized for efficient handling. In 
this regard, we have the concept of Database Management System (DBMS), which are sets of records 
arranged in a regular structure, which enables data organization and production of information. 
Geographic Databases work in the same way, and the difference between them is the ability to support 
geometric features in their tables. In general, traditional DBMS can manipulate geospatial data from 
spatial modules or extensions. Thus, information is georeferenced, its operations are spatial and, 
generally, its visualization is cartographic. Examples of spatial extension are PostGIS, present in the public 
and open-source DBMS PostgreSQL, and Oracle Spatial, present in the Oracle commercial package. 

DBMS with spatial extension implements spatial types and operators, in addition to traditional 
operations, with independence and efficient access, allowing data sharing and redundancy reduction, 
integrity and security, uniform administration, short-time application development and concurrent 
access. These characteristics facilitate the developer’s task of geographic applications, such as Geographic 
Information Systems (GIS), which will be discussed in item “Web-based Geographic Information Systems” 
of this chapter.

The first geographic DBMS efficiently treated only with data represented in the vector model, offering 
ways of storage and operations for their handling. On the other hand, spatial extensions for treating data 

Figure 1. Vector and raster representation models.
Source: Adapted from Li and Yan (2020).
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in raster model, such as satellite images, were developed along the time and are now present in various 
geographic database systems. One example is Well-Known Text (WKT Raster), an extension of PostGIS, 
which allows for a more efficient and practical way to store and analyze raster data. 

The computational organization of geospatial data, whether by a geographic database or by any other 
type of structure allows them to be handled by different available geotechnologies, such as GIS, WebGIS 
and remote sensing tools. These technologies will be addressed in the following items in this chapter.

Remote sensing
Several definitions for the term remote sensing can be found in the literature. The American Society for 
Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing (ASPRS), one of the most important societies that brings together 
researchers from all over the world on this topic, adopted Colwell’s (1983) definition. According to this 
definition, remote sensing can be understood as the measurement or acquisition of information of some 
property of an object or phenomenon, by a recording device that is not in physical or close contact with 
the object or phenomenon under study. According to Jensen (2007), this measurement or acquisition can 
be performed in situ through equipment taken to the field, or more remotely, from equipment installed in 
suborbital air vehicles, such as balloons, planes and drones, and at orbital level, such as satellites.

Remote imaging sensors are those most commonly found onboard orbital platforms, at altitudes ranging 
between 200 and 36 thousand kilometers. These sensors transform the electromagnetic energy emitted 
or reflected by the Earth’s surface into an analogical signal, which is processed and converted to build 
a digital image. Each element that forms the image, called pixel, has a value relative to the amount of 
energy reflected or emitted by a portion of the Earth’s surface. The size of this portion of the observed 
surface area depends on the sensor’s spatial resolution, ranging from centimeters to kilometers, 
depending on the type and purpose of each instrument.

In addition to the spatial resolution, other sensor characteristics are taken into account when choosing 
the type of image to be used in each application, such as: temporal resolution, which defines the time 
the sensor has to revisit the same location; the spectral resolution, which defines the widths and amounts 
of spectral bands that the sensor is able to “see”; and radiometric resolution, which defines the sensor’s 
ability to distinguish different digital levels, that is, the system’s efficiency in detecting and recording 
differences in the energy reflected or emitted by ground targets.

Currently, there are several sensors in operation onboard orbital platforms developed by governments or 
private companies, generating products with different surface details, with different passing frequencies 
and with different acquisition costs. In general, large-scale applications for government purposes make 
use of freely available public data by official repositories on the internet.

The most successful government program for the remote observation of land resources is the Earth 
Resources Technology Satellite (ETRS), implemented in the 1970s by National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration (NASA), the American space agency. This program, which was later renamed Landsat, is 
responsible for launching eight orbital platforms into space, equipped with imaging sensors of medium-
spatial resolution. Launched in 2013, the Landsat-8 is the latest platform from this family of satellites, 
taking aboard the Operational Land Imager (OLI) sensor. These images are available at a spatial resolution 
of 30 meters and are processed to remove atmospheric influences (atmospheric correction), as well as 
terrain distortions effects (orthorectification), in order to improve its radiometric and geometric features, 
respectively. Another important NASA mission is carried out by the Moderate Resolution Imaging 
Spectroradiometer (MODIS), sensor aboard the Terra and Aqua satellites, in operation since the early 
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2000s and which provides data with great periodicity and low spatial detail. Its historical series, which 
covers a period of more than 22 years of images, is freely available in the form of terrestrial, atmospheric 
and oceanic products, pre-processed in three spatial resolutions (250 m, 500 m and 1,000 m), derived 
from 36 spectral bands.

Brazil is also among the countries that produce remote sensing data for monitoring land resources 
through the CBERS Program (China-Brazil Earth Resources Satellite), the result of the technical-
institutional partnership with China, initiated at the end of the 1980s, which involved the National 
Institute for Space Research (INPE). Currently, the CBERS satellite series, started by CBERS-1 in 1999, has 
four other satellites, the last one launched in December 2019. CBERS-4A is part of the second generation 
of this family of satellites and features imaging sensors with different characteristics, producing detailed 
images between 2 and 60 meters of spatial resolution. The historical series of CBERS images is available 
at INPE’s official repository, one of the forerunners of this policy of publicly and free availability of data 
through catalogs on the internet.

The availability of high spatial resolution public images has also grown in recent years. In 2014, European 
Space Agency (ESA) launched Sentinel-1, a satellite equipped with an active imaging sensor (radar). 
Currently, the Sentinel series has six satellites in orbit. In agricultural monitoring, the most used is 
Sentinel-2, launched in 2015, which has an onboard the MSI (Multispectral Instrument) sensor that 
generates images with spatial resolution of up to 10 m in the visible and infrared bands, with revisit every 
five days, combining good spatial detail and relative observation frequency.

The continuous advancement of technologies in the production of increasingly smaller and more 
efficient components has represented a trend in the geospatial market with the new generation of 
Earth observation nanosatellite constellations, such as the private PlanetScope satellites, which offer an 
unprecedented combination of images with daily temporal resolution and spatial resolution of three 
meters. Thus, nanosatellites can support the monitoring of agricultural crops that require greater spatial 
detail, such as coffee and citrus, as well as ILPF systems, which integrate temporary farming, livestock and 
planted forest in the same production area.

The following topics present initiatives and projects by Embrapa Digital Agriculture and its respective 
partners, which directly involved the use of remote sensing in the processes of monitoring the earth’s 
surface.

Time series of satellite images and the development of 
the Temporal Vegetation Analysis System (SATVeg)

In recent years, satellite imagery time series have been increasingly used in a wide range of applications 
for monitoring the Earth’s surface. In remote sensing, the spectro-temporal approach exploits the short 
revisit time of some orbital sensors aimed at the more frequent acquisition of spectral information from 
the Earth’s surface, bringing advantages over the traditional approach, which is based on a restricted set 
of images.

In multitemporal analyses for monitoring terrestrial vegetation cover, vegetation indices are commonly 
used, derived from mathematical combinations between the sensors’ spectral bands. These will enhance 
the presence and vigor of vegetation and reduce the influence of soil and atmospheric factors. The 
Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) and the Enhanced Vegetation Index (EVI), proposed by 
Rouse et al. (1974) and Huete et al. (1994), respectively, are the most cited in the literature and show a 
high correlation with green biomass and leaf area. When organized and observed chronologically, these 
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spectral indices can be used to produce temporal profile charts in order to represent the variations in 
vegetative vigor over time. Among the most used orbital sensors in multitemporal analysis, MODIS stands 
out, whose time series of more than 22 years of images has good radiometric and geometric consistency. 
Figure 2 illustrates a temporal profile example of NDVI, obtained from the MODIS sensor, and the 
respective interpretation of the land use and land cover dynamics between 2000 and 2018. 

Figure 2. Normalized Difference Vegetation Index temporal profile showing different patterns from transitions in land use and land cover between 2000 and 
2018.
Source: Adapted from Embrapa Agricultural Informatics (2020a).
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This example enables to identify different behavior patterns of the NDVI temporal profile throughout the 
historical series, considering the spatial detail of the MODIS sensor images of 6.25 ha (250 m x 250 m). 
Such variations are due to changes in vegetation cover at a selected point in the state of Mato Grosso. 
Figure 2 shows that, originally, the area had a natural forest cover, which was deforested at the end of 
2002 and occupied by pasture activity until the end of 2012, when it started to be used for temporary 
agricultural cultivation, with successive cycles of single and double crops. Each segment of the NDVI chart 
reflects the phenological variations which are characteristic of each type of vegetation cover, which allow 
to identify the breaks and changes in patterns as a result of the transitions over time. 

Analyses based on time series require the acquisition and processing of a considerable volume of data 
derived from satellite images and involve robust computational activities. Thus, in 2011, Embrapa Digital 
Agriculture began to develop a Web platform capable of providing temporal profiles of the NDVI and 
EVI vegetative indices of the MODIS sensor for any location in the Brazilian territory, without the user 
having to perform the acquisition of images or the execution of any type of processing. Initially aimed 
at supporting current projects at Embrapa, this Web platform, which was later called the Temporal 
Vegetation Analysis System (SATVeg), was developed to meet the demand for the immediate supply of 
temporal profiles of vegetative indices by the internet, from an easy access and visualization platform 
(Esquerdo et al., 2020). 
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The system development process went through several phases and involved using different database 
models to identify the best way to store a large time series of satellite images and, at the same time, allow 
the instantaneous query and extraction of data from a user-supplied geographic location. The results 
achieved in these stages proved to be promising and, in 2014, the Embrapa team decided to make the 
system open to society, free of charge. SATVeg then started to be accessed by a wide-ranging audience, 
with different interests and purposes of use, stimulating demands for new functionalities. In 2016, with 
the objective of developing new features, expanding the system’s coverage area throughout South 
America and creating a new visual identity, a partnership with the private sector was initiated, resulting in 
the current version of the system1.

SATVeg works very intuitively and can be used by audiences unfamiliar with remote sensing. Figure 3 
illustrates the main screen of the system, in which the user interacts with a Google Maps layer to select 
an area of interest and obtain the temporal profile of the chosen vegetation index (NDVI or EVI), which is 
shown below the reference map. The system also offers a set of features, such as curve smoothing filters, 
overlaying layers on the map, pattern library, how-to-use tutorial, among others.

With more than 14 thousand registered users at present, SATVeg has supported several land surface 
monitoring activities, such as large-scale land use and land cover mapping projects, monitoring of the 
productive potential of agricultural crops, detection of deforestation, inspections, among others. SATVeg 
was recently included in the Central Bank of Brazil under Ordinance no. 4,796 as a remote tool to support 
proof of agricultural losses under the Agricultural Activity Guarantee Program (Proagro), as the system 
can indicate the conditions of green biomass from crops, and support decisions on issues related to 
agricultural insurance payment.

1  Available at: www.satveg.cnptia.embrapa.br

Figure 3. Temporal Vegetation Analysis System (SATVeg) main screen. 
Source: Adapted from Embrapa Agricultural Informatics (2020a).
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Developed using free software, the SATVeg database has been periodically fed with new images from 
the MODIS sensor, and Embrapa Digital Agriculture has kept the software components updated. An 
Application Programming Interface (API) was also developed to programmatically provide the system 
data, in order to feed third-party systems that make use of the temporal profiles of the vegetation indexes 
in several other applications.

Land use and land cover monitoring – TerraClass Project

The theoretical bases of sustainable development presuppose public actions and policies to promote 
economic development, synchronized with guarantees for the preservation of natural ecosystems, their 
biodiversity and their services. In Brazil, a country with one of the largest tracts of unexplored arable 
land on the planet, the expansion of the agricultural frontier and the technological development of 
agricultural activities have been accompanied by intense national and international debates on this topic.

Concerned with the negative impacts on the agricultural commodities market, generated by the release 
of data which showed that agriculture was rapidly advancing on the Amazon forests, the Federal 
Government asked Embrapa and INPE, public institutions with accumulated knowledge and competence 
on the subject, to produce, based on scientific and impartial data, a new vision on the land use and 
land cover in the deforested areas of the Legal Amazon. As a result of this institutional mobilization, the 
TerraClass Amazon Project emerged (Almeida et al., 2016), to systematically produce maps related to land 
use and land cover in the region, allowing to monitor the impacts of actions, and public policies of the 
Federal Government focused both on the development and intensification of agricultural activity and the 
preservation of natural systems.

Developed and implemented by federal institutions, TerraClass generates official data on the dynamics of 
land use and coverage, fundamentally expanding the management capacity in the Amazon territory and 
reinforcing national sovereignty over a region with explicit disputes between sectors, agents and actors, 
national and international, whose interests are driven by economic, social and environmental issues, 
among others.

Currently, seven mappings are available, referring to the base years 1991, 2000, 2004, 2008, 2010, 2012 
and 2014, carried out by the technical teams of Embrapa Digital Agriculture, Embrapa Eastern Amazon 
and the Regional Center of the Amazon (CRA/INPE). To organize, store and make them accessible to users, 
Embrapa Digital Agriculture has developed a free public access portal, presented in topic 
“Interactive Environmental Licensing Support System (SISLA)” of this chapter. 

The area covered by the maps covers the entire extension of the Legal Amazon, although the 
identification of thematic classes is carried out by satellite imagery only in the deforested areas mapped 
by the Program for Deforestation Monitoring in the Brazilian Legal Amazon (PRODES). The thematic 
classes covered by TerraClass are presented in Table 1.

The mappings were carried out at a scale of 1:100,000 (each centimeter on the paper map is equivalent 
to one kilometer in the real world) from public images with varied spatial detail. The main image base is 
formed by scenes from the Landsat satellite, with a spatial resolution of 30 m. Time series of MODIS images, 
with spatial resolution of 250 m, were also used in the mapping process of the temporary agriculture class. 

Different methods were used in the mapping activities of the thematic classes, according to the 
complexity of the targets and the technical knowledge of the institutions involved. These methods used 
different types of approaches, from the most complex, based on machine learning techniques, to the 
most simple and laborious approach, such as the visual interpretation of images. Temporary agriculture, 
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Table 1. Thematic classes mapped by TerraClass.

Classes Description

Temporary agricultural crop Agricultural crops that present one or more production cycles in the reference crop year mapping, such 
as soybeans, corn, cotton, among others.

Semi-perennial agricultural crop Agricultural crops that present a larger production cycle than the reference crop year mapping, mainly 
represented by sugarcane.

Perennial agricultural crop Permanent agricultural crops, with different stages of maturity and vegetation cover, such as coffee, 
citrus, rubber plantations, among others.

Cultivated arboreal shrub pasture Pastures with a predominance of woody vegetation, composed of shrub or arboreal species, in addition 
to cultivated herbaceous species.

Herbaceous cultivated pasture  Pastures with predominance of herbaceous forage vegetation, composed of cultivated species.

Silviculture Forest species of commercial interest, represented by monospecific tree formations, such as eucalyptus 
and pine.

Secondary natural forest 
vegetation

 Natural vegetation in the process of regeneration, characterized by the densification of tree species 
that have already undergone total original vegetation suppression since the beginning of deforestation 
monitoring in the Amazon.

Mining Mineral extraction areas characterized by the presence of bare soils and changes in the local landscape.

Urban area
Urban stains as a result of population concentration that form villages, towns or cities that present an 
infrastructure different from the rural area, presenting densification of streets, houses, buildings and 
other public facilities.

Other urbanized areas Areas with differentiated infrastructure, with less density of streets, houses and other industrial equip-
ment such as sheds, mills, warehouses, among others.

Water bodies Natural water bodies such as rivers, lakes, dams and dams.

Others Areas that do not fit into the other thematic classes, such as rocky outcrops, fluvial beaches, sand banks, 
among others.

Not observed Areas not mapped in the satellite images used due to the presence of clouds or burned areas.

Deforestation of the year Areas whose natural vegetation cover was removed during the reference year mapping.

Source: GeoPortal TerraClass (2020).

which presents high spectral dynamics and occurs in specific periods of the year, was mapped using the 
spectral-temporal approach, addressed in item “Time Series of Satellite Images and the Development of 
the Temporal Vegetation Analysis System” of this chapter. Here, machine learning-based classifiers were 
trained with field samples and applied to a time series of vegetation indices to detect targets with specific 
temporal behaviors. The secondary vegetation areas were mapped based on a Linear Spectral Mixture 
Model (LSMM) applied to the deforestation areas to identify the vegetation, soil and shade fractions and 
to separate the secondary vegetation areas from the others. As for other types of thematic classes, such as 
pastures, forestry, mining, urban areas, and others, identification and mapping were done based on visual 
interpretations of Landsat images, due to the wide variation in patterns and the difficulty to automate a 
classification method.

Due to the strategic nature of the information produced by TerraClass throughout the historical series 
of mappings for the Legal Amazon, the Federal Government requested expanding the coverage area 
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of the mappings for the Cerrado biome, another territorial portion strongly pressured by agricultural 
expansion and monitored by national and international organizations. To meet this demand, a new 
institutional articulation, which involved research, development and innovation institutions, universities 
and government agencies, was consolidated to carry out the mapping of land use and land cover of the 
Cerrado biome, referring to the base year 2013. Currently, new versions of TerraClass Cerrado, referring 
to the base years 2018, 2020 and 2022, are being carried out to update the mappings and to form a 
historical series that allows analyzing the dynamics of land use and coverage in that biome. 

Since the first demand initiated by the Federal Government, there has been a constant and significant 
advance in the area of information technology, both with regard to new sensors embedded in satellites, 
planes, drones, and others, as well as new storage devices, processing, analysis and distribution of digital 
data and information. Thus, a large part of the efforts and focus of the TerraClass coordination and execution 
team has been directed towards updating the data from the historical series of the Amazon and Cerrado 
mappings, expanding the mappings to other Brazilian biomes and promoting greater automation of 
mapping processes, in order to provide significant reductions in the cost and execution time.

GeoMS Project

From 2007 to 2012, the government of Mato Grosso do Sul state, Embrapa Digital Agriculture and 
partners developed the GeoMS project in order to structure a geo-referenced information system to 
monitor the rural space. This could help state governments improve their decision-making efficiency to 
implement strategic projects, using the state of Mato Grosso do Sul as a case study. This demand came 
from specific needs of the state, such as mitigating problems associated with climate change, avoiding 
the waste of natural resources and reducing deforestation and carbon emissions. The initiative also 
originated from the concern with issues inherent to sustainable development and conservation of the 
environment, as well as seeking to improve the state’s environmental management system, making 
environmental licensing processes and procedures more efficient and transparent.

Throughout its term, the GeoMS teams developed and implemented the Interactive Environmental 
Licensing Support System (Sisla), a web-based geographic information platform intended to organize the 
geospatial data from the state of Mato Grosso do Sul and decision support, which is presented in item 
“Interactive Environmental Licensing Support System (SISLA)” of this chapter. Considering that the system 
was developed to provide reliable information to support environmental licensing, it was necessary to 
map the land use and land cover, as well as to detail the water resources data in the whole state, activities 
strongly based on the use of remote sensing.

The mapping of deforestation and the land use and land cover was carried out on a scale of 1:100,000 
for the year 2007, considered ground zero in the monitoring process of this type of information in the 
state of Mato Grosso do Sul. The activities were carried out by Embrapa Digital Agriculture using CBERS 
satellite images from the High-Resolution Imaging Camera (Charge Coupled Device – CCD), with a spatial 
resolution of 20 m, aboard the CBERS-2B platform. The mapping was individualized into 64 classes 
(Silva et al., 2011a) at level III, according to the Brazilian vegetation classification system, which can be 
aggregated into 15 classes of phytophysiognomies, considered level II, namely: 1- Riparian Vegetation 
(tree, shrub, herbaceous); 2-Seasonal Semideciduous Forest; 3-Deciduous Seasonal Forest; 4-Savanna 
Cerrado; 5-Savanna Steppe (chaco); 6-Pioneer Formations (tree, shrub and herbaceous); 7-Floristic 
Contacts (ecotone and enclave); 8-Vegetational Refuges (relic communities); 9-Secondary Vegetation; 
10-Annual Agriculture; 11-Agriculture; 12-Semi-perennial Agriculture; 13-Forestry; 14-Livestock (planted 
pasture); and 15-Other Anthropogenic Areas (urban influence, mining, occupied floodplains). 
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Special attention was given to the identification and mapping of cultivated pastures, which in the state 
of Mato Grosso do Sul represented 16 million hectares. Of these, about 57% were in different stages of 
degradation, which significantly affected the livestock economy, requiring a recovery process through 
revegetation work or enrichment of the area (Silva et al., 2011b). Thus, according to degradation, four 
levels of pasture were identified and mapped on a scale of 1:50,000, in sample areas: non-degraded (I), 
moderate degradation (II), strong degradation (III) and very strong (IV). This activity involved merging 
images of HRC sensors (High-Resolution Camera or High-Resolution Panchromatic Camera) with 2.5 m of 
resolution and CCD, both aboard the CBERS-2B satellite. 

The information on water resources in the state of Mato Grosso do Sul was also updated and improved 
based on remote sensing data, at a scale of 1:100,000. This process included updating the drainage 
network and detailing the territorial limits of the Planning and Management Units of water resources, as 
well as creating slope maps, based on the classes defined by the National Council for the Environment 
(Conama). Such information, in addition to supporting the spatial analysis of the surroundings of the 
project whose licensing was requested, also helps other sectors or areas of the government. For example, 
altimetry and slope data assist in the application of the Brazilian Forest Code in relation to Permanent 
Preservation Areas (APP) on slopes and hilltops; the delimitation of watershed basins or planning and 
management units and the updating of the drainage network assist in applying the state water resources 
plan. Both are also inputs for the elaboration of the Ecological-Economic Zoning (ZEE) of the state. 

Another important result of the GeoMS project included training the team at the Mato Grosso do 
Sul Environment Institute (Imasul), in order to use Sisla and to use satellite images and mapping of 
vegetation cover and land use. The results are widely used by managers, consultants, environmental 
inspectors, environmental analysts, entrepreneurs, researchers, teachers, students, among others.

Web-based geographic information systems 
GIS has been used for many years to support environmental decisions, providing users with easy 
visualization, storage and analysis of geospatial data. This is its main difference in relation to conventional 
information systems: its ability to store both descriptive attributes and geometries of the different 
types of input data (Casanova et al., 2005). Through GIS it is possible to insert and integrate, in a single 
database, textual spatial information, satellite images, data obtained from GPS, vector grids and thematic 
maps, in addition to offering mechanisms to combine this information and provide spatial analysis, 
whose results can guide decision making in various applications. This tool is available in various computer 
packages, with commercial and free options, compatible with various raster and vector data.

Over the years, GIS has incorporated new technologies and adopted innovative architectures, following 
the evolution of the areas of computing and system development. It was from this evolutionary process 
that Web Geographic Information System (WebGIS) emerged, whose purpose is the same as conventional 
GIS, but which can be accessed through an internet browser. In a WebGIS, the information system is 
implemented in the client-server architecture, in which the “server” part is responsible for the processing 
and storage of geospatial data and the “client” part corresponds to a web browser, which presents an 
interface for visualizing the data and interaction with the system (Smith et al., 2020). An important 
feature of a WebGIS is the way communication is executed between the client’s graphical interface and 
the server’s geographic DBMS, which stores geospatial information. Therefore, an intermediary layer is 
used between the application and the geographic DBMS, which basically consists of map servers. These 
servers can be seen as APIs capable of collecting data directly from geographic DBMS and delivering 
them, in a standardized way, to the application accessed by the end user through services such as those 
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implemented by the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC). Thus, map servers allow the use of the same set 
of geographic data by different applications. 

With the adoption of this client-server architecture, WebGIS enables access to its resources by any user 
connected to the internet, without having to install specific programs on their computer or acquire 
geospatial databases. A WebGIS can be characterized both as a tool for the generic treatment of 
geospatial data, similarly to a traditional GIS, or as an environment for exploring a pre-defined data set, 
which allows to carry out operations designed to meet specific user profiles. 

Regarding this topic, we present some WebGIS solutions developed under the coordination of the 
technical team of Embrapa Digital Agriculture to meet government demands related to the monitoring of 
land use and land cover, environmental licensing and the organization of geospatial information for the 
ZEE of the Amazon states.

GeoPortal and WebGIS TerraClass
The current collection of maps of the TerraClass Project, presented in item “2.2.2 Land use and land cover 
monitoring – TerraClass Project”, supports the formulation of public policies, territorial management 
and actions related to the preservation of national biodiversity, and the maintenance of the quality of 
ecosystem services from different sectors of civil society and the Federal Government. The mappings have 
been available on the internet since their release, but in raw format, which required users to download 
them to a computer and use a GIS to process and analyze them. Furthermore, considering the very 
diverse audience of users for this type of information, not always familiarized with geoprocessing, there 
was a growing demand for the development of user-friendly tools that could provide simple mechanisms 
to analyze territorial dynamics in the Legal Amazon.

Given the large volume of existing geospatial data, as well as operational difficulties that required 
previous computational processing to organize and adapt the data to the users’ areas of interest, the 
GeoPortal TerraClass was developed (Figure 4). This digital platform consists of: a landing-page with a 

Figure 4. Landing-page of GeoPortal TerraClass.
 Source: GeoPortal TerraClass (2020).
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general presentation of the TerraClass Project; description and characterization of the legend of thematic 
mapping classes; a mechanism for downloading the raster or vector data, in different geographic areas; 
and access to WebGIS TerraClass, which is a technology to facilitate analysis on the computer screen.

WebGIS TerraClass (Figure 5) is a web-based geoinformation system that provides interactive tools for 
visualization, analysis and interoperability of geospatial data on land use and land cover identified in 
deforested areas of the Legal Amazon. The system is intended for the common user up to the technician 
with advanced knowledge in geotechnologies, providing simple comparisons and complex spatial 
analysis across the entire historical series of available mappings. To use the tools, the user must select an 
object associated with the available land areas, which can be from the entire Legal Amazon, Federation 
Units, Municipalities or Water Planning Units (UPH). 

The visualization tools allow to select the land use and land cover mapping year; compare side-by-side 
mappings between pairs of years by scrolling the map with a slider that shows each year on one side of a 
vertical line; and observe mapping details by increasing the approximation in a given area of interest.

Figure 5. WebGIS TerraClass featuring the 2014 mapping pie chart and the 2004 to 2014 evolution chart for the Legal Amazon.
Source: GeoPortal TerraClass (2020).

The analysis tools generate graphs of map sectors that represent all classes of land use and land cover 
by slices proportional to their respective frequencies; transition matrices that presents the probabilities 
of land use and land cover classes to remain in the same classes or to change to other ones, showing the 
temporal dynamics in any combination between pairs of years; transition diagrams based on Sankey’s 
flowchart (Schmidt, 2008), in which nodes constitute the area of a given thematic class in a year, and the 
edges represent the flow of area transitions between classes over the years, enabling the spatialization 
of changing areas on the screen ; and the evolution graph, that shows the variation of the area of all 
thematic classes across the historical series of mappings.

Figure 6 exemplifies the Sankey transition diagram for the state of Mato Grosso based on the selection 
related to the years 2004, 2010 and 2014, enabling a detailed analysis of land use and land cover 
transitions during the period. The transition values between thematic classes of interest can be observed 
by positioning the cursor over the lines. In this example, the line highlighted in cyan represents the 
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change of 9,948.18 km2 from the Herbaceous Cultivated Pasture thematic class in 2010 to the Temporary 
Agricultural Crop class in 2014, which also appears spatialized over the 2014 mapping with the same 
color, indicating the increase in agricultural areas associated with the conversion of areas previously 
destined for livestock. 

The TerraClass WebGIS has interoperability with SATVeg, accessed by selecting a point in the map, which 
automatically activates an application integration bridge and which will display in SATVeg the temporal 
profile of MODIS vegetation index in the respective geographic location, expressing changes in plant 
green biomass over time. 

 The TerraClass GeoPortal2 and its target audience is data users who need to know and analyze the 
dynamics of land use and cover in the deforested areas of the Legal Amazon, with a focus in territorial 
management such as public managers, researchers, teachers, students, self-employed professionals, 
extension workers, association of producers, rural unions, among others.

Interactive Environmental Licensing Support System (SISLA)

The Interactive Environmental Licensing Support System (SISLA) is a WebGIS application that allows 
the collection, organization, integration and management of georeferenced information related to 
environmental licensing processes by governmental agencies. The main objective of this application is to 
enable governmental agencies to fully monitor the environmental licensing process in its various stages, 
ranging from georeferenced analysis around the enterprise requesting the licensing, in order to support 
decision-making. The greatest benefit provided using applications such as SISLA is the ability to provide 
greater flexibility, transparency and security in the procedural protocols, as the analyses are based on 
official government data and are freely available in the application itself. Thus, the applicant requesting an 

2  Available at www.terraclass.gov.br

Figure 6. Sankey transition diagram generated for the years 2004, 2010 and 2014 in the state of Mato Grosso.
Source: GeoPortal TerraClass (2020).
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environmental licensing can check, via the internet, whether or not this enterprise is in geographical and 
environmental compliance, even before submitting the process to the responsible government agency.

SISLA3 was implemented in Mato Grosso do Sul in October 2008, when the state started to use a WebGIS 
as a supporting tool to analyze processes involving environmental licensing requests for activities in 
sectors such as infrastructure, agropastoral, mining, tourism, industry, sanitation, fishing, fauna and 
forests.

Specifically for the agropastoral sector, activities such as construction of dams, establishing irrigation 
infrastructure, feedlots for cattle, horses, sheep and goats, and the construction of silos, warehouses and 
tanks for aquaculture are subject to environmental licensing in the state of Mato Grosso do Sul, as defined 
by the Mato Grosso State Institute of Environment (IMASUL).

The development of SISLA included the use of free software focused on the geotechnology theme, such 
as I3Geo (Speranza et al., 2011; Brazilian Public Software, 2020). This allows its adaptation, at low cost, to 
the demands and local needs of each government, and also its integration with corporate systems for 
the procedural protocols. The main module of the system – the analysis and generation of the project’s 
surroundings report – allows the applicant requesting an environmental licensing to send its property’s 
georeferenced maps, which contain the enterprise’s boundaries, permanent protection areas and 
related issues, in accordance with the regulation by the government agency. Based on these maps, SISLA 
performs geospatial queries to verify the proximity or intersection of the project/enterprise boundaries 
with the areas protected by the government, such as indigenous lands and conservation units, in 
addition to slope analyses for the areas in the project (Figure 7), generating spatial analysis reports 
(Figure 8).

3  Available at: sisla.imasul.ms.gov.br

Figure 7. Map containing the property boundaries and the areas protected by the government.
Source: Silva et al. (2011b).
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Other SISLA modules were developed 
for internal and exclusive access by 
technicians from government agencies, 
such as registration and consultation of 
the procedural progress per the activity 
requested; geospatial consultation 
for generating management reports 
containing the spatial distribution and 
the procedural processes; and the visual 
and individual technical analysis of 
processes that allows the specialist to 
issue an opinion for approving or not 
the process (Figure 9).

In almost 12 years of operation in the 
state of Mato Grosso do Sul, SISLA’S 
registered users include professionals 
from government agencies, private companies, consultants, universities and banks, who use the system 
to request environmental licenses, as well as to access its geospatial information. Several regulations 
published by the state government, related to environmental licensing, include analysis carried out by 

Figure 8. Example of a report generated by SISLA, with the identification of protected areas inside or close to the property.
Source: Silva et al. (2011b).

Figure 9. Example of visual and individual technical analysis of the environmental licensing 
process provided by SISLA.
Source: Silva et al. (2011b).
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SISLA as a prerequisite in all phases of the environmental licensing process. Thus, it is possible to affirm 
that its implementation in the state of Mato Grosso do Sul was successful and can be extended to other 
municipal, state and federal bodies.

Interactive Geospatial Analysis System for the Legal Amazon (SIAGEO Amazônia)
The Legal Amazon is a Brazilian region established by federal law with the objective of empowering 
economic planning and for defining public policies and protecting biodiversity in this part of the national 
territory. This region covers the states of Acre, Amapá, Amazonas, Mato Grosso, Pará, Rondônia, Roraima, 
Tocantins and part of the state of Maranhão, with a total area of 5,217,423 km², that is, almost 60% of the 
country’s territory.

The occupation of this territory intensified in a disorderly manner from the 1970s onwards, through 
the implementation of production systems incompatible with the sustainability of the region’s natural 
resources. The ZEE, an instrument of the National Environmental Policy, was then established by 
the Federal Government in order to achieve sustainable development by making socioeconomic 
development compatible with environmental protection. It was elaborated based on the diagnosis of 
the physical, biological, socioeconomic and legal-institutional means and on establishing exploratory 
scenarios for the proposition of guidelines for each identified territorial unit, including actions aimed at 
correcting existing harmful environmental impacts. The economic, social, environmental and cultural 
specificities, the vulnerabilities and potential of each state, resulted in obtaining different guidelines and 
procedures, in their ZEEs, for planning the occupation and use of their territories (Brasil, 2020).

The project Ecological-Economic Zoning Uniformization of the Legal Amazon and Integration with Agro-
ecological Zoning of the Region (UZEE) was carried out by Embrapa with the objective of integrating the 
different state ZEEs and providing a global characterization of the Legal Amazon, capable of subsidizing 
the construction of macro-regional public policies consistently and independently of state boundaries. 
The leadership of this project was directed by Embrapa Eastern Amazon, with the participation of Embrapa 
Digital Agriculture, and with 
the support of the Ministry 
of the Environment (MMA) 
and the states covered by the 
Legal Amazon for the access 
and data validation used in 
the construction of the state 
ZEEs. The project had financial 
support from the Financier of 
Studies and Projects (FINEP) 
of the Ministry of Science, 
Technology and Innovation 
(MCTI).

To meet the need for 
organization, storage and 
availability of geospatial 
information of the project 
as well as the data from the 
state ZEEs and the respective 
basic data used to build them, the Interactive Geospatial Analysis System of the Legal Amazon (SIAGEO 
Amazônia) was developed, as shown in Figure 10. 

Figure 10. SIAGEO Amazon screen.
Source: Embrapa Agricultural Informatics (2020b).
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SIAGEO Amazon4 enables users to visualize and obtain interactive georeferenced maps and tabular data 
through the manipulation of different levels of information according to the user’s interest and need. 
Similarly, it allows the user to perform spatial analysis based on a vector reference data, such as points, 
lines or polygons, and a set of thematic maps that are structured in WebGIS, in addition to providing 
access to technical documents and legal frameworks for each zoning initiative.

Currently, the system has a total of approximately seven thousand layers of geospatial data, both in 
vector and raster format, properly cataloged and organized so they can be viewed directly in the tool, 
downloaded for user consumption or used as parameters for spatial analysis on regions of interest. 

SIAGEO was developed based on free software, and its basic functionalities are derived from the I3Geo 
software. The system has modules for generating two types of environment reports, which allow 
characterizing the neighborhood of a region of interest. The first one is the Spatial Analysis Module, 
which allows a user to send the geospatial data of their area of interest and obtain a neighborhood report 
regarding a set of themes selected from those already cataloged in the system. The Banking Module, on the 
other hand, offers a similar approach, but the themes used for the neighborhood analysis are pre-selected 
and placed in those determined by the banking institutions as relevant for the analysis of project financing.

Final considerations
In recent decades, Brazilian agriculture has experienced intense processes of structural, technological, 
economic, social and environmental transformations, which have reconfigured the activities of the sector 
and its territorial dynamics. In this chapter, some initiatives and products of Embrapa Digital Agriculture were 
presented. They directly or indirectly meet the demands related to the theme of land management in Brazil, in 
which agriculture undertakes a large role due to its dynamic characteristic and outstanding contribution to the 
outcome of the national Gross Domestic Product. All mentioned technological solutions, developed using free 
software, are public and with unrestricted use, guaranteeing their access and use by all of society.

Geotechnologies are essential tools for the generation of data and information that contribute to 
discussions and official positions of governments in different forums related to strategic management of 
the national territory, as well as facing crises and decisive questions for the defense and maintenance of 
national sovereignty.

New scientific challenges arise for the treatment, organization and availability of volumes of geospatial 
data, produced at increasing speed and quantity as a result of the evolution and emergence of new 
geotechnologies. Future perspectives indicate that, in the process of digital transformation, geospatial 
data will be increasingly present in people’s daily lives, increasing the demand for geospatial services and 
solutions to improve production and decision-making processes related to territorial intelligence and the 
management of landscape dynamics.
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Introduction
Digital technologies have advanced incredibly fast, and its recent development has stimulated the 
acquisition of large volumes of different types of data, from the most varied sources. In agriculture, along 
its value generation chain, this data can include: a) omics data (genomics, proteomics, transcriptomics 
and metabolomics); b) acquired physicochemical attributes with spatiotemporal location through 
sensors; c) aerial and satellite images with spatiotemporal location; d) socioeconomic data; among others.

Similar to the data from more traditional sources, the use of this large data volume is analyzed through 
models and algorithms capable of extracting useful information for the decision-making process. This 
can occur in the development of a new biotechnological asset, land use monitoring, or in the control 
of a production process. Thus, scientific computing is understood as a collection of techniques, tools, 
and theories that encompass mathematics, statistics, physics, and computing. It also covers specific 
knowledge of certain sub-areas, such as applied statistics, econometrics, applied mathematics, 
computational intelligence, scientific visualization and biometrics. These will continue to be central in the 
development of new agricultural technologies, now in the context of the emerging Digital Agriculture. 
In recent decades, scientific computing has been identified as the third pillar of scientific research, along 
with experimentation and theory (Souza et al., 2017).

In the following sections, we present examples of applications that use scientific computation 
algorithms and techniques for the solution of problems in the agricultural sector. Section 2 presents two 
applications. They are based on the observation of a large raw dataset in order to recognize embedded 
patterns and derive knowledge and actions from such patterns to be used by an Expert System. Section 3 
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presents three applications based on the construction of mathematical and statistical models. These can 
carry out predictions and analyses from simulation scenarios in order to assist public decision-making. 
Through these different applications, it is possible to see that scientific computing is a research area that 
is eminently transversal to others.

Artificial intelligence
Artificial Intelligence is a broad area that began in the second half of the 1940s, when an artificial neural 
network was conceived, and which described how human neurons should learn to perform calculations. 
This area has undergone many modifications and has intersected with other disciplines, especially 
statistical modeling and various pattern recognition methods. These intersections compose a group of 
techniques known as intelligent systems, which are based on machine learning.

A machine learning model is supported by previously observed data coming from either databases, 
experiments, images, or texts. Data has attributes, which need to be described for each observation. 
For example, if we collect data from a pasture at different locations on the property, we will have the 
same attributes for each data collection, such as: location, grass type, date, pasture status (degraded, 
non-degraded, in degradation), geographic location, percentage of soil cover, soil type, pasture height, 
etc. With these attributes and the data collected, a classification model of the pasture’s status can be built. 
If the observed data were texts, the attributes could be the words in the texts; if they were images, the 
attributes could be such images divided into very small pieces, or pixels, and could consider, for example, 
the color of each pixel.

Items “Automatic Soil Classification” and “ SiBCS-based Expert System” present, respectively, examples 
of automatic soil classification and exploration of information in texts, making use of different artificial 
intelligence techniques.

Automatic soil classification
To classify a soil profile, the Brazilian Soil Classification System (SiBCS) considers a wide range of 
morphological, physical, chemical, and mineralogical attributes in addition to environmental aspects 
such as climate, vegetation, relief, parent material, hydric conditions, external characteristics and soil-
landscape relationships (Santos et al., 2013).

To assist in this laborious process, Embrapa Digital Agriculture and Embrapa Soils designed two 
intelligent tools for automatic soil classification. The first is an Expert System that uses the SiBCs rules for 
soil classification. The second is aWeb system (SoloClass) for soil profile classification through a committee 
of intelligent solutions based on machine learning algorithms. These smart tools were developed within 
the scope of the project “Use of smart mobile devices in the classification of Brazilian soils – SmartSolos”, 
led by Embrapa Soils. Both tools are presented in the following subsections.

SiBCS-based expert system

The SiBCS rules-based expert system simulates the reasoning of a domain expert when performing the 
classification of soil profiles. Thus, it can be used to classify soil profiles not yet classified and to validate 
previously classified profiles (Vaz et al., 2018). 
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Vaz et al. (2019a) used the expert system to analyze soil data provided by IBGE. They showed that this is 
an important tool for the curation of Brazilian soil data, as it allows it to be executed more efficiently and 
with fewer errors, benefiting soil governance in Brazil.

The advantages of making the expert system available through an API and the importance of this tool 
to facilitate soil data curation, while guiding a more adequate data recording, were also shown in Vaz 
et al. (2019b). Figure 1 shows that by making the expert system available through the API, the user can 
obtain the soil profile classifications from the expert system and compare them with previously known 
classifications. Thus, possible errors in soil data can be analyzed and corrected, making it a powerful tool 
for improving the quality of soil data in Brazil.

Figure 1. Soil profile classification analysis.
Source: Vaz et al. (2019b).

The great challenge of this system is codifying all SiBCS rules to treat its first four categorical levels. The 
classification taxonomy has more than a thousand classes between the first and fourth categorical level. 
In addition, the rules are quite complex, so joint work and great effort by computer and soil scientists are 
essential to make viable the development of such a system.

Although a specific application is being developed by Embrapa to use this soil classification API, partner 
institutions can also use it to create new solutions that rely on soil classification, provided their data is 
coded in accordance with the standards established by the system.

Regarding Brazilian soil data standards, there are different initiatives that seek to organize them. However, 
none of them has been consolidated as a standard, nor do they meet the needs of the expert system 
developed. As such, many observations could be made in relation to organizing these data in Brazil 
throughout this work. It is common, for example, to observe data redundancy in different fields, absence 
of fields necessary for recording important soil information for classification, and data representations 
that make difficult computational processing and data retrieval. The next step of this work is, therefore, 
to consolidate a series of recommendations for the structuring of Brazilian soil data in order to simplify 
computational manipulation, ensure higher quality of stored data, and facilitate the creation of new 
solutions that depend on them.

Future research is on the possibility of automating other processes that are normally time consuming or 
greatly increase the uncertainty of the data collected in the field. For example, color, texture, soil layer 
boundaries and other attributes are determined in a subjective way, according to personal interpretations 
made during fieldwork. The collection of this type of information can be facilitated and automated 
through computational tools that extract characteristics from images taken in the field.
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Intelligent soil classification system 
A promising alternative for automatic soil classification is the combination of machine learning (ML) 
algorithms with attribute selection methods. ML algorithms operate by building a model obtained from 
training samples to make data-driven predictions. Such data contain soil profile observations previously 
classified by pedologists. On the other hand, the attribute selection methods aim to find a subset of 
relevant variables related to the target task. It makes the learning process more efficient by simplifying 
the operating cost of the models, enabling to better understand the obtained results (Guyon; Elisseff, 
2003).

SoloClass is an intelligent system developed for classifying soil profiles. This system allows a user to 
input a set of variables from one or more soil profiles, and then receives the classification of each profile 
according to SiBCS with a probability associated to the predicted class.

Five classes of ML algorithms were used for intelligent soil classification: a) symbolic: decision trees; b) 
based on instances: k-NN or k nearest neighbors; c) statistical learning: Support Vector Machines (SVM); 
d) bootstrap aggregation: Random Forest; and e) connectionism: Deep Neural Networks. All these 
algorithms were trained for the four categorical 
levels (orders, suborders, large groups, and 
subgroups) adopted by SiBCS.

The architecture of the SoloClass system is 
based on a classifiers committee, as shown in 
Figure 2.

Upon receiving a set of unclassified soil 
profiles, with different numbers of horizons, the 
user can select one or more classifiers that have 
been trained from a pre-classified database by 
pedologists (induction process). Subsequently, 
the system triggers the selected classifiers 
and stores the results presented individually. At the end of the deduction process, the classification 
committee (Figure 2) assigns the classification result to the soil profile by vote, that is, the classification 
associated with the profile is the one that obtained the highest frequency or majority vote.

This classifier committee-based architecture has some advantages such as: a) increase in the predictive 
power of the system due to the use of several classifiers adjusted to the data and combined for this 
purpose; b) reduction of variance and bias when compared to using only one machine learning method; 
c) extensible architecture, that is, other classifiers can be added.

The main benefits of the SoloClass system are: a) assisting national soil survey projects and programs, 
such as Pronasolos (Polidoro et al., 2016), acting as a facilitating tool in soil classification work; b) 
facilitate the understanding of soil classification for farmers, students, teachers, extension workers, and 
researchers; c) minimize possible human errors during the soil classification activity.

As it is a Web System, SoloClass1 can be accessed through mobile devices or personal computers, without 
any operating system restrictions. This helps to expand access and the inclusion of a greater number of 
users. SoloClass has a responsive interface, that is, it can be characterized by the visual adaptation of a page 
or interface to any device on which it is viewed, without the need of a specific versions for each model.

1 Available at: www.soloclass.cnptia.embrapa.br

Figure 2. SoloClass 
architecture based on a 
classifiers committee.
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Text mining in technical-scientific publications
The human learning process is based on observations, pattern formation, hypotheses, and inferences 
from these observations. Nowadays, there are plenty of observations, specifically, an excessive volume of 
data, both in databases and in published textual format. Data mining uses statistical analysis processes, in 
which algorithms are implemented in computer programs that can handle a large volume of data to find 
patterns and help formatting hypotheses and models that allow describing these patterns.

Text mining (TM) is a specialization of the data mining process. The main difference between the two 
processes is that, whereas conventional data mining works exclusively with structured data (pre-
organized in databases or some representation, such as a spreadsheet), text mining inherently deals 
with unstructured data. Therefore, in TM, the first challenge is to structure the data with their respective 
attributes, based on the texts, so that data mining algorithms can be used.

The structuring of texts depends on the problem addressed. For example, if we want to know or relate 
which types of agricultural technologies are linked to the use of water in Brazilian agriculture, we can 
delimit a set of technical-scientific publications on the topic and extract this information. In this case, 
one option is the use of linguistic tools that allow identifying the vocabulary of interest (for example: 
irrigation, harvesting, water resources, pivot, etc.) and delimiting and disambiguating geographic 
locations (such as: São Francisco River, São Francisco Church, São Francisco City, etc.) in the texts.

Similar to this, in the methodology proposed by Moura et al. (2017), there is a semi-automated step-
by-step process, which used software tools specifically developed for this purpose, and contained the 
following steps: 1) delimitation of publications of interest; 2) extraction and disambiguation of toponyms 
with the TopExtract tool (Takemura et al., 2013); 3) formatting a dictionary of terms of interest, manually 
performed by domain experts; 4) use of the ExtracTrans tool (Transaction Extraction tool) to: a) extract 
terms from texts by similarity and synonymy; b) creation of the transactions present in the texts (all 
the words of interest that appeared in the text); and c) elimination of redundant data, which does not 
contribute to the results; 5) pattern extraction, using machine learning algorithms, such as association 
rules, or even placing the results in an Excel spreadsheet or other similar software. For example, in Moura 
et al. (2017), 40 association rules were found for the Northeast region, among which:

If technologyClass = agricultural engineering & culture = grapes & cultureClass = 
fruit & region = NE  technology = irrigation.

Another application of very specific interest was to describe which quantitative and scientific com-
puting methods were cited in Embrapa’s scientific publications. We searched among those considered of 
the highest level, and according to the Qualis CAPES indicator (A1, A2, B1 and B2), between the years 2000 
and 2018. Embrapa has its own cataloging system for its publications and technologies (Embrapa, 2020) 
where the metadata´s keywords are audited. This in itself indicates its very high quality. However, two ma-
jor problems are present for the study: a) the large number of publications in this interval, approximately 
22,000 articles; and b) the fact that the keywords in the articles cover agricultural terms, and not necessarily 
quantitative methods and scientific computation terms. In other words, the keywords of interest in this 
data analysis were not part of the conventional keyword repertoire of these articles and, therefore, could 
not be located only by search results, let alone by reading each of the 22,000, which would be a very 
extensive task. 
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Thus, the methodology by Moura et al. (2017) was adapted as follows: 1) the articles of interest were 
already selected; 2) the geolocation process was not necessary and instead, a process was created to do-
wnload the articles and convert them to plain text; 3) the domain specialists, in quantitative methods and 
scientific computation organized the necessary dictionary of terms for the area; 4) a tool was adapted (from 
ExtracTrans tool) to extract the words of interest from the text collection by similarity, and subsequently, 
put the data in a spreadsheet; and 5) from the data sheets in Excel format, the techniques of crossing 
dynamic tables, aggregation of data from other sources, grouping, selection, and filters were applied to 
facilitate the data exploration in different views.

Some exploratory applications on a large volume of texts make use of a process similar to that used 
by search engines, such as Google, Yahoo, etc. The textual collection is indexed, in which each text (data) 
corresponds to a row of a table and each word (attribute) to a column, it is not always necessary to know 
the language in which the text is written, much less if there are dependencies between words. In each 
cell, the frequency of a word in the text, or some derived measure, is placed. Therefore, as this table has an 
exaggerated number of columns and many cells with zero value, we try to reduce the number of columns, 
selecting the most statistically significant words or word compositions.

There are many techniques to reduce the number of columns in a table, all of which depend on 
what one wants to answer in relation to the collection of texts. To format a collection of texts in a table 
like this, we have the I-PreProc tool (Pereira; Moura, 2015). A common application for this formatting is to 
group texts with similar content so that they must correspond to specific topics, that is, subdivided into 
more related subjects, as carried out in the Compilation and Retrieval of Technical-scientific Information 
and Induction to Knowledge (CRITIC@) project. This initiative, developed by Embrapa, also uses other tools 
such as the previously mentioned TopExtract application.

In Figure 3 on the left, it is possible to see that based on a search expression in the publications data-
base, the search results are organized hierarchically into documents groups from where statistically signifi-
cant terms found in the group are considered “topics”. In the middle, there is the distribution of accumulated 
frequencies for the group over time. These are represented by “Tractor, Effect, Term, Difference, Applied, Leaf, 
Pruning”. To the right, the locations mentioned in these documents. This result of data exploration gives us 
clues as to: a) how these documents could be organized according to groups; b) what the topics or set of 
keywords of this group would be, for example “tractor, pruning, pruning applied to the leafs”, that is, what 
an expert in the area considers most important in the presented result; and c) geographic location, more 
specifically, where these groups appear most significantly.

Figure 3. Example of a CRITIC@ project result. 

As seen in the cited applications, text-mining processes, whatever the techniques, help the exploration 
and identification of information in a large volume of texts.
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Mathematical and statistical modeling
Mathematical modeling is an even broader area than Artificial Intelligence. It uses a small framework of 
mathematical solutions, the same occurring with statistical modeling. The general idea for the modeling 
process is the simplified interpretation of a phenomenon, which is then described in mathematical 
language. Subsequently, it allows simulations to be carried out in a computer. Thus, the users of the 
model are positioned as experimenters in the real world, and based on the results of several computer 
simulations, they can understand details of the phenomenon in situations not experienced in practice. 
In agricultural research, for example, mathematical and statistical models are essential to complement 
biological experiments, allowing the study of disease dynamics in the field from computer simulations, 
that is, without environmental impact and with a great economy of resources. As an example, item 
“Modelagem da dinâmica de dispersão do HLB do citros“ presents a simulation model for analyzing the 
intra-orchard dispersion of the disease known as citrus HLB.

In order to understand the difference between mathematical and statistical models, it can be considered 
a simple example, such as the mathematical equation that represents a straight line in a Cartesian plane 
(x, y), given by: 

y = a + bx

In which a is the slope of this line and b the factor that correlates each value of x to exactly a value of 
y in this plane. On the other hand, if it is observed the weight and height values of a group of people, 
it is known a priori that the behavior of the observed points (weight, height) is linear, that is, it can be 
represented by a line, but it does not correspond exactly to the weight and height ratio of the entire 
population, that is, this set of points is just a sample of this population. A good sample should be 
randomized, so each person is randomly drawn for weight and height measures and has a statistically 
reasonable size. Thus, with this collected sample, the behavior of the population for the problem under 
study (weight, height) is estimated, which is a line composed of estimated values of the slope of the line 
(average of the observed values of weight), and the factor that correlates height with weight. This process 
considers model errors and estimates depend on probability distributions. In item “Genetic evaluation 
of livestock”, a multivariate linear model is presented, that is, several dependent variables (which would 
replace weight) and several independent variables (which would replace height), and also: a) fixed effects, 
which are the of the factors that can be observed, such as the height in our example; and b) random 
effects, which are not observed in the sample collection, but need to be estimated by the model.

Another framework within mathematical modeling is inductive logic models, for example, “if A is a stable 
then A has horses”. Among these models are fuzzy logic. For example, if we have a glass of water, it can 
be full, half full, half empty, or empty, according to the interpretation of each person looking at the glass. 
So, you can form rules, such as the glass is empty if it has 0 to 20 mL of water, it is half empty if it has 10 
mL to 100 mL of water, it is half full if it has 50 mL to 160 mL of water, and it is full if you have more than 
140 mL of water. To solve a classification of how each cup is, a system based on fuzzy rules is developed. 
Item “Sustainable Pantanal Farm” shows an application of systems based on fuzzy rules that assist decision 
making regarding sustainability in Pantanal farms, considering environmental, social, and economic values.
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Modeling the citrus HLB dispersion dynamics 
Brazil is the world’s largest producer of oranges, with the 2020/2021 harvest being estimated at almost 
288 million boxes (40.8 kg) (Fundecitrus, 2020). The disease known as huanglongbing (HLB) or greening, 
identified in the country in 2004, is currently the most important for the national citrus industry. Citrus 
HLB is caused by the bacterium Candidatus Liberibacter asiaticus and transmitted in Brazil mainly by 
the psyllid Diaphorina citri, which acquires the bacteria by feeding on the sap of infected plants, later 
transmitting them to healthy plants.

Due to its importance to the national economy, Embrapa has been developing biomathematical tools 
to assist in monitoring, sampling, detecting, and eradicating HLB from citrus since 2012. Initially, a 
deterministic compartmental mathematical model was developed (Vilamiu et al., 2013) to assess the 
impact on decreasing population levels of the insect vector D. citri in the Recôncavo Baiano region. 
More specifically in areas where citrus and alternative hosts are planted (orange jessamine – Murraya 
paniculata) in different proportions, aiming to collaborate with public policies for the sector. In this 
study, citrus and myrtle populations were divided into compartments (susceptible, exposed, infected 
and recovered plants), and the general characteristics of each compartment were expressed through 
mathematical equations in order to analyze HLB propagation temporal dynamics.

More recently, a new modeling approach based on simulation scenarios with different spatial 
configurations of orange jessamine and citrus was used to assess, among other aspects, the role of 
orange jessamine as a push or pull factor on vector insects in cultivated areas (Barbosa, 2015). For this 
purpose, individual-based modeling (IBM) (Grimm; Railsback, 2005) was used, and considers in the model 
the presence and particularity of each individual of the populations involved, while observing the final 
system as the result of interactions between the individuals of different populations. The IBM approach 
is adequate for the objectives of the study because it allows one to jointly explore the temporal and 
spatial aspects of the “host-insect vector-HLB” system in a more intuitive and flexible way than classical 
mathematical models such as those used in Vilamiu et al. (2013).

The IBM was developed in Python programming language and considers a standard agricultural 
landscape of the Recôncavo Baiano, containing 9 plots with 20 x 42 plants in each plot (total of 840 host 
plants per plot or 7,560 plants in the landscape), spacing between rows of 6 m and spacing between 
columns of 4 m, totaling an area of 120 m (width) x 168 m (length), just over 2 ha.

In order to analyze the intra-orchard dispersion of the insect vector and the propagation of HLB, 3 
different landscapes were tested and compared: a) Scenario 1: only citrus; b) Scenario 2: citrus and myrtle 
around the entire area; c) Scenario 3: citrus and myrtle on the edges of each plot. Thus, the populations 
considered in the IBM and involved in the computer simulations are: a) main host plant (citrus); b) 
alternative host plant (myrtle) for testing the repulsion and attraction effect; c) D. citri insect vector in the 
nymph stage; d) adult vector insect.

In the execution of the model simulations, the user can choose different values for the following 
biological parameters obtained from studies and biological experiments conducted at the Embrapa 
Cassava & Fruits (Cruz das Almas, Bahia, Brazil) experimental fields:

• time of the disease incubation phase in the plant: 180 to 540 days;

• duration of the latency phase of the disease in the plant: 30 or 60 days;

• proportion of insects per plant: 0.41 to 5;
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• simulation time: 1, 2, 5, 10 or 20 years;

• simulation mode: 1 (single) or 2 (multi);

• probability of primary infection (PIP), according to the incidence in the region: 0.01 (low),
0.15 (medium) or 0.30 (high);

• probability of detection of the disease in the field by the human inspection: 0 or 0.476.

The simulations start with all healthy plants and the arrival of a certain proportion of infective insects, 
according to PIP values. Populations evolve stochastically over time (according to the probability of 
occurrence) from processes such as birth and death of nymphs and adult insects, infection of host plants, 
acquisition of bacteria by nymphs and adult insects, reproduction, and flight of adult insects.

At the end of the computer simulations, two types of results are generated: a) “single” simulation type: 
at every 10 days of the simulation execution, a file with the status of populations in each position of 
the planting area is generated (type of host, infection status, number of insects in position); b) “multi” 
simulation type: at the end of 100 automatic executions (Monte Carlo process), graphs of the number of 
susceptible, infected and symptomatic plants are generated over time.

The MBI results are saved, and a software developed in Java language allows the visualization of the 
model results via Web. This is illustrated by the examples shown in figures 4, 5, and 6, related to the 3 
simulation scenarios that represent different landscapes (different configurations and proportions of 
citrus and myrtle) for a “single” simulations type.

Figures 4, 5, and 6 show the dynamics of HLB spread, after a certain number of days from the start of the 
simulation, which occurs from the arrival of insects in random plants of the first two left columns of the 

Figure 4. Simulation image after 10 days for Scenario 1. 
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Figure 5. Screenshot after 60 days of simulation for Scenario 2.

Figure 6. Screenshot after 60 days of simulation for Scenario 3.
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fields. The amount of infective insects arriving in this area depends on the proportion of insects per plant 
and the PIP value chosen by the user. For example, for the proportion of 0.41 insects per plant, there are 
1,033 insects at the beginning of the simulation, of which: a) for PIP = 0.1%: 1 infective insect; b) for 
PIP = 1%: 10 infective insects; c) for PIP = 15%: 154 infective insects.

Scenarios 1, 2, and 3 were tested separately in numerous combinations of the aforementioned 
parameters for the repulsion and attraction analysis. No visual differences were found in graphics 
generated by the “multi” execution, or the dynamics observed in the “single” executions. Following the 
analyses, scenarios were compared in a two by two scheme, and several simulations were performed for 
each scenario. Statistical tests were performed to compare the time of arrival of the disease in the target 
plot as well as in all comparisons between scenarios while considering different probabilities of primary 
infection. It was found that, statistically, there is no difference (comparisons between PIP equal to 1% and 
15%) regarding the time of disease arrival in the target plot.

The results of the simulations prove observations made in field experiments: the primary infection has 
much more weight in the dynamics of disease propagation than the different spatial configurations of 
orange jessamine and citrus in the simulation scenarios .

Thus, the main conclusion obtained is that the simple presence of the alternative host (orange jessamine) 
does not significantly influence the epidemic process. This leads us to question how the interaction of the 
“HLB-insect vector-citrus” system would be with the use of vector population control methods, such as 
the application of insecticides, which could significantly affect the primary infection.

At the same time, the search for a threshold value for primary infection leads us to estimate the effort 
of regional management in order to stabilize the epidemic process. Furthermore, vector infectivity 
levels can be an indicator to be used in the future for the effectiveness of control measures in regional 
management. This indicator can be obtained more easily than extensive surveys with infected plants.

Currently (Barbosa, 2019) the MBI is evolving by the inclusion of new alternative hosts to evaluate in 
repulsion and attraction configurations, as well as testing periodic insecticide control strategies which 
minimize the effect of primary infection on landscapes.

From the spatiotemporal dynamics observed in the citrus HLB represented in the model, it is possible to 
simulate complex dissemination scenarios and perform the selection of more promising repulsion and 
attraction configurations to control the spread of the vector insect. This may be tested in future experiments 
along with obtaining indicators of effectiveness, with potential for more detailed studies in other projects.

Genetic evaluation of livestock
Animal breeding programs aim to genetically improve the population in terms of economic 
characteristics demanded by the market, adopting appropriate indices for the production system. 
In short, they consider the identification and genetic discrimination of individuals in the population, 
the selection of those with superior traits for replacement, either male or female, and the mating 
between them. An integral part of these programs are the genetic evaluation processes, which consist 
of continuously and cumulatively collecting biometric and genealogical data from the population 
undergoing improvement and periodically using a genetic-statistical model to predict the genetic values 
of each animal. The data include observation on the expression of physical or behavioral attributes of 
interest to the market. These attributes are called phenotypes and pedigree data, which in other terms 
means the relationships that define the genealogy of the population.
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Currently, the methodology used in genetic evaluations of animals is based on the theory of mixed 
models (Henderson, 1963), known as BLUP (Best Linear Unbiased Prediction). It basically consists of the 
prediction of genetic values, adjusting the data simultaneously for fixed effects and an unequal number 
of observations per class (Lopes, 2005). Among the advantages of a genetic evaluation using BLUP are 
the inclusion of complete family information through a kinship matrix; comparison of individuals with 
different levels of fixed effects; and simultaneous evaluation of sires, females, and progenies. Lastly, 
there is the evaluation of individuals without observations, missed observations and with observations 
in only some characteristics (Lopes, 2005). BRBLUP (Higa, 2020) is a software for genetic evaluation of 
animals developed by Embrapa, based on the Python programming language and associated scientific 
computing libraries called Scipy/Numpy and PyTables. It supports the specification of mixed model 
equations so that different genetic-statistical models can be specified, including the multivariate 
animal model (MAM), which simultaneously evaluates fixed and random effects for a set of quantitative 
phenotypes while taking correlations between phenotypes or random effects into account, such as 
genetic origin effects.

As an example to illustrate the use of BRBLUP, (Example 5.4 of Mrode (2014) an animal model with two 
phenotypes (bivariate) is considered: a) FAT1: fat yield in lactation period 1; b) FAT2: fat yield in the lactation 
period 2. Associated with each phenotype is the presence of a fixed effect referring to herd-year-season 
(HYS1 and HYS2). The data set is shown 
in Table 1: there are eight animals, 
numbered from 0 to 7, and only those 
that have observed phenotypes 
(animals 0, 1 and 2) appear in the 
pedigree (columns Sire and Dam). 
The residual variances are 65 for the 
FAT1 phenotype and 70 for the FAT2 
phenotype, with the covariance 
between them equal to 27; the genetic 
variances are 35 for the FAT1 phenotype 
and 30 for the FAT2 phenotype, with the 
covariance being equal to 28.

To solve the model, the BRBLUP software is executed through a command line, passing a configuration 
file as a parameter with the model specification. The result is stored in an output file.

Table 2 presents the contents of the generated output file. It contains 4 columns (Trait: column in the 
data file corresponding to a phenotype; Effect: specified effect in the model; Level: level of the effect in 
the data file; Sol: obtained solution). In this example, the first line of the file means that the solution for 
level 0 of effect 1 (HYS1) for the phenotype in column 3 is equal to 175.73126996362862. The seventh 
line means that level 1 (animal 1) for effect 0 (genetic value) for the phenotype in line 3 is equal to 
-2.999142788478058.

Accuracy values, which represent the reliability of the solution obtained for the genetic value, were not 
presented in this example, but are always used together. Finally, another aspect not addressed refers to 
the fact that, currently, animal genetic improvement programs are making efforts to include genomic 
information in the genetic evaluation process. This has direct implications for the construction and 
resolution of the genetic-statistical model used.

Table 1. Dataset (columns 0, 1, 2: pedigree – columns 0, 3, 4, 5, 6: observed data).

Animal Father Mother HYS1 HYS2 FAT1 FAT2

3 0 1 0 0 201 280

4 2 1 0 1 150 200

5 0 4 1 0 160 190

6 2 3 0 0 180 250

7 0 6 1 1 285 300

Source: Adapted from Mrode (2014).
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Sustainable Pantanal Farm
In recent decades, given the globalization of the economy 
and the creation of competitive markets, pressures 
to increase the productivity of farms in the Pantanal 
have intensified, compromising the sustainability of 
their production systems due to the fragility of its 
ecosystems. Given this scenario, a multidisciplinary group 
of researchers from Embrapa Pantanal, using previous 
experience on the characterization of Pantanal farms 
(Santos et al., 2017), developed a project in partnership 
with Embrapa Digital Agriculture. They aim to develop a 
tool to assess the sustainability of beef cattle production 
systems in complex and dynamic regions, such as the 
Pantanal, so that it would be possible to verify the 
system’s weaknesses in order to seek good sustainability 
management practices.

The Pantanal biome is located in the Midwestern 
region of Brazil (80%), also covering part of Bolivia 
and Paraguay. It constitutes an extensive neotropical 
wetland that is seasonally flooded, with a temporal 
and spatial variability of diversity, which is controlled 
by the flood pulse. This makes the region a complex, 
dynamic and uncertain system (Santos et al., 2017). 
Because it has extensive areas of natural grasslands 
with a predominance of forage, the Pantanal has a 
vocation for the extensive beef cattle ranching with 
low use of external inputs which has contributed to its 
conservation for more than two centuries. This has been 
the main economic activity on Pantanal farms, making it 
an important socioeconomic sector at the regional and 
national level. Considering that farms comprise about 
95% of the Pantanal plain, the main challenge for decision makers is to define beef cattle production 
systems that do not cause major environmental impacts while bringing economic and social benefits 
to the local population and ensuring 
the conservation and sustainable use 
of natural resources.

In order to understand Pantanal farms 
holistically, aspects and indicators were 
defined in a hierarchical manner at both 
ranch and regional level and assess the 
beef cattle production system 
(Figure 7). These aspects and indicators 
were selected due to their practicality in 
representing and simplifying complex 
and systemic phenomena. Some of 

Table 2. Result of genetic evaluation.

Trait Effect Level Solution

3 1 0 175.73126996362862

3 1 1 219.61329398893875

4 2 0 243.23908674216108

4 2 1 240.54972646633607

3 0 0 8.969159144237393

4 0 0 8.840288629082728

3 0 1 -2.999142788478058

4 0 1 -2.7772802747175986

3 0 2 -5.970016355758499

4 0 2 -6.063008354365654

3 0 3 11.75424243135119

4 0 3 11.657587566164255

3 0 4 -16.252956614066754

4 0 4 -15.823507978243187

3 0 5 -17.31429689333114

4 0 5 -15.719126003080525

3 0 6 8.690473723985185

4 0 6 8.137644915235219

3 0 7 22.702139483291525

4 0 7 20.930688340763133

Figure 7. Hierarchical structure of the Sustainable Pantanal Farm.
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the indicators were based on scientific studies carried out by the multidisciplinary team, while others were 
determined through several participatory workshops involving decision makers to validate the indicators. 
Some of these indicators must be evaluated directly in the field, while others can be studied through image 
analysis and mathematical calculations, or defined within the inference system adopted. To guide the 
field assessment and the collection of information necessary for the calculations, several protocols were 
developed and published (Soares et al., 2014; Santos et al., 2014a, 2014b, 2015; Abreu et al., 2015; Amâncio 
et al., 2016). This hierarchical process (Figure 7) enables assessing each aspect of sustainability individually 
and simultaneously. 

The Sustainable Pantanal Farm software
Some problems arise in sustainability assessment, and it is necessary to take the level of abstraction 
involved in the concept into account, as well as the existence of natural variability in some phenomena. 
The synthesis provided by the indicators for a given “degree of sustainability” requires a robust 
methodology to deal with uncertainties, express complex interrelations, while at the same time, being 
interpretable and transparent to guarantee confidence in the assessment.

A mathematical and computational framework capable of dealing with these difficulties come from fuzzy 
set theory (FS), fuzzy logic, and fuzzy rule-based systems – FRBS. Such systems have been applied in areas 
such as engineering, modeling, and control, among others. Historically, its success is due to the ability to 
model knowledge based on natural language and good generalization capacity as well as the remarkable 
competence of FRBS in explaining the elaboration of the result based on the input values provided.

The Sustainable Pantanal Farm software was built as a decision support system based on models 
expressed in FRBS. Sustainability is evaluated by the environmental, economic, and social dimensions, at 
both ranch and regional level. Models were defined for each assessment (Figure 7), while input variables 
were the indicators themselves, with their scales defined in natural language (such as Good, Moderate 
and Bad). The relationships between indicators are expressed as a set of rules defined by domain experts. 
The evaluation results (indices and sub-indices), in addition to providing a comparative numerical value 
(1 to 10), have a corresponding qualitative output. Each model (index) feeds the more general models 
hierarchically further down, culminating in the farm’s sustainability model.

The Sustainable Pantanal Farm interface to Internet2 (Figure 8) is an interactive system where the user, 
given the indicator values, is able to infer qualitative concepts and numerical values, as well as compare 
how good these values are in relation to what is desired. It is also possible, through graphics, to visualize 
which indicators had more influence on the result. The rules that were used for the conclusion are shown 
to the user, ensuring interpretability and transparency. The system also allows the user to simulate 
scenarios in order to plan which ones lead to the level of sustainability one wants. The Sustainable 
Pantanal Farm software also has a second interface, aimed at mobile devices such as tablets and 
smartphones (Figure 9) using the Android operating system (available on the Google Play app store). 
Essentially, it provides the same functionalities, and it is based on the same mathematical models. 
Given a regional restriction of the Pantanal and farms in general, this version does not need an internet 
connection, as it has its own inference engine built into the application.

The Sustainable Pantanal Farm tool can be adopted by several decision makers (researchers, owners, 
technicians, politicians, legislators, certifiers, among others). Its main use is the diagnosis (degree 
of sustainability) of the beef cattle production system in the Pantanal through the assessment of 
environmental, social, and economic impacts of this activity, thus assisting in efficient management 

2 2 Available at: https://www.fps.cnptia.embrapa.br
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Figure 8. Internet Sustainable Pantanal Farm software interface elements. 
Source: Sustainable Pantanal Ranch (2020).

through technology selection and good management practices. However, its application can be much 
broader for financing subsidy programs, certification, and marketing strategies that value products 
from the region. It may also offer necessary subsidies for the reformulation of current legislation and 
public incentive policies for sustainable production in the region. It is intended to insert the aspect of 
multifunctionality and ecosystem services in the future, something essential for the sustainability of 
production systems. The tool is being implemented in 15 farms in the Mato Grosso Pantanal with support 
from other agribusiness regional institutions, such as FAMATO, ACRIMAT, SENAR, IMEA, and rural unions, 
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as well as in six farms in the Pantanal of Mato Grosso do Sul, with support from FAMASUL, SENAR, and 
rural unions. Improvements will be incorporated over time, together with technicians, producers, and 
researchers.

Final considerations
In this chapter, several scientific-computing techniques applied in solving problems in the agricultural 
sector were presented. In the area of artificial Intelligence, classical logic techniques were applied to 
the development of an expert system for soil classification. The same problem was also addressed by a 
completely different technique using machine learning algorithms, which are fundamentally linked to 
statistics. Statistical analysis is also the basis of text mining techniques used to group documents with 
similar content in the agricultural area.

Another area of scientific computing, mathematical modeling, was explored in three different ways. In 
the first, Individual-Based Model provided a fully computational tool through a simulation system to 
compare three citrus and orange jessamine planting configurations in order to evaluate propagation 
control strategies for HLB in citrus. In the second application, linear predictor models, composed of 
classical mathematical equations, were used to assess the genetic values of livestock, with the objective 
of discovering which of them reinforce characteristics desired in the market. In the third model, the 

Figure 9. Sustainable Pantanal Farm Android app interface. 
Available at: https://play. google.com/store/apps/details?id=br.embrapa.cnptia.fps
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mathematical calculations were internally performed in a fuzzy logic inference-based system in order 
to assess sustainability in Pantanal farms. In this case, the advantage of fuzzy logic is combining natural 
language in the construction of a logical model where the answer is explainable to the decision maker.

Scientific computing techniques are essential for analyzing the large volume of data produced in this 
process of agricultural digital transformation. Through these techniques, it will be possible, from the 
collected data, to extract information and knowledge that will assist in the decision-making process in 
all links of the production chains, becoming central in the development of new agricultural solutions 
and technologies in Digital Agriculture. The applications presented in this chapter illustrate the variety 
of problems that can be addressed by the scientific computing methodological framework, including 
mathematical and statistical modeling, classical and fuzzy logic systems, simulation models, and machine 
learning models.

Considering these applications, it is worth emphasizing that the constant growth in data availability, 
technological advances and the expansion of the dimension and complexity of the demands of Brazilian 
society pose enormous challenges and opportunities for research and development in scientific 
computing applied to agriculture.
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Introduction
Computer vision, in a simple and comprehensive definition, is a field of artificial intelligence dedicated 
to extracting information from digital images. In the context of digital agriculture, computer vision can 
be used in the detection of diseases and pests, in yield estimation and in the non-invasive evaluation of 
attributes such as quality, appearance and volume, and it is also an essential component in agricultural 
robotic systems. According to Duckett et al. (2018), field robotics could enable a new range of agricultural 
equipment: small and intelligent machines capable of reducing waste and environmental impact1 and 
providing economic viability, thus increasing food sustainability. Also according to Duckett et al. (2018), 
there is considerable potential to increase the window of opportunity for interventions, for example, in 
wet soil operation, night operation and constant crop monitoring.

A class of problems addressed by computer vision are the alleged perceptual problems: the detection 
and classification of patterns in images that are associated with an object of interest, as for instance fruits 
(Sa et al., 2016; Santos et al., 2020), animals (Barbedo et al., 2019) or symptoms of diseases and pests 
(Ferentinos, 2018; Barbedo, 2019). 

Constant and efficient monitoring can be carried out based on images captured by field teams or 
obtained by cameras attached to tractors, implements, robots or drones: the search for crop or livestock 
anomalies; the evaluation of crop spatial variability for intervention, according to the precepts of 
precision agriculture; and autonomous action by machines and implements. Figure 1 shows an example 
of detection of grape bunches in images obtained from vineyards.

1 Due to the sparing and intelligent use of pesticides or simply mechanical intervention: the physical removal of pests
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Another class of problems are geometric ones. In forming an image, the light captured by the lens is 
projected onto a surface so that the three-dimensional scene produces a 2-D representation. Much of 
the scene structure is in the image, but depth information (the distance between the camera and the 
objects in the scene) is lost. One of the greatest contributions of geometric computer vision was the 
development of algorithms for recovering lost three-dimensional information from a set of images of the 
same scene. This is one of the most widely used computer vision applications in the market today: three-
dimensional mapping and the production of maps from imagery obtained by Unmanned Autonomous 
Vehicles (UAVs – popularly known as drones, see Figure 2). Methodologies based on geometric computer 
vision have been employed in geological studies (Westoby et al., 2012), in pasture height assessment 
(Forsmoo et al., 2018) and in crop mapping (Comba et al., 2018), among other uses. Commercially, it 
is the core technology behind 3-D mapping and reconstruction services by UAVs extensively used in 
agriculture, such as Pix4D mapper and Agisoft PhotoScan/Metashape.

There is a growing number of computer vision applications in agricultural research. Consider, for example, 
the journal Computers and Electronics in Agriculture, which specializes in new software, hardware, and 
electronics applications in agriculture. A search for articles related to computer vision reveals that 23.7% of 
all works published in 2018 are associated with computer vision, rising to 29.1% in 2019. From January to 
June 2020, 115 of the 319 works (36.0%) published are related to computer vision. This volume of articles 
also translates into impact: of the 25 most cited works by June 2020, 14 are computer vision applications. 
Some simple factors explain this growth. Digital cameras are affordable and widely available devices in 
various configurations, easily integrated into larger systems (such as smartphones and UAVs). The advances 
in algorithms and hardware over the last ten years are reflected in the current dynamism of the area.

The next sections will present the recent innovations in the application of computer vision to agriculture, 
focusing on the contributions by Embrapa Digital Agriculture over the last 3 years. These advances are 
the result from both perceptual computer vision, the recognition of elements in the scene (Section 2), 
and geometric computer vision, the retrieval of three-dimensional information from images (Section 3). 
The combination of both fronts (Section 4) opens the way for systems that can perform highly complex 
operations, such as field robotics. Section 5 closes the chapter with some final remarks.

Perception: pattern recognition in images
Pattern recognition can be seen as the role of finding a representation for the pattern sought that is 
sufficiently versatile to cover observable variations, yet simple enough to be processed in a timely 

A B

Figure 1. Examples of a perceptual task, the detection of grapes in images: image taken in a winery of a Chardonnay vine (A); detection result using a neural 
network (B).
Illustration: Thiago Teixeira Santos
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A

B

Figure 2. UAV mapping: images are used to identify the three-dimensional structure of the area, and the position and orientation of the aircraft, displayed in 
red (A); the geolocated three-dimensional model is then projected onto a plane, forming a map. (B).
Illustration: Thiago Teixeira Santos
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manner by the machine. In other words, it is an adequate pattern description to allow the machine to find 
it in the input data, yet succinct so that its interpretation is carried out within operating time constraints.

Visual patterns in natural images can be incredibly intricate, with regularities and variations that are 
difficult to describe. In agriculture, patterns assumed by fruits, leaves, grains, plants and symptoms of 
pathologies exhibit enormous variability, amplified by differences in lighting, position, occlusion and 
different sources of noise (dirty lenses, dust, interference, etc.). Figure 3 illustrates some of the difficulties 
a fruit detection system faces in real field growing conditions: severe occlusion between fruits, leaves 
and branches; color similarity between green fruits and the canopy; lighting variations between images; 
specular reflection (direct reflection of sunlight that saturates the camera sensor); and focus problems. 
Notwithstanding some success from the use of machine learning techniques (Gongal et al., 2015), pattern 
recognition in natural images began to reach high levels of accuracy with the arrival of convolutional 
neural networks (Lecun et al., 2015), quickly adopted for image recognition in agriculture (Kamilaris; 
Prenafeta-Boldú, 2018).

In neural networks, an architecture or model is a sequence of modules that perform simple operations 
on the data so that a module receives data from previous modules and propagates the result of its 
operations to the following modules. In computer vision, the most used neural networks are the 
convolutional neural networks (CNNs), in which the main operation employed is convolution, a linear 
combination of values in the vicinity of the input pixels. Neural networks are said to be deep if there is a 
large sequence of linked modules. The deeper the network, the greater its ability to learn representations 
for complex patterns, since each module is able to compose the representations of previous modules in 
a hierarchy. In the case of images, there is an intuitive interpretation for this behavior: the initial modules 
are able to find lines and edges of objects, the following modules compose these patterns into simple 
textures and structures like triangles and spots, which are then combined into other structures like parts 
of leaves, branches and berries. Finally, the final modules combine these elements into objects of interest: 
a plant, a bunch of grapes, an ox.

Figure 3. Examples of the difficulties faced in fruit detection. In the images, we can observe problems of focus, specular reflection, severe occlusion by leaves, 
branches and other fruits, light variations and similarities in the color pattern between fruits and leaves.
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The modules have parameters that need to be adjusted so that the joint operation of the entire network 
produces the expected results. A frequently used metaphor is to imagine that each parameter is adjusted 
by a dimmer. Adjusting a neural network would be performing the adjustment of millions of dimmers, 
each of which could affect the pattern recognition performance. Manually, however, this adjustment 
would be impractical and virtually impossible. The training of neural networks is an automated process 
for adjusting these parameters, so that the network “learns” the appropriate representations for the 
recognition problem in question.

In supervised learning of image patterns, this training is carried out using observations, images whose 
desired answer is known (“there is an orange in this image”, “there are signs of coffee rust on this leaf”). 
This training requires thousands of observations, which is directly linked to the size of the network: more 
parameters require more observations, although it is difficult to determine an exact relationship between 
the number of parameters and the number of observations required. When the network processes the 
input image, the produced result is compared to the expected result, and their error is computed. The 
parameters are then adjusted to reduce the previous error, in a process known as backpropagation 
(Goodfellow et al., 2016). In practice, observations are grouped into batches, the network processes 
the batch and the observed error is computed. The backpropagation algorithm is used to adjust the 
parameters, starting with the final modules of the network and proceeding towards the parameters of 
the initial modules (hence the name of the procedure). Training proceeds with the next batch, and the 
procedure is repeated until the error reaches an observable minimum2. In short, deep neural networks 
automate the process of searching for adequate representations in pattern recognition problems, 
provided there is a sufficiently large set of observations for training in order to adequately represent the 
variability of the intended pattern. It is precisely this ability that makes the methodology so attractive to 
the intricate problems of recognition in agriculture.

Identification of plant diseases
The detection and classification to diagnose disease, pests and plant nutritional deficiencies in images 
are of great interest in agriculture. Automatic detection enables constant monitoring and searching for 
crop anomalies, based on images captured by field teams or obtained by cameras attached to tractors, 
implements, robots or UAVs. On the other hand, classification associates the detected anomalies to the 
disease, deficiency or pest, assisting the producer in the correct intervention. Neural networks can be 
used in both tasks, even simultaneously.

As seen above, thousands of observations are required before a neural network is able to produce 
accurate results. This need is amplified for plant disease recognition due to the large number of 
combinations resulting from the crossing between target cultures, pathologies, stage of disease 
development and imaging condition (manual collection, aerial monitoring by UAVs, capture at the 
ground level by machine, camera position, among others). This situation points to the need for 
large shared databases (Barbedo, 2018; Ferentinos, 2018), as considerable effort is required for their 
production.

The process of collecting and annotating the images, in other words, associating each image with the 
desired result for the supervised learning stage, is usually lengthy and costly. However, some strategies 
can be used to increase the number of observations. Barbedo (2019) showed that multiple lesions 

2 The ideal error would be zero, but there is no guarantee that an architecture will be able to achieve this. It is also an open problem to 
determine a priori what is the smallest error a network will be able to achieve for a given training set.
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of the same pathologies which occur on the same leaf can be exploited to increase the number of 
observations from the same collection. Several examples of symptoms can be obtained from a single leaf 
or plant tissue sample, as seen in Figure 4. This strategy allowed an original database, containing 1575 
observations (Barbedo, 2018), to be expanded to 46409 observations (Barbedo, 2019), producing gains in 
disease classification accuracy of, on average, 12%.
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Figure 4. Examples of observations used in training systems for plant disease recognition: a sample of a diseased leaf, collected in the field (A); an observation 
of symptoms associated with the pathology (B); clusters of symptoms that also form a discernible pattern associated with the pathology (C).

A CB

Barbedo (2019) showed that a convolutional neural 
network, the GoogLeNet architecture (Szegedy 
et al., 2015), can be applied in the classification of 
many pathologies in different cultures, reaching 
accuracy values of 80% (passion fruit) up to 100% 
(cassava, cabbage, cotton, wheat, and sugarcane), 
as shown in Table 1. The database used, termed as 
Digipathos, was made publicly available3. Although 
the classification results are promising, there are 
still major challenges, especially with regard to 
detection (“are there symptoms present in the 
observation?”), which is crucial in autonomous 
monitoring for pest and disease management, but 
which still does not present the same classification 
accuracy (“what is the pathology for the observed 
symptom?”). In his experiments, Barbedo (2019) 
shows that accurate detections can be produced 
when symptoms are already severe, but not when 
the symptoms are still mild or do not occupy large 
portions of plant tissue, which is the ideal time for 
intervention by the farmer. False positive detection 
errors (healthy tissue detected as diseased) are 
often caused by factors such as the presence of 
dust, debris or even water droplets. It is also not 
clear yet what number of samples is needed so that 

3 Available in: https://www.digipathos-rep.cnptia.embrapa.br

Table 1. Accuracy of the classification of pathologies in different 
cultures. For the cassava and kale images, the accuracy reached 
100% in all tests.

Crop Number of images Accuracy (%)

Bean 3,079 94 ± 0.8

Cassava 895 100 ± 0.0

Citrus 1,868 96 ± 0.6

Coconut 1,504 98 ± 0.6

Corn 10,480 75 ± 4.4

Coffee 1,899 89 ± 1.9

Cotton 2,023 99 ± 0.3

Cashew 4,509 98 ± 0.5

Grape 2,330 96 ± 0.8

Kale 196 100 ± 0.0

Passion fruit 280 80 ± 4.2

Soy 13,733 87 ± 3.6

Sugar cane 2773 99 ± 0.4

Wheat 840 99 ± 0.5

Total 46,135 94 ± 2.0

Source: Adapted from Barbedo (2019).
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the characteristics of symptoms can be properly learned by neural networks (still an open question in 
computer vision in general).

Detection of animals in pastures
Barbedo et al. (2019) present an example of how UAV technologies and computer vision can be combined 
for monitoring large areas, for example detecting cattle in extensive livestock production. Given the 
dynamics of the animals and the enormous size of the pasture areas, the ranchers face great difficulties 
monitoring the herds in the pastures.

A database composed of 1853 images containing 8629 Canchim animals was produced based on images 
obtained by a commercially available quadrirotor4. Barbedo et al. (2019) tested 15 different neural 
network architectures at 3 distinct spatial resolutions (1, 2 cm/pixel and 4 cm/pixel), in order to analyze 
the performance resulting from different flight heights. The results showed that most of the tested 
architectures were able to reach high levels of accuracy, above 95%. The NasNet architecture (Zoph 
et al., 2018), a very deep network with great capacity to learn complex patterns, achieved accuracy close 
to 100%. These results are expressive, especially considering the complexity of the problem, as shown in 
Figure 5: several situations, from severe occlusion by trees and drinking fountains to differences in

4 In this case, a DJI Phantom 4 Pro vehicle.
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Figure 5. Examples of situations observed in the detection of animals in pastures: animal in high pasture (A); dry pasture (B); exposed soil (C); tree occlusions 
(D); covering of drinking fountains (E) and electrical cables (F).
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 lighting and pasture conditions, in addition to the position and disposition of the animals, all of which 
present highly variable situations. Even so, the accuracy of most of the architectures tested is expressive. 
Another particularly interesting effect from an operational point of view was that most models present 
better results at the 2 cm/pixel resolution and not at the maximum 1 cm/pixel resolution, which may 
be due to the resolution of the convolutional modules with which these architectures were originally 
designed. In practice, this enables flights at higher heights, which allows covering areas in less time.

Detection and counting of fruits
Automatic fruit detection is an enabling component for many agricultural applications. It can help 
estimate production, which is useful in logistical planning and in negotiations between rural producers 
and buyers. If detection is combined with precise spatial location, new applications can be developed in 
precision agriculture, assisting in the proper management of spatial crop variability. Fruit detection can 
also be a preliminary step in monitoring disease and nutritional deficiencies (see item “Identification of 
plant diseases”), restricting the areas in the images that should be inspected for symptoms. Given the 
decline in the agricultural workforce, fruit detection is also a technology that enables automated spraying 
and harvesting systems (Duckett et al., 2018; Xiong et al., 2020).

As discussed earlier, there are several factors that hinder the detection process, from occlusion by leaves 
and branches to camera focus and lighting issues (Figure 3). In some crops, the fruits also have various 
shapes, compactness and orientation, such as viticulture (Santos et al., 2020). Despite some success with 
other machine learning techniques (Gongal et al., 2015), fruit detection has recently gained traction with 
the improvements in convolutional neural networks (Sa et al., 2016; Bargoti; Underwood, 2017; Kamilaris; 
Prenafeta-Boldú, 2018).

Camargo Neto et al. (2019) produced a dataset with 3,066 images of oranges collected in the field, from 
different devices, such as cameras and smartphones. Most of the images were provided by the Crop 
Estimation Program (PES) of the Citriculture Defense Fund (Fundecitrus). The fruits, from different varieties 
of orange, had different levels of maturation, with a predominance of green fruits (Figure 3). From these 
images, a subset of 2036 observations was used in the training of a YOLOv3 neural network (Redmon 
et al., 2016; Redmon; Farhadi, 2018). The authors evaluated the network trained in the 1030 remaining 
images and verified the correct detection of more than 90% of the fruits, with an accuracy also above 
90%, that is, less than 10% of the detections produced were false positives. Figure 6 shows an example of 
fruit detection in an orange tree image taken in the field.

Santos et al. (2020) showed that for the grapes in viticulture that present high variation in shape, color, 
size and compactness, bunches can be detected and segmented using architectures such as Mask-RNN 
and YOLO. The authors produced a new annotation tool that can speed up the process of associating 
pixels to fruits, discriminating exactly which pixels belong to which bunches. The generated dataset, 
named WGISD (Embrapa Wine Grape Segmentation Dataset) and publicly available5, contains 4,432 
bunches in 300 images, covering five wine varieties. The authors evaluated three different neural network 
architectures, YOLOv2 (Redmon; Farhadi, 2017), YOLOv3 (Redmon; Farhadi, 2018) and Mask-RCNN (He et 
al., 2017), the latter responsible for the most promising results. In a test base composed of 837 bunches, 
the network identified 87% of the bunches, with precision of 90.7%. Examples of the produced detections 
are shown in Figure 1 (B). 

5 Available at: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3361736.
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Figure 6. Orange detection results in the field using a 
YOLOv3 convolutional neural network: an orange tree 
imaged in the field, the fruits detected by the network in 
red (A); detail (B).
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However, a complete fruit counting application needs a methodology that can integrate the detections 
reported in several images, so that fruits seen in more than one image are not counted multiple times. 
In other words, fruits (and objects of interest in general) observed in several images must be associated 
with each other. This data association task can be performed by integrating pattern recognition with 
geometric computer vision, as shown as follows.

Three-dimensional mapping and reconstruction
One of the greatest contributions of geometric computer vision was developing algorithms capable 
of recovering three-dimensional information from a set of images of the same scene. As results from 
decades of research in areas such as projective geometry and continuous optimization, these algorithms 
can transform even a simple webcam into a powerful 3-D scanner. Perhaps even more importantly, they 
allow a mobile agent, such as a UAV, not only to map the three-dimensional structure of the environment, 
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Figure 8. Three-dimensional reconstruction with SfM for a Chardonnay vine in the field: the red prisms indicate the camera (a commercial webcam) position 
and orientation, when each image was captured (A); same 3-D model observed from another angle (B).
Illustration: Thiago Teixeira Santos.

but also to determine its precise location (Figure 2), paving the way for autonomous agents that can 
navigate and interact with its surroundings (Stachniss et al., 2016).

Images must be obtained from different positions, by multiple cameras or by a single camera moving 
through the scene. This is the meaning of the term structure from motion (SfM), used in computer vision 
to define the problem of recovering the three-dimensional structure of a scene and the position of the 
camera from a set of images. Figure 7 illustrates the process of projecting a point in the scene as the 
camera is moved to three different positions. If we can determine correspondences between points in 
different images, it is possible to determine, with the help of projective geometry techniques, the position 
of the camera at the time each image was captured, more precisely the location of its projection centers, 
represented in the Figure 7 for points C1, C2 and C3

6. Once the location of the projection centers has been 
determined, it is then possible to estimate the position of the point in three-dimensional space based on 
its projections on the images (the points x1, 
x2, and x3 in Figure 7), a process known as 
triangularization. A detailed description of 
the entire process can be seen in Hartley and 
Zisserman (2003). The determination of image 
correspondence is also obtained automatically, 
using algorithms specialized in finding visually 
salient points (the points x1, x2, and x3) and, by 
comparing the pixels in their neighborhoods, 
associating different image points (Lowe, 2004; 
Detone et al., 2018).

Santos et al. (2017) showed that an SfM 
system using a simple webcam can build 
accurate three-dimensional plant models in 
the field. Figure 8 shows an example, for a 
Chardonnay vine. As we will see in the next 
section, these three-dimensional models can 
be used to estimate 3-D attributes, such as

6 Additional information, obtained by calibration methods, is needed to determine the correct scale, that is, the distance in a known unit such 
as meters or millimeters.

A B

Figure 7. Structure from motion. An X point on a scene surface is projected onto the 
image plane at different positions as the camera is moved to positions C1,C2 and C3.
Illustration: Thiago Teixeira Santos
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fruit volume and position. The 3-D system used and developed at Embrapa Digital Agriculture, named 
3dmcap, is freely available7 for non-commercial use.

The use of three-dimensional information in agriculture is expected to intensify in the coming years, not 
only through the use of the SfM technique (already commercially used by 3-D mapping services with 
UAVs), but also by the falling costs of stereo cameras, which provide depth information in the image, and 
by LIDAR sensors. Recent examples are the use of stereo cameras in vineyard phenotyping (Milella et al., 
2019) and the detection of apples using LIDAR (Gené-Mola et al., 2020).

Figure 8 shows the three-dimensional reconstruction with SfM for a Chardonnay vine in the field: red 
prisms indicate the position and camera orientation (a commercial webcam, at the time of capture of 
each image (A); same 3-D model from another angle (B).

Combination of structure and recognition 
If the SfM retrieves the three-dimensional structure from the scene and the imaging itself (the camera 
position(s) during the capture time), and the recognition identifies objects of interest in the scene, such 
as symptoms, fruits, plants or animals, the combination of the two pieces of information allows a broad 
assessment of the observed environment.

One of the uses of this combination is fruit 
mapping: the 3-D information combined 
with the detection of fruit in each image 
allows the spatial position of each fruit 
to be determined and that the same fruit 
is not counted more than once when it 
appears in multiple images.

Santos et al. (2020) used SfM to obtain a 
three-dimensional reconstruction of a row 
of vines in the field, based on the frames of 
a video sequence produced by a camera 
embedded in a service vehicle. A neural 
network was used to detect bunches of 
grapes in each image. By projecting the 
3-D points of the scene onto the images, it 
was possible to associate detections with 
positions in the three-dimensional space 
and, therefore, determine the consistency 
between the bunches observed in one 
video frame and the bunches seen in the 
following frames8 (Figure 9).

The joint use of 3-D models obtained by 
SfM and convolutional networks for fruit 

7 Available at: https://github.com/thsant/3dmcap

8 8 A video demonstrating the tracking of grape bunches is available at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Hji3GS4mm4

Figure 9. Tracking grape bunches in a video sequence obtained in the field: video 
frames were extracted and submitted to fruit detection by neural networks (A); the 
nodes represent bunches of grapes, in the order in which they were found by the neural 
network (each column of nodes represents a frame of the video sequence). The arrows 
inform the association between nodes from one frame to another, performed using 3-D 
information obtained by SfM (B).
Illustration: Thiago Teixeira Santos.
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detection and counting was also explored by Liu et al. (2019) in mango orchards and by Häni et al. (2020) 
in apple orchards.

Attributes of great interest in agronomic applications can be extracted from three-dimensional 
information. Santos et al. (2017) used a machine learning algorithm to identify which regions of the three-
dimensional vine models corresponded to the bunches of grapes, as shown in Figure 10 (A). The volume 
of bunches was then estimated based on these regions. Fruit volume has a strong correlation with its 
weight, as can be seen in Figure 10 (B). These computer vision-based systems can provide a non-invasive 
and non-destructive methodology for estimating fruit weight, without having to remove them from the 
plant. Such technology can be used to assess growth throughout the crop cycle, without the need to 
remove (collect) samples.

Figure 10 shows the estimation of fruit weight based on volume in three-dimensional models.

Figure 10. Estimation of fruit weight from the volume in three-dimensional models: grape bunches are identified (in colors) and separated from the rest of 
the plant (in black) (A); coefficient of determination between the estimated volume and the total weight of fruits in five different vines (B).
Source: Adapted from Santos et al. (2017).

Performance and intervention: field robotics
The combination of SfM and recognition is precisely one of the enabling technologies for one of the most 
challenging and impactful applications in agricultural automation: field robotics. Take, for example, a 
major challenge in agricultural robotics: automated fruit harvesting. While crops such as grains, sugarcane 
and coffee have their own machinery for automated harvesting, the same does not apply to horticulture 
and fruit cultivation – especially for the latter – due to the existing complexity in the structure of the 
orchards. Fruit harvesting depends on manual harvesting, which is unsettling considering the decreasing 
availability of labor in the field (Roser, 2013).

Automatic harvesting systems require two components of computer vision: the perceptual, for 
identifying fruits and obstacles, and the geometric, for the automatic positioning of the robot and its 
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handlers. Several research groups have applied these two components in the development of automated 
harvesting systems. Taking apple farming as an example, Silwal et al. (2017) developed a robotic apple 
harvesting system, evaluated in a commercial orchard. Their computer vision system was accurate, 
taking an average of 1.5 s to locate each fruit. The system was successful in harvesting 85% of the fruits, 
with an average time of 6 s per fruit. In addition to pomiculture, other crops have been investigated for 
implementing robotic harvesting, such as peppers (Bac et al., 2017), lettuce (Birrell et al., 2020), strawberry 
(Xiong et al., 2020), kiwi fruit (Williams et al., 2020), among others.

Final considerations
Computer vision has enormous potential for application in the area of digital agriculture. Several 
products and services based on computer vision components are expected to reach producers in the 
coming years. However, many challenges still depend on research and development endeavors.

A major bottleneck is the need for large databases to train neural networks for perceptual tasks. Research 
in the area of semi-supervised and unsupervised learning is currently being conducted by the computer 
vision community. The idea is to be able to learn patterns of interest with few examples and obtain 
systems with good accuracy in order to detect patterns such as fruits, symptoms and animals.

In robotics, the challenge continues to be developing robust systems that are capable of autonomously 
operating in the field for long periods, but which are safe for people and animals circulating in the field. 
These systems need to map the environment quickly, respond promptly, accurately find the objects to be 
monitored, and carry out the interventions for which they are designed. Despite the immense challenges, 
the computer vision and robotics communities have made great advances in recent years, which will 
soon be reflected in various agricultural applications, from monitoring to performance.

Finally, the authors emphasize that the results in fruit detection were financed by the Embrapa SEG 
11.14.09.001.05.04 and FAPESP 2017/19282-7 projects. The results related to disease detection were 
financed by projects FAPESP 2013/06884-8 and Embrapa SEG 02.14.09.001.00.00. The results related to 
animal detection experiments were funded by FAPESP 2018/12845-9 project. The images for citriculture 
research were provided by PES/Fundecitrus. In addition, the GPUs used to train the neural networks were 
donated by NVIDIA Corporation.
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Introduction
Precision Agriculture (PA) is a management strategy that considers temporal and spatial variability to 
improve the sustainability of agricultural production (International Society of Precision Agriculture, 2020). 
Through it, temporal, individual, and spatial data are collected, then processed, analyzed, and combined 
with other information to support management decisions. These decisions are made according to 
estimated variability so as to improve the efficiency in resources use, productivity, quality, profitability, 
and sustainability of agricultural production.

Developing methodologies either in experimental fields or by inference in an ideal environment by 
agents without field experience can result in proposals that are very difficult for the productive sector to 
absorb. With that in consideration, we will develop the chapter as the first steps for implementing PA and 
focus on enabling technologies.

It is important to understand that the crop is not uniform and has variability. There are areas where crops 
are more prone to flood and others with good drainage, and plots that can vary from clayey to sandy 
soil, or from more acidic to less acidic soil, and so on. Such variation includes different characteristics that 
imply productivity variation in the same crop. It is intuitively understood that in areas that produce two 
to four times more, the need for input is different, and that perhaps there is an excessive application of 
input in one area, or productivity is being lost due to lack of this input in another. In both situations, the 
producer is losing an important economic return on his business and possibly an environmental return.

Despite the variability of productivity in the areas, conventional machines are rigid, their adjustments 
are mechanical and cannot be changed during a field operation. In the case of PA machines, as the 
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adjustment is programmable, the input release can be adjusted according to a recommendation map. Its 
performance is flexible and is able to react to values obtained by sensors in real time.

Thus, when starting PA with machines able to map crop productivity and enable input application 
according to geographic coordinates, the cycle apparently closes – that is, the fundamental cycle of 
control: reading, analysis, and action, as illustrated in Figure 1. 

Figure 1. Control cycle used in Precision Agriculture.

It was at this point that PA moved forward, and likely surpassed the “inflated expectation” peak of the 
Gartner1 hypercycle, plunging into the “disillusionment” stretch. It was often reported that the machines 
were being operated in the field with disabled electronic controls. 

There were and still are operational problems. The various proprietary formats generated the lack 
of compatibility of digital systems, both for communication between equipment, such as file and 
data exchange, are problems recurring operations. But perhaps most important is the fact that 
the methodologies used in the analysis stage, the “heart” of the control cycle, still being planted in 
conventional agriculture. The methodologies of Conventional analysis does not take into account the 
variables that differentiate regions from the farm. The methodologies developed in this chapter, such as 
those created in onfarm system (procedures by experimentation according to planning inside the farm or 
on the farm), are an attempt to develop and surprise the absence of this information and methodologies.

1 Cycle representing maturity, adoption, and social application of specific technologies.
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Collecting, storing, and analyzing data in PA
An important part of the PA application cycle is obtaining data and relevant attribute maps that influence 
the spatial and temporal variability of crop yields. Productivity maps express natural and anthropic soil 
variations, such as topography, texture, fertility, compaction, and other variations, as well as plants, with 
responses to the attributes of soil, climate, and crop management.

There are, commercially, many equipment, sensors, techniques, and approaches that can be used to map 
crop variability in PA (Leroux; Tisseyre, 2019; Molin; Tavares, 2019). The number of information layers will 
depend on the variability level in the area and the user’s interest. However, in general, a suitable approach 
should include mapping of the soil variability, another mapping of the plants, and at the end of the cycle, 
a harvest map. For the selection of the most suitable techniques and instruments, the production system, 
the availability of instrumentation, and the scale or dimension of the plots must be considered.

For soil mapping, the measurement of apparent electrical conductivity (ECa) has proved to be a very 
useful tool (Corwin; Plant, 2005), as it integrates mineralogical and physical factors such as texture, 
density, compaction, water retention; chemicals, Cation Exchange Capacity (CEC), and organic matter. 
Thus, it can identify global soil variability, which can lead to regions of higher (or lower) productivity 
within the stand. For plant mapping, Vegetation Indices (VI) obtained from satellite images, remotely 
piloted aircraft (RPA), and active canopy sensors (Lee et al., 2010) make it possible to trace crop vigor, 
both spatially and temporally (throughout the crop cycle). With these three attributes maps (CEa, IV 
and productivity) it is possible to establish management zones which can be used for more detailed 
sampling of additional attributes, such as diseases, pests, and soil compaction. Other variables of great 
importance in PA are plant nutrients (fertility) and soil texture, which can be obtained in a regular grid or 
by management zones defined from CEa, IV and productivity maps.

This section presents the procedures and instruments used in data collection in PA, as well as their 
storage and analysis.

Identification of soil spatial variability 

Soil sampling

Soil sampling is an essential procedure in PA, as it enables knowledge on fertility and characteristics that 
influence productivity. The regular grid procedure is the most used. Therefore, it is recommended that 
the sampling density be one sample per stand in extensive areas of grain production, for example. In 
fruit-growing areas, commonly with plots of a few hectares, the sampling density can be a few dozen 
samples per hectare. Another criterion to be considered is prior knowledge and visual analysis of field 
variability. In plots with great variability, visually observed and recognized by the producer over the years, 
the sampling density must be greater than in those where little variability has already been verified. 
Figure 2A illustrates some real examples of sampling grids, where samples were collected for fertility and 
soil texture, both in a soil texture system, in soybean-cotton production areas in Mato Grosso (A), and soil 
potassium maps (B) of these two areas. The plot areas are 110 ha and 200 ha, and the numbers of samples 
collected were 70 and 135, respectively. That is, both with about 1a sample per hectare and a half. Figure 
2B shows the potassium maps of these two areas, obtained by spatial interpolation.
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Figure 2. Examples of sample grids in Precision Agriculture, for the determination of fertility attributes and soybean-cotton production, in the municipalities 
of Pedra Preta, MT, and Sapezal,MT (A) and soil potassium maps (B).

A B

Other important issues considered in PA sampling are related to the equipment used for collection 
and crop stage. In intensive production systems, where two or three crops are grown in a year, the time 
intervals between harvesting the first crop and planting the second crop are very short. For the use 
of quad bikes equipped with soil samplers, the sampling should be carried out after the first harvest 
(summer) or after the second harvest (winter), avoiding damage to plants when the quad bike is moving 
in the area. If collection is needed when the crop is in a well-developed phase, manual cutting should be 
used. In both cases, georeferencing of samples is always necessary. For collection with the quad bike, it is 
recommended to extract the soil in at least 9 subsamples, in a circle around the georeferenced point, at a 
depth of 0-20cm. As for sampling with Dutch augers, the number of sub-samples around the point can be 
reduced to five, since the amount of soil collected per hole is greater.

In the same way as for collecting soil samples, the soil compaction measurement can be done by 
penetrometers coupled to quad bikes or by manual devices. Equipment coupled to quad bikes are 
recommended for periods after the summer crop is harvested, since in the winter crop harvest, the soil will 
have very low moisture, which is inadequate for this type of determination. Figure 3 shows the penetration 
resistance maps, measured with a manual penetrometer and generated based on spatial interpolation, in 
plots with cotton crops in the municipality of Pedra Preta, MT, (Figure 3A) and Sapezal, MT, (Figure 3B).

Soil and root sampling for the quantification of phytonematodes should also be carried out during the 
crop cycle, therefore, the use of quad bike samplers is not recommended, but rather soil treatment and 
manual collection of roots. Figure 4 shows maps of Rotylenchulus reniformis phytonematodes in soil and 
root, obtained by kriging from 70 samples collected in a soybean production area, in Pedra Preta, MT.
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Electrical conductivity
Apparent soil electrical conductivity (AEC) is used at field scale to map the spatial variability of numerous 
edaphic properties, such as texture, salt concentration, and moisture. This tool is faster, more reliable, 
and easier to use compared to 
other techniques, and it is often 
correlated with crop yields. 
Therefore, it is widely used in PA 
research for the spatiotemporal 
characterization of edaphic and 
anthropogenic properties that 
influence crop productivity. AEC 
measurements are usually obtained 
from the method known as the 
four-point system (Smtis, 1958), 
which consists of using four metal 
electrodes sequentially aligned 
with known spacing (Figure 5).

Figure 4. Nematode maps (Rotylenchulus reniformis) in soil (A) and in soybean root (B).

A

Figure 3. Penetration resistance maps in the 10-40cm layer in cotton planting area in Pedra Preta, MT (A) and Sapezal, MT (B).

A B

B

Figure 5. Four-point system for measuring apparent soil electrical conductivity.
Source: Rabello et al. (2014). 
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The market has systems that have already been developed for measuring AEC with the traditional four-point 
system and the magnetic induction system, both manufactured abroad. Embrapa has also developed an 
AEC measurement system based on the four-point system.

AEC provides high density data, enabling a quick overview of the area that allows dividing it into 
homogeneous regions, facilitating its interpretation and, consequently, management decision-making.

Identification of crop spatial variability

Productivity mapping

To analyze spatial variability of productivity using PA, a set of production values is registered in 
geographic coordinates and stored by the device during harvesting. System integration is conceptually 
simple. It consists of a mass sensor, a GNSS receiver, and a data logging system. The first system appeared 
in a grain harvester. Currently, a force sensor board (similar to electronic scales) located where the grains 
are loaded by elevators is used for mass measurement. The greater the grain flow, the greater the impact 
on the board. These values are accumulated in memory and, for each coordinate sent by the GNSS 
receiver, the accumulated values are integrated and recorded. Each manufacturer records this differently, 
and there is no standard. However, all of them store at least the geographic coordinate, the time, and the 
mass value. The force sensor is like an electronic scale and must be calibrated frequently. Some current 
harvester models perform self-calibration, but this process is commonly performed at each harvest.

Since each manufacturer has developed their own processes, many applications and file formats are 
proprietary. There are standardization efforts, and it is hoped that incompatibility between systems 
will no longer be a problem for the producer. There are difficulties in the field. In harvests carried out in 
fleets, which are common in exporting regions such as the Cerrado biome, the data composition is not 
possible if one or more machines do not have mapping capacity. The whole process hinders visualizing 
the production. Therefore, PA harvesting requires attention and, above all, dedication. In the case of the 
first crop harvest, this operation is tense, caused by waiting until grain moisture has reached the correct 
point, with the possibility of rain interrupting the operation (harvesting occurs in the middle of the rainy 
season), and the need to prepare the area to plant the following crop.

It should be noted that if the planting does not take place at the best time/moment, the crop will not 
express maximum productivity. There are other important factors to achieve differentiated productivity, but 
it is important to emphasize that the window of opportunity is narrow and time management is directly 
related to the efficiency of the crop. Therefore, it is understandable that a machine calibration operation may 
not be a priority for the vast majority of producers, especially in reduced, efficient and lean teams.

The first crops in which machine yield measurement took place commercially were grains such as 
corn, soybeans, and wheat. They are large machines. In addition to grains, coffee, and cotton also have 
harvesters capable of recording productivity – noting that, in the case of cotton, these are not impact 
sensors and are based on radars using infrared signals, and more recently, microwaves. For sugarcane, 
productivity sensors in machines are not yet commercial successes, since it is challenging and complex 
to measure this crop automatically. This is due to the difficulty in developing sensors that can accurately 
identify the biomass flow. In crop cultivars that do not have harvesting machines with a production 
sensor, maps have been obtained through sampling, similar to soil sampling. A collection protocol with 
the coordinates of each sample and its weighing is needed, and spatial dependence is also required to 
enable a precise interpolation process. Some academic works can be found, but not in the sugarcane 
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crop, they are not yet available in the market. Camera sensing and 3D reconstruction are considered to be 
promising (Santos et al., 2017).

Pre-processing is essential for correct interpretation once harvest data are obtained. Figure 6 illustrates, in 
a geographic information system, actual cotton harvest productivity data collected from a machine. Each 
point illustrates the coordinate and the collected value, grouped into four classes, ranging from red (low 
production) to orange, light green and more intense green (maximum production). The first four Figures 
6A, 6B, 6C and 6D, come from four different files, either collected from different machines or performed 
at different times; Figure 6E illustrates the composition of the four files in one. Harvesting is carried out 
interspersing planting lines. There is an interruption during the harvesting process, and maneuvering 
and displacement may also occur. In these cases, if the operator keeps the registration system turned on, 
there is zero productivity registration, so it is important to exclude these points.

Figure 6. Illustration of harvest data (A, B, C, D) and its composition (E).

A B C D E

Proximal sensing
Various types of sensors have been developed for the acquisition of soil and plant monitoring data 
allowing efficient data generation a lower cost. These provide reliable estimates of crop development and 
improve the estimation of production potential. For the vegetative monitoring of plants, the vegetative 
indices (IV) NDVI and NDRE (Red Edge with normalized difference) can be obtained by reflectance 
sensors, such as Crop Circle® (Holland Scientific, Lincoln, USA).

Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) technology is a proximal remote sensing methodology based 
on optical concepts. The main objective is to 
identify distances to a target object, which 
are determined by time differences between 
the emission of a laser pulse to a target object 
and the detection of the signal reflected by 
that object (Reutebuch et al., 2005). Using a 
LiDAR sensor allows to quickly and accurately 
reconstruct three-dimension objects, which 
makes this technology feasible in various 
agricultural activities carried out by land 
implements equipped with automation. In 
PA, LiDAR sensors can be embedded in spray 
implements, together with reflectance sensors, 
for plant height detection and online application 
of growth regulators (Figure 7).

Figure 7. Use of LiDAR sensor in conjunction with Crop Circle® reflectance 
sensors, embedded in an implement for plant height detection.
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Suborbital and remote sensing
Sensors with free images, available from the internet, with spatial resolutions between 10 m and 30 m, 
and temporal resolutions between 5 and 15 days, such as Sentinel-2/MSI and LandSat-8/OLI, can support 
various PA activities, mainly in more extensive plots. In Brazilian agriculture, these areas are concentrated 
in sugarcane and grain producing regions. For these regions, remote sensing can analyze stand spatial 
variability based on vegetation indices (VI), which can be obtained by combining the bands in the visible 
and infrared spectrum.

Analyses on biomass presence can be performed with VImaps obtained from combinations with infrared 
spectrum bands. Through these indices, it is possible to establish correlations with the availability of 
nitrogen and other nutrients in plants, monitor the evolution of crop growth, and perform productivity 
estimates in different regions within the same field (Candiago et al., 2015). The presence of water in plants 
can also be spatially assessed using index maps that combine visible spectrum bands with short-wave 
infrared spectrum bands, such as the Normalized Difference Water Index (NDWI) (Zhang et al., 2019). 
Combined with data related to soil variability and crop yield, VIs can be important for area subdivision 
strategies for specialized treatments, such as the design of management zones (Figure 8) and on-farm 
experimentation.

Remote sensing images with spatial resolutions below 10 m are not yet available for free. However, 
the need to obtain more accurate data for PA activities, which allow, for example, identifying pests, 
diseases, and the presence of invasive plants, and to estimate productivity, increased the use of multi and 
hyperspectral cameras onboard remotely piloted aircraft (RPA). The use of such devices has intensified 
in recent years (Jorge; Inamasu, 2014) due to the falling cost of this technology, gradually increasing its 
acceptance by producers.

Figure 8. Sugarcane area maps: NDVI (A) and NDWI (B) composition from Sentinel-2/MSI satellite images between February and May 2017; also, 
management zones map (ZM) (C) from soil and crop attributes between 2012 and 2016.

A B C

In addition to reducing costs, the use of RPA in PA also gives the producer the advantage of planning the 
data collection time, thus avoiding problems with rainy days or high incidence of clouds that often occur 
with satellite data. Another important factor is the possibility of planning the height of the flight, which 
allows obtaining images with different spatial resolutions using the same camera. This allows to identify, 
for example, planting failures that remote sensing images cannot capture (Figure 9). RPAs that include 
performance functions also allow the producer to apply agricultural inputs and correctives in a localized 
manner, making them an interesting alternative to the conventional automation performed by traditional 
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agricultural implements (Mogili; Deepak, 2018). However, the operationalization of RPA still needs to be 
performed by professionals specialized in most applications. Another negative point is the autonomy 
and imaging capacity of the equipment. A single RPA has the ability to generate images covering a few 
hundred hectares in a single day, images that must later be processed by high-performance computers in 
order to generate mosaics.

Figure 9. Example of cut-out images, with a sugarcane stand with an area of about 120 m × 120 m taken in October 2019 using: RPA with embedded camera, 
with a spatial resolution of 2 cm/pixel (A); and Sentinel-2/MSI satellite, with a 10 m/pixel resolution and cloud incidence (B).

Following the evolution of RPAs and multispectral cameras, aerospace technology private companies 
have placed satellites and, more recently, constellations of nanosatellites equipped with sensors capable 
of capturing images with a spatial resolution below 1 m, into orbit. The current market allows producer 
associations to different platforms for accessing these images, already in the form of ready-to-use 
products, usually at a high cost. However, unlike what happens with ARPs, it is possible to obtain images 
that cover large areas in one day. In summary, both satellite images with submetric spatial resolution and 
images captured by RPAs still require investments by the producer, which must make up a cost-benefit 
relationship, which depends on the application. In this relationship, issues such as the time when one 
wants to obtain the images and the need for spatial resolutions must be taken into account.

Cloud data storage
Embrapa’s PA Network (Rede PA) is committed to raising awareness among researchers and partners 
in order to encourage the sharing of final data produced in their research. Thus, the GeoNode tool2, a 
free and open-source software, was evaluated and adapted to absorb the specific requirements of the 
community, providing the development of a new version of the PA Network data repository3. Metadata 
cataloging is the main functionality of the repository to ensure data integrity over time. Based on 
the metadata, it is possible to verify authorship data, the equipment and methodologies used, the 
environmental conditions, and the difficulties encountered during data collection. This information is an 
important input for future reuse and analysis for any given dataset.

2 Available at: http://geonode.org

3 Available at: http ://www.redeap.cnptia.embrapa
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Data analysis in PA

Data mining and pattern extraction

Computational techniques for data mining are extremely important for the data analysis process. The 
main objective of these techniques are to discover patterns in databases using tools made available by 
the use of artificial intelligence, machine learning, and statistics (Majumdar et al., 2017). In this context, 
unsupervised (grouping) and supervised (classification) learning methods are normally considered.

In PA, there is a growing popularization of algorithms derived from clustering and classification methods 
used for different analyses based on the data. Classifiers such as artificial and convolutional neural 
networks are used for the semi-automatic identification of various events that occur in crops, such as 
planting failures and the appearance of pests and invasive plants, based on images (Tang et al., 2017). 
The productivity of a crop can also be estimated from regressors and vegetation multispectral data 
(Al-Gaadi et al., 2016). Grouping methods, on the other hand, are fundamentally used for the subdivision 
of cultivated areas into regions with similar productive potential, known as management zones (Luchiari 
Júnior et al., 2000).

Regardless of the method used, this pattern extraction analysis is part of a broader process known as 
Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD). Thus, previous steps, such as filtering, cleaning, normalizing 
the data; as well as subsequent ones, such as the statistical validation of applied models must be 
performed before and after the use of data mining methods. The more complete the KDD process used to 
analyze the data, the greater the chance of obtaining more accurate and reality-consistent results.

Filtering tools and data cleaning

By means of data filtering and cleaning tools, data samples obtained in the field with positioning 
errors or associated outliers can be eliminated from the data set in order to be analyzed, thus avoiding 
interpretation errors in later steps. In PA, the greatest concern is with the productivity data obtained by 
harvesters, due to their high sampling density and the diversity of manufacturers. Thus, algorithms and 
software based on statistical methodologies and variability parameters informed by the user can be used 
for this task (Sudduth; Drummond, 2007; Vega et al., 2019). In addition to productivity data, any other 
dataset from proximal sensing subject to collection errors must go through this cleaning and filtering 
step before being used in the data-mining step.

Geostatistics and spatial interpolation 

Geostatistical analyses applied to PA are essential to ensure better accuracy in the mapping of 
interpolated data. According to Vieira (2000), Geostatistics is a tool set that allows to analyze the degree 
of spatial dependence of varying data in space, whether in thousands of hectares or in a small plot, such 
as an experimental 30x30m-plot, as shown in Grego and Vieira (2005).

Geostatistics assumes that the greater the number of samples, the better the representation of the real 
spatial variability expressed by the tool. However, it is known that, in practice, it is necessary to meet 
the needs of the user, mainly considering available resources, labor, and operational time for sampling. 
To assist in this step, it is possible to use historical information about the area and data obtained from 
sensors and satellite images, thus optimizing the number of samples.
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With the georeferenced data, an investigation is carried out as to the existence or not of spatial 
dependence, and, if so, it is possible to interpolate data by kriging, which guarantees minimum variance 
and non-bias in the interpolated values. The result is based on accurate maps in which spatial variability 
patches are observed, these can be correlated to form a spatial information platform during crop cycles. 
This mapping, as detailed in Bernardi et al. (2014), helps to identify differentiated management zones for 
localized application of inputs.

Outlining management zones

Under PA, activities like planting, interventions such as the application of inputs and irrigation can be 
uniformly managed, based on the delimitation of sub-areas known as management zones (MZ). A MZ 
can be defined as a portion of land that is stable over time, where the production potential, the efficiency 
of input use and the risk of environmental impact are essentially uniform (Doerge, 1999; Luchiari Júnior 
et al., 2000). In order to obtain MZs with these characteristics, the main prerequisite is using non-
anthropogenic attributes related to the genesis and culture (Molin et al., 2015). Thus, factors such as relief, 
electrical conductivity, texture, physical attributes of the soil, biomass indices, and historical productivity 
must be used to support the delineation of ZMs (Kitchen et al., 2005; Li et al., 2007; Scudiero et al., 2013). 

It is now possible to generate ZM maps by combining numerous datasets and machine learning 
algorithms, offering the producer greater precision and confidence. Due to the current high availability of 
data, it is necessary to adapt these algorithms so they can handle massive data sets and make the most of 
the computational processing capacity available in the environment in which they are executed. Despite 
this need, these efforts are at an embryonic stage.

On-farm experiments, spatial correlation, and recommendations

The on-farm experiment consists of defining virtual plots within an experimental cultivation area in order 
to evaluate different application rates with repetitions in interventions such as planting (population), 
nitrogen fertilization, and growth regulators. The plot procedures must be carried out according to 
the producer’s planning and with the available agricultural implements – hence the use of the term 
on-farm (or on the farm) (Shiratsuchi et al., 2014). The experiments must be carried out for a few seasons, 
so when considering the crop yield as the final result, it is 
possible to establish adequate and spatially differentiated 
recommendations for population and input doses. Intervention 
recommendations can be obtained based on the use of spatial 
correlation analysis tools. In PA, the determination coefficient 
(Nagelkerke, 1991) is a result of a linear regression model that 
allows identifying the correlation and trend values (Figure 10).

The correlation measures between attributes are an important 
support for establishing recommendations in areas with 
specific characteristics. In soil homogeneous areas free from 
pests, for example, it is possible to infer adequate nitrogen 
rates that should be applied until reaching a maximum yield 
threshold for the crop under those conditions.

Figure 10. Example of correlation coefficient R2, obtained 
from averages of NDVI and nitrogen (N) values, applied in 
on-farm experimental plots.
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Practical applications 
in precision agriculture

Characterization of the spatial variability in southern 
Minas Gerais specialty coffee production systems 
In order to spatially assess the representative areas of Arabica coffee (Coffea arabica) production, which is 
classified as special in southern Minas Gerais, Rodrigues et al. (2019a) used the vegetative and chlorophyll 
indices to identify the existence of spatial variability for the application of Precision Coffee Growing. In the 
2017 post-flowering period, data related to biomass, chlorophyll, and plant altitude were collected in two 
farms in southern Minas Gerais. The occurrence of spatial variability was observed, and at Fazenda Santa 
Cruz, an inverse relationship was observed between altitude and NDVI, with the highest NDVI values found 
in the lower areas of the field. These facts indicate that management techniques must be carried out due to 
this variability. At the Morro Alto Farm, the right-side sun exposure was more uniform (Figure 11).

Figure 11. Ordinary kriging interpolated value maps for NDVI data from 
Santa Cruz (A) and Morro Alto (B) coffee farms.
Source: Rodrigues et al. (2019b).
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In order to define which of the variables were able to assist in the delineation of the MZ in this study, 
Speranza et al. (2019a) correlated maps of ZM potentials with sun exposure maps in each area, allowing a 
differentiation of the coffee’s quality. There was high correlation of sun exposure faces with the IRC index, 
and a better overall performance of the NDRE index in relation to the NDVI for this context. This difference 
can be explained by the fact that data were collected at the beginning of the reproductive period, right 
after flowering, when there was a mixture of fully expanded leaves and others with initial vegetative 
growth. Both Rodrigues et al. (2019b) and Speranza et al. (2019a) emphasize that the spatial responses of 
coffee in relation to vegetation and chlorophyll indices will be complemented in planned future analyses, 
considering the different phenological phases of the coffee tree. Productivity and beverage quality maps 
will also be generated and correlated with biophysical and microclimatic variables.
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Spatial and spectral behavior in sugarcane and 
its correlation to soil electrical conductivity
Vegetation indices (VI), obtained from satellite images, are powerful tools that for years have been 
monitoring and providing near real-time information on agricultural crops, especially sugarcane. Soil 
AEC presents similar spatial behavior with VIs obtained both by remote sensing (Rodrigues et al., 2019a), 
by proximal and suborbital sensing (Speranza et al., 2019b), and also by sugarcane production (Sanches 
et al., 2019). In this context, Embrapa’s Precision Agriculture Network, through a partnership with Usina 
Santa Cruz, belonging to the São Martinho group, develops on-farm experiments within a 15.7-hectare 
sugarcane plot (Grego et al., 2019; Rodrigues; Rodrigues et al., 2019a). Through geostatistics and machine 
learning algorithms, two simplified management zones (Mzs) were identified for the area, which reflect 
the soil texture: MZ 1 – clayiest area (55% of the area), in the lowest part, on the west side of the stand, 
but with greater variability in relation to AEC; and MZ 2 – sandy area (45%), in the highest part, on the 
east side of the stand and with less variability in relation to AEC (Figure 12). The difference between MZ 1 
and MZ 2 for TCH was approximately 16 t/ha.

Figure 12. Apparent Electrical Conductivity (AEC) in two coil spacings: 0.5 m (A), and 1 m (B); delineated management zones (ZM 1 and ZM 2) (C).
Source: Adapted from Speranza et al. (2019b).

The MZ design for this area (Figure 12C) allowed programming more dense soil samples in MZ 1, with 
greater soil variability; and less density in MZ 2, with less soil variability, supporting the definition of 
onfarm experimentation. Measuring the AEC of the soil indirectly optimizes the spatial sampling of 
cultivated areas, promoting savings in the amount of collections and costs for soil analysis.

To correlate AEC to VIs from remote sensing images, 18 images were collected from the study area, 
between March 2018 (planting month) and July 2019, from the MSI/Sentinel-2A and 2B sensor. The 
results indicated a significant correlation between soil AEC (0.5 m and 1.0 m) and the VIs for most of 
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the evaluated dates. The correlation between the VIs and AEC variables was positive from March to 
September 2018, that is, the VIs tended to move in the same relative direction (but not necessarily at 
a constant rate) until approximately 223 days after planting. From that period until the final date of 
sugarcane harvesting, the correlation was negative (Figure 13). There was similarity in spatial behavior 
and correlation values with the soil vegetation and AEC indices. Therefore, soil AEC can be an indicator for 
different managements in the same sugarcane crop.

Figure 13. Boxplot of NDVI and NDre2 values on 18 observation dates of VIs in a sugarcane plantation in Ibaté, SP. 
Source: Rodrigues et al. (2019a).

PA technologies in fiber and grain management 
systems in the state of Mato Grosso
The cotton-growing regions in the west and southeast of Mato Grosso are those that most use 
instruments: light bar, automatic pilot, and section control (sprinklers and seeders). The most used 
implements are the autopilot (61%) and the sprayer section control (58%). The average rate of PA 
instrumentalized techniques in this state is 42%, with the highest rate (54%) in the west region. The 
western region is also above average in the use of other management instruments under the PA 
approach. In it, 51% use fertility maps, 22% harvest maps, 27% maps of pests, diseases and invasive 
plants, 49% use variable rate application, and 49% applications use management zones. 

Due to the large amount of equipment, there is an urgent concern to continuously train the field 
workforce in activities such as regulation, preventive, and corrective maintenance, machinery technology, 
and agricultural operations. After training, the mid-northern region of the state had the highest rate in 
efficiency (81%), compared to the average rate of 71% for the entire state. The study points out that most 
properties in the state use some of the PA techniques, however the lack of qualified labor not only for 
field operations, but also for data analysis represents a limitation for the maintenance and growth of this 
management approach. 

Another important point refers to the systematic collection and storage of physicochemical soil analysis 
associated with stand productivity for soil management effectiveness. In Figure 14, the high correlation 
of CTC and organic matter, at both depths, reflects the importance of applying fertilizers in order to avoid 
sudden pH changes, which sometimes require higher doses of lime (Ronquim, 2010).
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As a way of optimizing the chemical control 
used for identification of weeds there is the 
use of processed images of ARPs, which 
allow specific use in areas with infestation of 
invasive plants (Figure 15). The use of herbicide 
application maps significantly reduces the 
number of shares, directly impacting the 
reduction of the cost of culture production.

Despite having high-performance machines 
equipped with automatic pilot, managing 
variability for grain and fiber crops is not 
common. Flat areas have spatial variability 
that does not encourage producers to apply 
Precision Agriculture. Another factor that 
discourages producers relates to machine 
versions and models. In this region, two 
plantings are interspersed in a year. In the 
case of cotton, soybean is the crop used in 
the rotation. Each plot has an average size of 
200 hectares. Soybean harvesting is carried 
out with a fleet of machines, and not all have 
a harvest monitor, therefore, maps are incomplete. This is not the case with cotton, where, due to good 
economic returns, it is possible to find similar models during harvest, allowing acquiring complete maps.

In 2018, Embrapa’s Precision Agriculture Network began a partnership with the Instituto Mato-grossense 
do Algodão (IMAmt) for research in four large producer experimental plots in the municipalities of 
Sapezal and Rondonópolis, in the state of Mato Grosso. The 2018 and 2019 cotton crops were monitored 
by obtaining AEC, soil texture, fertility, phytonematode distribution; and productivity maps, IR maps 
came from remote and suborbital sensing. Currently, three of the four studied plots have adopted the 

Figure 14. Correlation matrix of soil variables at depth of 0–10 cm (A) and 10–20 cm (B) in a property located in the north of Mato Grosso state.

Figure 15. Processed ARP image for identification and geolocation of volunteer 
corn and bitter grass on a property located in northern Mato Grosso.
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on farm experimentation process, where it is now possible to visualize responses in relation to the 
application of different doses of nitrogen fertilization in the virtual plots (Figure 16). 

The collected data are corrected, filtered, and made available in the cloud for access and analysis by 
the Embrapa and IMAmt work teams, as well as by the producers. Although the recommendations 
are applied in specific experimental plots, they can be extended to plots with similar characteristics, 
increasing the adoption of PA by producers in the region.

Figure 16. On-farm experiment carried out in a cotton field in MT: 
nitrogen fertilization (Urea) application map carried out in March 
2019 (A); vegetation index (NDRE) in May 2019 (B); productivity in 
September/2019 (C).
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RPA applications in different crops
The applications of RPAs in agriculture have increased with the advancement of technology and available 
sensors, highlighting the estimation of biomass and productivity, nutritional assessment, pest and 
disease detection, assessment of plant water requirement, and soil mapping with RGB, multispectral, 
hyperspectral, LIDAR, and thermal sensors, among others (Hatfield et al., 2008; d’Oliveira et al., 2020). 
By assessing reflectance values in certain regions of the electromagnetic spectrum it is possible to 
observe differences between plants and soil and between healthy green vegetation and vegetation with 
nutritional and water deficiency or attacked by pests and diseases (Jorge; Inamasu, 2014). 
Some of the most prominent applications are the monitoring of plant vigor with vegetation indices, 
studies for nitrogen fertilization using RPAs equipped with sensors, the use of multispectral aerial 
images to assess the spatial variability of soil and biomass, as well as the cotton, soybean, and corn yield 
estimates. Also with the data obtained by RPAs equipped with image sensors and LiDAR, studies for 
plant counting stand out. Figure 17 shows an area of citrus with automatic counting by deep learning 
techniques, described by Osco et al. (2020a). Figure 18 shows the height determination of cotton plants 
by LIDAR in a Lidar-equipped RPA to develop a growth regulator application methodology.
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Figure 18. RPA image (A) and LIDAR point cloud (B). 
Source: Adapted from Sun et al. (2018).
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Figure 17. Plot of a dense citrus stand with identification of plants (A) and 
lines (B, C) by deep learning techniques.
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Sensor-equipped RPAs have evolved considerably and have enabled to study spectral crop signature 
based on hyperspectra, as in Figure 19A, while assessing the presence of pests in the crop right at the 
beginning of the infestation (Osco et al., 2020b). Figure 19B shows the result of the hyperspectral analysis 
when pod caterpillars (Spodoptera eridania) occur in the first few hours.
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Final considerations
In summary, as regards PA, it is important to understand that crops are not uniform and, therefore, 

the spatial variability must be considered so that the producer has economic and environmental return on 
his property.

PA has advanced and exceeded expectations mainly in the use of field-operated machines. However, 
there are still operational problems due to the lack of digital system compatibility, both for communication 
between equipment and for exchanging files and data, rendering it still an operational challenge.

An important part of the PA application cycle is the stage of obtaining, storing, and analyzing rele-
vant attribute data and maps that influence the spatial and temporal variability of crop productivity.

Yield maps express natural and anthropogenic soil variations. Various types of terrestrial, orbital, and 
suborbital sensors have been used to assist in the acquisition of soil and plant monitoring data, allowing 
efficient and low cost data generation, while providing reliable crop estimates to improve the production 
potential.

All these advances presented in this chapter lead to current agriculture innovations for detailed 
spatial management of the agricultural production system, in order to maximize economic returns and 
reduce environmental impacts.

The methodologies and results presented in this work were developed with the collaboration of 
several Embrapa Research Units, the management and technical teams of several partners such as the 
Gatto, 3D Engenharia, Amaggi, Scheffer, Sementes Petrovina, Sugarcane Plant Santa Cruz, Santa Cruz cof-
fee farms and Morro Alto farm groups. In addition, we emphasize the technical field support of the Instituto 
Matogrossense do Algodão (IMAmt) and of the agronomist Guy Carvalho.
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Introduction
Digital agriculture comprises the modeling of agricultural phenomena and processes in the 
environmental, economic and social dimensions through computational artifacts and Information and 
Communication Technologies (ICT) to bring to the agricultural sector organization, access, use, sharing, 
and dissemination facilities, as well as the application of scientific knowledge.

There are multiple challenges in a globalized world, and it is complicated to even reach a consensus on what 
the priorities should be. However, one of them stands out as the most important due to its structuring effects – 
making knowledge accessible to everyone. At no other time in history has the production of knowledge been 
as intense as it is today, and at no other time has its application assumed such a preeminent role. Hence the 
importance of knowledge management, because between its production and its use there is a chain of complex 
procedures that may or may not determine its operational success. For some experts like Manuel Castells, the 
application of knowledge is at the center of the conceptual and operational revolution driven by science and 
technology advances which are operating in contemporary societies, and that reach all sectors of human life at 
unprecedented speed. It is therefore important to think about the use of knowledge, pave the way for its various 
uses and ensure its social and ethical dimension. (Defourny, 2006, p. 7).

The term Information Engineering, as presented by Martin and Finkelstein (1989), is expressed in three 
different definitions, but converges conceptually. In two of them, the word “automated” stands out:

1) The application of an interconnected set of formal techniques for planning, analyzing, 
designing and building information systems about an organization as a whole or in one of its 
main sectors.
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2) An interconnected set of automated techniques in which organization models, data models 
and process models are built into a comprehensive knowledge base used to create and 
maintain data processing systems.

3) A set of automated disciplines at the organization level used to provide the right information, 
to the right people, at the right time.

It is based on this perspective and this context that Information Engineering is presented in this chapter, 
according to how this subject is understood, as a means of mapping, organizing and representing 
agricultural knowledge and in the context of digital agriculture.

From the perspective of Knowledge Management (KM), the delivery itinerary of scientific knowledge 
and the guarantee of its effectiveness and efficiency in response to society’s demands, including those 
affecting agriculture (mainly food, energy and fibers) are made possible by Information Engineering. 
Embrapa has already addressed the relationship between data, information and knowledge (Pierozzi 
et al., 2017) to enable the use of theoretical and conceptual concepts that align these three levels of 
organization of human perception about the real world and its consequent technological transformation.

The application of knowledge, that is, to apprehend and use it as a solution to problems and challenges, 
goes through the decision-making process. There is no best decision to make. There is a possible 
decision regarding the ability to identify, gather, process and combine the greatest possible amount of 
information on a given subject. Thus, as a research, development and innovation discipline, Information 
Engineering is positioned at the central point to combine data, originated from the practice of 
agricultural research, knowledge, which represents the offer and use of Embrapa’s performance results, 
modeled on ICT. In addition to the aforementioned challenges, the dynamic and massive pace of 
knowledge production and supply, accelerated by the advancement and support of ICTs. 

Therefore, another challenge emerges, simultaneously, in which the quality of the knowledge offered 
is also configured as a social demand: the knowledge that is sought begins to be demanded as 
environmentally sustainable, economically viable and socially fair. It is no different in the context of the 
pragmatics of scientific knowledge and, in particular, in the context of agricultural knowledge.

Embrapa has expressed, in its constant strategic planning efforts, in which it periodically reviews its mission, 
vision, objectives and goals (Embrapa, 2018), a constant concern with the delivery of technological knowledge 
to society, using premises of quality and effectiveness. Its recent incursion into the implementation of 
innovation-oriented research management models corroborates the convergence and coherence of this 
intention, especially as it is a company that generates knowledge and competences and, therefore, a company 
that learns and evolves scientifically, technologically, and organizationally (Garcia; Salles Filho, 2009).

In light of this reality, Embrapa Digital Agriculture inserts its contribution, given the efforts it has 
invested to develop and innovate methodologies and technologies and produce knowledge within its 
competences in Computing and ICT.

It is in this context that the paths of digital agriculture are aligned and explored, a concept and term that 
in the scope of Research, Development & Innovation (RD&I) and Science and Technology (S&T) is not only 
as a trend but, in particular, a new socioeconomic paradigm of the agricultural sector, since it uses ICT 
to move research data and transform it into information, knowledge and technology for the producer, 
through the Internet of Things (IoT), Big Data, Cloud Computing, Machine Learning, etc. This paradigm, 
inherent to digital agriculture, is combined with other contemporary paradigms, such as the Information 
Economy or Knowledge Economy, Data Science and Open Science (Porat; Rubin, 1977; Powell; Snellman, 
2004; Pordes et al., 2007; Aalst, 2016).
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The word “engineering” has been associated with computing (software, data, knowledge engineering, 
etc.), as a way to express the processes of “construction” of computational artifacts that represent things 
(entities, phenomena, processes) from the real world to machine language. A possible explanation for 
this linguistic phenomenon of interdisciplinary conceptual and terminological recombinations is the 
understanding that the practical use of knowledge is an endless, continuous and dynamic process of 
conceptual recombination, analysis, synthesis and re-signification in permanently emerging contexts. 
Hence the metaphorical meaning of the word “engineering”.

At the same time, in the same itinerary of knowledge construction and development, another conceptual 
reflection has associated the words “data”, “information” and “knowledge” (D-I-K), creating several 
representation models of this relationship and thus giving new meaning to the term “engineering”. Recently, 
in the proposition of a Knowledge Data and Information Governance model at Embrapa, a conception of 
a model related to this relationship, different from the conventional ones, was presented to facilitate its 
organizational and operational implementation in order to provide support to corporate processes of data, 
information and knowledge management (Pierozzi Junior et al., 2017). The model has as theoretical and 
conceptual references, in addition to the notion of the D-I-K relationship, the life cycles of data, information 
and knowledge, conceived in a conjugated and aligned way and represented as a mandala.

This model also supports an ontological approach (Mol, 2008), which serves as an itinerary for 
the construction of the ontic, that is, the entity itself. The term “entity” is used as a reference to the 
computational objects or artifacts to be engineered (software, applications, information systems, etc.), since 
these are the objects that operationally implement scientific and multidisciplinary knowledge, enabling its 
application in the solution of problems or in response to demands from the agricultural sector.

Based on this general conception, Information Engineering, as an area of knowledge, discipline or 
proposal for a productive process of technologies and innovation, was configured as an attractive 
conceptual and terminological option to bring together competences, technologies and solutions 
executed and produced by Embrapa Digital Agriculture throughout its history and, mainly, as an 
appropriate option to systematize the process of transforming scientific data into pragmatic knowledge. 

Therefore, a conceptual metamodel is being elaborated to organize worldviews in the environmental, 
agricultural, social and economic spheres (Figure 1), for the development of computational products in 
response to challenges and opportunities in digital agriculture. Another metamodel (Figure 2) brings 
together conceptual, methodological and technological approaches that are aligned, based on the 
concept of Information Engineering, as an integrative construct of knowledge pragmatics that are 
inherent to various sciences such as Cognition, Information and Computing. 

In the following sections, research actions and results will be presented, discussed and contextualized, 
which in the context of Information Engineering, are being developed at Embrapa Digital Agriculture.

Knowledge organization and 
representation systems
To make knowledge accessible and usable, whether by human agents or technological agents, it has to 
be organized (Soergel, 2009). Thus, including technological perception, Information Engineering can be 
understood as an area or discipline of knowledge that allows the construction of an operational itinerary, 
supported by computing and ICT, so that knowledge becomes accessible and usable.
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Figure 1. Multi, inter and transdisciplinary conceptual representation of agriculture.

Figure 2. Agricultural Information Engineering Metamodel.
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Figure 3. Types of Knowledge Organization System. 
Source: Zeng (2008).

The Knowledge Organization Encyclopedia defines Knowledge Organization Systems (KOS) as:

[...] a generic term used to refer to a wide range of items (e.g., subject titles, thesauruses, classification 
schemes, and ontologies) that were conceived with regard to different purposes at different historical 
times. They are characterized by different structures and specific functions, different ways of relating to 
technology, and used in a plurality of contexts by various communities. However, what they all have in 
common is that they are designed to support the organization of knowledge and information to facilitate 
management and retrieval (Mazzocchi, 2019, p. 1). 

They can also be defined as “[...] semantically structured conceptual systems that include terms, 
definitions, relationships and properties of the concepts” (Carlan; Medeiros, 2011, p. 54, own translation). 
The term Knowledge Organization System (KOS), was proposed by the Networked Knowledge 
Organization Systems Working Group, at the 1st Conference of the ACM Digital Libraries, in 1998, in 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania (Carlan; Medeiros, 2011 p. 54).

Figures 3 and 4 illustrate how KOS can be understood and indicate how they can be learned and used in 
the context of Information Engineering.

The process of organizing and representing knowledge has always been part of human history (Martins; 
Moraes, 2015). This process is configured as a multi and interdisciplinary action inherent to all sciences 
and cultures. Thus, when Aristotle1 defined the ten categories of ‘being’ as metaphysical categories, 
which classify words in relation to our knowledge of ‘being’, and today in the plural modernity in which 

1 1 The ten categories of knowledge are used in the classification and representation of human thought, that is, thoughts became the starting 
point for representations.
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Figure 4. Classification of Knowledge Organization System.
Source: Souza et al. (2012).

we are in, we need methods of organization and representation of knowledge to understand the world 
around us (Mendonça, 2005). It so happens that to represent knowledge, before taking any action, it has 
to be classified, in other words, we need to organize it in a system so that we can understand it (Martins; 
Moraes, 2015). 

The process of organizing objects is a classificatory and relational process, which requires our cognitive 
ability to associate ideas, create order and meaning in our experiences, using the interpretation of the 
world, the attribution of meanings and the structuring of ideas. The representation of knowledge is, 
therefore, part of a totality that, through perception and reason, looks to formulate abstract concepts 
about the reality to which it belongs (Martins; Moraes, 2015). 

It can be argued that the world as an object of human knowledge exists as an interpreted world that 
is completely infused with meaning. Human cognition cannot see simple facts without these being 
part of its structure of meaning (Tuomi, 1999). Hence the importance of knowledge organization and 
representation systems, especially when they fall within the scope of the developing Information and 
Communication Technologies (ICT) solutions for digital agriculture.

In the context of the Information Engineering Research Group of Embrapa Digital Agriculture, these 
systems are understood as “performed” objects, that is, constructed and executed in line with their 
contexts, as objects that insert multiple realities, responding directly to the peculiarities of modeling 
complex systems. In the context of Brazilian agricultural knowledge, the KOS are presented as 
organizational and representative systems of knowledge in this domain, describing associations between 
the multiple interdependent elements that act in the production of knowledge. (Latour, 2012).
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They must be perceived as spaces that integrate the social, cultural, environmental and economic 
contexts of Brazilian agriculture in interdependent relations that, in addition to action, consider the 
process of knowledge production within the scope of an articulated and hybrid reality, with complex 
capillarity involving human and non-human agents.

In this sense, the system of representation and organization of knowledge at Embrapa is an open system, 
which is configured more as a constitutive map of a network of actors that influence themselves by being 
in permanent interaction – redesigning new routes – than as a closed, limited and static territory.

As open systems that have agents (human and non-human) that articulate and transform each other, the 
KOS at Embrapa have been constructed and employed in different dimensions of knowledge domains, 
resulting in fragmented and dispersed ontologies in time and in space, whose representation potential 
is impaired due to the absence of higher-level perceptions. Thus, the use of these conceptual artifacts 
as they have been conceived and used, to support computational modeling of agricultural knowledge, 
still faces difficulties of coherence and convergence, as KOS should represent multiple ontologies 
resulting from various methods and practices used by researchers, who move the knowledge of Brazilian 
agriculture at Embrapa (Baum et al., 2020). Therefore, KOS conceived from the perspective of ontological 
policies (Mol, 2008) are understood as performative objects with greater adherence to the paradigm of 
complexity related to Brazilian agriculture.

Thus, agriculture as an object of knowledge is not a passive subject waiting to be perceived from the point 
of view of an endless series of perspectives. On the contrary, it is a living and open object constituted 
through scientific practices, through which it is manipulated to be better understood (Baum et al., 2020).

 This rationality justified the need to engineer a system of knowledge organization and representation 
for Embrapa that had a pluralist ontological conception, which implies that it is an oriented system and 
“[...] favorable to the coexistence of a variety of explanations, assumptions, methods, methodologies, 
approaches, theories” (Baum et al., 2020, p. 14), which together perform agriculture as an open object, 
exposed to its multiple relationships, interactions, capillaries and, consequently, to its own entirety.

Agroterms: controlled vocabulary at Embrapa
Knowledge is a personal intellectual experience and, thus, the term “transfer of knowledge” may have a 
conceptual meaning, but in practice it has no operational meaning. Such transfer, in fact, happens through 
a process of encoding brain energy in natural language, and is manifested via communication between a 
“sending” agent and a “receiving” agent. Humanity has performed this process so naturally that at times it is 
not even considered that there are other possible means of encoding knowledge, such as symbols, sounds, 
smells, textures, etc. The truth is that, fundamentally, almost all human knowledge has been encoded in 
spoken or written natural language, and more recently, digitally, which still retains its original nature. 
This human naturalness of representation is indeed based on the preponderance of visual perception 
over other senses.

Thus, a good part of KOS is conceived, built and executed in this manner: based on the lexicon, which 
technologically, can be modeled through Natural Language Processing (NLP) methods and tools, and 
therefore, graphically encoded.

Controlled vocabularies are KOS that collect and organize words or terms, in the field of scientific 
specialties. Based on Concept Theory, terms denote concepts, but they are only one of the vertices of the 
triangle that represents a given concept. Another vertex is the referent, that is, what the human mind 
perceives in the real world. Finally, the third vertex refers to the properties that can be attributed to the 
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referent and that, finally, guide the choice of a lexical element in natural language that best synthesizes 
the perception of the referent (Dahlberg, 1978). According to the same author, concepts are considered 
units of knowledge. Thus, the role of controlled vocabularies is contextualized as facilitating resources 
in the management of institutions, which are confronted with the production, access and sharing of 
D-I-K, including volume scales and Big Data flow. And in the same logic, currently controlled vocabularies 
greatly benefit from Information Engineering to be conceived, managed and maintained as open and 
dynamic systems, in accordance with the premises of best practices of knowledge representation and 
their pragmatic applications.

Until recently, Embrapa used externally controlled vocabularies in its corporate processes for managing 
D-I-K, conceived and managed in contexts not perfectly aligned with its own range of contents 
related to tropical agriculture, which greatly hindered the alignment of this collection of knowledge at 
various stages of the D-I-K lifecycles, and even more so when deployed on global scales. At the level of 
cataloging, indexing, retrieving, accessing and disseminating D-I-K processes, problems of consistency, 
ambiguity and lack of interoperability between information systems accumulated in the same proportion 
this collection grew exponentially.

The Agroterms was then built, through a combination of Portuguese language terminologies found in 
national and international agricultural thesauruses, with a methodological and technological basis in the 
Global Agricultural Concept Space (GACS) initiative (Research Data Alliance, 2020). As a result, Embrapa was 
recognized as content curator in Portuguese, for the Brazilian variant, by the editor group of Agrovoc (FAO, 
2020) – the controlled vocabulary of the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) of the United Nations (UN).

Currently, Agroterms is composed of approximately 245,000 terms. Through Information Engineering, 
using NLP methodologies and tools, Corpus Linguistics and semantic modeling, it is being prepared 
to expand its technological functionality as a terminological resource to a level of conceptual space 
for Brazilian agricultural knowledge. In order to achieve this potential, Agroterms is being addressed 
organizationally by a permanent working group from Embrapa, the Gtermos, responsible for its 
conception, curation and management, within the context of Data Governance and Information for 
Knowledge Policy, already implemented at Embrapa and which contributes to the intention and efforts in 
order to bring digital agriculture to the reality of the Brazilian agricultural sector.

Research data management
The first decades of the 21st century have been characterized by an explosive growth in human 
capacity to acquire, store and communicate digital data. From a scientific perspective, the concept of 
“data-intensive science” or “e-Science” (Borgman, 2007; Gray, 2009), has been consolidated as a reality in 
numerous fields of knowledge, many of them relevant to agricultural research.

Technological advances have allowed for greater accuracy and coverage in data acquisition. Some 
examples are Internet of Things (IoT) applications, which are making the use of sensors a reality in 
the field; the growing possibilities of imaging rural areas using drones (also known as Unmanned 
Aerial Vehicles - UAVs); other geotechnology applications; and the evolution of bioinformatics and 
nanotechnology areas.

The current situation has also been called the “Big Data” Era, characterized by the 5 Vs: Volume, Velocity, 
Variety, Veracity and Value (Mcafee; Brynjolfsson, 2012). For this large amount of data to be useful, it 
must be well managed, retrievable, and accessible, understandable, and integrated. This scenario has led 
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to transformations in how data, information and knowledge are created and used: to intelligently and 
quickly deal with the data “flood”, new skills are required to ensure the preservation, integration and reuse 
of the data.

Research data management (RDM) is a discipline that brings together a set of activities that are essential 
to the planning, implementation and execution of strategies, procedures and practices aimed at effective 
data management. There are several approaches to understanding RDM; one of them refers to different 
conceptions of data life cycle management (DLM) models, which provide a view of the dynamics of data, 
from its generation to its reuse. 

Data lifecycle is defined by DataONE (2020b) as a high-level representation of the stages involved in 
management and preservation of data for use and reuse (Figure 5). In this chapter, this definition of 
DataONE is taken as a reference, due to the suitability for adaptation and the versatility of interpretation 
of its definitions and concepts. This life cycle is composed of eight stages: planning, collecting, ensuring 
quality, describing, preserving, discovering, integrating and 
analyzing, which are briefly described, based on Sayão and 
Sales (2015), Strasser et al. (2015), Araújo et al. (2019) and 
DataONE (2020b). These steps involve cyclical actions that 
enable: a) to construct a data management plan aimed at 
meeting the data policy of the research institution; b) data 
collection for guaranteeing its usability and long-term reuse; 
c) ensured guarantee to data sets so they can be used and are 
reproducible; d) precise and detailed description of the data, 
adopting a standard of metadata, taxonomies and controlled 
vocabularies; e) data preservation through proper storage 
in data centers in order to ensure interoperability, recovery 
and search; f ) discovery of potentially useful data, which, as 
described by metadata, can be easily found; g) integration 
of data from different sources, which after combined, 
generate new sets of data that can be used; h) data analysis provided by the new datasets created in the 
integration, in order to provide relevant information for future research.

The RDM based on the data life cycle refers to adopting best practices, which are defined as “[...] methods 
or approaches that are recognized by a community as being correct or more appropriate for acquisition, 
management, analysis and data sharing” (Sayão; Sales, 2015, p. 81, our translation). Such practices guide 
people on how to effectively work with their data at each stage of its life cycle, thus helping to map 
the processes involved in DML (DataONE, 2020a). Examples of best practices in the planning stage, as 
those recommended by DataONE it recommends: creation, management and documentation of data; 
definition of the types and format of data to be produced, etc. For the step to describe, for example, it 
recommends: to name the files so they describe and reflect their content; describe format for geospatial 
and temporal location of the data; adopt standard taxonomies for describing any datasets; adopt 
specialized controlled vocabulary; define set of metadata elements, etc.

However, only the recommendation of best practices does not guarantee efficiency and effectiveness in 
data management and, according to Veiga (2019, p. 15, own translation), “it is not enough to share data, they 
need to be FAIR”. It is therefore necessary to associate such best practices with the FAIR principles (Findable, 
Accessible, Interoperable, Reusable), so that research data, in addition to being well managed, can also 
become findable, accessible, interoperable and reusable (Wilkinson et al., 2016). The four FAIR principles are 

Figure 5. Data Lifecycle.
Source: DataOne (2020b).
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made up of 15 elements that contribute to complement and enrich the information essential to the eight 
stages of data lifecycle, expanding the possibilities of location, access, interoperability and reuse.

The FAIR principles apply to any research objects, so that they become available and understandable to 
humans and machines, ensuring transparency, reproducibility and reuse, in addition to providing the 
proper and adequate citation of information generated by data-intensive science (Wilkinson et al., 2016). 
The FAIR principles also guided the design of Embrapa’s Data, Information and Knowledge Governance 
Policy (Embrapa, 2019) to bring researchers and other research subjects closer to the datasets available in 
data repositories and platforms.

Metadata and data cataloging
The objective of cataloging and metadata in this subject is largely data. Data is a word with several 
meanings, including generic and specialized ones, depending on the context in which it is used. 
According to Semeler and Pinto (2019, p. 113, own translation), “[...] data means a single piece of 
information, ”while“ research data are the result of any systematic investigation that involves research 
processes of observation, experimentation or simulation of scientific research procedures.”

Metadata and data cataloging are necessary so that research data can be “[...] identifiable, citable, visible, 
retrievable, interpretable, contextualizable, interoperable and reusable when considering consistency and 
origin” (Semeler; Pinto, 2019, p. 116). Also noteworthy is the need to consider the context of research data 
management and the data life cycle in which metadata and data cataloging are inserted, which, in addition 
to being two important sub-steps of the description stage, should be aligned with the FAIR principles.

Given the need to expand data and information representation mechanisms to better manage them, 
and the consequent complexity involved in defining their attributes, metadata can no longer be defined 
as only “data about data”. Currently, this definition is considered an expression that does not help to 
understand what exactly metadata means (Sayão; Sales, 2015). What expands this understanding and 
expands its application domain is the definition given by Riley (2017, p. 1), who considers metadata as 
the information we create, store and share to describe things, and which allows us to interact with these 
things to obtain the necessary knowledge. 

Metadata allow exploring other dimensions and facets of the data, which, when revealed by cataloging, 
contribute to improving management and quality, favoring the discovery of data collections for the 
scientific community. Such dimensions bring to light the need to create new metadata elements that are 
capable of expanding and enriching the adopted metadata scheme. Metadata are essential so that in the 
future digital content can be accessed and interpreted. Without metadata, according to Gray (2009 cited 
by Sayão and Sales 2016, slide 83), the users

[...] will not know the details of how the data was obtained and prepared: 1) how the instruments were 
designed and built; 2) when, where and how data were collected; and 3) will not have a description of the 
processes that led to the derived data, which are typically used for scientific analyses.

Metadata are also essential for technical and semantic interoperability, so that without them, data 
repositories and platforms will not be able to exchange data and information. Metadata consists of well-
defined descriptive elements, for example: author, title, description, subject, keyword, identifier, producer, 
types of data, access conditions, terms of use of collections, etc., and based on the data cataloging, 
formulating a body of information capable of contextualizing the data in terms of provenance, history, 
nature, purpose and other aspects.
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The implementation of enriched metadata brings direct benefits to data management, positively 
impacting archiving and preservation, as well as interoperability and retrieval of research datasets. Data 
will only be useful for analysis if it has been described by quality metadata, and for that to happen, the 
best recommendation is to use FAIR principles when cataloging it.

Also with regard to metadata, and according to Veiga (2019, p. 18-22), it is necessary to briefly highlight 
the key elements that should guide the implementation of FAIR principles, especially regarding the 
descriptive aspect of metadata: a) metadata elements for single and persistent identifiers for both the 
data and the dataset; b) dataset using metadata enriched with a wide range of precise and relevant 
attributes; c) metadata element that clearly and explicitly indicates persistent identifiers, both from 
the dataset and from the metadata itself in the data repositories and platforms; d) metadata registered 
or indexed in identification resources that offer search capability; e) metadata using standardized 
communication protocols to facilitate data retrieval via metadata, including; f ) availability of access to 
metadata, even if the data is not accessible and available; g) metadata element for the representation of 
knowledge through formal language and the use of taxonomies and controlled vocabularies according 
to FAIR principles, specialized and standardized by specific area of the domain; h) metadata element for 
qualified dataset references and other derived research objects, which interconnect, ensuring semantic 
interconnections between them, and which are linkable to other datasets; i) metadata with a wealth of 
attributes and high level of detail to allow researcher to evaluate the possibility of reuse and relevance to 
their needs; j) metadata element with unambiguous information, clearly defining who can have access to 
the data, for what purpose and under what conditions; k) metadata element that specifies the origin of 
the data, supporting the researcher when deciding on the usefulness of the data or metadata and when 
attributing credit to the data producer; m) implementation of metadata must be aligned with relevant 
and specific standards of the community and the research area.

In the context of digital agriculture, metadata described in accordance with FAIR principles will directly 
contribute to the discovery and reuse of data by other researchers and research institutions.

Dataverse platform
The report entitled Open access to research data in Brazil: technological solutions – 2018 report (Rocha, 
2018) presents the results of the Brazilian Research Data Network (RDP Brazil) research project, which 
identifies, explores and analyzes in depth three technological solutions (Dataverse, DSpace and CKAN) for 
building an Open Access to Research Data repository.

Based on the Open Access and Scholarly Information System (OASIS) model – composed of 56 criteria, 
classified in Repository Environment Representation, Data Set Representation, Data Set Description 
and Documentation, Data Set Production, Long Storage Deadline and Planning for Preservation, Access 
and Use of Data Sets and Use, Development and Maintenance of the Software –, it is concluded that 
the Dataverse and DSpace technologies have resources for configuring various types of data repository, 
including organizational, thematic and hierarchies distinct data policies for research groups or units, with 
metadata schemas and support for usage licenses. However, CKAN software is a good alternative when 
used as a publishing and access service, with submission and digital preservation performed by other 
repository environments.

The Dataverse Platform is an open-source software application for storing, publishing and sharing data 
(Dataverse, 2020b). It provides facilities to represent scenarios composed of several hierarchical entities, 
such as universities, institutions, laboratories, research groups and departments, so as to autonomously 
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implement the details of data management, such as defining who can create, authorize the publication or 
access data sets, establish licenses, as well as define that the data can only be used upon request.

The platform uses metadata schemas (compatible with DDI Lite, DDI Codebook, Dublin Core, DataCite, 
VORResource, ISA-Tab), manages dataset versions, uniquely identifies datasets (considering versions) 
in a universal and persistent way (DOI or Handle System), provides citation metadata and a citation 
structure that involves checking the immutability of the cited material. It also enables the storage of 
complementary documents together with a dataset, adds visualization and data exploration tools, allows 
the customization of its interface, and provides the collection of metadata from the Open Archives 
Initiative Protocol for Metadata protocol Harvesting (OAI-PMH). 

Additional functionality can be incorporated, such as support for storing large volumes of data; support 
for data visualization and exploration; improvement in the indexing and search engine and in user 
authentication systems.

Metadata on the Dataverse platform: the 
experience of Embrapa Digital Agriculture
As mentioned before, the Dataverse Platform is a web application dedicated to the sharing, preservation, 
citation, exploration and analysis of research data, which hosts several dataverses composed of datasets, 
which are processed through metadata (Dataverse, 2020b). The Dataverse Platform was chosen by 
Embrapa Digital Agriculture to support the management of research datasets, with the Embrapa 
Bioinformatic Multi-user Laboratory (LMB) as a pilot project (Embrapa Digital Agriculture, 2020). 
Therefore, it is in this environment of the Dataverse Platform dedicated to the LMB that the experience 
reported for metadata takes place. (Dataverse, 2020a).

As in several platforms and data repositories, the datasets in the Dataverse Platform are inserted using a 
registration form, which contains numerous fields, corresponding to metadata elements. Some of these 
fields are mandatory, but most are optional. In addition, there are additional metadata sets that can be 
added for specific data domains. Metadata sets follow established standards, ensuring interoperability 
with other platforms.

Based on the FAIR principles, studies and tests were conducted that involved users and producers of the 
LMB pilot project data, searching to define metadata elements (terms) to meet the specificities of the 
pilot project users. Based on this work, definitions were obtained regarding: a) basic metadata, some 
mandatory, as well as complementary, non-mandatory metadata; b) tools for metadata description: 
description norms, taxonomy, thesaurus and controlled vocabularies. These definitions are important 
for generating enriched metadata, which are those that use domain-specific description tools, such 
as taxonomy, thesaurus and controlled vocabulary, associated with provenance information, bringing 
semantic clarity when compared to basic (original) metadata. According to Lira (2014, p. 43):

A set of enriched metadata must present features such as: (i) greater number of semantic attributes...; 
(ii) ease of interpretation and processing of dataset content; (iii) associated standard vocabulary 
terms [...].

Metadata on the Dataverse Platform, based on experience with the creation of dataverses and datasets 
for managing research data in the LMB, are mirrored in the FAIR principles, especially to make them rich in 
highlights and with numerous precise and relevant attributes.
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Data cataloging on the Dataverse platform
The process of cataloging the datasets of the LMB pilot project begins with the self-deposit activity, 
which is carried out by the researcher, the dataset owner or another designated person. The time of self-
deposit of the dataverse or dataset on the Dataverse Platform corresponds to the pre-cataloging phase, 
filling in the fields corresponding to the basic metadata elements and mandatory information: title, 
author, contact, description and subject.

The cataloging takes place in the next phase, which begins by reviewing the previous filling in of the 
contents related to the basic metadata elements. The catalog description of the dataverse and dataset 
essentially fills in the complementary metadata elements, which will be done by the domain specialist, 
preferably by the dataset owner. However, this activity requires knowing librarianship norms and 
standards, giving greater meaning and quality to datasets.

The use of cataloging techniques to describe and represent data or any research objects, based on a 
structured set of FAIR metadata elements, is essential to ensure technical and semantic interoperability, 
sharing, use and reuse research data, with the technical responsibility of the librarian and/or the 
information scientist.

Data quality 
The high standard of quality in data archiving and maintenance is widely recognized by different 
segments of society. In digital agriculture, data quality is particularly important for a high level of 
assertiveness in the decision-making process, planning activities, and others. Based on this finding, and 
on the impact on different types of business, the data quality (DQ) theme is seen as a strong pillar in the 
data management process. This has increasingly called the attention of researchers from different areas of 
knowledge to investigate and expand studies on the subject.

As shown in the literature, there are different definitions for DQ. These variations are related to the 
context that discusses DQ and the degree of demand the user addresses quality.

It is important to highlight the definition of Data Management Body Knowledge (DMBOK) for DQ:

“[...] the planning, implementation and control of activities that apply data quality management 
techniques, in order to ensure they are suitable for the consumer and meet the needs of data 
consumers” (Knight, 2017, p. 1).

For an organization, whether public or private, focused on business or research, the archiving, 
maintenance and recovery of high quality data bring opportunities to formulate better business 
strategies, decision-making facilities for high level of success, and for achieving better competitive 
advantage conditions. The lack of this quality level, in addition to making it difficult to achieve the 
aforementioned advantages, contributes to added data processing costs. In addition, the customer’s 
level of satisfaction decreases when he/she receives the result of a service or a required information as a 
response to a research action. (Jaya et al., 2017).

The DQ theme should not be treated independently, as poor-quality data leads to misleading and 
costly conclusions, which can lead to the data team’s distrust or loss of credibility. Problems found in the 
organizational culture of an institution also affect the data collection and quality process.
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DQ can be developed under qualitative and quantitative approaches (Vancauwenbergh, 2019); in the 
qualitative approach, categories (for example, measurement, contextualization, representation and 
access) are determined, and dimensions/characteristics are associated with each one of them. In turn, in 
the quantitative approach, DQ is guided by the adequacy of data to serve a purpose in a given context, 
that is, in decision-making and/or planning operations.

Measures for evaluating data quality 
Data quality assessment is a crucial process within data quality management, as it comprises different stages 
that involve several groups of people in an organization. The purpose of this type of assessment is to identify 
data containing some type of error and measure the impact of various data-driven business processes.

The process can be started in the data collection phase, including minimum guidelines for quality 
assurance, helping to reduce the amount of work performed in the data qualification/preparation phase 
(Pyle, 1999) and thus providing better conditions for carrying out data analysis.

DQ can be evaluated using subjective measures and/or determined by computational calculations. 
In practice, when a data quality assessment process is initiated, basic measures are used, such as the 
number of missing data, amount of data with typographical error, amount of non-standard data, basic 
statistical measures and visual analyses. Adopting these measures provides a preliminary notion of how 
good the level of data quality is. In some situations, the use of a single measure is not enough to achieve 
the desired result, hence using other measures together.

In addition to the measures mentioned for evaluating data quality, others are described by Cichy and Rass 
(2019). They are related to frameworks available for establishing this type of evaluation. These measures 
are used when there is an interest in expanding the assessment level. The higher the quality level, the 
greater the accuracy of the results generated, which brings greater possibilities for more assertive 
decision-making. Another important contribution of having quality data is contributing to the discovery 
of knowledge in a database, knowledge that is inserted in the data and not visualized, at first, by the user 
(Fayyad et al., 1996).

Data quality management 
DQ is one of the crucial problems to correctly measure and analyze science, technology and innovation, 
which allows the adequate monitoring of research efficiency, productivity and also strategic decision-
making. (Fan; Geerts, 2017).

Typically, data has some kind of inconsistency – some are duplicated, incomplete, inaccurate and 
obsolete. To enable them to produce quality results, after being processed and analyzed, the Data Quality 
Management (DQM) process is used.

The main objective of DQM is to remove any and all problems found, raising the quality of the data and 
enabling them to contribute to the addition of value to the business processes and/or produce qualified 
answers to the questions addressed (Vancauwenbergh, 2019).

DQM involves performing various tasks, defining parameters and assigning values to them, and establishing a 
workflow. All this must be easily recorded, updated and retrieved. To support all this work, different frameworks 
are available, with emphasis on: DAMA DMBOK´s Data Governance Model (Barbieri, 2013); EWSolutions’ EIM 
Maturity Model (Smith, 2009); and Oracle’s Data Quality Management Process (Oracle, 2009).
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These models are centered on three basic elements, which are the metadata associated with the data, the 
processes for recording, organizing and (re)using data, and the organizational context in relation to the 
data. The quality of each element and the interaction between them, will ultimately determine the quality 
and therefore the true value of an organization’s data assets.

Permission to describe metadata that is understandable by the entire organization and aligned with the 
processes, strategies and business objectives of that organization is a resource available in these models. 
In addition, these models provide the means to report critical success factors, which are useful elements 
for developing effective DQ management strategies.

Critical success factors for implementing 
Data quality management
According to Milosevic and Patanakul (2005, p. 183), critical success factors (CFS) are “[...] characteristics, 
conditions or variables that can have a significant impact on the success of an organization or a 
project when appropriately sustained, maintained or managed.” Santos (2015) presents 20 CFS 
applicable to the DQM which, according to Milosevic and Patanakul (2005), form four large groups: a) 
operational; b) management; c) governance; and d) qualification. The operating group focuses on the 
operational processes involved in data collection, storage, analysis and security, all of which are highly 
interdependent. The management group brings together the management processes, which originate 
from the operational group, mainly aligning data quality with the organization’s goals in relation to 
data and the results of data analysis. The third group, governance, involves the governance processes 
associated with DQM. These processes can be presented by the organization’s senior management as 
a priority commitment for the implementation of DQM, stimulating a culture change throughout the 
organization focused on this subject. Finally, the qualification group is deemed essential to invest in 
a DQM program, even if the company has employee training structure for operational, management 
and governance actions. The main objective of this group is to inform people about the importance of 
qualitative data for the organization. In addition to training for the systematic implementation of DQ, 
throughout the organization, it must institute a continuous monitoring action of the qualifications. This 
will allow quick adjustments, if errors and adjustments in the business rules are identified.

Final considerations
The chapter presented an account of the research actions and the results that were carried out and being 
developed at Embrapa Digital Agriculture, in the context of Information Engineering. Thus, the objective 
is to align this work with the actions of digital agriculture and also to add value to the pragmatics of 
scientific knowledge, offering technologies more easily perceived and assimilated by its potential users.

These actions, in progress in the Information Engineering Research Group, take place in the domain of 
three natures of information (cognitive, documentary and communicative) and through computational 
artifacts that operationalize the processes that constitute the data life cycles of information and 
knowledge (D-I-K). Computer Science is the main source generating these actions, able to combine and 
complement methodological and technological contributions originating in other fields of knowledge, 
producing inter, multi and transdisciplinary developments with Agronomy, Ecology, Mathematics, 
Economics, Sociology and the full range of imaginable intersections. Inserted and articulated in this 
universe of interactions between different areas of knowledge, Information Engineering is an alternative 
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for the operationalization of strategies, aiming at greater alignment between the actions developed in 
the areas of Research and Development (R&D) and Embrapa’s innovation process.

Embrapa Digital Agriculture, by inaugurating the Information Engineering research line, reorganizes, 
guides and rescues its competences towards a repositioning of its RD&I actions, considering the 
perspective of the innovation process implemented in the company. In particular, with regard to facing 
the current research challenges to consolidate the digital transformation in agriculture, Information 
Engineering is capable of effectively contributing to conceptual, methodological, procedural 
contributions and, especially, to support the development of quality artifacts, objects and computational 
tools, according to an engineering process designed within a pluralistic ontological conception. In 
other words, Information Engineering expands the possibilities of the various actors that circumscribe 
the phenomenon of “Brazilian agriculture” to perceive it as an object that admits multiple explanations, 
assumptions, methods, methodologies, approaches, theories, etc. Furthermore, the efforts and initiatives 
in Information Engineering, thus far, are aligned with the trends and contemporary opportunities for 
development and computational applications and ICT in digital agriculture.

Based on the heuristics made possible by Information Engineering, the computational artifacts of 
D-I-K representation can be used beyond their immediate functionalities (Pierozzi Junior et al., 2018). 
However, the contributions of Information Engineering can be translated and materialized under different 
perspectives and exemplified in the form of repositories and databases that enable collaborative work; in 
the cataloging, indexing and intelligent retrieval of information; use, reuse and data management; in the 
redefinition of information and interoperability with other systems; in discovering knowledge; in facilitated 
and controlled access, communication, sharing, learning and collective intelligence. Since digital agriculture 
is fundamentally based on digital content, from data obtained through the Internet of Things, it is envisaged 
that Information Engineering will promote facilities and improvements in the construction of computational 
artifacts that meet the interests of users in different segments of Brazilian agriculture.

Another reading is possible: a) when the data is addressed based on the perspectives of classification, 
meaning and access, it is said that what is being worked on are its cognitive properties; b) when 
information is worked on based on the perspectives of cataloging, indexing and retrieval, it is said 
that what is being worked on are its documentary properties; c) when knowledge is worked on based 
on visualization perspectives or machine languages, it is said that what is being worked on are its 
communication properties (dissemination). In addition to these properties, those that are worked on and 
inherited from the preceding levels of data and information, respectively, must be considered. Thus, the 
result is a continuous, cyclic feedback movement, which occurs when the communicated knowledge 
returns as insight for a new round of data and information cycles.
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DIPN
A dictionary of the internal
proteins nanoenvironments
and their potential for transformation 
into agricultural assets
Ivan Mazoni | Goran Neshich

Introduction
Proteins play a vital role in supporting life. They are macromolecules resulting from the combination, 
through peptide bonds, of these 20 amino acids: alanine, arginine, aspartate, asparagine, cysteine, 
phenylalanine, glycine, glutamate, glutamine, histidine, isoleucine, leucine, lysine, methionine, proline, 
serine, tyrosine, threonine, tryptophan, and valine. Considering a linear combination between these 20 
amino acids, the number of possible variations is 20n, in which n is the amount of amino acid residues in 
the protein (as the amino acids lose some atoms when forming the peptide bond, it is common to call 
them amino acid residues, since they are part of a polypeptide chain). For example, for a protein with 100 
amino acid residues, the number of possible combinations will equal 20100 = 1.27 × 10130. In comparison, 
the estimated total number of atoms in the Universe is 9 × 1078 (Villanueva, 2009). Each organism, animal 
or vegetable, has thousands of different proteins. Among their various functions: structural, transport, 
protection, defense, control and regulation of expression, catalysis, movement, and storage stand out 
as some examples. For a better understanding of the relationship between the aminoacid sequence in a 
protein, its three dimensional structure, and its function, came the proposition for analyses of the proteic 
nanoenvironment. It is also known as a proteic district or functional region, and it is where biologicaly 
functional elements are located.
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The hypothesis that motivated the work of the Embrapa Digital Agriculture Computational Biology 
Research Group (CBRG) in Campinas (SP), during the 2010s, was an approach that assumed the 
existence of a “sign”, or that is, a variation in the values of the physico-chemical and structural 
descriptors that distinguish a specific site (or a protein substructure). This is where a certain element of 
secondary structure (or an active site, an interface, etc.) is inserted in the framework of a whole protein. 
Understanding how the subordinate structural elements to the biologically functional structure are 
formed and later maintained will open the way for us to understand how proteins assume their final 
structure and, consequently, their function. In our work we use STING_RDB, a unique database in the 
world, produced and maintained by the Embrapa CBRG, which gathers in a single repository more than 
1300 physicochemical and structural descriptors of all amino acid residues for each chain of all protein 
structures deposited in the PDB (Protein Data Bank – a world public repository where all macromolecular 
structures deciphered so far were deposited).

Based on the obtained results, we conclude that a given nanoenvironment can be described not by 
a single descriptor, but by a set of descriptors, and that this set of descriptors varies according to the 
element of the protein structure selected from a hierarchically superior one. This differentiates a given 
nanoenvironment from the rest of the protein and even from other nanoenvironments in the same 
protein. The knowledge acquired from the study of different nanoenvironments allows specialists in 
different areas, such as experts in plant improvement, in search of new pesticides, or researchers in search 
of more sustainable fuels, to advance their work with greater molecular introspection and use of more 
precise and refined tools, working at the most fundamental level (molecular-atomic) of all biologically 
relevant processes for medicine, agriculture, livestock, etc.

Protein nanoenvironments and their characteristics
The local structural environment of proteins, here called the nanoenvironment (Neshich et al., 2015), 
characterizes the functional purpose of different protein districts, also known as “structural sites” in 
proteins. It is therefore suggested that the local environment at each protein point and/or region 
reflects not only its structural role, but also its contribution in providing the necessary characteristics 
for the functional purpose of each protein. For example, protein-protein communication is performed 
via protein interfaces: amino acid residues at the same site have some particular characteristics that not 
only differentiate them from other residues on the free surface of the protein, but also allow specific and 
selective binding between proteins and the realization of their biochemical function (Moraes et al., 
2014). Similarly, the function of an enzyme is normally related to the activity of its catalytic amino acid 
residues (Catalytic Site Residues – CSR). These very peculiar residues are inserted in a very specific 
nanoenvironment, also defined by the contribution of the CSRs themselves. Consequently, the enzymatic 
function can be described by the characteristics of the CSRs and their surroundings (Salim, 2015). Based 
on these considerations, and assuming that the local nanoenvironment defines the protein function, this 
is a concept that can be used to obtain specific metrics to quantify and describe other nanoenvironments.

The exploration of nanoenvironments properties of can be done through a method that is both self-
explanatory and intuitive. Suppose it is possible to insert an imaginary probe anywhere in a protein 
structure and obtain as a result, a diagnosis describing the characteristics of the environment in which 
the probe is inserted. This type of physical intervention cannot be carried-out, and therefore the 
probe needs to be replaced by calculating values, metrics, and forces that we want to quantify at each 
particular site/point. This approach resembles the GRID method for calculating molecular interaction 
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fields in drug development (Goodford, 1985; Von Itzstein et al., 1993), but with a different focus. Its 
advantage is that any amino acid residue, or any of its main or side chain atoms, can serve as the center 
for the probe. With this selected point, the interactions of all forces can be estimated, cataloged, and 
stored in an appropriate relational database – in our case, the STING_RDB (Oliveira, 2007). Once stored, 
the attributes and their respective values can be mapped back to the protein structure, the protein 
sequence, or even the nucleotide sequence of the gene that encodes that protein, and can be used for 
visual inspection or statistical and/or numerical analyses. Our hypothesis is that any specific environment 
(the nanoenvironment) has a precise tuning of the specific physicochemical and structural writers for 
the performance of its function and, thus, can be identified and classified accordingly. For example, 
interfaces for protein contacts, which are specific areas of the protein occupying part of their surface, 
can be expected to have characteristics sufficiently different from the amino acid residues found in free 
surface areas (Moraes et al., 2014). In fact, we consider such an assumption to be part of the biological 
requirements for performing a specific function: in this example, the function is actually a kind of 
“communication” between very specific protein partners. Therefore, a nanoenvironment is accurately 
characterized by its physicochemical and/or structural descriptors and their corresponding values, 
making it possible to distinguish it from the rest of the protein structure. It is also possible to predict the 
coordinates of these districts in other proteins (homologous or not) that have not yet been chemically 
and functionally characterized through computational techniques and machine learning statistics.

Among the most studied protein nanoenvironments, ten stand out, as follows:

1) Protein interfaces: These are intersections of protein surfaces, where the two proteins approach 
and touch, building a macromolecule homo or heterocomplex (Moraes et al., 2014).

2) Antibody and antigen interfaces: as in case 1, but the two proteins in question are an antibody 
and an antigen (Viart et al., 2016).

3) Protein surface hot spots: locations delimited from the surface area of the protein, obligatorily 
located at its interface, and with identified hydrophobic amino acids prone to interact with 
similar residues from the complementary interface of the other protein (Pereira, 2012).

4) Interfaces between proteins and DNA: as in case 1, but with the two molecules in question 
being a protein and a DNA molecule.

5) Interfaces between proteins and ligands: as in case 1, here the two molecules in question are a 
protein and a ligand (Borro et al., 2016).

6) Interfaces between proteins and membranes.

7) Amino acid residues from catalytic sites: identifying the amino acid residues that form the 
enzymes catalytic site, determining their function (Salim, 2015).

8) Allosteric sites: usually located on the protein surface. When occupied by a particular molecule, 
they control the speed of a chemical reaction that the protein performs, using, as a rule, its set 
of CSRs as part of its function.

9) Secondary structure elements: physicochemical and structural characterization of α-helices 
(Mazoni et al., 2018), β-sheets and turns.

10) The depth of range of local sensing between amino acids: a measure often used to delimit 
the distance over which atoms, with their charges (and other characteristics), still exert some 
influence in remote locations, but within the aforementioned limit (Silveira et al., 2009).
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Items: 1 to 6 describe the interfaces in general; 7 and 8 describe chemical activity of proteins; and 9 and 
10 describe structural characteristics of proteins in general.

List of physicochemical and structural descriptors 
that characterize specific nanoenvironments
Currently, the Blue Star STING (BSS) (Neshich et al., 2006) has 32 independent physicochemical and 
structural protein descriptor types or classes (Table 1) (Neshich et al., 2005), and a total of 1,307 variations 
of these descriptors are pre-calculated (using different parameterizations) and stored in the STING_RDB 
database (Oliveira, 2007). On May 18, 2020, the STING_RDB had 151,711 structures, with 467,038 
chains and 95,148,233 amino acid residues. For each, 1,307 parameters were pre-calculated, totaling 
12 x 109 records in the database. Among these, some were chosen to be used in the nanoenvironment 
characterization and in the composition of their dictionary, considering only those that are more likely 
to be associated with pattern recognition processes in the selected proteins. For an adequate definition 
of the catalytic residues nanoenvironment and which is generally valid also for the other mentioned 
nanoenvironments, based on the physicochemical and structural descriptors, the descriptors referring to 
the conservation of amino acids were initially discarded, since these parameters are a measure of a set of 
homologous proteins and do not reflect any feature present in the protein structure (Salim, 2015).

Table 1. List of the 32 physicochemical descriptors classes and Blue Star STING structures. 

Blue Star STING Descriptor Classes

1. ResBoxes 17. Hot spots 

2. Intra-chain atomic contacts [ITC] 18. Sequence conservation [HSSP] 

3. The inter-chain atomic contacts [IFC] 19. Sequence conservation [SH2Qs] 

4. ITC contacts energy 20. Solvent accessibility 

5. IFC contacts energy 21. Dihedral angles 

6. Interface area [IF] 22. Pockets/cavities 

7. Water contacting [WC] 23. Electrostatic potential 

8. Ligand pocket forming [LP] 24. Hydrophobicity 

9. Surface forming [SF] residues 25. Curvature 

10. Prosite 26. Distance from the N-/C-terminal 

11. ProTherm 27. Density 

12. Secondary structure indicator [PDB] 28. Sponge 

13. Secondary structure indicator [DSSP] 29. Order of cross presence 

14. Secondary structure [STRIDE] 30. Order of cross link 

15. Multiple occupancy 31. Rotamers 

16. Temperature factor 32. Space clash 
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Contributions

What does knowledge about protein nanoenvironments entail?
The protein’s structure defines its functionality. However, how this is performed and which structural 
features contribute to their function remains to be fully deciphered. To answer this question, it is 
necessary to consider the structural elements (also called protein districts or nanoenvironments) rather 
than considering the structure as a whole. These elements, on the other hand, must be understood based 
on the physicochemical and structural characteristics from the amino acid residue properties, which 
interact with each other and create a new hierarchical structural element. Only by considering these 
elements in the structural hierarchy can we understand that the functionality of proteins can be broken 
down into communication elements, such as interfaces, constructive elements, secondary structure, 
and elements of chemical activity. The latter normally give rise to the functionality and specificity of the 
protein as a whole. Following this reasoning, each element in the structural hierarchy has its distinctive 
local characteristic and, consequently, its local function. It is clear that a general and detailed knowledge 
about protein nanoenvironments is, basically, a dictionary with which we can construct complex 
expressions to describe the structural-functional protein relationships.

A dictionary of nanoenvironment descriptors will impact 
the variety of research aimed at innovation in areas 
such as agriculture, medicine, and biology in general 
A compilation of the results of work done since 1998 – when the STING platform was launched in the 
US as an integral part of platforms offered for protein structural analysis at the Brookhaven National 
Laboratory, the headquarters of the Protein Structures Database (PDB) – it resulted in a website called: 
“Dictionary of Internal Protein Nanoenvironments” (DIPN)1.

Figures 1 to 3 show the general interface of the new CBRG offered by Embrapa Digital Agriculture. It is 
an introductory page, with a general description of the purpose of this platform with detailed elements 
listed in a functional order.

Figure 1 shows the entry page of the Dictionary of Internal Protein Nanoenvironments (DIPN) platform, 
indicating the purpose of this product, the options for access, the site organization logistics, and the list 
of the ten most studied protein nanoenvironments.

In Figure 2 we have a Dictionary of Internal Protein Nanoenvironments (DIPN) platform page showing six 
of the ten available nanoenvironments, with a short description and access to details of the entry of each 
option: a) protein-DNA interfaces, b) protein interfaces-membrane, c) elements of secondary structure.

Figure 3 presents a Dictionary of Internal Protein Nanoenvironments (DIPN) platform page showing three 
more of the ten available nanoenvironments, with a short description and access to details of each entry 
option: a) residues from the catalytic site, b) allosteric sites, and c) depth of local sensing range between 
amino acids.

1 Available at: https://www.proteinnanoenvironments.cnptia.embrapa.br/index.html
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Figure 1. Dictionary of Internal Protein Nanoenvironments (DIPN) platform entry page.
Source: Embrapa (2020).

Figure 2. Dictionary of Internal Protein Nanoenvironments (DIPN) platform page. 
Source: Embrapa (2020).
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Figure 3. Dictionary of Internal Protein Nanoenvironments (DIPN) platform page. 
Source: Embrapa (2020).

In Figure 4, the user can see the presentation details of one of the nanoenvironments: protein interfaces. 
The purpose of DIPN is to provide the user with information that indicates which are the most relevant 
descriptors that, with their specificity and broad coverage, describe the nanoenvironment selected for 
analysis. At the bottom of Figure 4 there is a table with the ten descriptors of the most relevant protein 
interfaces. These are: 1) main-chain main-chain hydrogen bonds; 2) spongicity (in a sliding window 
mode); 3) contact density between amino acids (centered on the last heavy atom of the amino acid side 
chain); 4) electrostatic potential on the protein surface; 5) hydrophobicity (on the relative scale);
6) structural pockets (cavity type); 7) atomic density on the surface; 8) element of the secondary structure 
present (α-helix); 9) curvature from α-carbon; and 10) the order of cross-linking (starting from the 
last heaviest atom in the side chain). These descriptors can be understood as main requirements that 
demand their inclusion so that a set of amino acids, not necessarily contiguous in the primary sequence, 
build a set that can be considered apt to form an interface with another protein. Then, the platform 
informs which statistical classification method was used to obtain this ranking of the importance of 
the descriptors (in this case: Support Vector Machine and Random Forest), and also informs with what 
precision and coverage the conclusions were reached. In this case, 0.95 and 0.78, respectively. On that 
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same page, you will find a variety of additional information, such as links to the doctoral thesis that 
generated the results and publications describing pertinent work to the subject (in Figure 5 we are 
illustrating the abstract of this publication). Lastly, there is a link so that the user can access the software if 
one wants to generate new data for a set of proteins for biological interest.

In Figure 4, we have the Dictionary of Internal Protein Nanoenvironments (DIPN) platform page showing 
user options once the protein interfaces item is selected. At the top of this figure, there is an indication of 
relevant publications to the subject and a list of software. Next, an abstract of the main publication can be 
seen describing our work with the nanoenvironment of protein interfaces, with a corresponding pointer 
to the original publication. On the upper right side, there is an icon with the title: MRND (Most Relevant 
Nanoenvironment Descriptors). By hovering over this icon, a window is opened with information 
indicated in the icon’s title.

In Figure 6, we present the available items for accessing the software page which helps the user to 
prepare a list of descriptors for a set of proteins of interest. In Figure 7 we have the two main options 
for preparing protein interface data: LDA methodology (linear models for inferring the list of the most 
relevant descriptors of protein interfaces) and SHI option, an alternative methodology that determines 
the hydrophobicity index on the surface protein, an accurate interface indicator. The user can find a 
tutorial to find details about the software, datamart description for defining benchmarks and description 
of the complexes used in the training of the method using both homo and heteroprotein complexes. In 
Figures 1 to 7 we show only the most crucial entries of the DIPN platform. 

The platform is complex and requires the knowledge of a trained computer biologist to process the 
data for a set of selected proteins. However, molecular biology specialists interested in knowing which 
descriptors are most relevant for each nanoenvironment listed in the DIPN platform can do so in a 
reasonable time, with minimal training, and know which characteristics of these nanoenvironments 

Figure 4. Dictionary of Internal Protein Nanoenvironments 
(DIPN) platform page showing user choices. 
Source: Embrapa (2020).
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Figure 5. Page in the Dictionary of Internal Protein 
Nanoenvironments (DIPN) platform, with option for a 
quick view of the publication´s abstract. In this case, an 
article published in a renowned journal in the field of 
computational biology about nanoenvironment.
 Source: Embrapa (2020).

are crucial. Thus, there are candidates that cannot perform modifications, for example in attempts that 
require site-directed mutations in the proteins of interest. The algorithm options for using or even 
accessing the source code are provided in order to offer a complete work environment, including for 
those computational biologists who wish to adapt the algorithms to their own requirements. This 
allows the sharing of work already carried out by Embrapa, and may be modified by colleagues in other 
laboratories for specific purposes.

Final considerations
With a dictionary of descriptors of the main protein nanoenvironments, a reality is built that guides 
researchers and enables advancement in areas aiming to intensify innovation in agriculture, medicine, and 
biology in general. It is understood that a compilation of the essential descriptors of the 10 most studied 
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protein nanoenvironments may provide an optimized condition for the most accurate, effective, and 
effective design of new drugs, pesticides, vaccines, inhibitors, catalysts, and antibodies. We can use as an 
example, the applicability of the content presented in this chapter and mention some of the technologies 
which the CBRG of Embrapa Digital Agriculture managed to file. This resulted in the application for 
four patents over the years, focusing mainly on understanding, learning, and in the analysis of protein 
nanoenvironments which were crucial to the solution of some biologically relevant demands. The research 
group also focused on a path to the necessary impacts in the field for producers who needs to use the 
technology in order to avoid losses and improve its effectiveness. Some of them are listed below:

Fungicide: a method for designing a new fungicide by computationally designing new compounds with 
potential inhibitory function on the endopolygalacturonase enzyme, involved in invasion processes in 
plant cells. (Neshich et al., 2013a)

Biodiesel: method for predicting mutants that increase the surface hydrophobicity index of proteins. 
(Neshich et al., 2013b)

Figure 6. Dictionary of Internal Protein platform page of Nanoenvironments (DIPN), with access to software 
that ranks protein interface nanoenvironment descriptors, catalytic residues, and secondary structure 
elements of the most relevant proteins. 
Source: Screen captured from the DIPN platform (available at: https://www.proteinnanoenvironments.cnptia.embrapa.br/index.html)
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Figure 7. Page of the Dictionary of Internal Protein Nanoenvironments (DIPN) platform, with options for users who want to rank the most relevant protein 
interfaces descriptors by using a set of proteins of interest for a biological problem that requires their engagement.

Insecticide: computational design for new alpha-amylase inhibitors. (Neshich et al., 2013c)

Bactericide: identification of therapeutic targets for computational design of drugs against bacteria 
possessing the pilt protein. (Neshich et al., 2012)
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These four technologies reflect the strong interdependence between the demands of modern agriculture 
and knowledge, calling for an innovative, interdisciplinary, and molecular approach, interconnected 
with mathematics, computation, and statistics for advances in the increasingly complex needs of the 
productive sector. The example of the CBRG at Embrapa Digital Agriculture is a manifestation of national 
possibilities for the potential of technological development at the highest and most competitive level. 
The research carried out by the CBRG at Embrapa Digital Agriculture drew the attention of international 
collaborators and colleagues from the most renowned universities, such as Oxford, Cambridge, MIT, 
followed by companies with great digital impact, such as Microsoft Research and companies in the field 
of agricultural pesticides, such as Bayer and BASF. Half a hundred publications in scientific journals with 
an average impact factor of 3, and several with impact factors above 11. There were hundreds of lectures 
and seminars, international courses, and workshops, as well as international meeting organized here in 
national territory with the participation of several Nobel Prize-winning scientists. Fifty software packages 
were published and made available for the scientific community, as well as dozens of databases in the 
field of computational structural biology, including the STING_RDB. Twenty-six projects were approved 
(90%) by external sources to Embrapa, with funding approaching 4 million dollars and total deliverables 
approaching 500 million. This entire library of results and professional awards was a stepping-stone for us 
to transform our acquired knowledge into something applicable to the production chain and developing 
these solutions into products for national and international markets. Therefore, the platform called 
Dictionary of Internal Protein Nanoenvironments was developed while considering the applications from 
our knowledge, but with patience and determination to stay on the path that requires time, learning, and 
basic science, since scientific applications do not exist without the former.
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Introduction
Biotechnology has been fundamental for the progress observed in Agriculture over the last 30 years. 
Bioinformatics, the multidisciplinary area responsible for analyzing the large volume of data resulting 
from genomic technologies, was essential in this progress. With the arrival of next-generation sequencing 
technologies, an extraordinarily large volume of genomic data that needed to be analyzed was produced. 
In the era of digital transformation, the ability to generate biological data more rapidly, more affordably 
and in greater volume, produces an enormous amount of data, Big Data. This large and growing volume 
of data requires solutions in at least three spheres: scalable infrastructure, data management and 
intelligent use of that data. 

Bioinformatics uses computational tools to answer complex biological questions and contribute to 
innovative results. The theme involves the use of high-performance computing infrastructure and tools 
to organize, analyze, integrate, process, simulate and store large volumes of data derived from in vivo and 
in vitro experiments. A challenge for bioinformatics is to integrate the heterogeneous data generated by 
the “omics” sciences (both with each other and with the data generated by traditional sciences), allowing 
discoveries that go beyond what is possible in each of the individual disciplines. Several new layers 
of omics, such as analysis of genomes, metabolomes, transcriptomes, or interactomes, have become 
important for research advances. The integration of all this information allows making discoveries and 
improving the knowledge of biological systems.
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Access to high storage and processing capacity, with powerful indexing algorithms, as well as machine 
learning applications, is crucial for the execution of bioinformatics activities. More importantly, a 
trained and constantly updated team to assist in planning data generation processes, data analysis and 
extraction/acquisition of new knowledge from Big Data is what will enable Embrapa to be a relevant 
actor in this area of knowledge.

In this context, in 2011, Embrapa’s Multiuser Laboratory of Bioinformatics (LMB) was created to provide 
bioinformatics support to RD&I projects aligned with Embrapa’s strategic objectives. Since its creation, 
the LMB has already contributed in a broad portfolio of projects, within three operating guidelines:

• Access to the computing park, hence its high-performance infrastructure.

• Consulting in the analysis of biological data that require high-performance computing, 
whether due to the volume of data or the complexity of the analyses.

• Training for multiplying skills through courses and other training actions.

The LMB has performed research projects at Embrapa and partner institutions that involve more than 
20 crops and livestock systems studied in more than 50 research projects. An important aspect in 
bioinformatics is that each project is unique, and the LMB team works to meet these demands. This work 
in bioinformatics is based on the following areas: analysis of gene expression, assembly and analysis of 
genomes, identification of molecular markers, analysis of transcriptomes and metagenomes, evolution 
studies, modeling of biological systems, prediction of protein structures and molecular interaction, 
interaction or inhibition of molecules, among other activities.

LMB computational infrastructure to support 
bioinformatics projects applied to agriculture
Bioinformatics projects require a differentiated computational infrastructure, and most of them are very 
difficult or even impossible to carry out using common computational equipment. These requirements 
can be understood considering the computational complexity of the algorithms and the volume of 
biological data analyzed.

 The objective of this session is to present the computational infrastructure used for storage and 
processing of large volumes of data produced by the biotechnology research projects of Embrapa and its 
partner institutions. This infrastructure focuses on making available processing and memory capacity as 
well as storage of large volume of data.

To deal with the various algorithms with high computational complexity in bioinformatics, it is standard 
to use computational clusters of computers for data processing. For those less familiar with the field of 
high-performance computing, a computer cluster is a set of computers connected in a network with a 
central coordination node that work together to solve computational problems. The main advantage 
of a cluster is to provide computing power of tens, hundreds and, in some extreme cases, thousands of 
processing nodes in a transparent way for the user, that is, without the user having to interact and trigger 
data analysis in each of the machines individually. The jobs to be executed in the system are activated 
from a management node that remain in one or more execution queues and are automatically sent to a 
suitable processing node, when available.

With the arrival of multicore computing, each processing node in modern clusters has a few dozen cores; in 
some exceptional situations, each node can reach hundreds of processing cores. Therefore, a very important 
question for processing in bioinformatics is: how much memory should each processing node have? The 
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answer requires careful consideration regarding that as the amount of memory is directly proportional to 
the number of cores in the processing node. In addition, it should be considered that this proportion has 
increased with the development of new biological investigation techniques, which generate significantly 
increasing amounts of data. Thus, until recently, it was recommended that each processing node should 
have 8 Gb of RAM for each available core. With the significant increase in the volume generating biological 
data, this amount was updated, and new processing platforms for bioinformatics activities are being 
developed with 16 Gb of RAM for each available CPU core in the computing node. 

Another relevant issue in biological data processing platforms is related to data storage and preservation. 
Basically, the most significant bottleneck that has to be addressed is the amount of data to be stored. The 
speed of data accessing does not significantly impact the performance of the platforms, as in general, the 
tools and programs executed to perform the analyses will load the data into memory and execute the 
analyses for a significant amount of time. A delay in the initial load does not considerably impact the total 
execution time of the task. However, a restriction on the storage capacity of the computing environment 
will have a wide range of negative occurrences. It is not possible to execute several projects at the same 
time, as they commonly demand a few hundred gigabytes, and can reach a few tens of terabytes for raw 
data storage for some exceptional projects. During the analyses, it is necessary to store intermediate 
data, possibly up to an order of magnitude of the original data size. Therefore, currently the platforms for 
processing biological data commonly use storage systems with capacity of a few petabytes.

The processing environment available today has a cluster with a head node and 14 processing nodes. Of 
these, 13 have 64 cores and 512 Gb of RAM each. There is also a special node that is used to perform jobs 
that require a large amount of memory. This node has 2 Tb of RAM and 160 processing cores. In total, the 
cluster provides 992 processing cores. For managing tasks in the cluster, a queue management system 
is used, initially developed by Sun Microsystems, known as Sun Grid Engine (SGE). For bioinformatics 
analyses, a high performance cluster is specially useful as the analyses, in general, involve multiple 
datasets to be processed in pipelines consisting of multiple stages, enabling the execution of computing 
tasks in parallel on separate machines. Computational analyses with such characteristics are ideal to be 
executed in clusters of computers.

The following data storage servers are available: an SGI Infinite storage with 150 Tb capacity in a RAID 6 
configuration and an IBM DS3412 storage capable of storing 51 Tb in a RAID 5 configuration. In addition 
to primary storage, it is critical to have a backup policy that ensures data security on the platform. Due to 
the volume of data constantly received and generated, the most cost-effective methodology for backup 
involves the use of LTO tapes. Currently, the platform has a tape library available with capacity for 44 
LTO6 drives. As each LTO6 tape provides, on average, 6.25 Tb of data storage, the total library is capable of 
handling up to 275 Tb of online backup.

This type of computational infrastructure is essential for carrying out data analysis of bioinformatics 
research projects in agriculture.

Applications

Bioinformatics and the tambaqui production chain
Embrapa’s first strategic objective is “to develop knowledge and technologies for the adequate 
management and sustainable use of Brazilian biomes.” Historically, Embrapa has always been concerned 
with regional development, actively performing on front lines where scientific or economic risks were 
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discouraging factors for the private sector. This exceptional role played by Embrapa has guaranteed the 
use of the Cerrado biome for agriculture, bringing development and wealth to the region. The North 
region of Brazil has a fish production chain with an annual native fish production of 290 thousand 
tons, according to the 2019 Pisciculture Yearbook, and the main product is tambaqui (Colossoma 
macropomum). To promote the development of this important production chain, among other equally 
relevant objectives, Embrapa, through the BRS Aqua1 project, identified critical points for increasing 
the production that, if properly resolved, would increase the competitiveness and sustainability of the 
tambaqui production chain.

One of the critical points identified by Embrapa in the tambaqui production chain2 was the occurrence 
of crossbreeding between related matrices. Many fish farmers do not know this, but the simple choice of 
matrices for crossbreeding can, if wrongly done, reduce the final weight of fish by 10% to 30%. In other 
words, using the same amount of feed in the food, the producer could lose up to 30% of food conversion. 
In the scientific literature, this phenomenon is known as inbreeding depression, and few fish producers 
are aware of this. To measure the size of the problem, let us observe the case of native fish, which are 
highly appreciated in the North region. As mentioned, in 2019, the production was 290 thousand tons, 
assuming a conservative estimate, as the inbreeding of related matrices may have negatively impacted 
production by at least 30 thousand tons.

In addition to inbreeding depression, the inbreeding between related matrices causes yet another 
harmful phenomenon, scientifically known as lethal alleles. In any population, lethal alleles are rare; 
however, when they occur in homozygosis, they impair embryo development. That is, these alleles cause 
deformities in embryos or abort their development when inherited from both the father and the mother. 
Hence the recommendation to avoid consanguineous pairings. If these alleles are rare in the population 
as a whole, within families carrying these alleles the occurrence of homozygosity is significantly more 
frequent, reaching up to 25%. That is, in consanguineous breeding, up to 25% of embryos can be lost 
or have birth defects. Both inbreeding depression and lethal alleles are critical problems in the fish 
production chain. 

In addition to inbreeding depression and lethal alleles, another critical point is the existence of fertile 
hybrids in the breeding stock. In biology classes, one learns that when two different species interbreed, 
the result is an infertile animal. Unfortunately, this is not always true for fish. For example, the tambaqui 
can crossbreed with the pacu (Piaractus mesopotamicus), and the hybrid is a fertile animal. However, 
many producers crossbreed tambaqui with pacu because the hybrids gain more weight than purebred 
animals and the flavor of the meat is not significantly affected. In the literature, this phenomenon is 
known as “hybrid vigor”, and it is widely used in grain production, for example. The problem occurs when 
hybrids are wrongly chosen to compose the breeding stock. While this choice may seem unlikely at first, 
it occurs because selection is often based on external characteristics, and because of hybrid vigor it is 
not uncommon for a hybrid to be wrongly selected because it weighs more, for example. In this case, as 
the hybrids are fertile, the error of this choice will only be discovered during crossbreeding, when the 
producer observes the natural segregation that entails a great deal of variability in the economic interest 
characteristics, such as slaughter weight. Producers who sell fingerlings for fattening may have their 
credibility affected by selling low quality animals, as the segregation variability greatly affects fattening. 

1 The BRS Aqua project is financed by the BNDES/Funtec Technological Fund, the Fisheries and Aquaculture Secretariat (SAP) of the Ministry 
of Agriculture, Livestock and Supply (MAPA), CNPq, FAPDF and Embrapa. In this part of the BRS Aqua project, the following Units largely 
participated: Embrapa Genetic Resources and Biotechnology, Embrapa Fisheries and Aquaculture and Embrapa Agricultural Informatics.

2 This critical point occurs in all fish production chains where it is not possible to identify the relationship between the matrices.
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Once these problems were identified, Embrapa researchers developed two DNA chips that solve such 
issues in an innovative, efficient and low-cost way. These chips have molecular markers, known as 
single nucleotide polymorphisms, or simply SNPs, that can provide enough information to determine 
the degree of relatedness and purity of the species. In the case of kinship, the markers must have 
considerable variability in the population studied. Mathematically, this means requiring the Minor Allele 
Frequency (MAF) to be close to 0.5. The principle is exactly the same as a paternity test, except that this 
application can identify any degree of kinship to avoid inbreeding, reducing inbreeding depression and 
minimizing the occurrence of lethal alleles. The scientific challenge is to precisely choose such SNPs 
molecular markers. In the case of tambaqui, the lack of a publicly available reference genome was the 
first obstacle to be overcome. This led Embrapa to carry out an internal Tambaqui Genome Project, and 
the LMB was responsible for assembling the Tambaqui Genome. The genome contains approximately 
1.3 billion nucleotides divided into 27 chromosomes (or linkage groups). Once the genome was ready, 
the next step was to select a representative subpopulation of the tambaqui population and then 
sequence the DNA from the pool of that subpopulation. The result of this sequencing was mapped to 
the reference genome, and finally the discovery of SNPs was carried out. Although a minimum coverage 
of 150X was required, more than 2 million SNPs were identified (Ianella et al., 2019). The task of selecting 
96 SNPs to compose the kinship chip took into account the MAF, the spacing within the chromosomes, 
the functional annotation and, finally, the absence of genomic variations in the flanking regions of the 
candidate SNP. As noted, the bioinformatics work was very intense in order to carry out all these tasks, 
which justifies the need for an infrastructure like the LMB. After the validation phase of the SNPs in a 
different population from that used in the previous phase, the validated SNPs were incorporated into the 
chip, which proved to be extremely efficient in determining the degree of relatedness and is currently 
being used in the tambaqui production chain. In other words, the producer already has an innovative tool 
to eliminate inbreeding depression and lethal alleles, thus avoiding silent damage caused by inbreeding.

The DNA chip for purity determination, however, required more complex analyses. This is because it 
was necessary to include in the analysis two more species that crossbreed with tambaqui and produce 
fertile hybrids, namely, the pacu and the caranha (Piaractus brachypomus). As none of these species has 
a reference genome, it was necessary to use the tambaqui genome as a reference. This procedure is 
important because, in addition to intraspecies variations, there are also interspecies variations 
(tambaqui x pacu / tambaqui x caranha), which increases the degree of complexity of the analyses. Even 
at the stage of mapping the reads in the reference genome, the similarity requirement had to be reduced 
due to interspecific differences. Differently from relatedness SNPs, SNPs to measure the purity of the 
species must be “fixed”, that is, they must not show species variation, that is, MAF = 0.

 An example can help to better understand the problem. If at a specific position in the genome there is 
an “A” nucleotide fixed on the tambaqui, and in that same position there is the “C” nucleotide fixed on the 
pacu, then this genome position is a serious candidate to compose the purity chip of species, because, in 
a DNA test, an “A” result would mean “tambaqui” and a “C” would mean pacu. And to further reduce costs, 
genomic markers capable of simultaneously separating the tambaqui from the other two species were 
explored. In the previous example, this would mean that the caranha also had a “C” fixed to that same 
genomic position3. Thus, with a single DNA chip, it is possible to assess the purity of tambaqui in relation 
to the two main species that produce hybrids4. Once again, using allelic frequency, physical spacing in the 
genome and functional annotation, 96 SNPs were selected to compose the chip, and after the validation 

3 SNPs are biallelic markers, which enable separating one species from two others simultaneously. There are triallelic SNPs, but they are very 
rare, and therefore it is not possible to produce a single genotyping chip that separates the three species two by two simultaneously.

4 From what has already been shown, this purity chip does not separate pacu from caranha.
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phase in independent populations, the validated SNPs were incorporated into the purity measurement 
chip. This genomic tool enables us to eliminate all the hybrids that were wrongly chosen to compose the 
breeding stock. 

Economic impact studies carried out by Embrapa, assuming an average production of 150 thousand tons 
of tambaqui, forecast additional gains between US$ 1,8 million and US$ 5,5 million for producers5. Each 
sample analysis for purity and relatedness currently costs US$ 12.00. For a producer with 100 matrices, 
this would be equivalent to an investment of US$ 2,4 thousand. As each matrix has a useful life of three 
years, this amount is amortized over an equal period. These two technologies, named TambaPlus6, have 
already been adopted by producers in five states: Mato Grosso, Tocantins, Roraima, Amazonas and 
Rondônia, and more than 1,500 tests have already been performed. The TambaPlus is so important that 
the technology was selected to compose a select group of technologies that were highlighted at the 47th 
Anniversary of Embrapa7.

Research on the tambaqui production chain will continue. There is still plenty of room to improve fish 
production. In any genetic improvement program, there are two main phases, namely, the Selection and 
the Crossing phase. Tambaqui is still at an earlier stage, known as pre-breeding. The main concern was to 
first avoid inbreeding and the presence of hybrids in the breeding stock.

Bioinformatics in vaccine development: reverse vaccinology
In animal production, the use of vaccines is an effective and low-cost alternative for preventing or 
reducing the severity of diseases that affect livestock. Vaccination contributes to maintaining animal 
health and welfare, increasing the efficiency of food production and reducing the transmission of 
zoonoses. Compared to other forms of control, for instance the use of antibiotics and pesticides, vaccines 
have advantages, such as the non-contamination of the environment and animal products (meat, milk 
and eggs).

Following conventional vaccine development methodology, the pathogen is cultivated in vitro in the 
laboratory and used in its attenuated form (in which it loses the ability to cause disease) or killed to elicit a 
protective immune response in the host. Alternatively, purified components of the pathogen can also be 
used as antigens in the subunit vaccines (Rappuoli; Covacci, 2003).

Although conventional obtained vaccines are among humanity’s most important inventions, which 
comprise a powerful tool in the fight against disease-causing biological agents, not all pathogens can 
be cultivated in vitro and used in the development of vaccines, in its conventional form. In addition, 
conventional methods are quite time-consuming, and it may take five to 15 years to obtain an effective 
vaccine (Vernikos, 2008).

Reverse vaccinology, a methodology first published by Rappuoli (2000), emerged as an alternative 
strategy for the discovery of protective antigens for developing vaccines based on the analysis of the 
target pathogen’s genome. Made possible by large-scale gene sequencing, along with the development 

5 News provided in a video conference entitled TambaPlus®: Genomic tools for the analysis and management of tambaqui matrices for the 
production of fingerlings, available on the Agrotins platform. Available at: https://agrotins.to.gov.br/programacao/tambaplus-ferramentas-
genomicas-para-analise- e-gestao-de-matrizes-de-tambaqui-destinadas-a-produca.html.

 6 Available at: https://www.embrapa.br/busca-de-noticias/-/noticia/46203188/ferramentas-genomicas-ajudarao-a-evitar-cruzamentos-
consanguineos-entre-matrizes-de-tambaqui

7 Available at: https://www.embrapa.br/47-anos/solucoes-tecnologicas-em-destaque?link=47-anos
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of bioinformatics tools, reverse vaccinology uses in silico prediction tools to identify targets (antigens) 
for developing vaccines. Through these tools, genomes, transcriptomes and proteomes are examined 
in silico, predicted proteins are selected based on desirable attributes – which can induce an immune 
response capable of protecting against a given disease, and the targets are then identified. Based on 
them, different types of vaccines can be designed and developed within an interval of 1 to 2 years.

Commercial vaccines obtained through this methodology are already a reality. A vaccine developed against 
invasive meningococcal disease, caused by the bacterium Neisseria meningitidis serogroup B, was released 
for use in Europe in 2014 (Andrews; Pollard, 2014). In this vaccine, the immune response is triggered by 
epitopes – specific sequences of amino acid residues present in the antigen that directly participate in 
the interaction with antibodies, which were identified using bioinformatics tools. Epitopes have been 
considered particularly interesting in vaccine development, as it has been shown that vaccines composed of 
these peptides can optimize or exceed the protection potential induced by the cognate native protein (Kao; 
Hodges, 2009). In contrast to live attenuated vaccines, a vaccine containing a synthetic epitope is not able 
to reverse the virulence of a pathogen (Palatnik-De-Sousa et al., 2018). Furthermore, epitope-based vaccines 
are more specific, do not induce undesirable immune responses, are capable of generating long-lasting 
immunity and are less expensive than conventional vaccines (Ahmad et al., 2016).

In the reverse vaccinology approach, the protein sequences of an organism are analyzed using in silico 
prediction programs. These proteins, however, are mostly predicted from the sequencing of genomes and 
transcriptomes, using bioinformatics tools. This is because large-scale genetic sequencing, made possible by 
new technologies that have dramatically reduced the cost of generating sequences, as well as exponentially 
increasing the number of sequences generated from a sample, has accumulated an unprecedented 
amount of genomic and transcriptomic data. On the other hand, a technological advance that would allow 
a large-scale development of protein sequencing techniques with high sensitivity has not yet taken place. 
Methodological progress for obtaining expressed gene sequences caused the subsequent evolution in 
analysis methodologies. A list of programs can be accessed on the “List of RNA-Seq bioinformatics tools” 
page (Wikipedia, 2020). We will now provide a brief commented description of the methodology applied to 
obtain differentially expressed genes in the salivary gland of the bovine tick (Andreotti et al., 2018). All tools 
cited are obtained through an academic license or government research institution or are freely distributed.

 In order to better understand the host-parasite interaction and identify possible genes and mechanisms 
involved, a study initiated in 2015, funded by Embrapa, generated more than 600 million sequences from 
RNA sequencing (using the RNA-Seq methodology) from larvae, nymphs, salivary gland, intestine and 
ovaries of the cattle tick, Rhipicephalus (Boophilus) microplus (Andreotti et al., 2018).

In addition to the characterization of transcriptomes from different tissues through de novo assembly, 
our research group also identified the differentially expressed genes (DEG) between ticks grown in 
resistant cattle (Nellore), susceptible cattle (Holstein) and crossbred animals with intermediate resistance 
to the parasite (Nellore x Holstein). The analysis of this dataset, using tools that inform the function of 
proteins predicted from DEG and the biological pathways in which they act, brought new discoveries 
about the cattle tick interaction and pointed out potential candidates that can be used as antigens in the 
development of vaccines to control the cattle tick (Giachetto et al., 2020).

The first step in RNA-Seq analysis is to check the quality of the generated sequences. Tools like FastX 
Toolkit (FastX-GitHub, 2020) and FastQC (FastQC-GitHub, 2020) check several parameters, highlighting the 
following:

• Average quality of bases and average quality per sequence. For a good result, the sequence must 
have a “Phred score” greater than 30.
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• GC content (%GC). The percentage of the presence of Guanine and Cytosine nucleotide bases in 
the sequence must be close to the normal distribution, since the very high GC content prevents 
the synthesis and, often, the clustering of sequences during the acquisition and assembly 
processes.

• Number of indeterminate bases (%N). Indeterminate bases make the contingency process 
difficult. They can occur at the beginning of the sequencing, where there is a saturation of 
reagents; in the end, by decreasing the concentration of reagents; or in a region with high %GC, 
which hinders reading the region by the polymerase.

• Presence of adapters. Adapters are short nucleotide sequences used for library preparation and 
sequencing. Its presence impairs contingency, giving rise to chimeric sequences. To eliminate 
them, tools such as Trimmomatic (Bolger et al., 2014) and Trim Galore (TrimGalore-GitHub, 2020) 
are often used.

As we deal with a large number of sequences, a great tool to group and visualize the data obtained in 
the quality analysis (and subsequent steps) is the MultiQC (Ewels et al., 2016), which organizes the results 
obtained in a Web page.

After verifying the quality of the sequences, we proceeded to obtain the transcriptome, through 
sequence-to-sequence comparison and their contingency by similarity. Several tools can be used in this 
step, such as QUAST (Gurevich et al., 2013), which is recommended for the analysis of metagenomes. 
The tool of choice for analyzing this work was the Trinity program (Grabherr et al., 2011). This tool is, in 
fact, a pipeline that brings together, through scripts developed in the programming languages Perl8 and 
Python9, various analysis tools for quality, sequence contingency and statistics to identify DEGs, with the 
differential of being able to identify isoforms (the same as transcribed) of the same gene, resulting from 
alternative splicing. Different tissues can express different isoforms in different amounts. Identifying the 
locally expressed isoform allows to better understand the expression of a particular gene in a particular 
metabolic pathway or tissue. 

Once the transcriptome is obtained, the next step is to verify the quality of the assembly. An initial 
approach is to map the sequences used for assembly back to the transcriptome obtained. In a good 
setup, more than 80% of the sequences map the transcriptome. A second assessment consists of 
identifying and quantifying complete sequences, through similarity analysis against curated databases, 
such as SwissProt or TrEMBL (The UniProt Consortium, 2019), or searching for orthologs present in the 
closest classification of the studied organism, in this case, the arthropods, using the BUSCO software 
(Seppey et al., 2019).

Several factors influence the experimental design of an RNA-Seq assay for the identification of DEGs:

• In the preparation of samples, from extracting total RNA to obtaining libraries for sequencing, 
the batch effect may occur, in which they are included from using different solutions (made on 
different days) to the person who prepares them (Conesa et al., 2016).

• The sequencing depth (the number of generated sequences), which influences the number of 
sequences obtained and, therefore, the quantification of the number of identified DEGs (Conesa 
et al., 2016; Lamarre et al., 2018).

8 Available at https://www.perl.org

9 Available at: https://www.python.org
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• The number of technical replications (how many times the same sample is sequenced), 
which influences the statistical power for detecting DGEs, recommending no less than three 
repetitions (Conesa et al., 2016), although a higher number (about six repeats) can increase the 
representativity of transcriptome sequences (Lamarre et al., 2018). An assay with triplicates is 
commonly accepted, as the increase in replicates implies an increase in assay costs.

• The preparation of a biological repetition. Conesa et al. (2016) point out that biological variability 
is particular to each assay, and although difficult to control, it is important for a study involving 
populations, suggesting that the biological sample be done in triplicate. Lamarre et al. (2018) 
point to the detection of up to 20% of DEGs due to biological variability, which may not justify 
raising the costs of the assay.

The correlation between the samples used in the assay is also an important measure of the quality of the 
assembly and the libraries constructed. The principal component analysis allows visualizing correlations 
between technical and biological replicates, which should preferably form not too distant clusters. 
A discrepancy between samples from the same group may indicate contamination, sample mixture, 
sequencing error or batch effects, which must be considered for discarding that sample. Also important is 
the fact that without a technical triplicate, a biological duplicate must be discarded, impairing the entire 
analysis.

With a good quality transcriptome, the differentially expressed sequences were identified. Trinity 
incorporates several statistical tools for this purpose. In this case, we chose to use RSEM (Li; Dewey, 
2011), which estimates the quantity of each transcript by realigning the sequences of each library (or 
experimental treatment) to the generated transcriptome – a reason for the importance of quality and the 
relationship between replicates - and edgeR (Robinson et al., 2010), a package developed in the statistical 
program R (R Core Team, 2020) and part of the Bioconductor Project (Huber et al., 2015) for the analysis of 
biological data, which performs the pairwise comparison sequences generated between all samples and 
identifies those with differential expression.

The penultimate step is the annotation (or identification) of each differentially expressed sequence, 
through similarity analysis in nucleotide and protein sequence databases, looking for homology to 
already known sequences, and in databases of metabolic pathways that inform in which one the gene 
participates. This is followed by a manual analysis of each result, the bibliographic basis seeking the role 
of such a gene in the development of the tick’s life cycle, and the selection of possible targets for vaccine 
development.

The existence of commercial vaccines available for the control of bovine ticks demonstrates they can act 
effectively in the control of infestations, reducing the application of acaricides. However, the adoption 
of these vaccines has been limited, mainly because they are not effective against all life stages of the 
parasite, in addition to their low efficacy against some regional strains of R. (B.) microplus (Andreotti, 
2006). The results obtained in a test conducted by Embrapa with a regional tick isolate showed an efficacy 
of 46.4% and 49.2%, respectively, for the TickGARD® and GavacTM vaccines (Andreotti, 2006). Thus, 
based on the database described above, our team is currently coordinating a study that foresees the 
identification of candidate immunogenic epitopes for the development of vaccines against cattle ticks, 
using the methodology of reverse vaccinology, based on the predicted proteins of the transcriptomes of 
the parasite. Executing a pipeline containing a series of analysis tools, candidate target genes for vaccine 
production are analyzed for the presence of epitopes that can interact with the bovine immune system 
for the production of antibodies, helping to fight to tick infestation.
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A highly effective vaccine, integrated in cattle tick control strategies, can considerably reduce herd 
infestations and the implications related to the use of acaricides, which include, in addition to cost and 
environmental contamination, a growing concern with food safety, which has increasingly led to the 
consumption of food free of chemical residues, obtained from sustainable production systems. Also, 
by validating the pipeline we are proposing, the LMB will be able to apply the reverse vaccinology 
methodology in the identification of targets for the control of other problems of interest in agriculture.

Bioinformatics tools
As advocated by digital agriculture, to be transformed into useful knowledge, information generated 
from biological experiments must be accessible and, when possible, made available on the Internet. 
Bioinformatics and computational biologists have been dealing with this scenario for more than a decade 
in an environment with adequate infrastructure like the one described above, and have implemented 
software libraries, toolkits, platforms and databases to achieve success in this matter.

Several data analysis tools are used in Embrapa’s LMB, and a search for a data integration solution became 
necessary. Analysis results are carefully stored in a directory structure and reports are generated. Some 
tools generate results in a format already available for the Internet or they can be executed directly 
online. Two tools under development have greatly contributed to the integration of the generated data 
and the transformation of these data into information.

Machado: a genomic data integration framework
In 2017, the PlantAnnot project was started to discover candidate proteins to use in pipelines for the 
development of transgenic plants (Prado et al., 2014; Napier et al., 2019) that are resistant to abiotic 
stresses. It aimed to develop a bioinformatics system applied to the discovery of genes related to 
abiotic stresses in plants, focused on climate change. In this project, a large volume of genomic data 
was extracted from public databases. The extracted dataset corresponds to 53 plant genomes, totaling 
more than 1.8 million genes and more than 2.3 million proteins. These data were used to perform 
computational analyses in order to select 72,000 proteins of interest for the pipelines. One of the project 
goals was to store and make available the data and analyses performed.

To solve this problem, the Machado open-source software was developed. Machado is a genomic data 
integration framework written in Python10 that allows research groups to store genomic data, and also 
offers interfaces for navigation, searches, and visualization. Machado uses the BioPython library (Cock 
et al., 2009) which supports the vast majority of file formats and programs used in bioinformatics. 
In addition, Python has become one of the main programming languages in the data sciences area 
(Millman; Aivazis, 2011), and Machado can also benefit from the tools in this area. This framework uses 
the Chado database schema and therefore should be very intuitive for current developers to adopt or 
execute Machado on existing databases. 

GMOD’s biological relational database schema, Generic Model Organism Database Project11, known 
as Chado (Mungall; Emmert, 2007), is one of the few open-source initiatives that has achieved relative 
success in the community. Many software systems can connect to it, such as Gbrowse (Stein et al., 2002), 
Jbrowse (Skinner et al., 2009) and Apollo (Lee et al., 2013), which are important tools for visualization and 

10 Available at: https://www.python.org

11 Available at: http://www.gmod.org
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annotation of genomes. There are some data integration tools that use Chado as a database schema or 
that can extract data from that schema, but they were developed in programming languages not often 
used in bioinformatics (Kalderimis et al., 2014; Spoor et al., 2019).

Machado has several data loading tools for genomic data and for analysis results from known software in 
the biological environment (BLAST, InterproScan etc.) (Altschul et al., 1990; Quevillon et al., 2005), and its 
web interface contains a powerful search tool that allows users to quickly filter and sort the results.

Within the scope of the PlantAnnot project, a tool called Plant Co-expression Annotation Resource 
was created using Machado to store and make available the data of the project12. This tool is an 
implementation of Machado, which is an example of its usefulness for researchers who need to store and 
make accessible a large volume of genomic data. 

As an example, one of the uses of the Plant Co-expression Annotation Resource is to enable navigation 
through the genome of 53 species of angiosperm plants, which allows visualizing details about genes, 
proteins and RNA through the JBrowse genome browser. This tool is also used to perform keyword 
searches and use filters. The user can then perform simple searches for genes, proteins and RNA, using 
keywords of interest. Furthermore, it can also add more complex filters to the search results, producing 
more specific result lists. For example, a set of proteins with no known function, candidates for the 
creation of transgenic plants resistant to abiotic stresses, such as drought, heat, cold, among others.

Machado is meant to be a modern object-relational framework that uses the latest Python modules to 
produce an effective open-source program for genomic research and can be an engaging project for new 
developers, contributors and users. Thus, we created a corporate account for LMB on GitHub, which we 
believe is the first Embrapa account on this platform13. A demo version of the system was also created14.

Machado will undergo improvement phases for ongoing projects at Embrapa, such as the project “The 
Hologenome of Nelore: Implications for Meat Quality and Food Efficiency” which is focused on genomic 
improvement of cattle, led by Embrapa Southeast Livestock. This project intends to identify molecular 
mechanisms related to meat tenderness, therefore, several data sets that need to be integrated were 
produced, such as genomes, transcriptomes, proteomes, genotyping, among others.

DBGAP: web system for retrieving information on pedigree, phenotypes and genotypes
The development of large-scale genotyping technologies of molecular markers such as the Single 
Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNP) – to estimate the genomic profile of animals – has enabled developing 
genome-wide association studies – GWAS at a genomic scale, as well as the introduction of genomic 
selection technology in genetic improvement programs. Current technologies for generating molecular 
data are capable of genotyping tens to hundreds of thousands of SNP markers, in a single assay for each 
individual, with enormous speed and automation (Caetano, 2009).

On the other hand, this situation implies the need to store an enormous volume of data, not only of 
genotypes, but also the phenotypes and pedigree of an increasing number of animals. Therefore, 
performing the proper storage and extracting useful knowledge from this amount of data is a major 
challenge. Given the volume of data stored, an important matter to consider when developing a 
computational solution is the suitability of database modeling for the desired application, as this will 

12 Available at: https://www.machado.cnptia.embrapa.br/plantannot

13 Available at: https://github.com/lmb-embrapa

14 Available at: https://www.machado.cnptia.embrapa.br/demo_machado
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directly impact the query and writing times in relational database management systems (RDBMS) where 
this information will be stored.

Therefore, in order to provide a solution that would be efficient both in storage and in the integration 
and querying of this high volume of data, the Database of Pedigree, Phenotypes and Genotypes (DBGAP) 
system was developed. The purpose of this system is to integrate the data sent in various formats, so they 
can be analyzed in genetic/genomic evaluation software. The DBGAP was initially developed using a data 
diagram proposed by Higa and Oliveira (2015). This diagram was redesigned in such a way as to allow 
implementing the JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) type. With the implementation of JSON and text 
types in some tables, it was possible to use the Not Only SQL15 (NoSQL) approach to store part of the data, 
streamlining queries that would need to perform joins with other tables.

To develop the system, information technology components were chosen within the philosophy of 
using free software. The database management system chosen was PostgreSQL16, as it is a reliable DBMS, 
widely used in the market. The version control software, GitLab17, hosted at Embrapa, was used. The 
programming language chosen was Java18 and its components of the Java Enterprise Edition (Java EE) 
technology.

Among the Java EE technologies available and used by DBGAP, the Java Server Faces (JSF) framework 
stands out. The architecture of the JSF framework employs the MVC model (Model, View, Controller), 
which separates the presentation and application layers. The application server chosen to host the 
DBGAP system was WildFly19.

The system development project used some concepts from Scrum, which is an agile framework to 
perform complex projects. Scrum combines monitoring and feedback activities, generally through 
quick and daily meetings with the entire team, in order to identify and correct any deficiencies in the 
development process. In addition, the Scrum method is based on fundamentals such as: small teams, 
unknown requirements and short iterations, these are called sprints (Schwaber, 2004).

The DBGAP system has many features implemented and is currently in the process of user’s approval. 
Through its web interface, it is possible to query and import phenotypic, genotypic and pedigree data of 
various animal species. When accessing it, the login page will be displayed (Figure 1):

15 Available at http://nosql-database.org

16 Available at: https://www.postgresql.org

17 Available at: https://gitlab.com

18 Available at: https://www.oracle.com/br/java

19 Available at: http://wildfly.org/downloads

Figure 1. BDPFG20 system login screen.
Available at: http://www.dbGaP.cnptia.embrapa.br
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One of its important features concerns the visualization of animal data (Figure 2). On this screen, the user 
finds various information about the individual, such as individual identifier code, original name, father, 
mother, date of inclusion in the population, population and other information contained in the JSON 
variables related to the type of individual (beef cattle, poultry, etc.). However, it is important that the 
variables of the phenotypes related to the species considered by the system must be previously registered, 
which are imported from the Embrapa Experiments System - SIEXP (Apolinário et al., 2016), where they were 
defined for the species the user will work with in the user group (e.g., beef cattle, poultry, etc.).

Figure 2. Screen showing registered individuals in the system.
Available at: http://www.dbGaP.cnptia.embrapa.br

One can also import data from files with columns separated by tabs (TSV). These files must follow a 
standardized format. After importing the data, the pedigree of an animal listed on the animal view 
page can be viewed. The pedigree window can be expanded to facilitate viewing the animals and their 
relatives. 

The database provides several filters so that the user can check the data that has been uploaded and then 
export it to the format of the evaluation software. Generally, the data are exported in tabular format to 
be analyzed in the R program, as they are extensive tables with measurements of animal characteristics. 
It is also possible to export the data of these animals (phenotypes, pedigree) to files in CSV format and 
operate them in Excel. Existing filters allow queries by population, category, animal name, father’s name, 
mother’s name. Another tool, perhaps the most important in the system, is the one for identification of 
duplicated animals, allowing the user to associate duplicated animals in a single animal.

The DBGAP system is part of a computational solution proposed in other Embrapa projects (MaxiDep and 
MaxiPlat). The goal of these projects was to combine efforts to structure a computing solution (of which 
DBGAP is one of the components) to support routine genetic evaluation of beef cattle breeding programs, 
within the scope of the Embrapa-Geneplus program. This effort included both the development of assets 
to support the organization of data used in genetic evaluations (DBGAP system) and the development of a 
national solution for the resolution of genetic-statistical models (brBlup software).
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A comparison by a search in other software systems with web interface developed by Embrapa Digital 
Agriculture (Vieira, 2012a, 2012b), with functionality to store genotypes and phenotypes and that includes 
basic queries to molecular data (SNPs), shows that a simple query in about 800 animals and 700 thousand 
SNP markers took at least an hour to be processed in the other software systems developed. A similar query 
performed in the DBGAP database takes less than a minute, as using the JSON type fields and text in the 
tables removes part of the necessary normalization of the traditional model, speeding up the searches.

Final considerations
The research reported in this chapter is ongoing and will continue to other stages. Regarding the research 
on tambaqui, with the progress of production in the near future, it will be possible to start the genetic 
improvement itself. The genomic tools presented in this chapter may evolve to assist in the matrix 
selection stage, focused on improving some characteristic of economic interest, like for instance, the 
slaughter weight. In the beef production chain, genomic selection is already a reality, and the results are 
excellent. The same can occur with the fish production chain. With the growing status of fish protein on 
the world menu, perhaps the Amazon region may soon become a major producer and, possibly, even 
an exporter of native fish. There is still a long way to go, but Embrapa has already made a significant 
contribution by showing and opening the way, and bioinformatics plays a fundamental role.

Validating a methodology that includes the identification of antigens through a reverse vaccinology 
pipeline and obtaining a multi-epitope vaccine is underway at Embrapa, with the participation of the 
LMB, which is aimed at controlling the bovine tick. The infestation of cattle herds by this parasite is 
considered today one of the most significant problems in livestock farming in economic terms, affecting 
all countries with tropical and subtropical climates.

In Brazil alone, annual losses due to tick infestation are in the order of US$3.24 billion (Grisi et al., 2014). 
Obtaining an effective vaccine will certainly contribute towards controlling the parasite, reducing the 
application of acaricides, as well as the environmental and economic damage resulting from this practice. 
Moreover, once validated, there are several possible applications of the methodology, including the 
identification of targets for the control of other problems of interest to agriculture involving animal health 
and welfare.

Machado tool will assist other ongoing projects at Embrapa. There is already a program for its use in the 
Genomics Applied to the Optimization of Genetic Improvement Programs for Tropical Forage Species, led 
by Embrapa Cerrados, with a focus on forage plant improvement. This project predicts the sequencing 
of reference genomes for six tropical forage species, with the characterization of broad sets of genomic 
variants, and Machado will probably be used as a basis for the implementation of a portal to access the 
generated genomic data. 

DBGAP database is being structured to allow its use in other data collections, with some specific changes 
for each project.

As shown in the research reported here, bioinformatics has become fundamental and will be even more 
important in the innovation agendas towards the digital transformation of agriculture. The existence of 
multi-user structures is crucial to support research projects that do not have the necessary structure for 
complex analyses, allowing better use of the resources. With bioinformatics relying on the availability of 
a specialist team and adequate infrastructure, the management of the structure that supports research 
projects must be focused on keeping both aspects up to date.
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Introduction
The most conspicuous manifestations of climate change are higher global atmospheric temperatures, 
which are already observed in several regions of the world. The projected climate scenarios for the 
coming decades show increases in the frequency and intensity of extreme events, such as prolonged 
periods of heat and drought, heavy rainfall, floods, and others (Mbow et al., 2019). Food production is 
particularly at risk in tropical, subtropical, and semi-arid regions, such as those in South America, Asia, and 
Africa. Between 1981 and 2010, reductions in the world average productivity were attributed to climate 
change, especially in these regions. Corn, wheat, and soybeans were reported to lose 4.1%, 1.8%, and 
4.5%, respectively (Iizumi; Ramankutty, 2016). Impacts on fruit, vegetable, and animal production are also 
predicted for these same environments.  Climate change not only jeopardizes world food security but also 
reduces food production and availability. Climate affects several biological processes important to the 
growth and development of plants and animals, and changes in these mechanisms can alter growth and 
reproduction rates, as well as nutrient quality and content (Damatta et al., 2010; Lara; Rostagno, 2013). 
Reductions in food supply and quality may impact consumers globally but will especially impact low-
income consumers – up to about 183 million people could go hungry under projected climate change 
scenarios (Mbow et al., 2019).

Responding to current and future climate change scenarios requires two possible and necessary 
approaches, mitigation and adaptation. Applying better agricultural practices and developing more 
adapted and tolerant varieties to this new climate reality are essential and urgent for the sustainable 
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increase of agricultural production in the coming decades. Increased tolerance to high temperatures 
and long periods of water restriction are selection criteria that should be applied in breeding programs 
to develop new cultivars, particularly in the most sensitive phases of the crop development cycle. 
Biotechnology tools such as molecular markers, gene editing, transgenesis, and microbiome, as well 
as more accurate large-scale phenotyping techniques, can and should be employed to accelerate the 
availability of genotypes adapted to specific regional conditions modified by recent climate changes.

A reduction in public funding for breeding programs has been observed worldwide compared to 
private sector companies, despite the undeniable importance of public research in agricultural 
production and food security, especially in medium and long-term scenarios (Alson et al., 2009). 
This decline is accompanied by Intellectual Property (IP) protection practices and increased private 
investments. This change has been observed mainly in seed companies, which went through a series 
of acquisitions and mergers, resulting in greater and concentrated participation in the world market 
and technological domain (Gutiérrez et al., 2014; Ray et al., 2015; OECD, 2018). Until the mid-1990s, 
the participation of national companies, including Embrapa, in the Brazilian soybean and corn seed 
markets was 70% and 30% (Silva et al., 2015). However, with the creation of the Patent (1996) and 
Plant Variety Protection (1997) Laws, biotechnology multinationals massively introduced proprietary 
seeds with biotechnological traits into the Brazilian market (Castro et al., 2006). As they do not invest in 
technological development on the same scale, the share of public companies in the seed market was 
reduced to less than 10% (Silva et al., 2015).

High investments and innovation capacity enable these large multinational companies to continuously 
develop new cultivars with specific genetic modifications through research and development pipelines 
integrating improvement and biotechnology. Traits incorporated include herbicide and pest resistance 
and, more recently, drought tolerance (Eisenstein, 2013; Rippey, 2015). A pipeline is the sequential 
process of research and development phases in which technologies move, broadly speaking, through 
discovery, validation, optimization, and commercial launch. As pipelines work in a continuous flow, at 
any given time, different technologies are in different phases of technological maturation throughout 
their development. Many of these biotechnological traits are also combined in the same cultivar or even 
licensed to competing companies. However, as they almost exclusively develop new biotechnology-
derived crop traits in the countries of origin where their research and development centers are located, 
the maximum performance of these technologies is not achieved in global consumer markets where 
new discoveries are incorporated or adapted to local research and development programs. Therefore, it 
is strategic for the Brazilian agricultural sector, currently responsible for a quarter of the Gross Domestic 
Product (GDP), that public and private national institutions strengthen their scientific and technological 
production to contribute to the national development of appropriate technologies and varieties to our 
demands.

Embrapa is recognized for its remarkable track record in improving agricultural crops, a wide network of 
test sites, and qualified multidisciplinary human resources. In response to current demands, the operation 
of a biotechnology pipeline is emerging in this institution. The objective is to provide new biotechnology 
research in developing varieties adapted to the new and complex conditions imposed by climate 
change. This initiative requires long-term funding, highly coordinated approaches, and cross-disciplinary 
partnerships, including those between public and private companies. Public-private partnerships 
have been successful in discovering, developing, and commercializing biotechnological traits. The 
multinationals Bayer, BASF, Corteva, Syngenta, and their respective public and private partners have 
developed cultivars with increasingly advanced biotechnological traits. In two cases, genes introduced 
by genetic engineering were able to increase corn grain yields by 15% and 120% under intense water 
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stress in a wide range of tested sites (Castiglioni et al., 2008; Nuccio et al., 2015). Cultivars of economically 
important crops generated by gene editing are already entering the North American seed market. In early 
2019, soybean cultivars generated by the transcription activator-like effector nucleases (TALEN) system 
with high oleic acid content were released for commercial use. In addition, in 2019, corn hybrids with 
high amylopectin content generated through CRISPR-Cas9 were in the pre-release phase, with prospects 
of being available in 2020 (Kim; Kim, 2019; Gao et al., 2020). Likewise, improvement of drought resistance 
traits mediated by CRISPR-Cas9 is expected (Shi et al., 2016). In Brazil, similar initiatives to implement 
agricultural biotechnology pipelines are incipient, both in the public and private sectors, especially those 
involving the initial phase of discovering new genes of biotechnological importance.

At the end of 2017, a partnership between Embrapa, UNICAMP, and FAPESP created the Genomics for 
Climate Change Research Center (GCCRC), bringing together the first two institutions in agricultural 
biotechnology. The Center’s mission is to develop biotechnological assets that will increase crop 
drought and heat tolerance over the next 10 years while transferring the developed technologies to 
the productive sector. Biotech assets under development can fit into different intellectual protection 
strategies that balance value and access to technology. These include (but are not limited to) genes, 
alleles, and gene constructs – which can be appropriately developed into traits by third parties – 
microbial inoculants, synthetic microorganism communities, new support technologies such as gene 
expression regulatory methods and elements, and regulatory patent know-how.

The GGCRC is the consolidation and expansion of the Mixed Unit for Research in Genomics Applied 
to Climate Change (UMiP GenClima), a technical-scientific cooperation agreement between Embrapa 
and UNICAMP signed at the end of 2012. Researchers and analysts from both institutions compose the 
GCCRC, where activities follow steps from a pipeline similar to large biotechnology companies, although 
smaller. National and international partners, public and private, contribute to the GCCRC team to achieve 
its mission.

In the digital transformation scenario, information and communication technologies can be integrated 
into biotechnology by adding computational tools in a research pipeline, including sensors and 
cameras for monitoring and data capture. Furthermore, these data will require mathematical models 
and statistical analyses in order to process the large volume of data generated by “omics”. Altogether, 
these approaches will provide research advances for plant genetic improvement. The GCCRC 
contributes to the implementation of digital agriculture in Brazil through biotechnology and molecular 
biology research in its pre-production phase, allowing the development of new biotechnological assets 
for agribusiness. In this chapter, the GCCRC research pipeline will be presented, showing the steps 
involved in generating biotechnology-derived crop traits and illustrating how digital technologies help 
researchers obtain results.

The GCCRC research pipeline
The main research activities of the GCCRC are carried out through a research and development pipeline 
in biotechnology, which spans from the discovery phase to the proof-of-concept phase under field 
conditions (Figure 1). The species chosen as the target of the research work was corn, one of the most 
important agricultural crops in Brazil and in the world, which has a wide availability of genetic and 
genomic resources.
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The research pipeline has five phases. The first three concentrate most of the efforts of our team:

1) Discovery: when new genes and microorganisms are identified and indicated for introduction 
into the pipeline after the analysis of intellectual property and biosafety.

2) Proof of concept: genetic constructs and inoculants are developed, transgenic and edited 
plants are generated, with the first tests under controlled conditions (growth chambers and 
greenhouse), and on a small scale in the field. These are carried out for initial assessment of the 
strategy’s effectiveness.

The subsequent phases are carried out in partnership with other organizations by way of collaboration 
and/or licensing, namely:

3) Breeding and large-scale testing: After discovery and selection, these transgenes, edited 
alleles, and/or inoculants are tested in large-scale field experiments at various locations and at 
different times. Promising events are being assimilated into elite corn strains.

4) Pre-release: development of commercial cultivars containing the technologies.

5) Launch: the technologies developed by the center are launched on the agricultural market.

A dedicated infrastructure was built for the effective operation of the research pipeline. The physical 
structure is composed of a molecular biology laboratory (Figure 2), a plant genetic transformation 
laboratory (Figure 3), a phenotyping laboratory under controlled environment conditions (under 
construction), and a modern greenhouse (Figure 4). The molecular biology laboratory houses all the 
activities of the discovery stage and a large part of the research team (Figure 2). The plant genetic 
transformation laboratory is equipped with a complete infrastructure for corn transformation, which 
includes two growth chambers designed for regeneration and acclimatization of transformed plants 

Figure 1. Genomics for Climate Change Research Center search pipeline phases.
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(Figure 3). A modern greenhouse was built for growing corn dedicated to embryo production (explants 
used in genetic transformation), cultivation of transgenic and edited events from the pipeline, 
generational advancement, introgressions into elite material, inoculant tests, and initial screening 
experiments in controlled environments. This structure has five environments with temperature control, 
LED light supplementation, and a screened nursery to accommodate other species under study. All 
environments have internet access, and environmental conditions are constantly monitored (Figure 4).

Figure 2. Molecular Biology Laboratory. Laboratory entrance (A); meeting room (B); internal view of work benches (C); and office (D).

Figure 3. Laboratory of Genetic Transformation of Plants. External view of the laboratory (A); internal view of the laboratory (B and C); plant regeneration 
room (D); and plant acclimatization room (E).
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Figure 4. Vegetation house. Front view of the greenhouse (A); plants growing in the greenhouse and (C); plants growing with supplemental LED lighting (D); 
exterior night view of the greenhouse (E).
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All pipeline routines and processes are registered in a Laboratory Integrated Management System 
(LIMS), ensuring that information is stored, managed, and tracked correctly, mainly for the purposes 
of intellectual property, biosafety, integrity of data and procedures (registration of activities, routines, 
protocols, reports, related documents, etc.).

Discovery of genes and microorganisms
The discovery phase is based on two fronts which focus on the identification and characterization of 
new (i.e., little or not studied) candidate genes and microorganisms with biotechnological potential 
to promote increased stress tolerance. Both fronts are structured, to a large extent, in multidisciplinary 
approaches for exploring the diversity of agricultural and wild plant species. There is special attention 
given to adaptations for limiting environmental conditions characterized by the incidence of one or more 
stresses. These approaches demand intensive use of bioinformatics and computational tools due to the 
large volume of analysis data produced by genomic technologies and related sciences (trancriptomics, 
metabolomics and metagenomics).

Global climate change, associated with population growth and competition for land will increasingly 
shift food and bioenergy production to marginal environments (Backlund et al., 2008; Ornella et al., 
2012). These environments are characterized by one or more abiotic stresses, such as suboptimal 
levels of temperature (heat or cold) and water availability (drought or flood), unfavorable soil physical 
properties, and very low nutrient availability which impose limitations on productivity (Belaid; Morris, 
1991). Therefore, the challenge posed by global climate change requires developing new adapted and 
more productive agricultural genotypes in stress-prone environments which naturally limit plant growth. 
Thus, understanding the adaptation of plant species to limiting environments and using a series of 
morphological, physiological, biochemical, and molecular changes in response to stresses that negatively 
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affect growth and productivity can contribute to global food and bioenergy production in the next 
decades. Investigating wild species (not only those that are evolutionarily close, but also those distant 
from cultivated species) provides knowledge to guide the development of new genotypes capable of 
thriving in marginal environments (Mccouch et al., 2013). Among these species are the extremophiles and 
those tolerant to desiccation.

Extremophile organisms inhabit severely limiting environments, such as those characterized by extremes 
of temperature, water or nutrient availability and high salinity, stresses that occur alone or simultaneously 
(Oh et al., 2012). In turn, desiccation-tolerant species can survive long and/or severe periods of drought, 
supporting dramatically low levels of relative water content in vegetative tissues (Bartels; Hussain, 2011). 
Data sets and approaches derived from “omics” are a growing resource for the discovery of new genetic 
characters, where biotechnological use can contribute to abiotic stress adaptations. Many of these 
characters are unique to individual species (or a small group of related species) or belong to gene families 
present in many plant species that are functionally diversified through duplication and adaptive selection 
(Gollery et al., 2006; Horan et al., 2008). In such perspective, genes of unknown function represent 20-40% 
of the genes in each new sequenced genome, the majority constituting species-specific differences 
(Gollery et al., 2006, 2007), and are potentially associated with adaptive mechanisms, including stress 
tolerance (Mittler; Blumwald, 2010).

The Velloziaceae family of angiosperms contains the most desiccation tolerant species (approximately 
200 of its 270 species). More than 80% of species in this family occur in South America, where the 
greatest morphological diversity is also found. The largest genus, Vellozia, comprises both tolerant and 
sensitive species to desiccation, offering an excellent model to study the evolution of desiccation and 
drought tolerance characters. V. nivea and V. intermedia, respectively tolerant and desiccation-sensitive 
species, are both drought-tolerant, endemic to Brazilian rupestrian grasslands, and highly adapted to its 
extreme conditions. These environments are characterized by a prolonged dry season, typically between 
late autumn and early spring, high solar radiation, and rocky, shallow soils which are poor in nutrients, 
particularly phosphorus. Unlike most model plant species, which originate from environments where 
nitrogen is the main limiting nutrient, the genus Vellozia evolved in an environment where phosphorus 
is the most limiting nutrient, making it a valuable model for crops grown in tropical soils, where the 
very low availability of this mineral prevails. The group has been exploring V. nivea and V. intermedia 
genomes, transcriptomes and metabolomes, in addition to other species of the same family. The resulting 
knowledge will help to identify genes and pathways underlying the adaptation of these species to their 
limiting environments, generating future agricultural genotypes with increased production capacity in 
marginal environments.

Plant survival under stressful conditions involves a combination of adaptive mechanisms that go beyond 
the unique contribution of their genomes (Rodriguez et al., 2008; Lau; Lennon, 2012). Microorganisms 
associated with plant tissues play a role in the adaptation to biotic and abiotic stresses, and play a key 
role in plant phenotypic plasticity (Woodward et al., 2012; Coleman-Derr; Tringe, 2014). Furthermore, 
recent advances have shown the existence of an unexplored microbial community with a significant 
impact on their hosts (Bulgarelli et al., 2013; Souza et al., 2016). These findings make microbiome research 
an important source of genetic and biological resources for biotechnological use in improving plant 
adaptation to stressful conditions.

Traditionally, research on microorganisms associated with plants is based on culture-dependent 
techniques, which are based on the isolation and cultivation of microorganisms. However, the restricted 
use of these culture methodologies can bias the microbiota sampling, since only microorganisms 
capable of growing in the culture media are recorded. Furthermore, these methodologies do not 
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provide information about the real abundance or real functional contribution of an isolate in its 
original habitat. More recently, large-scale sequencing tools have allowed access to microbial diversity 
in a crop-independent manner, enabling more accurate mapping of the phylogenetic and functional 
microbiota profile associated with plants. However, although sequencing techniques elucidate vital 
issues, the isolation of microorganisms is still necessary for biotechnological applications. Despite being 
complementary, however, both strategies are rarely used together.

Differently from traditional approaches, the microbiome investigation pipeline makes use of dependent 
and independent cultivation techniques concomitantly. The use of genomic investigation tools 
provides information about diversity, colonization patterns and functions performed by the microbiota 
in association with the plant. These data enable us to identify the most efficient microorganisms in 
association with plants that promote plant growth. Based on this information, synthetic microbial 
communities are designed with the collection of isolated microorganisms (Armanhi et al., 2018). Synthetic 
communities are validated in inoculation experiments to assess their ability to increase stress tolerance 
and maintain plant productivity even under unfavorable conditions.

In a complementary and synergistic approach to the exploration of plant species in rupestrian fields, 
this approach has been applied in the pipeline to investigate the strategies by which microorganisms 
contribute to plant survival in the stressful conditions of these habitats. This is based on the assumption 
that microbial communities associated with plant species that evolved in environments historically 
exposed to drought and nutritional scarcity are more likely to promote tolerance to these stresses in the 
plant than microorganisms originating in environments where such resources are not limiting (Rodriguez 
et al., 2008; Redman et al., 2011; Lau; Lennon, 2012). These studies are ongoing and allow mapping the 
composition, abundance, and diversity of bacterial and fungal communities associated with native plants 
adapted to limiting environments; creation of a comprehensive collection of microorganisms associated 
with these species; the investigation of plant and microorganism interactions related to plant growth 
under stressful conditions; and extensive analysis of microbiome genomes (metagenomes, produced 
from DNA directly recovered from samples) in search of stress tolerance gene functions.

The microbiomes associated with Velloziaceae and other species from rupestrian fields had not been 
characterized until recently. A first study carried out by the GCCRC, the Joint Genome Institute (JGI, 
USA) and partners described the identification of great bacterial and fungal diversity and novelty in the 
microbiomes of two endemic Velloziaceae that inhabit soil and rock in rupestrian fields in Serra do Cipó 
(MG) (Camargo et al., 2019). Microbial diversity and abundance in epiphytic (external) and endophytic 
(internal) compartments of roots, stems, leaves and substrates were evaluated by sequencing molecular 
markers. The root and substrate metagenomes of each species were also sequenced. The results compose 
the first microbiome databases associated with endemic Velloziaceae species in rupestrian fields. These 
findings will significantly support the discovery of new microorganisms and, consequently, the potential 
for obtaining new inoculants.

Proof of concept
The proof-of-concept stage ranges from the design of the genetic constructs that will be inserted into corn 
plants for the development of transgenic or edited events, as well as the preparation of microbial inoculants 
for the testing of developed technologies in controlled environments and on a smaller scale, in the field.

After defining the gene constructs containing candidate genes and regulatory sequences, the Vector 
Construction and Genotyping teams build the vectors and begin the recombinant DNA molecule 
validation phase with sequencing and other molecular tools, as shown in Figure 1. Once the validated 
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gene constructs are made available, the Transformation team is called upon to carry out the genetic 
transformation of the target species, corn. The Transformation team performs corn transformation 
using locally optimized protocols and appropriate corn genotypes. The transformation platform is 
designed to routinely transform immature embryos using weekly gene constructs provided by the 
Vector Construction and Genotyping teams. The Transformation team is constantly improving corn 
transformation protocols through established national and international partnerships. Alternatively, 
for strategies based on candidate genes (or their related genes) that are identified in corn, gene editing 
methods are being used to carry out specific modifications. This approach has been used in parallel, 
while aiming to obtain biotechnological assets. Regenerated plants are evaluated for number of copies 
and expression level, and edited plants are evaluated for the presence of the edited allele by means 
of sequencing. Once the genetic transformation or editing is confirmed, the plants are considered 
transgenic and edited events, respectively, and are later transferred to the greenhouse for crossing (or 
self-fertilization) and phenotyping by the Phenotyping team.

Microorganisms with a potential role in plant tolerance to abiotic stresses discovered by the Discovery 
team are organized into synthetic microbial communities. Inoculants with different microorganism 
combinations and microbial communities are prepared and used in experiments, validating their 
effectiveness. This is carried out by the Phenotyping team based on the assessment of their ability to 
promote tolerance to abiotic conditions.

The phenotypic evaluation of plants is one of the most important phases in any cultivar development 
program, as it will define which genotypes will be eliminated and which will proceed to the next steps. 
In biotechnology pipelines, this phase is even more important, especially for characters that tolerate 
abiotic stresses, such as water and heat stress. These are complex features, and are often the effect 
of the transgene, edited allele, and/or inoculant conferring tolerance. These may be significant, but 
difficult to separate from the effect of the plant’s genetic background. In a pipeline where hundreds 
of transgenes, edited alleles, and/or inoculants, and thousands of plants must be evaluated, a fast and 
reliable selection procedure is necessary in order to eliminate unpromising discoveries. The instruments 
conventionally and routinely used in laboratories to assess plant physiological condition are reliable, 
but often require destructive sampling, in addition to only allowing specific assessments. Appropriate 
instruments for continuous and real-time phenotypic assessment allow for a more detailed evaluation 
of plant physiological responses to environmental variables and treatments. They can also provide 
additional information with the potential to improve the understanding of the phenotypic response. 
Several non-invasive and non-destructive technologies have emerged in the field of plant phenotyping 
in recent years, including spectroscopy, fluorescence, thermography, and digital image capture. These 
new technologies are currently being used to increase the quantity, quality and plurality of measured 
characters and allow the distinction of phenotypic effects with the support of modern statistical analyses.

In most biotechnology pipelines, the evaluation of transgenic, edited events and/or microbial inoculants 
is carried out in three stages: a) initial screening in a growth chamber and/or greenhouse; b) detailed 
characterization, in a greenhouse; and c) phenotyping in field assays. Controlled environments, such as 
growth chambers and greenhouses, have a low-cost phenomics platform, which uses sensors and chambers 
to monitor the environments and plant responses to applied treatments. In the initial screening phase, 
the plants are evaluated for their stress resistance to short heat and drought cycles during the vegetative 
stage. Characters are measured in seedling aerial parts and roots according to the expected effect of the 
event or the tested inoculant. In the detailed characterization phase, plants are evaluated throughout 
the development cycle, including the reproductive stage and grain production. Various biometric and 
physiological assessments are performed at different developmental stages, and promising events are 
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assessed for copy number, expression levels, protein and metabolomic profiles, among others, in order to 
characterize and understand the effect of the gene/construction and microorganisms applied in the plant.

The low-cost phenomics platform developed at the Center has sensors and cameras that continuously 
monitor the plants’ phenotypic response in real time (Armanhi, 2018). Raspberry Pi and Arduino 
microcontrollers automatically control sensor readings that monitor the environment (light intensity, 
relative air humidity, and temperature) and individual plant response (leaf temperature, substrate 
moisture, and water loss from the pot-plant system). In addition, other parameters can be indirectly 
obtained, such as the vapor pressure deficit (VPD), a parameter that indicates the plant’s propensity to 
lose water to the environment, and evapotranspiration through loss of water from the pot-plant system. 
The recorded data is statistically processed, stored, and sent to a local server. An internally developed 
website allows the graphical visualization of all mentioned parameters in real time.

Microcomputers also automatically control photographic cameras, which record the plants at different 
angles, at the desired frequency, and send the images to the local server. The entire time image series is 
accessed remotely, which is used for biometric assessments through available image analysis software. 
The images can also be used to construct time-lapse image videos, useful in visualizing the continuous 
response over time, in addition to the observation of small variations throughout the day, such as the 
expansion and rolling movement of the leaves in response to variations in light intensity and ambient 
temperature, for example.

Figure 5 illustrates some aspects of the phenomics platform installed in the greenhouse. Scales are 
used to monitor vessel weight throughout the experiment (Figure 5A). Before the beginning of each 
experiment, a calibration of the scales is carried out to verify its functioning and the quality of the 
measurements. A camera is installed to record plant growth in real time (Figure 5B). Cameras and sensors 
installed in the plants, in the pot and in the environment constantly monitor the weight of the pot-plant 
system, soil/substrate moisture, leaf temperature, in addition to temperature, relative humidity and 
ambient light intensity (Figure 5C).

Figure 5. Some aspects of the phenomics platform installed in the greenhouse. Scales and sensors installed for continuous monitoring of the weight of 
the pot-plant system and soil/substrate moisture (A); camera installed to continuously record plant growth (B); corn plants monitored continuously in the 
experiments carried out (C).
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After the evaluation phases in controlled environments, promising events and inoculants are selected 
based on increased resistance to drought and heat stresses (e.g., higher growth rate, lower leaf 
temperature, lower water loss, higher photosynthetic efficiency, among others) compared to control 
plants. These are subsequently moved on to the field evaluation phase.

In the field phenotyping phase, the tested events are evaluated in experiments with water restriction, 
in the reproductive phase, in at least three environments and two different times. Agronomic characters 
and grain production are evaluated. Events that demonstrate superiority over controls, in more than 
one location and time, are selected and proceed to the next steps in the pipeline, where building 
optimizations, elite germplasm introgression, and large-scale testing are performed.
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Enhancement, large-scale testing, pre-release and release
The research pipeline stages after the proof of concept are carried out in partnership with public and 
private institutions that show interest in advancing the technologies for later commercialization.

After the proof-of-concept phase when compared to control treatments, transgene, edited allele, and/
or microbial inoculant showing superior field effect on drought and heat tolerance, can be explored 
in product development pipelines. Edited genes and alleles can be incorporated into improvement 
programs as an additional source of variability for tolerance to abiotic stresses. Large-scale tests in 
various locations and years should be carried out as part of the routine for selecting superior genotypes 
in improvement programs. These may indicate the potential for gains that the introduction of the edited 
gene or allele could generate in new cultivars. The team works together with partners to ensure an 
optimal evaluation of the events developed by the center, following all the required biosafety standards.

Similarly, microbial inoculants that present superior performance in field tests in the proof of concept 
phase should be investigated in extended tests, mainly to evaluate the effects of genotype x inoculant 
interaction and performance in different locations and seasons. In addition to agronomic efficacy, the 
development process of a commercial inoculant involves a series of tests aimed at identifying the best 
formulation. The dose to be applied, the application and storage conditions, and others follow the 
recommendations of the Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock and Supply (MAPA).

The innovation team will develop actions for: a) collaboration and prospecting for partnerships; b) 
technology assessment; c) mapping and monitoring of potential markets for our technologies. All 
these activities are incorporated into the Strategic Plan, which works as a guideline for the pipeline and 
composes the technology showcase. At this point, establishing partnerships with private companies can 
provide information and demands to guide the development of applicable technological solutions, in 
alignment with market demands, and facilitate the transfer in future businesses.

Technology transfer must consider the design of new commercial models, which justify exploring new 
varieties of market technologies and/or cultural hybrids. Since the objective is the advancement of 
technologies to the proof-of-concept phase, some of these models may consider licenses and commercial 
benefits contemplating investments made by a licensee in regulatory and administration processes, and 
product development.

Final considerations
The GCCRC has corn crop as a research target, but the developed technologies could potentially 
be transferred to other agricultural crops. The GCCRC has built a modern infrastructure to meet the 
pipeline’s demands, with new greenhouses and laboratories for plant transformation, molecular biology, 
bioinformatics, and phenotyping. The latter, particularly, has technology that incorporates several 
low-cost, high-precision sensors, and information systems developed locally for the collection of large 
numbers of phenotypic data in real time. The first scientific and technological results are already being 
achieved. Unexplored genes and sometimes of unknown function, associated with responses to abiotic 
stresses, were discovered, and the first ones are in the proof-of-concept phase in corn and in field tests 
in sugarcane. The team already masters the technology of gene editing in corn, and edited plants are 
continuously generated. Synthetic microbial communities composed of beneficial microorganisms 
that increase corn yield under stressful conditions have been discovered and tested under controlled 
conditions and in the field. Recent efforts in the sequencing and assembly of genomes and microbiomes 
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of plants in rupestrian fields open a new path to be explored, in search of new genes and microorganisms 
adapted to water and nutritionally limiting environments. Following the pipeline rationale, new genes 
and microorganisms are continually being discovered and tested.

The research carried out within the GCCRC leverages the digital transformation in agriculture, thus 
promoting the development of new cultivars with genetic modifications that incorporate tolerance to 
drought and other stresses, thus contributing to the country’s ability to sustainably grow and saving 
natural resources.
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Introduction
There are several challenges facing digital transformation of agriculture, and according to Simões et al. 
(2017, p. 52),

[...] implementing an adapted and less expensive digital agriculture model using national technology 
could be the great revolution in the field, as small farmers and large grain producers search for innovation, 
thus making their crops more efficient and sustainable. 

The concept of open innovation reflects the collaboration scenario, which is important to operate in a 
context as dynamic as that of digital innovation (Chesborough et al., 2003), in which knowledge, experience 
and capabilities are dispersed among various organizations. Gomes et al. (2018) consider the perspective of 
joint value creation and innovation in an ecosystem, with cooperation and competition processes.

The work of Teixeira et al. (2017) highlights that acting in innovation ecosystems involves reciprocity 
between public and private actors (from corporations to technological startups), organizations that 
support the creation of enterprises (such as incubators, business accelerators, associations, coworkings, 
hubs innovation), investors, services such as the Brazilian Micro and Small Business Support Service 
(SEBRAE) and entrepreneurship support organizations such as Endeavor.

The “ecosystem” concept was developed in the 1930s with the intention of creating a clearer and simpler 
nomenclature for biological systems in the field of ecology (Golley, 1991), and was later used in other 
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study areas. Bambini and Bonacelli (2019) highlight other uses of the term “ecosystem” in the social 
sciences, referring to the entrepreneurial environment. Some approaches emphasize the entrepreneurial 
ecosystem developed around large universities (Fetters et al., 2010), while others emphasize the role 
of entrepreneurs in influencing their ecosystem (Feld, 2012). Malecki’s (2018) approach considers that 
the entrepreneur is a central actor in an innovation ecosystem, always integrated with other equally 
important organizations and institutions, with a role of interdependence and complementarity.

One of the origins of the innovation ecosystem concept is precisely the systemic approach to innovation 
(Suominen et al., 2019), developed in the early 1990s by authors such as Lundvall (1992) and Nelson 
(1993), who consider that innovation is the result of relationships established between various actors to 
produce, disseminate and implement new knowledge, economically useful, within a nation.

The innovation systems approach quickly spread in the academic environment, as well as in regional 
and sectoral perspectives (Edquist, 2006). The focus of sectoral innovation systems considers the 
specificities of each economic sector in relation to innovation processes, based on their sources of 
scientific knowledge and technological opportunities, the research fields involved, actors, relationships, 
performance of institutions and policies, market, and others (Malerba, 2006).

The analysis of innovative processes in agriculture has been developed with a systemic focus and, more 
recently, also under the innovation ecosystem approach, according to Pigford et al. (2018). The difference 
of this approach is that the ecosystem actors interact with each other and with the ecosystem as a whole, 
creating a value that would not be generated without the relationships and complementarity of the other 
actors involved. The ecosystem concept is associated with a shared environment of evolution for the 
creation of value and innovation, with different roles and competences, marked by the sharing and mutual 
strengthening of the dynamic capabilities of the participating actors (Teece, 2009; Suominen et al., 2019).

There are several categories of actors involved in agricultural innovation, namely: a) agricultural 
producers; b) education and training system; c) agricultural research system; d) research and innovation 
agencies; e) credit agencies; f ) rural extension and technical assistance system; g) companies supplying 
inputs, equipment and services; h) producer and business organizations; i) agroprocessors; j) exporters; 
k) government institutions; and l) end consumers (Rajalahti, 2012). Also part of the “enterprise generation 
mechanisms’’, such as business incubators, accelerators, coworkings and open laboratories (Audy; Piqué, 
2016), and, with a central role are the agricultural technology-based startups, called agtechs, agritechs or 
agrifoodtechs (AgFunder, 2020). It is understood that agtechs have more agility, knowledge and audacity 
so that the new technologies reach the field, as they have a more agile and disruptive modus operandi 
and mentality (Cook, 2020).

In this new innovative context, Embrapa Digital Agriculture, a research unit of the Brazilian Agricultural 
Research Corporation (Embrapa) that works in digital technologies, has been contacted by companies 
from different segments, with emphasis on information technology, bank insurance, communication 
technologies, investors and accelerators, and also by Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs). 
Researchers at Embrapa Digital Agriculture have offered technical mentoring in several startup 
development programs, strengthening companies and the sector’s human capital.

This chapter reports the performance of Embrapa Digital Agriculture in terms of strengthening the 
Brazilian agricultural innovation ecosystem. The next section describes the Brazilian contextual 
characteristics and the actions developed by Embrapa nationwide. Section 3 details initiatives developed 
in the state of São Paulo, considering the type of actor involved and the type of relationship established. 
Section 4 describes the AgroAPI initiative, an example of an innovative public-private partnership model 
for digital agriculture. At the end of the chapter, the final remarks are presented.
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Embrapa’s performance record in 
agricultural innovation ecosystems

Agricultural innovation ecosystem in Brazil: 
actors, resources and regional differences
Economic geography is a field that seeks to understand dynamics and competitiveness, analyzing the 
spatial agglomeration of economic activity as a source of growing benefits. Feldman and Kogler (2010) 
point out that innovation is geographically concentrated, with differences between locations depending 
on their innovation capacities and configuration, defined by historical, cumulative and evolutionary 
processes developed over time. The evolutionary perspective1 of economic geography also considers the 
influence of historical events, whether close or remote, random or not, on the trajectory and results of 
economic changes that occur over time (Davi, 1985; Arthur, 1994). 

Sotarauta’s (2004) work analyzes the capabilities of each region to use and create resources, developing 
a strategic regional development model based on dynamic capabilities, a concept originally established 
by Teece et al. (1997) to understand the process of acquisition of new competitive advantages y the firm, 
inserted in fast-changing environments.

Agricultural technology-based startups (agtechs) play a central role in offering and disseminating 
technologies and innovations to producers, using new business models, and in interacting with 
educational institutions, research centers, investors, large corporations and other innovation support 
organizations.

Bambini and Bonacelli (2019) identified several Brazilian organizations that have a relevant role in 
agricultural innovation with national capillarity: Brazilian Micro and Small Business Support Service 
(SEBRAE); SENAI-SESI-IEL System, formed by the National Service for Industrial Training (SENAI), the Social 
Service of Industry (SESI) and the Euvaldo Lodi Institute (IEL); Federal Institutes of Education, Science and 
Technology; Research Centers of the Brazilian Agricultural Research Corporation (Embrapa), with strong 
regional influence; National Service for Rural Learning; and the Public Rural Extension Network, linked to 
state governments and present throughout Brazil.

Oliveira Junior et al. (2019) highlight that both technology-based entrepreneurship and innovation 
environments and leading Brazilian universities are located in the Southeast and South regions of the 
country, which are more industrialized and account for about 75% of the Brazilian Gross Domestic 
Product (GDP). Table 1 corroborates this information, based on the analysis of recent reports on the 
distribution of innovation environments, such as technology parks, and mechanisms for generating 
enterprises, as defined by Audy and Piqué (2016).

Table 2 presents the main cities that concentrate agtechs in Brazil, totaling 55% agtechs. The São Paulo 
cities listed represent 36.4% of the agtechs mapped. This concentration corresponds to the new dynamic 
region of the state of São Paulo, identified by Marighetti and Sposito (2009). The state of São Paulo 
concentrates 58% of startups mapped by Dias et al (2019).

1 Evolutionary economics, developed in the 1980s based on the seminal works of Nelson and Winter (1977, 1982), was adopted by economic 
geography to better understand the geography of technical progress; the dynamics of competitive advantage; economic restructuring; and 
economic growth, according to Boschma and Martin (2010).
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Table 1. Percentage of technology parks, mechanisms for generating new 
enterprises and agtechs in the Brazilian regions.

Region
Technology 

park
(%) 

Incubator
(%)

Accelerator
(%)

Agtech
(%)

Midwest 9.7 10.7 6.9 6.5

Northeast 8.7 16.8 12.0 3.4

North 5.8 8.5 1.7 1.1

Southeast 39.9 36.4 57.0 66.0

South 35.9 27.6 22.4 23.0

Source: Brasil (2019), Dias et al. (2019) and National Association of Entities 
Promoting Innovative Enterprises (2019).

Table 2. Main Brazilian cities where agtechs are located.

City Number 
of agtechs State

Participation 
percentage 

(%)

Accumulated 
percentage 

(%)

1 São Paulo 262 SP 23.3 23.3

2 Piracicaba 41 SP 3.6 26.9

3 Campinas 38 SP 3.4 30.3

4 Ribeirão Preto 37 SP 3.3 33.6

5 Curitiba 36 PR 3.2 36.8

6 Rio de Janeiro 35 RJ 3.1 39.9

7 Porto Alegre 29 RS 2.6 42.5

8 Belo Horizonte 24 MG 2.1 44.6

9 Florianópolis 21 SC 1.9 46.5

10 Uberlândia 19 MG 1.7 48.2

11 Goiânia 17 GO 1.5 49.7

12 São José Dos Campos 17 SP 1.5 51.2

13 Londrina 15 PR 1.3 52.5

14 Campo Grande 14 MS 1.2 53.8

15 São Carlos 14 SP 1.2 55.0

Source: Dias et al. (2019).

In terms of resources and innovation 
capabilities, the regions of Campinas, São José 
dos Campos, São Carlos and Ribeirão Preto 
stand out as development hubs related to 
Information and Communication Technologies 
(ICT) and Telecommunications. In relation to 
agrarian sciences, a recent study identified 
154 Research and Education organizations of 
the state of São Paulo operating in this area, 
including agricultural Research Center (50%), 
public colleges (30%), technology colleges 
(15%) and private colleges (7%), with 30% of 
these institutions concentrated in the cities of 
Campinas, Piracicaba and São Paulo (Firetti 
et al., 2016).

The city of São Paulo concentrates 23% of 
agtechs. Even though it is a large urban metropolis, the concentration of agrarian technology-based 
startups is justified by the resources and innovation capabilities offered by the state capital, considered 

the largest center of innovation 
and entrepreneurship in Latin 
America. The culture of startups 
and entrepreneurship in the 
capital is rapidly emerging, 
according to Oliveira Júnior et al. 
(2019). A 2019 startup ecosystems 
ranking (StartupBlink, 2019) 
classified the city of São Paulo 
as the 23rd startup ecosystem in 
the world, the only one in Latin 
America ranked in the list of the 
25 most relevant ecosystems, 
taking into consideration the 
number of startups, quality 
ecosystem and business 
environment. Table 3 presents 
an international classification of 
entrepreneurial ecosystems based 
on the survey by StartupBlink 
(2019). 

The United States is emphasized 
in this ranking with several 
relevant ecosystems. The country 
is an important agricultural 
producer, and the sector 
aggregates more than two 
million companies, generating 
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significant income and around 11% of the country’s jobs (Australian Trade 
and Investment Commission, 2018). The Land Grant Colleges had the role 
of working with communities, developing new agricultural technologies 
with experimental stations and rural extension services. Lyons et al. (2018) 
consider that the transfer of technologies generated in universities and 
the sharing of resources, such as extension services and experimental 
stations, can contribute to develop the opportunities identified with agtech 
entrepreneurs, in addition to supporting the capture of investments.

The United States is responsible for 35% of the volume of venture capital 
for the agtech sector, according to AgFunder (2020). The Austrade report 
(Australian Trade and Investment Commission, 2018) highlights the following 
American states as important agtech clusters: California, North Carolina, 
Missouri, Colorado, and Illinois. The document also mentions emerging 
clusters: Minnesota, Indiana, and Wisconsin.

It is worth noting, in California, the ecosystem of Salinas, a city located in 
Monterey County, on the central coast of the state, approximately 100 km 
from Silicon Valley. The city acts as an important economic hub in the region, 
which has a relevant agricultural industry both in terms of production (with 
horticulture, production of strawberries and wines) as well as the presence 
of large agricultural production enterprises (Myrick; Deloffre, 2017). The 
resources established in the locality to support this project were: a) startup acceleration program; 
b) a business incubator, with work and collaboration spaces, as well as research initiatives applied to real 
cases; c) programs to encourage young entrepreneurs; and d) partnerships between secondary schools in 
the region to strengthen the training of young people.

Another prominent country in agricultural innovation is the United Kingdom, which ranks fourth in 
risk investments in agtechs, according to AgFunder (2020). The British innovation ecosystem attracts 
many entrepreneurs and investors and accounts for 45% of European venture investment in the agtech 
sector (AgFunder, 2019). Another important region in terms of agtech venture investment is Israel, the 
5th country in terms of invested resources (AgFunder, 2020). Known as the “startup nation”, Israel is a 
global innovation center with a culture based on interdisciplinary capabilities, technological skills and 
entrepreneurial spirit (Israel Innovation Authority, 2019).

Brazil has attracted the interest of investors and fostered its agricultural innovation ecosystem, based on 
the actions of several actors. As identified in the study by Dias et al. (2019), Brazil has 1125 agtech startups 
headquartered in its territory. Operating in various technological areas, startups play an important role in 
disseminating new technologies to agricultural producers, especially new digital tools.

Relationships established by Embrapa with ecosystem actors
Focusing on open innovation, Embrapa’s innovation model seeks partnerships for the different stages 
of creating technological assets. In all types of partnerships, those carried out with agtechs, technology 
companies applied to agriculture at the initial or medium stage of maturity, have gained increasing 
prominence. The agtech ecosystem is considered fundamentally important, as it uses new operating 
concepts that have contributed to developing technological solutions capable of increasing the 
sustainability and competitiveness of Brazilian agribusiness, such as agile management; lean startup; 
gamification; self-managing teams; and others.

Table 3. Startup Ecosystem 
Ranking in the year of 2019.

Ranking Country

1 United States

2 United Kingdom

3 Canada

4 Israel 

5 Australia 

6 Netherlands

7 Sweden

8 Switzerland

9 Germany

10 Spain

Source: StartupBlink (2019).
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In several agricultural chains, the interaction between actors from science and technology institutions 
(STI), private companies, rural producers and consumers is still incipient, therefore each link operates 
individually. Ideally, each part could interact with the others, so that rural producers and consumers 
present their needs to the ICTs, related to technological research, and to private companies, in relation to 
its capacity to complement the development of solutions and the process of making them available to 
the producer and/or consumer market.

Thus, it is noticeable that the Brazilian innovation and entrepreneurship environment has changed rapidly 
in recent years, especially the strengthening of joint initiatives between private companies, startups, 
development agencies and risk fund managers (Venture Capital). When it comes to entrepreneurship and 
rapid growth of technology-intensive companies, Silicon Valley, California (USA), is the reference, and one 
of the key points in this process is the existence of financing sources for venture capital. The allocation of 
financial resources of this nature – venture capital – is essential for these companies to have the financial 
conditions to operate in the early stages of their innovation and development process.

The approach of entrepreneurs and research centers is enhanced with the inclusion of the financial link in 
the process of building innovative companies. Therefore, Embrapa interacts with Venture Capital companies 
in the agribusiness startup segment (AgriTechs), such as Cedro Capital, SP Ventures and NTagro, so that 
companies with Embrapa technology receive financial resources to accelerate their business.

One of the ways to expand this interaction and promote innovation ecosystems can be through actions 
aimed at the development and strengthening of startups. Some of the actions with the greatest impact 
are the innovation challenges, such as hackathons, demodays, business rounds, matchmaking events 
and bootcamps.

Interacting with different sources of knowledge is a fundamental condition for a company to innovate 
and incorporate new solutions. This movement in favor of innovation, exploring disruptive technologies, 
was also intensively supported at Embrapa, which has actively followed the initiatives developed by its 
Decentralized Units (UDs) and by its partners.

Some of the possibilities that Embrapa has accessed external knowledge and created new partnerships to 
implement its open innovation model, are the initiatives presented in Table 4.

During the events presented above, startups received mentoring from experts in agribusiness, 
technology and business; had opportunities to present their ideas to representatives of the production 
sector and investors, receiving feedback on their strengths and weaknesses; participated in awards and 
matchmaking actions with large companies in the production sector, innovation hubs, accelerators and 
seed and venture capital investors.

As a result, Embrapa and key companies in the agricultural sector had opportunities for growth, and 
contributed to increase the effect of technologies generated by institutions in the agricultural research 
sector, co-developed, adopted or in phase of adoption by the private companies installed in the country. 
In each innovation initiative, Embrapa established cooperation agreements for the development of 
technological solutions and assets, catalyzing open innovation and getting financial returns for the federal 
government, through royalty payments or profit sharing in the commercialization of the solutions created.

The open innovation actions undertaken by Embrapa supported the consolidation of the Brazilian 
agricultural innovation ecosystem through the interaction between companies, universities, agricultural 
research institutes and the productive sector, through the presentation of new technological solutions 
for the promotion of technology-based entrepreneurship in agriculture. In addition, in its 2019–2023 
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Table 4. Embrapa’s open innovation initiatives.

Event Objective

Avança Café Avança Café is a pre-acceleration program for startups that aims to encourage the development of technological 
solutions for the coffee sector.

Caminho Startups 
Seminar 

Seminar to discuss opportunities and challenges for startups in São Carlos, with the presentation of startups linked 
to Embrapa Instrumentation to the companies AgroRobótica and Fine Instrument Technology (FIT).

Soja Open Innovation
Open Innovation Soybean is a public call for the selection of startups interested in developing open innovation 
projects having Embrapa Soybean as a technical partner for the development or improvement of solutions in areas 
that adhere to priority research lines indicated in the guidelines of the call.

TechStart AgroDigital
TechStart Agro Digital is an acceleration program created by Embrapa Digital Agriculture and Venture Hub®, with 
support from the National Association of Entities Promoting Innovative Enterprises (Anprotec), to help startups, 
large companies and institutions to accelerate businesses and technologies for the agribusiness.

Ideas for Farm Ideas for Farm is an innovation challenge that seeks technological solutions for Brazilian agribusiness, focusing on 
the Mid-North region of Brazil.

Pitch Deck AgTechs
The Pitch Deck refers to a quick and visual presentation used to attract the attention of investors and show the pu-
blic the main differentials in the food, environment, waste management, pest control, phenotyping and livestock 
solutions segment.

Ideas for Milk

Ideas for Milk is a startup challenge that creates opportunities for young entrepreneurs to validate and present 
their ideas and solutions, connecting investments from large corporations that value innovation and that boost 
incorporating digital technology into the world of milk. The objective is to increase the level of innovation in 
the milk chain, increasing efficiency from the farm to the relationship with the final consumer, with respect for 
animals, the environment and society in general.

Vacathon It is a hackathon whose objective is to debate ideas for the development of software and hardware aimed at 
solving problems in the milk production chain.

InovaPork
InovaPork is the first challenge of ideas in pig farming. The objective is to foster meaningful innovation in pig 
farming and attract innovative individuals with ideas at any stage of maturity, helping them to become businesses 
and solutions for the swine production chain.

InovaAvi
InovaAvi is the first ideas challenge in poultry farming. The proposal is to foster meaningful innovation in poultry 
farming and attract innovative individuals with ideas at any stage of maturity, helping them to become businesses 
and solutions in the poultry production chain.

Camp de EcoInovação 
Agrotech

It is a challenge of ideas/startups focused on eco-innovation, promoted by the UN Environment, SEBRAE and 
Embrapa, which seek eco-innovative solutions for agribusiness. In the first edition, the challenge was for the grain 
chain; for the next edition, the theme will be “food waste”. 

Gado de Corte 4.0
The Beef Cattle Event 4.0 was an innovative action for the beef cattle chain in Brazil. Based on real demands 
identified together with companies in the chain, it promoted a call for proposals, open to startups and Science and 
Technology Institutes interested in working for the chain.

Pontes para Inovação
Pontes para Inovação is a public call developed in partnership between Embrapa and Cedro Capital, which aims to 
connect agritechs with investors, partners and customers, in order to allow them to have access to resources that 
could accelerate their business.

Hackathon Embrapa

The National academic Hackathon Embrapa is a contest for the participation of teams of students and graduates, 
with the objective of choosing the best technological solutions in the development of mobile applications, 
hardware solutions, Internet of Things (IoT) solutions, educational pieces or games, with a focus on technological 
innovation of agricultural interest.

Continue...
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Event Objective

Agritech Semiárido
It is an innovation challenge conducted in order to promote the development of innovative solutions through 
startups for agribusiness problems facing the Brazilian semiarid region, promoting mentoring with experts in 
agriculture, technology and business and enabling the connection with the production sector.

Inova AgroBrasília

Inova AgroBrasília is the first challenge of technological solutions carried out by the Department of Agriculture 
of the Federal District (DF), Emater-DF, Embrapa, AgroBrasília and Coopa-DF. Its objective is to attract business 
men, academics or entrepreneurs with innovative ideas at any stage of maturity and collaborate for these ideas to 
become businesses with the potential to solve problems experienced by the sector.

InoveAqua

The purpose of InoveAqua is to provide a favorable environment for transferring knowledge to university students, 
to the community and to the professionals in the areas that are related to the many segments of the aquaculture 
chain. It aims to develop skills and promote innovations for the development of Brazilian aquaculture, contributing 
to increase the production and provide enhanced competitiveness, sustainability and innovation in the production 
chain.

Horta & Escola

The purpose of this contest is to promote a competition between elementary, secondary and technical education 
students from schools in the Federal District and surrounding cities of the state of Goias, inspiring them to work as 
a team and to create businesses, processes, products, services and innovative solutions, with social and economic 
impact. Therefore, it seeks to promote the practice of innovation and the dissemination of an entrepreneurial 
culture.

Source: Embrapa (2020). 

Table 4. Continuation.

business plan, Embrapa continues to prioritize the goal of implementing 25 innovation initiatives, nine of 
which have already been carried out in 2019.

It is noteworthy that the actions carried out by Embrapa were recognized within the federal government, 
with led to the inclusion of an Embrapa representative in the National Committee of Support Initiatives 
for Startups, created by Decree No. 10,122/2019, to articulate the Executive Power actions for innovative 
startups.

Relationships of Embrapa Digital Agriculture 
with the innovation ecosystem
Embrapa Digital Agriculture, one of Embrapa’s Decentralized Unit, has the mission of enabling research, 
development and innovation solutions in digital agriculture, which has been heavily demanded in the 
last five years by various actors in the agricultural innovation ecosystem. Thus, in order to disseminate 
and potentialize its research, development and innovation initiatives in the production sector, this 
Research Unit has traditionally established collaborative research contracts with educational and research 
institutions and private companies. Figure 1 presents two graphs with the percentage of agreements, 
licensing and non-disclosure terms with public and private institutions over the last five years. Forty four 
technical cooperation agreements were signed with public institutions and 28 software licenses were 
granted, in particular the Ainfo software for library management. With a greater insertion of Embrapa 
Digital Agriculture in the innovation ecosystem, through different initiatives such as hackathons, 
participation in innovation programs, organization of workshops and fairs, among others, and 
consequently larger exposure of its research lines, there was an increase of private companies’ interest in 
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partnerships. Negotiations with private institutions are usually preceded by Confidentiality Contracts or 
Non-Disclosure Agreement (NDA). Over the past few years, 22 NDAs were signed, many of which led to an 
Agreement, totaling 23 at the beginning of 2020.

As shown in Figure 2, the number of agreements, NDAs and software licensing has increased over the 
past few years as a result of the Unit’s insertion into the innovation ecosystem. As 2020 could not be 
fully accounted for, it was not included in the graph shown in Figure 2. However, until May 2020, six 
cooperation agreements, five NDAs and one software licensing were signed.

Embrapa Digital Agriculture has established partnerships with institutions throughout the national 
territory, with emphasis on the Southeast and Midwest regions, as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 2. Legal instruments signed by Embrapa Digital Agriculture from 2014 to 2019.

Figure 1. Percentage of legal instruments signed between Embrapa Digital Agriculture and public institutions and companies over the last 5 years.
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Embrapa’s contribution to adopting and evaluating 
the effect of technologies in agriculture
As a public agricultural research institution with a mandate for the entire Brazilian territory, Embrapa 
receives most of its resources from the federal government. Every year the Company evaluates the 
adoption rates and effects of the technologies and innovations generated, considering its various 
stakeholders.

The concern regarding the availability of systematized information about the adoption and impacts 
of technologies generated by Embrapa, mainly in the economic and social dimensions, dates back to 
the first edition of the Company’s Social Balance, published in 1997. In its introduction, Alberto Duque 
Portugal, the president at the time, believed that the various experiences of rural development carried 
out by Embrapa, many of them in partnership, led to positive social impacts through the adoption of 
technologies developed and transferred to society, benefiting the entire country, which he called social 
profit.

This process was developed with the y training the Company’s technical staff associated to 
methodological developments. In 2008, a reference methodology called Evaluating the Effects of 
Technologies Generated by Embrapa was published. Currently, all the Company’s Decentralized Research 
Centers follow the same impact assessment model, based on the one proposed in 2008, but with the 
necessary adjustments to the present context. The dimensions currently analyzed are: a) economic; b) 
socio-environmental; c) employment; and d) institutional development. 

Every year, all of Embrapa’s Research Units report the impacts of their main technologies, and this effort to 
systematize information is consolidated in a Social Balance, which is published in digital media (internet) 
and printed as mechanism for accountability and transparency. From these data, the relationship 
between social profit and operating income is calculated, which generates an index that shows the return 
that each Brazilian Real invested in the Company offer to society. Over the last 2 years, according to data 
reported in the 2018 and 2019 in Embrapa´s Social Balance Reports, these rates were higher than USD 
12.00 returned for each dollar invested. This data gains importance as the federal government invests 
billions of dollars in the Company, that is, this large capital contribution is remunerated by a counterpart 

Figure 3. Research Center partnerships in the national territory.
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12 times greater than the amount invested. Thus, social profits in 2018 and 2019 were USD 8,442 billion 
and USD 9,02 billion, respectively.

In terms of the federal administration, the Impact Assessment Reports measure the Company’s 
effectiveness, since the disclosure of its results contributes to promoting its accountability for control 
organizations, becoming an important indicator of Embrapa’s operational viability.

As one of the 42 Decentralized Units of the Company, Embrapa Digital Agriculture is also involved in 
the preparation of impact assessment reports. As a reference center in agroinformatics for the entire 
Company, it develops digital technologies applied to various problems in Brazilian agriculture and 
livestock. This variety of themes is reflected in the impact reports of the technologies generated by this 
research center over the last ten years. Table 5 presents each reported technological asset, its respective 
evaluation period and the theme related to the initiative.

2  Average dollar exchange rate for 2020: USD 1 = BRL 5.1575.

Table 5. Technologies analyzed by Embrapa Digital Agriculture through impact assessment reports over the last 10 years.

Technology Period analyzed Site Theme associated 
with technology

Economic impact 
(BRL(1)) base year 2019

Computerized System 
for the Management 
of Printed and Digital 
Library Collections 
(Ainfo)

2012–2019 www.ainfo.cnptia. embrapa.br
Library management 

and knowledge 
availability

15,054,680.91

Embrapa Information 
Agency (Ageitec) 2010–2019 www.agencia. cnptia.embrapa.br Availability of 

knowledge 6,279,104.22

Vegetation Temporal 
Analysis System 
(SATVeg)

2019 www.satveg. cnptia.embrapa.br Geotechnologies 1,057,989.27

Interactive 
Environmental 
Licensing Support 
System (SISLA)

2013–2018 www.sisla.imasul. ms.gov.br Geotechnologies 1,564,350.84
(data from 2018)

Agrometeorological 
Monitoring System 
(Agritempo)

2014–2019 www.agritempo. gov.br Agrometeorology 2,491,920.01

Agricultural Climate 
Risk Zoning (ZARC) 2017–2019 - Methodology applied 

to public policy 4,661,047,163.73

Virtual Diagnosis 2010–2012 www.diagnose. cnptia.embrapa.br Remote diagnosis of 
plant diseases

332,941.00
(2012 data)

Free Software Network 
for Agriculture 
(Agrolivre)

2010–2011 www.agrolivre. gov.br Free software 
repository

118,156.02
(2011 data)

(1) Average dollar exchange rate for 2019: USD 1 = BRL 3.9233.
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Developing the agricultural innovation 
ecosystem in the state of São Paulo
Embrapa Digital Agriculture has been developing important actions in its surroundings in order to 
strengthen the local and state agricultural innovation ecosystem. This section details the initiatives 
developed in the state of São Paulo, considering the type of actor involved and the form of relationship 
established.

The state of São Paulo is responsible for about 32% of the Brazilian Gross Domestic Product (GDP). In 
2019, agribusiness represented 12% of the state’s GDP. The city of São Paulo stands out for being the 
largest innovation and entrepreneurship center in Latin America, concentrating a large amount of 
resources and innovation capabilities, such as research centers, universities, technology parks, business 
incubators, open laboratories, innovation hubs, coworkings and various events dedicated to technology, 
entrepreneurship and innovation. Furthermore, it concentrates the headquarters of numerous 
corporations, financial institutions and risk investors.

In addition to the capital, several cities in the state have important innovation ecosystems, especially 
Campinas, the third city in São Paulo in terms of population and GDP, where Embrapa Digital Agriculture 
is located. The Metropolitan Region of Campinas, which includes the city of Campinas and 20 surrounding 
municipalities, corresponds to 18% of the state’s GDP and about 7% of its population (Sistema Estadual de 
Análise de Dados, 2020). In recent years, the region has gained and consolidated an important economic 
position in the state and national scenarios, concentrating many technological industries, technological and 
scientific research centers, as well as private universities and colleges, an important structure for agricultural 
research and a significant agro-industrial production (Agência Metropolitana de Campinas, 2020).

The strengthening of an agricultural innovation ecosystem involves relationships, partnerships and 
interactions established with new technology-based companies, such as the acceleration program for 
agricultural technology-based startups called TechStart AgroDigital (TSAD). Created in partnership 
with Venture Hub, accelerator and creator of new businesses, and the National Association of Entities 
Promoting Innovative Enterprises (Anprotec), the program is based on processes for identifying, selecting 
and offering support to innovative agribusiness ventures (startups) for a period of 6 months, offering 
them various development activities. The program had eight topics of interest a) biotech; b) precision 
livestock; c) field automation and robotization; d) nutrition and animal health; e) identification and 
detection of pests and diseases; f ) agricultural risk management; g) fruit and vegetable chain; and 
h) management and monitoring of water, soil and plants. During the program, which took place in the 2nd 
semester of 2019, technical and business mentoring were conducted to support the development and 
validation of selected technologies. In the first cycle of the TSAD, more than 90 startups signed up and 
went through a process that selected 13 startups to participate in the program, 11 of which graduated 
in early 2020. The program contributes to solving several problems in the agribusiness production chain, 
meeting the expectations of customers, beneficiaries and users in the program’s eight themes.

It is understood that the TSAD, due to its closer relationship with the selected startups, enabled Embrapa 
to gain greater knowledge and agility to interact with this new type of actors (startups), as well as with 
an accelerator for new business. In addition, the program represented an institutional strengthening 
opportunity for Embrapa, making it better known in the Brazilian agricultural innovation ecosystem and 
increasing its role in the agricultural digital transformation scenario. In this program, colleagues from other 
Embrapa Research Centers actively participated in mentoring or in the suggestion of content and lectures. 
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They are: a) Secretariat for Innovation and Business (SIN); b) Embrapa Agricultural Instrumentation (São 
Carlos); c) Embrapa Maize & Sorghum (Sete Lagoas); and d) Embrapa Soybean (Londrina).

Other recent actions related to the interaction with startups were:

• In 2017, at the Open Innovation Business Round – 100 Open Startups and 100 Open Techs – the 
Embrapa Digital Agriculture´s evaluation team was recognized as one of the most demanded by 
participating startups, helping 14 startups in a single day of the round, held in Campinas. 

• Embrapa Digital Agriculture has contributed with ongoing mentoring offered by the São Paulo 
Research Foundation (FAPESP) to companies in its Small Businesses Innovative Research program, 
called PIPE. Some of PIPE’s objectives are: a) to support research in science and technology as an 
instrument for technological innovation, development and business competitiveness of small 
companies; and b) enable the association between companies and academic researchers in 
research projects aimed at technological innovation. FAPESP offers training to the participating 
companies to improve their business models and therefore counts on the mentors’ support. 
Embrapa Digital Agriculture employees have been mentoring the program since 2018.

• The Unit has supported, since 2018, the pre-acceleration program for digital startups (Startup 
SP) carried out by the SEBRAE-SP, which supports the development of innovative companies 
that use software or information technology services as the central point of its business model. 
In Piracicaba, the program’s focus has been on startups linked to the agribusiness value chain. 
During the program, companies participate in workshops, seminars, individual and collective 
mentoring, and have the opportunity to interact with investors and accelerators – activities that 
help validate the product or service developed and its arrival on the market. The program takes 
place over four months, from April to July, and Embrapa Digital Agriculture participates in the 
mentoring stages with a team composed of researchers and analysts in the areas of Technology 
Transfer (TT) and Research and Development (R&D).

• Embrapa and its partners organized and carried out, during the XI and XII Brazilian Congress of 
Agroinformatics (SBIAgro), in 2017 and 2019, the SBIAgroConect@, in order to promote interaction 
and the formation of qualified market networking between institutions, ICT companies, 
users, accelerators, investors and developers related to the subject of data science and digital 
agriculture. The dynamics involved lectures by institutions and companies, presenting innovation 
initiative programs and relationship conversations, in order to enable integrated, advanced or 
differentiated solutions to be offered to the market. In 2017, the event had 100 participants and 
achieved the objective of promoting an environment for connections and networking qualified 
in technological solutions for agribusiness.

• In 2017, Embrapa Digital Agriculture promoted the XI SBIAgro Innovation Challenge, held at the 
State University of Campinas (UNICAMP). The challenge included encouraging young students 
and professionals to develop innovative technological solutions, in the form of mobile apps, 
aimed at solving problems faced by Brazilian agriculture. Teams of up to five members submitted 
proposals within the theme “Data Science in the Age of Digital Agriculture,” the same as the 
conference. Each proposal involved a technology solution implemented in a mobile app, a one-
page article describing it, and a video of up to 120 seconds.

The following criteria were considered by the evaluation committee: a) relevance of the problem to be 
solved; b) design quality; and c) correct functioning of the application. At the end of the event, seven 
proposals were classified to participate in the final stage, the Pitch Competition. It can be said that the 
SBIAgro 2017 Innovation Challenge promoted the approximation of agroinformatics research with real 
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problems in agriculture, providing the teams’ interaction with a judging panel composed of professionals, 
and raising the interest of investors in the presented technological solutions, which involved the 
following themes: a) classification of pests that attack crops; b) agroclimatic zoning; c) forecast of banana 
harvest and crop profitability; d) evaluation of the environments thermal conditions; e) monitoring wild 
boar spotting; f ) identification of fruit fly species; and g) assessment of animal welfare during beef cattle 
transport. The articles presented by the teams were published in the annals of the event.

Embrapa Digital Agriculture has participated in Agropolo Campinas-Brasil, an initiative that started in 
2015, to carry out projects in order to promote the development of the bioeconomy in the region of 
Campinas, enabling the proximity of other research institutions with the production sector. The following 
participated in Agropolo Campinas-Brasil: a) Secretariat of Agriculture and Supply (SAA) of the state of 
São Paulo, through the Agronomic Institute of Campinas (IAC); b) Institute of Food Technology (ITAL); 
c) Biological Institute (IB); d) Institute of Animal Science (IZ); e) State Secretariat for Economic 
Development, Science, Technology and Innovation; f ) UNICAMP; g) Municipal Government of Campinas; 
h) Associtech Techno Park Campinas; and i) Agropolis International Association, mediated by Embrapa. 
Based on the concept of “collaborative innovation”, as an inter-institutional platform, Agropolo Campinas-
Brasil started its activities by promoting a series of work meetings, through workshops and events, for 
the selection of thematic areas that are the focus of actions, with the participation of representatives 
of Embrapa Digital Agriculture. With the approval of the project Agropolo Campinas-Brasil: Roadmap 
for Identification of Strategic Research Areas for the Creation of a World Class Bioeconomic Ecosystem, 
financed by FAPESP, a new plan of activities was started, with the promotion of workshops on several 
topics related to bioeconomy and agriculture, between 2016 and 2018.

Another important relationship and communication initiative in the Metropolitan Region of Campinas is 
the participation of Embrapa Digital Agriculture in the Inova Campinas (Tradeshow) event, occurring more 
intensively in 2017. The InovaCampinas event is promoted by the Campinas Forum Innovative Foundation 
(FFCi) during 2 days, bringing together companies, startups, research institutions, universities, incubators, 
accelerators and science and technology parks in the same space. The goal of the event is to present the 
technological potential of the region and new trends and initiatives of the ecosystem to the public, as well 
as promoting interactions with business roundtables and networking among the participants. Embrapa 
Digital Agriculture participated in 2018, with its own stand at the event, promoting presentations of its 
own technologies, AgTech pitches and a meeting of Biotech Hacking Campinas, a professional group for 
exchanging information on biotechnology, an initiative of the Venture Hub accelerator. In 2019, there 
was a shared stand called Inova#Agro, with the participation of partners such as Bayer and Venture Hub. 
Several accelerated startups in the TechStart Agro Digital Program participated by speaking about their 
solutions and technologies and interacting with the entrepreneurs, investors and researchers present at the 
event. Participating in InovaCampinas became a way to create an opportunity to connect Embrapa Digital 
Agriculture with startups from various areas, small and medium-sized companies, investors and other 
professionals, in order to communicate their activities and to establish new relationships.

Innovative public-private partnership models 
for digital innovation in agriculture
Faced with a scenario of digital transformation, including in agriculture, there is an urgent need to 
propose new business models. In this context, the AgroAPI initiative was created by Embrapa Digital 
Agriculture to boost value creation in agriculture by offering data and services via APIs. The acronym 
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API stands for “Application Programming Interface” and is often translated as “application programming 
interface,” defined as specifications that govern the interoperability between applications and services 
(Vukovic et al., 2016). Therefore, they are deemed fundamental in the process of digital transformation in 
organizations, as they facilitate the integration of information systems, reducing cost and time.

APIs represent a set of patterns and programming languages that allow, in an automated way, the 
communication between different systems. Although invisible to the common user, they are responsible 
for the operation of several resources in mobile applications, e-commerce sites and social networks, 
among other market niches.

Due to the great demand for Embrapa’s technologies and intelligence by public and private partners, 
the AgroAPI platform was conceived as an innovation and business strategy focused on the market 
of technologies in digital agriculture, enabling information and models generated by Embrapa to be 
accessed through APIs, in an agile, reliable and wide-ranging way, given that the same API can be useful 
for numerous purposes and customers, thus allowing the creation of solutions to support decision-
making in the field, in real time.

The WSO2 API Manager tool has been used for the management of AgroAPI APIs (Vaz et al., 2017). The 
main components of the tool are: a) API publisher: user interface for API creators to develop, document 
and version APIs; b) API store or developer portal: collaborative interface for developers to host and 
publish APIs for consumers to use in a secure, protected and authenticated way. The portal is used 
for users to register, discover and evaluate the APIs, as well as to register to use them; c) API gateway: 
protects, manages and schedules calls to APIs; and d) other components for key management, traffic 
management and data analysis (WSO2 Inc., 2017). The AgroAPI Platform was launched in 2019 with two 
APIs initially published for use by external partners: API Agritec and API SATVeg.

The Agritec API arranges useful information for managing the production of agricultural crops and is 
based on the web version of the service called WebAgritec (Massruhá et al., 2008). The API includes the 
offer of data and models about the ideal planting time for dozens of crops, based on agricultural zoning 
of climatic risk; the list of the most suitable cultivars, for 12 different crops; the indication of fertilization 
and soil correction, for five crops, according to the previous soil analysis result; the yield forecast, also for 
five crops; and about the climatic conditions before and during harvest (water balance). The information 
provided by API Agritec can be used in solutions to support decision-making in the planning, monitoring 
and management stages of agricultural production. The distinct data made available by API can benefit 
farmers, cooperatives, representatives of technical assistance and rural extension and other agents, such 
as banks and insurance companies (Embrapa, 2020a).

However, SATVeg API is derived from the Temporal Analysis of Vegetation System (SATVeg) (Esquerdo et 
al., 2016), a web tool developed by Embrapa Digital Agriculture for generating and displaying temporal 
profiles of vegetation indexes of the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) and Enhanced 
Vegetation Index (EVI) for Brazil and all of South America, with the objective of supporting territorial 
management and agricultural and environmental monitoring activities. The vegetative indices are 
provided by the MODIS sensor coupled to NASA’s Terra and Aqua satellites, and include data produced 
from 2000 until the last date made available by its official repository. The NDVI and EVI indices are 
correlated with biophysical variables, such as leaf area and biomass that can indicate the presence and 
vigor of vegetation in a given area of interest. The time series of these indices allow monitoring, over time, 
the behavior of vegetation in these locations. Thus, it is possible to identify what is an urban area, annual 
planting, sugar cane, pasture or forest, for example, in addition to monitoring the cycle of an agricultural 
crop and deforestation and reforestation processes. The data made available can be used for activities 
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related to environmental mapping and monitoring and for evaluating agricultural production, as well as 
verifying losses (Embrapa, 2020a).

As of May 2020, the Agritec API has been signed by 274 customers, and more than 111,300 requests were 
made, while the SatVeg API was signed by 118 customers and more than 1,700 requests made. To enable 
conducting business with commercial exploitation of APIs with a monetization profile, a marketing plan 
and business model were elaborated for the provision of services through the AgroAPI platform. This 
model comprises some legal instruments that also involve a research support foundation.

The AgroAPI platform facilitates integrating information systems, with cost and time reduction, improves 
the interface with mobile devices, expands the ability to obtain and disseminate agricultural data and 
information, enables savings in computational resources and sharing data and services, facilitates 
establishing agreements with other organizations and enables greater reach of the results of the 
company and its partners (Vaz et al., 2017). The currently available APIs and the partnerships signed so far 
have demonstrated that this strategy benefits numerous partners and, consequently, the end customers, 
contributing to the solution of real agricultural problems. The platform’s expansion plan is under 
development, with new APIs to be published based on prospecting demands.

Final considerations
This chapter describes the characteristics of the new ecosystem of Brazilian agricultural innovation, 
specifically presenting the case of the state of São Paulo, emphasizing Embrapa’s performance in this 
scenario. The actions developed by Embrapa Digital Agriculture to consolidate this ecosystem were 
described in the chapter, highlighting the actions developed in Campinas.

This chapter emphasized the strategies carried out to establish and strengthen relationships with the 
actors in the segment. The promotion of events has been important to externally present to Embrapa the 
challenges identified in the Brazilian agricultural sector and to promote the search for results together 
with students and entrepreneurs.

In this regard, the promotion of business roundtables with companies and startups is relevant to the 
innovation challenges. Organizing longer programs, aimed at AgTech startups, is another very important 
line of action in order to insert Embrapa in this context. These programs – focused on various agricultural 
production chains – offer startups several possibilities such as pre-acceleration, acceleration, establishing 
partnerships and greater exposure and dissemination of their projects to relevant actors. In these 
programs, Embrapa has partnered with venture capital companies, startup accelerators, government 
agencies, and others.

It is noteworthy that, as regards relationships, Embrapa Digital Agriculture has a tradition of establishing 
technical cooperation agreements, NDAs and technology licenses, legal instruments in order to regulate 
signed partnership initiatives regarding confidentiality, objectives, stages, duration, resources and 
expected results. These are partnerships with various actors in the agricultural innovation ecosystem, 
with emphasis on organizations located in the Southeast and Midwest regions.

The Unit has also worked to strengthen the ecosystem of agricultural innovation in its surroundings, 
within the state of São Paulo and, in particular, in the region of Campinas. With regard to partnerships 
with scientific research institutions, more traditional in the context of Embrapa, the scientific partnership 
to promote the innovation ecosystem in the Metropolitan Region of Campinas, Agropolo Campinas-
Brasil, which started in 2015, stands out. The action was led by the Department of Agriculture and Supply 
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(SAA) of the state of São Paulo, through various agricultural research institutes in the state, such as the 
Agronomic Institute of Campinas (IAC), mediated by Embrapa, with the participation of local actors such 
as the Municipality of Campinas; the UNICAMP, Associtech Techno Park Campinas; and the Agropolis 
International Association. Several events on topics related to bioeconomy and agriculture were promoted 
between 2016 and 2018. This action enabled establishing relationships between Embrapa Digital 
Agriculture and municipal actors, promoting the relationship of the agricultural innovation ecosystem in 
Campinas.

A highlight in 2019 was the promotion of the TechStart AgroDigital (TSAD) program, in partnership with 
Venture Hub and Anprotec, aimed at accelerating the startups registered, which received more than 90 
applications. It is worth pointing out that the closer interaction of Embrapa Digital Agriculture´s team 
with the universe of agtechs, investors and the acceleration environment enabled greater knowledge 
in this context, requiring more interactive flexibility with this type of actor and with the acceleration 
process of startups. Other actions involving mentoring for startups, both under FAPESP’s PIPE and 
SEBRAE-Piracicaba programs, and business roundtables established at the 100 Open-Startups (2017) and 
SBIAgroConect@ (2017 and 2019) were also instrumental to bring the Embrapa Digital Agriculture teams 
closer to the business environment and, in particular, to startups.

Participation in the Inova Campinas event (Tradeshow), since 2017, proved to be very important to 
strengthen the image of Embrapa Digital Agriculture in the context of the Metropolitan Region of 
Campinas, presenting the Company and its technological potential, as well as providing opportunities for 
interactions with companies, organizations, investors and the press. All these events and local programs 
offered a new perspective on the startup environment for Embrapa teams, influencing culture and 
behavior, contributing towards strengthening the presence of the Unit in the agricultural innovation 
ecosystem of Campinas and São Paulo, as well as increasing its leading role in the area of digital 
agriculture, which is a technological driver of the Campinas ecosystem.

In this context, it is noteworthy that Embrapa Digital Agriculture has been demanded by companies 
from different segments, with emphasis on information technology, in order to establish partnerships for 
collaborative development and product validation. The AgroAPI platform is an example of technology 
designed to promote value creation in agriculture by offering data and services via APIs. The business 
model is based on the use of this technology (API) to make Embrapa data, information and models 
available to its partners with an agile, reliable and comprehensive approach. 

Embrapa’s actions aimed at strengthening the Brazilian agricultural innovation ecosystem are expected to 
continue, which were prioritized in its 2019–2023 Business Plan, the organization’s medium-term strategy.
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Introduction
The exponential technological evolution at the end of the last century and beginning of the 21st century, 
within a globalized economy, has produced profound changes in social relations. Such changes have 
brought new dynamics to capitalism, based on information and data processing. The phenomena behind 
these transformations are related to the intensification of the use of information and communication 
technologies (ICT), the democratization of access and production of information brought on by 
the internet, the growing relevance of analyzing large data volumes in the economy (Big Data), the 
dissemination of connected devices (internet of things) and artificial intelligent agents.

Modern-day world economy is strongly characterized by computational processing of information to 
generate knowledge, produce goods and services and generate value, changing the notion of wealth 
from a material asset to an intangible asset (Mendes et al., 2015).

The term “digital economy” emerged within the scope of these phenomena and is characterized by 
the central role of science, technological development and the use of digital technologies as leverage 
instruments for countries and economic agents to strategically and competitively position themselves in 
the international geopolitical scenario and in the market (Soares; Prete, 2018). The main factor of digital 
economy generating wealth is the transmission, processing and sharing of information. If at the initial 
stage the production of this information its processing was concentrated in large companies as the main 
productive agents, within a society of organizations, in the second stage, at the turn of the millennium, 
this production and consumption of information and data, from which new information is extracted, 
began to be decentralized, given the possibility of direct communication and economic peer-to-peer 
interactions through online platforms. Thus, the digital economy started to organize itself through 
the network society, which is defined by Castells (2006, p. 20) as a social structure based on networks 
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operated by communication and information technologies based on microelectronics and on digital 
computer networks that generate, process and distribute information from accumulated knowledge.

Information and communication technologies, combined with a new social organization, enabled 
interconnecting factors on a global scale, with new production models, in which individuals can 
collaborate in common projects or directly establish relationships, reducing information costs through 
digital platforms, blurring the difference between production and consumption of information (Benkler, 
2006). Given that the provision of technological infrastructure for communication became key, there 
was a strong increase in the value and economic power of providers, which began to mark the economy 
through a new model, known as “platform economy.” In this model, each platform connects two groups 
of agents in a “two-sided market,” offering low-cost or sometimes free services to one of the sides in 
order to collect data and process it to generate value to be marketed to the other side of the platform 
(example: social networks or search engines that collect data and content generated by free use, in order 
to economically exploit the advertising market).

This model centralizes the economy by collecting and processing data on one side of the platform, while 
generating intelligence to be exploited to obtain economic gains from the other side. Hence, massive 
investments in data analysis and artificial intelligence tools to increasingly encourage the use of the 
platform and enhance data collection in order to feed this value generation cycle.1

The network society, under which the new digital economy is structured, has produced profound 
institutional, economic, social, technological, cultural and behavioral changes, which raises questions 
about the role of regulations in relation to new types of conflict in this new economic order.

Such transformation in productive relations is reflected in the most varied economic sectors, including 
the agricultural sector. As evidenced in the preceding chapters of this book, there is extensive use of 
information and communication technologies in agriculture based on digital content. It is also observed 
that the data generated by technology consumption also generate value to its providers, which can 
increase the efficiency of their services, which is worthy, but can also create the concentration of power or 
questions about the autonomy of the producer, from which data is extracted. New legal implications arise 
in this new scenario, in view of the intervention of several new agent-based production activities, which 
are reflected in the sphere of copyright and civil liability, the protection of personal data, access to goods 
and services in consumer relations, as well as in labor. Thus, in a complementary and transdisciplinary 
approach, this chapter analyzes aspects of digital law in the context of digital agriculture.

Given the above, the objective of this chapter is to analyze digital agriculture from the perspective of the 
law. Thus, the chapter is divided into five sections, including this introduction and the conclusion. With 
thematic focus on the agricultural economic segment, the following section addresses some of the main 
elements that characterize digital agriculture to serve as a backdrop for the analysis carried out. The third 
section reviews the approaches to digital law and the stage of knowledge development related to the 
subject, in addition to tracing a global and Brazilian panorama and analyzing the legal implications in 
digital agriculture.  With the presentation of the legal framework of digital law, the constituent elements 
of digital agriculture are addressed. The next section, with a more empirical approach, discusses the legal 
support related to Embrapa’s performance – as a digital economic agent – regarding the application of 
its technologies from information to agriculture, presenting legal instruments that support Embrapa’s 
business with digital assets, particularly those that regulate the relationship between Embrapa and its 
users, as well as the services provided by the company, through its websites and mobile applications. The 
end of the chapter presents the closing remarks by way of conclusion. 

1 Given the emphasis on data collection, often personal data, Zuboff (2019) calls this model “surveillance capitalism.”
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Digital agriculture: object of 
regulation by digital law
As shown in the preceding chapters of this book, there is an unprecedented agricultural technological 
revolution taking place.

The evolution of total factor productivity (TFP)2 confirms the rise of the central role of technology in 
the growth of agricultural production and the reduced importance of land. According to Gasques et 
al. (2019), total factor productivity has been the main source of growth in agricultural production. 
The current phase of Brazilian agrarian development is characterized by a change in the pattern of 
accumulation in agriculture, as the role of land has decreased and the role of investment in technology, 
the use of knowledge and the application of capital has increased (Mendes, 2015). 

Within the scope of innovative technologies applied to agriculture, the advancement of ICT in the rural 
area plays an essential role for the growth of agricultural production. ICT has contributed to several areas 
of knowledge, allowing the storage and processing of large volumes of data, the automation of processes 
and the exchange of information and knowledge (Massruhá, 2020).

Considering the relevance of agriculture to the country’s economy, it needs to be able to absorb and use 
innovations and information technologies to increase the dynamic competitiveness of the agricultural 
sector (Mendes et al., 2014).

As described in Chapter 1, there is a continuous technological evolution in the field. Currently, a new 
era of agricultural technology is being consolidated, called digital agriculture, and 5.0 agriculture is in 
progress (intensive use of artificial intelligence tools – AI).

According to Cema (2017), Agriculture 4.0 is moving towards Agriculture 5.0. While agriculture 4.0 is 
characterized by the evolution of several technologies such as sensor networks, machine sensors, drones, 
satellite image processing, cloud-based information technology systems, analysis of large volumes of 
data (big data), mobile applications and autonomous tractors, the current threshold of 5.0 agriculture 
is primarily based on artificial intelligence, robotics, 3D and 4D printing, synthetic biology and vertical 
agriculture.

Therefore, Agriculture 4.0 has already paved the way for the next agricultural evolution, Agriculture 5.0, 
which consists of autonomous decision systems, unmanned vehicles, robotics and artificial intelligence 
(Cema, 2017).

It is observed, therefore, that one of the predominant characteristics of Agriculture 5.0 refers to the 
expanded use of artificial intelligence tools. artificial intelligence is a broad concept that encompasses 
studies on autonomous vehicles, machine learning, which gives the computer the ability to perceive the 
surrounding environment and identify patterns. The evolution of Agriculture 1.0 to 5.0 is represented in 
Figure 1.

As reported in the previous chapters, Embrapa Digital Agriculture is a public institutions and part of the 
agricultural innovation ecosystem that develops technologies to advance digital agriculture. However, 
despite the extended offer of digital technologies for agriculture by several public and private institutions 
– such as Embrapa – as well as the progress from Agriculture 4.0 to Agriculture 5.0, primarily characterized 

2 The concept of Total Factor Productivity (TFP) is defined as the relationship between the aggregate product and the inputs used in production 
(Gasques et al., 2019).
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by the intensive use of data, autonomous systems, unmanned vehicles, robotics and artificial intelligence, 
digital agriculture has also raised controversy. In a recent study by the European Union, Schimpf (2020) 
discusses some elements of these controversies, namely: the merging and market concentration of 
large agribusiness companies in digital agriculture; the social, ethical and legal implications of digital 
agriculture; and the need to define a legal framework to regulate the rights, ownership and privacy of 
agricultural data. Table 1 presents such controversies. 

With regard to the capitalist movement of mergers and incorporations in the digital agriculture sector, 
Schimpf (2020) warns of a “digital arms race,” possibly culminating in the control of digital tools by global 
agrochemical companies, as observed in the seeds and pesticides sectors.

The data is the fuel – or oil – of the 21st century. However, its added value depends on the ability to 
analyze, generate information and knowledge to support decision-making processes. In data-based 
digital agriculture, there are farmers who generate data from their farm, there are those who are able to 
collect and process the data through digital machines and devices, and there are those who are able to 
analyze the data, usually agribusiness companies. Therefore, the agricultural producers or farmers using 
smart machines generate data about their agricultural property – sometimes even personal data – and 
can maintain the rights to their data. However, adding value to data depends on analysis models to 
generate agronomic recommendations that can be marketed through digital platforms.

The study of the European Union on digital agriculture indicates the risk that the digitization of 
agriculture is driven only for profit and by the availability of tools and technologies, instead of being 
directed towards meeting specific demands identified in agriculture, in the environment or in society. 
The risk, pointed out in the literature, concerns the excess of economic concentration, fed back by a 
concentration of data, generating a competitive advantage for large agricultural groups that will barely 
be challenged by competitors or new agents.This can have important implications for agriculture and 
livestock and for the protection of natural resources and biodiversity, as the data holder can control 
food, agricultural producers and the rural area (Schimpf, 2020). Hence the need for action by antitrust 

Figure 1. Evolution of Agriculture 1.0 to Agriculture 5.0.
Source: Adapted from Cema (2017), Melgar (2018) and Massruhá (2020). 
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Table 1. Digital Agriculture: controversies raised in the European Community.

Dimension Elements

Mergers and concentration in the digital agriculture market

Monsanto and Bayer

The merger of Monsanto and Bayer (in 2018) will allow the companies to combine their digital agricultural 
acquisitions with their seeds, Genetically Modified Organisms and chemicals businesses, creating an unprece-
dented digital platform across the entire agricultural chain.
Integration allows companies to extract data from agricultural producers and use it to drive their product 
choices, thus technologically dependent on the company’s value chain.
Create one-stop platforms, offering agricultural producers an inclusive package of services and decision-ma-
king guidance throughout the year.

John Deere and 
global seed and pesticide 
companies

John Deere (agricultural machinery company) is investing in digital agriculture.
It has partnered with global seed and pesticide companies such as: Bayer/Monsanto, Syngenta/ ChemChina, 
Corteva (Dow, Dupont, Pioneer) and BASF.
It developed its own platform for digital agriculture, automation and data.

Global companies 
investing in agricultural 
digitization

Cargill (mainly grain) invested in the digitization of the livestock sector, including dairy products.
Companies from other segments invest in digital agriculture projects: Sony, Philips, Orange, Uber, Bosch, 
Siemens, Google and Microsoft.

Social, ethical and legal implications of digital agriculture

Collect and store 
agricultural data

The risk of misusing the collected data.
Anti-competitive practices, including price discrimination and commodity speculation.
It can affect food security.

Yield and performance in 
agricultural data

Information related to crop yields and performance of crop or animal management contained in the collected 
data can provide a market advantage for the seed and fertilizer companies that own them.
Agricultural data transmitted to large agribusiness companies can influence input prices.

Data rights, ownership and privacy

Rules for use and access to 
agricultural data.

An agricultural group in the European Union has published a code of conduct to define the rights to use data.
The code recommends license agreements between farmers as data owners and agribusiness companies.
The agricultural producers must retain their right to decide who can access and use their data, including 
monetary compensation for its use.

Data protection and 
governance

Europe is close to allowing the centralization and concentration of data at an unprecedented scale, in the 
absence of any regulation.
The power of large agribusiness companies to centralize and concentrate data is likely to give them decision-
-making power over agricultural producers throughout the entire production process, from seed to harvest.
The large agribusiness companies that hold the data are in the central position of power, creating added value 
and earning a large part of the income generated in digital agriculture.
In the absence of a legal framework for digital agriculture, weaker parties (farmers) will lose their data to 
platforms belonging to large corporation.

Source: Adapted from Schimpf (2020).

and data protection authorities to prevent abuses of market power or abuse in the collection and use of 
personal data beyond its intended purpose. To address these concerns, it is also effective to fill legislation 
gaps, by specifically regulating digital agriculture, taking into account proposals to mitigate the effects 
of economic concentration and data monopoly, in addition to directing the use of data and artificial 
intelligence for jobs that are socially beneficial, while ensuring ownership, data governance, and the 
privacy of farmers/agricultural producers.
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Therefore, the relevance of having legal protection and regulation 
regarding the use and governance of agricultural data – collected, 
processed and analyzed through digital agriculture tools – refers to 
the interconnection and relationships arising from three elements, 
represented in Figure 2.

Digital law: introductory lines
Within the scope of legal theory in Brazil, several authors have studied 
the transformations of legal relations stemming from advances on 
information technology, such as Leite (2016), Maranhão (2018), Novais 
and Freitas (2018), Nogueira and Nogueira (2019) and Abrusio (2020).

The network society, at the heart of the digital economy, is permeated 
by new types of conflicts in social relations within virtual environments or with the actions of artificial 
agents, presenting a series of difficult questions. For instance, what is the responsibility of online 
platforms that offer technical infrastructure, when the communication by third parties produces 
damages to individual rights? If personal data is the main source of value in the digital economy, should 
its collection be paid for? How to reward rural producers for the data generated with the use of digital 
products?

And how to ensure that the producer can control the use of his personal data? Is personal data a type of 
property? And who owns the inferences obtained from the aggregation of personal data? How to assess 
the market power of digital platforms in an economy constantly pressured by innovations? Can there 
be an electronic signature consent by artificial intelligence? What does “consent” mean in relation to 
artificial intelligence? Does an application that facilitates the interaction between drivers and passengers, 
receiving financial return, create an employment relationship with the driver? If the artificial intelligence 
wrongly indicated the harvesting period, harming producers and compromising investments, who will be 
responsible?

In general, several regulations, codes and judicial precedents created in the last century had social and 
economic relations as prototypical instances in the physical world. Its application to conflicts in the digital 
environment may face a series of gaps or indeterminacy and inadequacy of concepts. Such difficulties, 
as shown in the above questions, are manifested in the different branches of law (labor, competition, 
registration, contractual, civil liability, etc.).

Therefore, it is normal to question the legal nature of conflicts arising from the virtual environment. 
On the one hand, some will advocate the creation of a new branch of law, called digital law, cyber law 
or even computer law. According to Pinheiro (2019), digital law is the evolution of the rule of law and 
encompasses the fundamental principles and legal institutes3 of the law in effect and currently applied, 
as well as introducing new institutes. This aspect is fed by the creation of specific regulations, such as the 
civil rights framework Marco Civil da Internet, which deals with the responsibilities of connection providers 

3 Legal institutions are a set of regulatory norms for the creation of specific laws/regulations, with their own characteristics, constituting an 
autonomous legal entity, which serves the interests of private or public order (Jusbrasil, 2020).

Figure 2. Interconnection between Digital 
Agriculture, Information and Communication 
Technology and implications of Digital Law.
Source: Mendes (2020).
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and online applications, as well as the development of new concepts or the recognition of new types of 
fundamental rights, such as the right to informative self-determination.4

On the other hand, it is recognized that digital issues and conflicts are transversal, affecting different 
branches of law, which could lead to concluding that there is no new branch of law, but only the 
application of different branches to a new object. Pimentel (2018, p. 37) argues, in a conciliatory line, 
that “Digital Law covers all areas of Law, in a transversal way, and brings together new elements to settle 
conflicts that have arisen with technology, especially the internet, and regulate the relations of the 
so-called information society”. 

Maranhão (2018), however, emphasizes the aspect of conceptual reconstruction driven by new conflicts 
in the digital environment, which affects all manifestations of the rule of law. This reconstruction is 
bidirectional: not only the legal concepts formulated for the physical world, in the different branches, 
are adapted to a possible “digital universe”, but also the new concepts developed in the digital sphere 
affect their application in the physical world. Along these lines, Maranhão (2018) argues that society is 
facing a transformation of the law, which may affect several legal branches, in a new reconfiguration of its 
fundamental concepts such as responsibility, property, employment relationship, legal contracts, etc.5

Thus, it is possible to circumscribe a set of themes, including specific legislation, typical for a branch of 
“digital law,” such as neutrality of networks, databases, electronic commerce, protection of personal data, 
artificial intelligence, obligations and responsibilities of internet connection and application providers, 
but without losing sight of the fact that the concepts developed in this field, due to their transversal 
nature, bring transformative implications for the law as a whole.

It is therefore necessary to undertake a “bottom-up” analysis, that is, to understand the characteristics 
and impacts of a given technology applied in a specific domain, such as agricultural production, to 
then identify its implications on rights and duties in possible conflicts, and understand whether the 
legal concept or institute, generally formulated for the physical world, can be applied or needs to be 
adapted. The adaptation effort cannot be isolated, and all concepts relevant to the domain must be 
considered: for example, to what extent can an eventual extension or restriction of civil liability affect 
liability for environmental damage and vice versa? A possible conservative interpretation, in a given court 
decision, that assigns civil liability for damage caused by a specific choice of an artificial intelligence to its 
developer, would also lead to liability for environmental damage, creating potential liability capable of 
discouraging the development and use of this technology. Hence the need to coherently elaborate legal 
concepts, considering all implications for the legal system and its consequences on economic activity.

The application of the law must, therefore, broadly assess the interests at stake in order to understand the 
new challenges that confront us when machines, soils, animals and other information on rural property 
are monitored by companies that generate an immense volume of data arising from rural activities 
and now hold precious and qualified information that will be processed by Big Data. This valuable 
information can be used by developing companies to eventually induce behaviors related to production 
and consumption (Leite, 2016). The massive collection of information from rural activities and its use 
by companies that develop computerized systems integrated to digital agriculture are challenges for 

4 In this regard, see the decision of the Federal Supreme Court (STF), in the judgment of the Provisional Measure in the Direct Action of 
Unconstitutionality 6,387 - Federal District, which suspended the effects of the Measure Provisional No. 954/2020 and recognized the 
fundamental right to informative self-determination (Brasil, 2020b).

5 The chapter does not intend to exhaust such a profound discussion on the genesis of digital law. To expand the debate, in addition to the 
aforementioned works by Pinheiro (2019-), Maranhão (2018) and Pimentel (2018), see also Hoeschl (2011), Madalena (2016) and Costa and 
Pendiuk (2020).
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public policy makers and public agricultural research institutions, such as Embrapa, which develop these 
computerized systems. Knowing how to deal with legal issues that arise from the generation and use of 
this large volume of data is a relevant factor for Embrapa.

This avant-garde theme motivated the creation of several research centers to support the growth of 
digital law, in a multidisciplinary perspective that includes computer science, engineering and law 
(Maranhão, 2017). Table 2 lists some of these centers, not exhaustively, but as an example.

These centers address two perspectives on the interaction between information technology and artificial 
intelligence and law: a) artificial intelligence law, which seeks to technically understand digital agents 
(such as AI tools developed by Embrapa) and reflect on what the social impacts are and the new legal 
issues arising from them; b) artificial intelligence in law – the application of artificial intelligence in legal 
practice (to predict decisions, perform intelligent jurisprudence searches, automatically generate legal 
documents, use chat bots on legal topics, etc.) (Maranhão, 2017).

Based on the first perspective of artificial intelligence law, Maranhão (2017) highlights that its applications 
bring new types of conflict and new issues, at least, to the following areas of law:

a) Intellectual property: the use of artificial intelligence for the creation of intellectual works – such 
as software, utility models, brands and industrial designs – raises the questions: who are the 
holders of the author’s patrimonial and moral rights? Would the owner be the software developer 
or the company that invested in the development of the program? This first topic may have 
relevant implications for the activities of Embrapa and agribusiness, as artificial intelligence6 can 
be used in the creation of new cultivars, among other forms of intellectual property.

6 The generic term “artificial intelligences” refers to computer systems or programs that incorporate some machine learning or knowledge 
representation methodology or technique.

Table 2. Digital Law research centers (1).

Research Center Institution/Country Website

The Stanford Center for Legal Informatics 
(CodeX) Stanford University, United States https://law.stanford.edu/ codex-the-stanford-

-center- for-legal-informatics/

Center for Research in Legal informatics 
(Cirsfid) University of Bologna, Italy http://www.cirsfid.unibo.it/

Intelligent Systems Program University of Pittsburgh, United States http://www.isp.pitt.edu/

Centre for Technology, Ethics, Law and 
Society King’s College London, England https://www.kcl.ac.uk/law/ research/centres/

telos

Institute for Ethics in Artificial Intelligence Technical University of Munich https://ieai.mcts.tum.de/

Lawgorithm(1) University of São Paulo, Brazil https://lawgorithm.com.br/

International Association for Artificial 
Intelligence and Law http://www.iaail.org/

(1) Lawgorithm is an association for research in artificial intelligence applied to the law, created in 2017 at the University of São Paulo, and brings together 
professionals from law, engineering, computing, Escola Politécnica and USP’s Institute of Mathematics and Statistics (Maranhão, 2019).
Source: Maranhão (2017) cited by Mendes (2020). 
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b) Civil responsibility: systems that employ artificial intelligence could, eventually, violate third-
party rights, as systems based on machine learning make autonomous decisions based on the 
analysis of Big Data. This aspect will undoubtedly be relevant for the application of artificial 
intelligence in the production process, simply considering an investment chain for a given crop, 
pointed out by artificial intelligence, that proves to be wrong, or an artificial intelligence that 
uses a specific agricultural pesticide at an inadequate dose.

c) Data protection: artificial intelligence systems collect data for future decision making at 
each interaction. The question is how are these data collected, processed and used? The 
processed data, if skewed, can generate automatic decisions that interfere with individual 
rights. Therefore, concerns are related to the fact that the AI system can extract knowledge of 
decisions based on complex machine learning algorithms and, also, the necessary regulation 
and guarantees of people’s rights – natural or legal – who are affected by such automated 
decisions. Here, too, there may be relevant issues, as artificial intelligences start to collect 
data from rural producers so as to draw profiles for the supply of consumer goods or, also, to 
influence their decisions on what, when and how to produce. Conflicts may also arise regarding 
collecting data from rural workers to create profiles and monitor their work.

d) Impacts on employment: there may be new labor issues, related to the hiring of workers, 
based on profiles created using artificial intelligence systems or automated contracts that may 
involve the rural producer monitoring the worker. Although not strictly legal, the impact of the 
use of artificial intelligence on employment in agricultural activities must also be analyzed and 
weighed to enable relocation and training programs for farmers, so they can be able to deal 
with Agriculture 5.0.

e) Environmental law: artificial intelligence systems are used to increase efficiency in a given 
activity. The focus on increasing agricultural productivity, a natural motivator for these 
investments, can neglect and bring risks to the environment, which can bring new issues about 
responsibility for environmental damage.

In addition to the legal implications emphasized, the use of artificial intelligence has produced a series 
of ethical questions. There are two types of risk observed in the discussion, that of overutilization, when 
such systems can have negative impacts on human rights, and that of underutilization, when the fear of 
artificial intelligences may fail in taking advantage of their potential benefits to humanity (Floridi et al., 
2018).

In recent years, in response to concerns about the use of artificial intelligence, especially those based on 
machine learning, documents have been produced by government bodies, research associations and 
private organizations, proposing ethical parameters for the development and application of AI systems. 
The various documents show there is some convergence around the principles of transparency (it 
must be clear to the user who interacts with an artificial system), explanatory information (information 
disclosure to the interested party, allowing the user to understand the decision-making criteria), non-
discrimination (preventing systems from incorporating biases that may offend fundamental rights), 
non-maleficence (AI systems cannot harm humans), accountability and privacy/data protection, although 
there are differences regarding its meaning and form of implementation (Jobin et al., 2019). As they are 
common, vague and potentially conflicting, their implementation is difficult.7

7 This difficulty can be seen in a recent report by the Berkman Klein Center (Principled Artificial Intelligence: Mapping Consensus in Ethical and 
Rights-Based Approaches to Principles for AI, 2020), associated with Harvard University, which identified 36 sets of potentially conflicting 
principles.
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The European Union created the High-Level Expert Group of AI, which produced two reports, one to define 
artificial intelligence, indicating its potential benefits and risks, and another to establish ethical standards for 
artificial intelligence.8 Although there are fears regarding regulatory intervention in a constantly changing 
environment (Maranhão; Coutinho, 2019), in early 2020 the European Commission released the White 
Paper “On Artificial Intelligence - A European Approach to excellence and trust”, which points to regulation, 
mainly areas considered to be at risk (health, transport, energy and part of public services, in addition to 
applications that affect workers’ rights and remote biometric identification). There is no detailed suggestion 
of regulation or exclusion of methodologies, but a convenient indication for AI developers to adopt 
internal transparency, that is, mandatory documentation of the entire decision-making process of software 
development (design, training, launching, monitoring), as well as the inclusion of reports that assess the 
aggregated outputs, which are easily accessible in audits.

In Brazil, there is an initiative by the Ministry of Science and Technology to publish a National AI Strategy, 
which will guide the investment targets for this technology in the country, in addition to creating ethical 
parameters (Brasil, 2020a). There are also two bills pending in the Senate regarding the subject to 
make sure the contribution of the Lawgorithm institute defends the need to define “bottom up” ethical 
parameters, that is, take into account the peculiarities of each application sector.9 Therefore, for example, 
the specific ethical parameters for its application in agricultural production must be different from those 
applied to medicine or law.

Finally, from the perspective of artificial intelligence applied to law, although it is not the field of agricultural 
application, another research frontier is noteworthy. Given the ubiquity of AI systems and the impossibility 
of human oversight of all possible decision-making and actions by intelligent digital agents, it is imperative 
that artificial intelligence incorporates intelligent ethical/legal agents capable of processing law or standards 
that are computationally moral (see the CompuLaw project of the European Community10). 

Therefore, the ethical rules defined for each application sector should be computable. A regimental 
programming model, in which the programmer prevents certain ex-ante actions, is not enough, as AI 
systems adapt their behavior to the circumstances. Thus, AI systems will need to process and apply ethical 
and legal rules when choosing their course of action, considering the particularities of the context.

In the agricultural field, artificial intelligence that makes decisions about cultivation and pesticides 
must incorporate a digital legal agent, which ensures compliance with the environmental rules in force. 
The creation of intelligent ethical/legal agents or the development of a “computable law” depends on 
research investments, which are currently one of the vanguard areas in artificial intelligence and law.11 The 
perspective of applying artificial intelligences in agriculture should be attentive to these developments in 
order to develop systems that take into account ethical and legal compliance in their decision-making.

For Embrapa – as a digital agent that integrates the ecosystem of agricultural innovation and that 
develops and provides digital tools for agriculture – it is pertinent to analyze the legal aspects arising 
from ICT applied to agriculture and explore issues that are at the interface between the rule of law and 
the technological development of digital agriculture.

8 AI-HLEG A definition of AI: Main capabilities and scientific disciplines e AI-HLEG Ethic Guidelines for a Trustworthy AI.

9 Available at: https://lawgorithm.com.br/estrategia-nacional-de-inteligencia-artificial

10 Available at: https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/833647

11 In Brazil, only the Faculty of Law of the University of São Paulo offers subjects related to computable law, in the postgraduate course.
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The digital tools for agriculture, developed by Embrapa, may be subject to regulation, through legal 
instruments that support Embrapa’s business with digital assets, to discipline the relationship between 
Embrapa and its users, in the services provided by the company, through their websites and mobile apps.

Digital assets for agriculture: legal 
support for Embrapa’s performance
Following this reality of the agricultural technological revolution, Embrapa has been enriching its 
portfolio of digital assets by expanding the offer of services and products electronically, as research and 
innovation in agribusiness are increasingly associated with digital tools. Embrapa has a total of 
292 software and web services12, covering a wide range of topics so as to meet society’s demands.

Among the mobile apps that were made available, the champion of downloads is “Roda da Reproduction”, 
which already has 18,828 active installations13. This tool was developed to assist managing dairy herds, 
enabling to monitor the productive and reproductive stages of a herd in a simple manner. The name is 
due to the application’s display, displaying the herd on a wheel that allows to quickly visualizing these 
stages, with color scales and placements. The use of technology brings enormous ease and simplification 
to the work of rural producers, hence abandoning the use 
of paper records to monitor the herd. Figure 3 shows the 
mobile applications made available by Embrapa.

In the entire universe of Embrapa’s digital tools, more than 
half (165) are available on Embrapa’s Portal, which are 
suitable for technology transfer. It should also be noted 
that the qualification of 119 digital assets14 has already 
been carried out, using the criteria of the TRL/MRL scale15.

Immersed in this reality and digital need for agribusiness, 
and aware of its legal status as a federal public company 
and all the social and technical responsibility involved, 
Embrapa’s performance is focused on the multidisciplinary 
work of its team, in order to ensure that the development 
of technologies is always surrounded by legal protection.

Ultimately, it is up to the law and its operators – lawyers, 
judges, members of the Public Ministry – to face the 
challenges posed by digital technology, promoting the 
due legal protection not only to developers and owners, 
but also to users. One of the main challenges of the jurist 
in the world today is to consider the repercussion of the 

12 The total of 292 software and web services are from June 2020.

13 Active installations in June 2020.

14 Digital asset data in June 2020.

15 Technological maturity level scale, TRL/MRL scale – Technology Readiness Levels/Manufacturing Readiness Levels.

Figure 3. Digital assets: mobile applications provided by Embrapa 
(June 2020).
Source: Embrapa (2020).
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law in view of the entirely new circumstances that are now presented, bearing in mind the paths for its 
transformation (Lemos, 2005).

Focusing on its research purpose, addressing innovation, Embrapa’s lawyers are responsible for regularly 
analyzing the disruptive application of the law aimed at public administration, to monitor the technological 
evolutions promoted by the Company’s technical staff based on the needs of the agribusiness.

Bureaucracy mirrors the functioning model of the hierarchical and standardized industrial society, 
while research requires management flexibility to meet its objectives in search of the unknown and 
transforming it into new goods or services. If research requires management flexibility, applying the law 
at Embrapa demands the same requirement (Peregrino, 2018). 

Thus, in order to promote due legal protection of its digital assets, Embrapa, guided not only by its 
Innovation Policy, aligning national legislation on science, technology and innovation and intellectual 
property, but also by the General Data Protection Law – LGPD (Law No. 13,709/2018) (Brazil, 2018) 
and Access to Information (Law No. 12,527/2011) (Brazil, 2011), which edited the main contractual 
instruments that provide legal support to the Company’s digital business management.

The LGPD emphasizes, in its article 50 (Brazil, 2018), the importance of formulating rules of good practices 
and governance, which set the conditions of organization, the operating regime and procedures adopted 
in the processing of data, security norms, technical standards, specific obligations for the various actors 
involved, educational activities, internal mechanisms for the supervision and mitigation of risks and other 
aspects related to processing personal data and handling complaints and doubts of the data owners.

Thus, these model documents were prepared to promote the legal security of Embrapa’s digital assets, in 
addition to being a mechanism to standardize the relationship between Embrapa and its customers and 
users, in order to safeguard the Company’s macro process of innovation efficiently and effectively.

The following legal instruments were created: Term of Use; Privacy Policy; Service Level Agreement (SLA) 
and Technical Support Guidelines. These instruments are atypical electronic agreements that promote 
legal certainty for digital services, with the ability to delimit the responsibility of both Embrapa for 
providing the service and the user for its satisfaction, explaining the conditions of operation of the asset.

The electronic contract is characterized by using an electronic means for its execution or by being 
related to a bilateral legal transaction that results from the assembly of two declarations of will, as agreed 
through the electronic transmission of data. (Finkelstein, 2004 cited by Pinheiro, 2019).

It can also be defined as an electronic transaction in which declarations of will are manifested by 
electronic means and may also be manifested automatically by a computer (automated computer 
system), or through a public offer on a website and acceptance by the consumer through a click 
(Lorezetti, 2006 cited by Pinheiro, 2019).

With regard to the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy instruments, as there are no legal definitions, there is 
no doctrinal consensus on the concepts, and it is common among authors to permeate the content of 
one into the other. 

This interposition exists between the aforementioned instruments because they both clarify how the 
digital asset is used, determining obligations and clarifying doubts about its functioning. On the other 
hand, the SLA Agreement and the Technical Support Guidelines, which are more specific, do not undergo 
this emission.

Within the scope of Embrapa, the Term of Use is the adhesion contract that allows determining the 
conditions for accessing and using the website or mobile application and which must be observed by 
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users. This instrument lists important information, through which the service or product is described. 
The essential clauses are: the adopted nomenclatures, the obligations of the user and Embrapa, how the 
application or website works, the cost of the service, the hypotheses of any pauses and termination of the 
service and in what way Embrapa handles third-party information.

The Privacy Policy deals with the terms and security conditions that will guide the relationship to be 
established between Embrapa and users, especially the privacy of users’ personal information, in order to 
offer the due credibility and transparency to users regarding the use of its websites and applications.

Through this document, Embrapa proposes to communicate how the information the user entered on the 
website or in the application will be used, such as registration data, and those resulting from the tool to 
capture information, posted items, stored messages, also informing that the information may be shared 
with partner companies or used for research, in order to improve the performance of the site or application, 
as well as if there will be transfer of information to third parties and how this transfer can take place.

The rights and duties of the user were also outlined, with a specific chapter on sharing information with 
third parties allowed by the user, in order to clarify the exceptions that allow the transfer of information to 
third parties, such as by court order, legal determination, etc.

It should be noted that all these topics involved legal effort to reconcile the laws applicable to Embrapa 
as a public company. And as already mentioned, it is necessary to pay attention not only to laws affecting 
intellectual property, innovation and protection of personal data, but also to legislation relevant to 
Public Administration, such as the Access to Information Law (Law 12,527/2011) (Brasil, 2011), which 
simultaneously provides the duty to give access to public information and the confidentiality of private 
information.

The Service Level Agreement (SLA) instrument is the document required in any IT contractual 
relationship, which measures the performance and quality with which a service is effectively delivered, 
through objective criteria.

The purpose of the SLA is to be a tool for monitoring and controlling compliance with the standard 
established in the service agreement contracted between the parties, allowing for clear and 
unambiguous customer expectations and the supplier’s obligations and limits of responsibility (Pinheiro, 
2019). Such control requires overt monitoring, the stipulation of fines for insufficient performance, co-
sourcing (having more than one supplier) to avoid concentration, guarantees and insurance, if applicable 
(Pinheiro, 2019). 

The SLA designed by Embrapa defines the main technical terms, presents the Calculation of Monthly 
Activity and Service Levels, and outlines the limitations that are not applicable to the SLA, clarifying that 
they do not apply to any performance or availability issues.

Embrapa also provided for any compensation to the user, in the event of extrapolation of the service’s 
downtime, which will only be carried out through a service credit, whose compensation cannot be made 
unilaterally by the user in their Applicable Monthly Service Fees.

Finally, the Technical Support Guidelines outline the supplier’s responsibility to maintain the stability of 
the service provided, whether by offering technical support, clarifying doubts or performing preventive 
and corrective maintenance, among other support activities.

The objective of the technical support guidelines is to promote customer and user satisfaction in the 
services provided by Embrapa, through its websites and mobile applications, by efficiently meeting 
the respective demands, as quickly as possible, as well as by maintaining the proper functioning of the 
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services provided by such channels. They also aim to correct any stoppages or loss of quality, disparate 
doubts, complaints, requests for new services and requests for changes to services or configuration items.

It should be noted that the edition and consolidation of these legal instruments, by the CID and CSJ of 
SIN, for the due legal support to Embrapa’s digital business management, were also aware of the fact that 
the regulations applied to this type of business must be “globalized”, so that they are effective not only 
internally, but also abroad. After all, digital activity breaks boundaries and there must be compatibility 
with globally established guidelines.

Acting as a legal support for the innovation and implementation of research, for the realization of 
agriculture fueled by science, Embrapa’s statutory role, it is essential for its legal body to also operate in 
an innovative manner in terms of regulation/law. It is necessary to emphasize the need to apply the law 
with due attention to the impact and indispensability of technology, in order to offer adequate legal 
security, supporting the promotion and access to knowledge, science and technology. More specifically, 
considering that it is a state-owned company subjected to legislation affects Public Administration, it is 
imperative to link its obligations without impeding innovation, quite the contrary, helping it to succeed.

Final considerations
Science driven agriculture is a reality in Brazil. Embrapa has made and is still making relevant 
contributions to accomplish this – together with partner institutions of the National Agricultural Research 
System – through the development of RD&I solutions for the sustainability of agriculture, to benefit 
Brazilian society.

For Brazil to continue to be a world competitor in food exports, as well as a supplier to meet the domestic 
demand for food, it is essential to train agricultural agents and appropriate the most advanced digital 
technologies. This technological appropriation qualifies Brazilian agriculture to face the challenges 
of feeding Brazil, improving the performance of agribusiness’ participation in the trade balance and 
increasing the sector’s competitiveness in relation to competitors.

Agricultural innovation based on digital content lacks participatory governance and multidisciplinary 
approaches, such as the one presented in this chapter, which directs the legal views to digital agriculture. 
For the full advance of digital agriculture in Brazil to take place, it is imperative for its activities to focus on: 
a) solving Brazilian agricultural problems and developing the production system; b) meeting the goals of 
sustainable development to promote food security in the country; c) promote the training and ownership 
of digital technological innovations by farmers; d) advance digitalization in the field and rural areas with 
innovations that value and respect people, the climate, biodiversity and the environment.

It is important to observe the warning about the risk of digital agriculture being controlled and structured 
by a few giant companies of global agribusiness, considering the merger and market concentration 
movement, with the priority to detain and monopolize the oil of the 21st century – the data with added 
value – to obtain extraordinary profits.

Therefore, the legal framework for data use, governance and privacy needs to be improved and applied 
in the context of digital technologies, whether Agriculture 4.0, Agriculture 5.0 and its successive waves 
of technological advances, to regulate the legal relationships of the parties involved in the collection, 
the processing and analysis of agricultural data, in order to avoid or minimize the potential effects of 
inducing production and consumption behavior. The role of public agricultural research institutions, 
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such as Embrapa, is essential to promote a sense of balance in the availability and socialization of digital 
technologies, in order to promote technological equity among farmers and agricultural producers.

The perspectives for the world and for Brazil in relation to digital law as regards digitization of agriculture 
– envisioned by the authors of this chapter – are to expand and qualitatively advance the debate on 
the subject, to improve the regulatory framework of digital law, expand State incentives for scientific 
development, research, technological training and innovation, as recommended by the Brazilian Federal 
Constitution. 
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Innovating communication
in the age of digital
agriculture
Nadir Rodrigues Pereira | Flávia Bussaglia Fiorini | Magda Cruciol | Vinícius Milléo Kuromoto

Introduction
New media revolutionized human communication, producing new social habits. With easy access to 
information, society has become more aware of its rights and much more demanding regarding their 
needs and expectations. In addition, this new and modern consumer profile and user of products 
and services encourages companies to be more concerned about accountability to the public, the 
transparency of their actions and social responsibility.

In a highly competitive environment, knowledge has been the driver of economic and social 
development. In this context, communication plays a fundamental role in the complex environment of 
public research, development and innovation companies. They are faced with the challenges to more 
efficiently contribute to the dissemination of the scientific knowledge produced, and also bringing to 
society, in an innovative way, the results of research and technologies.

The 21st century is marked by digital communication; society is increasingly eager for fast information, 
in real time. Furthermore, it is an agent that helps to build the contents that constitute collective 
knowledge, in other words, it is no longer limited to receiving information, in one-way communication. 
This society wants to participate, speak, listen and be heard.

As a result, communication tends to be increasingly horizontal in a participatory system, at all levels, 
highlighting the two-way symmetrical communication model, characterized by the balance between the 
interests of organizations and their audiences. Thus, it plays the role of enabling organizational change 
processes, as it goes beyond borders, provides greater access to information and facilitates dialogue, 
establishing strategies to deal with environmental changes.
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The overwhelming global transformations caused by the pandemic of the new coronavirus imposed 
on companies and science and technology institutions the pressing need to adapt to the new scenario, 
and this reconfiguration is based on efficient communication with society and its strategic audiences. 
Thus, we witnessed a rapid increase in the participation of these entities in interactive portals, virtual 
communities and social networks, among other channels that enable greater interaction with individuals 
and consumers. 

Communication is also considered a strategic instrument to awaken public motivation for science, 
to promote interaction and encourage the exchange of knowledge, contributing to socioeconomic 
development, democratization and social inclusion. These contributions are inherent to the mission 
of public institutions involved in research, development and innovation (RD&I), such as the Brazilian 
Agricultural Research Corporation (Embrapa), linked to the Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock and Supply 
(MAPA).

How to talk to this new audience profile; what language to use; what channels can be built; how to 
meet interaction needs; how can sounds, images and content be added to arouse interest and facilitate 
communication, given the many options and offers available on the web and social networks? How to 
make a difference and stand out? These are just some of the issues that communication professionals 
from RD&I institutions have been addressing in order to innovate communication and the relationship 
with society in the current context.

At Embrapa Digital Agriculture, an Embrapa Unit that is a research reference in the area of information 
technology, professionals from the Organizational Communication Nucleus (NCO) also face these 
challenges, in order to develop differentiated communication actions that bring innovative experiences 
in the relationship with the different audiences that the Unit interacts with.

Numerous solutions generated by agricultural research are made available on a daily basis in different 
formats to broadly disseminate the knowledge produced. The objective is that the actions contribute 
not only to more effectively bringing the research results, technologies, products and services offered to 
society, but also to facilitate interaction with the public and capture their demands.

This chapter presents some of the results obtained by the Unit. They are the outcomes derived from 
integrated communication based on adequate and consistent planning, which includes institutional, 
market and internal communication actions. Initiatives to support the innovation process and strategic 
management of Embrapa Digital Agriculture are also addressed, as well as participation in projects 
supported by an educommunicative vision, based on the subjects’ autonomy and critical view.

New technologies and science 
communication at Embrapa
Companies and institutions began to be more intensely concerned with organizational communication 
in Brazil from the second half of the 1980s onwards. Political changes and, later, the phenomenon 
of globalization imposed the need for greater transparency in the relations of organizations with 
governments, non-governmental organizations, workers, unions, suppliers, the press and communities 
(Oliveira, 2013).

Since its creation, in 1973, Embrapa has been concerned about disclosing its administrative actions to 
society. For this reason, that same year, then-president José Irineu Cabral hired the first journalist to work 
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at the Company (Duarte; Barros, 2003). In 1996, Embrapa implemented a Communication Policy, which 
helped to reorganize all its operation areas. Revised and updated in 2002, the policy defines that strategic 
and integrated communication1 is a business intelligence system whose fundamental responsibility 
is to manage actions aimed at promoting the institution’s relationship with the internal and external 
environments (Embrapa, 2002).

This policy created precepts to support the development of actions and programs to manage the 
dissemination of information to strategic audiences and to strengthen the institution’s image. In 
addition to supporting actions aimed at popularizing scientific knowledge, at Embrapa communication 
is engaged with the transfer of research, development and innovation results, in order to improve the 
scientific literacy of the Brazilian population.

In a research institution, acknowledging Business Communication as strategic implies including this 
competence in all instances of the organization, whether for prospecting demands or building scenarios, 
or when interacting with stakeholders involved in projects and solutions forwarded by company, or in 
search of the necessary interface with society (Embrapa, 2002, p. 15).

Communication actions, in addition to benefiting the Company and government, essentially play a 
role on behalf of society, as they facilitate disseminating research results generated at Embrapa and 
access to its products, services and technologies. The Company is committed to “make viable research, 
development and innovation solutions for the sustainability of agriculture, for the benefit of Brazilian 
society” (Embrapa, 2015, p. 8).

The arrival of new information and communication technologies (ICT) created a challenging scenario for 
companies and institutions to promote the dissemination of their actions, technologies, products and 
services to their strategic audiences, with an innovative approach. In this context, knowledge tends to be 
increasingly built using a collective, democratic and shared approach, so that everyone can benefit from 
the obtained results and therefore make their own decisions.

The evolving scenario of both information technology and communication resulted – at least for 
organizations more attentive to new competitive requirements – in a converging scenario. A vital 
transformation in organizational communication seems to be underway, considering the expressive 
investments in integration and relationship solutions, which enable the intense participation of the entire 
chain of business agents in the dialogue and shared actions (Cardoso, 2020, p. 31).

In the 21st century, it is no longer possible for the scientific dissemination process to be a “one-way” 
model, built under a unidirectional vision and without the participation of all interested agents. The 
web tools provide interactivity with the public, which is no longer a mere consumer of information, but 
can become a co-author and participant in the process, playing the role of an active agent that acts and 
transforms its reality.

The impact of changes can be seen in all human activities, leading institutions to rethink their policies 
and create strategies to remain competitive, in addition to being socially responsible. New technologies 
also promote changes in the agricultural production process with the introduction of methods and tools 
that modernize agriculture.

In the case of Embrapa, there is a permanent focus on monitoring the demands of the external 
environment in order to align its performance. Embrapa’s VI Master Plan (PDE) is a directive document 

1 Strategic and integrated communication is understood as that which is part of the organization’s philosophy, guiding and integrating all 
communication actions generated in the company, seeking equilibrium between the organizational interests and those of its audiences 
(Kunschk, 1997).
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that establishes the main guidelines for the activities to be developed at Embrapa, from 2014 to 2034, in 
line with the changes in the global scenario.

During the preparation of the VI PDE, the Company identified the need to expand its efforts to foresee 
the challenges in order to ensure the sustainability of Brazilian agriculture, which is greatly affected 
by technological intensification. The progress of ICT also offers enormous potential to revolutionize 
the agricultural sector, as new tools and technological solutions emerge for automating agricultural 
processes and impact business models.

Amid these profound transformations, research, development and innovation (RD&I) activities in the 
agricultural sector have a central role. Technological transformations occur quickly, with the introduction 
of new products and processes, in which the control of genes and atoms becomes the center of change. 
There is a clear tendency to increase the complexity of this market with the expansion of various 
technologies, such as precision agriculture, biotechnology, nanotechnology, biological nitrogen fixation, 
biopesticides, biorefineries and intelligent packaging, etc. The concept of innovation no longer refers only 
to products and processes, but also to innovation in business models, logistics, services associated with 
products, distribution and marketing, management and organization (Fonseca Júnior et al., 2009, p. 87).

One of the current challenges of Agricultural research also includes making agriculture ever more 
connected (Rodrigues et al., 2020). Digital technologies represent significant commitments for 
the transformation of Brazilian agriculture, based on digital content, cutting-edge technology and 
connectivity, which characterize the digital age and Agriculture 4.0.

The focus of activities of Embrapa Digital Agriculture and Embrapa, “the so-called Agriculture 4.0 
was already one of the priorities in the Company’s Research, Development and Innovation (RD&I) 
programming, but with the pandemic, it will certainly grow even more to meet the demands of the 
productive sector” (Diniz, 2020).

The technological convergence, allied to the intense generation of data and information, have provided 
disruptive technologies an immense potential for applications in all activities, including planting, 
handling, harvesting and post-harvest. Furthermore, communication must also pay attention to all these 
innovations to help disseminate and appropriate these technological solutions.

It is important to highlight that communication planning must be strategic, foreseeing scenarios, 
enabling the participation of company members, paying attention to expectations of the public and 
expressing the results desired by the company, in the short, medium and long term (Galerani, 2006, p. 51).

Digital revolution and network communication
The origin of communication as “convergence”, ensuing from the understanding of the communicative 
process as a result of social interactions, replaces the diffusionist logic guided by the communication of 
“many for few” and now constitutes a new model, centered on the idea of “all for everyone” (Lévy, 1999). 
The new digital technologies make it possible to break the barriers of time and space, bringing together 
and stimulating the exchange of knowledge, cooperation and collective creation in the network.

In the virtual space interactions can be enhanced, and subjects are active, with the right to express 
themselves and interact, bringing proposals that benefit thousands of people who are interconnected, 
while also sharing solutions with those who do not have access to the network. Therefore, it is necessary 
to innovate in the sense of no longer treating the subject as a passive being, who receives a ready-made 
technology and needs to adapt to use it.
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The digital revolution has brought, as well as to several other areas, a new horizon for organizational 
communication. The restriction of space and time is no longer an obstacle, and digital communication 
began to permeate spaces that were previously unnoticed or ignored. Universal digitization forced 
rethinking, not only for formal communication vehicles, but also for society, which discovered new ways 
to send news, receive information, seek updates and also be present. “Cyberspace presupposes a mixture 
of subject and object, unthinkable in the process of interpersonal and mass communication” (Santos, 
2016, p. 4).

With new media, people can exchange information and share global solutions, contributing to the 
development of “knowledge networks”. This model centered on a “everyone for everyone” type of 
communication (Lévy, 1999) assumes that anyone is able to be, at the same time, a consumer and a 
producer of information.

The dissemination actions are supported by internet resources – a form of “many-for-many” 
communication that, with the possibility of interaction, revolutionized human communication and 
designed a new paradigm for the socialization of information (Pereira et al., 2010, p. 4).

In this context, communication must also reinvent itself, operating in a network, as seen in research 
production based on the participation of researchers in collaborative virtual networks, which expand the 
possibilities of exchanging information and generating knowledge. A new dynamic is formed in these 
networks, stimulating collaboration in order to obtain the best results for their members.

In these networks, scientists need to have a communication structure that facilitates, interactively, the 
exchange of information, knowledge, skills, competences, experiences, knowledge and abilities that allow 
them to simultaneously integrate them using an interdisciplinary and transversal approach, favoring the 
construction of new knowledge and solutions that add value to society (Torres et al., 2012, p. 3).

Technological convergence and multimedia resources offer potentials that allow researchers and scholars 
to organize in these networks, where participation and collaboration are encouraged both locally and 
internationally. This is a model that promotes collaborative creation, with the use of free and open 
technological resources that are available to multiple institutions, which benefit from ideas and collective 
improvements. As an example, we can mention the several collaborative initiatives currently underway 
in universities and research institutes for the production of a vaccine against covid-19 caused by the new 
coronavirus.

Characteristic of the information age and knowledge-based society, digital communication presents 
a new and complex scenario, in which the speed of obtaining information, the increased volume of 
content, not always from secure sources, and the overexposure of people and brands encourage thinking 
about how to position institutions, companies and actions in a relevant, clear, appropriate and attractive 
manner.

However, what is this digital communication and what makes it so different from traditional 
communication? It can be considered that digital communication is based on the communication 
strategy and actions carried out on the web, social networks and mobile devices, including the digital 
ecosystem and the digitization of information media. Supported by four pillars – presence, content, 
relationship and engagement – digital communication involves the relationships between connected 
human beings and the influence on corporate dynamics.

A segment of social communication, enhanced by technological advances, digital communication is a set 
of practices and forms of dissemination, interaction, reception and dialogue between sender and receiver 
on online platforms – accessible through devices such as computers, notebook, tablet, cell phone etc.
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As it is comprehensive, it can be applied to diverse audiences, having started within corporations and 
expanded to the social world, in which legal and physical persons began to integrate and interact in a maze 
of information. With diversity increasingly present, the plurality of voices only tends to enrich relationships, 
professional or not. For companies and institutions, digital communication has brought valuable 
opportunities. Among them are the different forms of language, access, greater proximity and audience.

Today it is clearer that companies that are able to control their own digital communication can not 
only lead thoughts, but also shape behaviors, generating competitive advantages in a world where 
speed of delivery conquers not only consumers and business partners, but also followers. However, it 
is important to emphasize that communication must be intrinsically allied to corporate governance, 
for an effective contribution in this extremely competitive scenario, “seeking a more flexible, creative, 
collaborative environment and which, consequently, will bring more competitiveness and sustainability 
to organizations” (Sabbatini, 2010, p. 155).

Only after establishing dialogical relationships integrated to a collaborative and transparent 
communication proposal, which considers the citizen as an active subject in this process, will 
organizations be able to stand out and remain sustainable.

Moreover, communicative actions need to be guided by a philosophy and an integrated communication 
policy that consider the demands, interests and demands of strategic audiences and society. This means 
there must be full integration between internal, institutional and business communication in the pursuit 
of organizational effectiveness, efficiency and efficacy for the benefit of the public and society as a whole, 
and not just solely the company. Studying, understanding and practicing organizational communication, 
therefore, is much more complex than one might imagine (Kunsch, 2009, p. 80).

Communication for innovation
The changes brought about by the 21st century, which impact both organizations and human beings, 
producing new social demands, also influence organizational communication within a complex context 
of relationships that require more interactive and collaborative systems.

Cajazeira and Cardoso (2009, p. 1) highlight the central role played by communication in the innovation 
process. However, they emphasize that the “complexity of the internal and external relations of 
organizations, and of individuals among themselves, combined with the growing competitive demand 
for innovation, poses unprecedented challenges on the way of thinking and acting in organizational 
communication.”

Communication plays a fundamental role in the innovation process, as well as adequate information 
management. Strategies that encourage innovation attitudes have social interaction processes as one of 
their strongest allies, as communication, a reciprocal action, provides a favorable exchange environment 
for information to circulate and knowledge to be discussed, validated and possibly, adopted by the target 
audience.

For Wolton (2010, p. 121), “communicating is less and less transmitting, rarely competing, mostly 
negotiating and, finally, living together.” Structured dialogue and the transmission of ideas can leverage 
the creative process, a precursor to innovation.

Therefore, communication and the creative process interact in complex but complementary ways, 
enabling the growth of the innovative potential in organizations. Having information is one of the first 
components for stimulating creativity and strategic thinking.
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In this context, and to deliver more value to society through its products and services, Embrapa began 
implementing, in 2018, a new Innovation Policy. Among the six main guidelines, two are directly based 
on communication: promoting the culture, practices and internal environment for innovation; and 
expand the Company’s participation and protagonism in the innovation market (Embrapa, 2018a).

Following this same philosophy of promoting innovations in its processes, the Company’s communication 
strategies have already undergone reformulation, with the creation and use of differentiated 
communication tools to serve different audiences, with content and language suitable for each one. The 
main purpose has always been to improve how to communicate to society what Embrapa does and to 
talk more effectively with the innovation ecosystem, promoting dialogical and collaborative relationships.

The culture of organizations plays a preeminent role in stimulating, developing and disseminating 
innovations. It is essential for the internal environment of a RD&I institution to support the generation 
and sharing of ideas, which will be reflected in the research design, in the development of solutions and 
in the achievement of results to meet the demands of its strategic audiences.

To overcome the limits of traditional business communication and the instrumental focuses of 
organizational communication, it is necessary to understand communication as a strategic process for 
action in a plural, dynamic and complex reality, which aims to elicit innovative, creative and dynamic 
behavior from a strategic point of view and which works, in a democratic way, as a disseminator of 
objectives and cultural values of the company for internal and external audiences. [...] These are economic 
changes with significant transformations for the markets and for the relationships between human beings 
inside and outside the company (Cardoso, 2006, p. 1.127).

To support this innovation process, it is essential that organizational communication is supported by a 
proposal for collaborative communication, which encourages dialogue and reciprocity. Communication 
for innovation plays a strategic role in the interpretation of the internal and external environments, 
identifying internal strengths and weaknesses, in addition to the characteristics and trends of the 
macro-environment.

Therefore, it comprises a multidisciplinary area, as it includes all forms of communication used by the 
organization to relate and interact with its audiences. It is important to highlight the work of public 
relations professionals in building the corporate innovation agenda, since “it is through public relations 
that the organization’s philosophy contributes to strengthening and consolidating a solid and favorable 
corporate image and identity before the public of interest” (Kunsch, 2003, p. 164-165).

Thus, both communication and innovation need to be aligned so as to produce impactful results for 
companies and institutions, since the complexity of human relations makes this innovation process 
extremely challenging, which breaks the vertical structures of power and relationships. It is healthy 
for organizations to adopt more flexible and open styles of management that are reflected in their 
relationships with employees and stakeholders – including all the publics with which they relate.

The internal communication model must also be supported by participatory management, focused 
on collaborative work, which encourages autonomy and integration among teams. The Oslo Manual, 
published by the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), defines that among 
the factors that strongly influence the learning capacity of companies, vital for innovation, is knowledge 
management, including “policies and strategies, leadership, knowledge acquisition, training and 
communications” (Manual..., 2005, p. 32). “Corporate governance (legal, planning and public relations)” is 
also referenced among the administration and management actions for innovation (Oslo, 2018, p. 73).
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In addition to all the disruptions caused by ICTs, the social changes that have taken place in the 21st 
century determine new relationship configurations that are based on pluralism and interdependence, 
“which require a new way of thinking about communication” (Cajazeira; Cardoso, 2009, p. 8). The 
challenges of this new context demand that strategic organizational communication, allied to corporate 
governance, advance within a relational perspective.

The dialogic interaction is a new paradigm in this area, which breaks the mechanical model of information 
and adopts the posture of dialogue as the best way to resolve conflicts, make agreements, and, seek 
consensus in relation to a practice, thus understanding communication beyond technical rationality 
(Marchiori, 2011, p. 29).

In this scenario, it is essential to have an environment that will stimulate creativity and sharing ideas, 
with communication supporting the decision-making process of institutions and corporate governance. 
Seeing that innovation is an intrinsic process to organizational skills, it is essential to develop policies, 
programs and actions that favor cooperation, dialogical relations and the pluralism of opinions.

Thus, internal communication is also a vital characteristic in the decision-making process and in the 
construction of a participatory organizational environment, facilitating the integration and exchange of 
information. This will benefit enhancing the institutional image and strengthening the company’s culture, 
producing positive results in a competitive and innovative business environment.

Therefore, it is important that leaders also develop skills in interpersonal relationships, face-to-face 
communication and management of information flows, establishing channels open to dialogue that 
are capable of supporting the construction of collaborative relationships, supported by ethics and the 
respect for the internal public.

Internal communication cannot be isolated from the combination of integrated communication and 
from the other activities of the organization. Its effectiveness will depend on teamwork between the 
communication and human resources areas, the board of directors and all the employees involved. It will 
basically depend on adequate and consistent planning, and then it has to find support in the information 
obtained from the strategic planning, so that the programs to be developed correspond to the demands 
of the environment (Kunsch, 1997, p. 129).

Communication results and 
challenges in the digital age
Embrapa seeks to “be a world reference in the generation and offer of information, knowledge and 
technologies, contributing to innovation and sustainability in agriculture and food security” (Embrapa, 
2015, p. 8). Among the 12 strategic objectives defined in its VI Master Plan 2014–2034, the development, 
adaptation and dissemination of “knowledge and technologies in automation, precision agriculture and 
information and communication technologies to enhance sustainability of production systems and add 
value to agricultural products and processes” are highlighted (Embrapa, 2015, p. 12).

For Embrapa Digital Agriculture, it is a priority to disseminate these innovations in Brazilian agriculture. 
Since the mid-1990s, the Unit has had a communication area dedicated to supporting the dissemination 
of research and technology transfer actions, in addition to managing the communication channels and 
flows with its stakeholders.
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Communication is also among the strategic objectives of Embrapa’s VI Master Plan. It is the responsibility 
of the Company to “develop and disseminate information products and communication strategies that will 
promote agricultural research and expand society’s support for Brazilian agriculture.” (Embrapa, 2015, p. 13).

The Organizational Communication Nucleus (NCO) is a sector directly linked to the head of the research 
center, and its performance is included in the strategic planning of the Unit.

Based on this perspective, communication has the potential to become an instrument and also an intelligence 
process, a source of value generation and competitive advantage. After all, as it permeates all organizational 
dimensions – human, economic, marketing, cultural and social – communication is inextricably linked, whether 
acknowledged or not, to corporate performance as a whole (Mello, 2010, p. 200).

Communication actions are built at the Unit in a planned manner and then integrated with Embrapa’s 
communication plan, which outlines strategies with corporate reach, aimed at the institution’s various 
stakeholders.

When preparing a communication plan, professionals must take care that their objectives and goals are 
not merely related to their productions – preparing publications, holding events, preparing reviews, and 
other productions. These can actually be means to reach nobler ends, such as effects on the relationships 
between the organization and its audiences (Galerani, 2006, p. 54).

The research center has been improving its performance in the communication area, investing in the 
composition and training of its team of professionals, so they can quickly respond to the new challenges 
imposed by the digital transformation. One of the main results of these investments is the consolidation 
of Embrapa Agricultural Informatics as a reference center in the field of digital agriculture, recognized by 
society and opinion makers.

The Unit has had a strong presence in the press in ICT reports, Agriculture 4.0, internet of things and 
development of technological solutions for the field. In 2019, the repercussion of news citing Embrapa 
Digital Agriculture increased by 123% compared to the previous year, with more than 1,450 news 
retrieved, which were published in local, regional, national and international media. Figure 1 shows some 
examples of inclusion in the media.

Figure 1. Covers of the magazines Pesquisa Fapesp, Dinheiro Rural and Globo Rural, which cited Embrapa Digital Agriculture.
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In addition to producing podcasts for the radio 
program Prosa Rural by Embrapa2 and video reports 
for the television program Dia de Campo on TV3 about 
the technologies developed, the Unit is present on 
social networks on Embrapa’s channels on Facebook4, 
Instagram5, Flickr6, Twitter7 and Youtube8. Figure 2 
shows the dissemination of posts and tweets on social 
networks about research and developed technologies.

The Internet Portal9 is one of the channels that 
Embrapa Digital Agriculture uses to publicize 
research and its results, in addition to presenting 
technological solutions, institutional and technical-
scientific publications, available products and 
services. Aware of the external demands of its 
audience, the Unit is concerned with the permanent 
updating and revision of content to facilitate 
access for the population. Furthermore, the intense 
participation in agricultural events and exhibitions 
is to disseminate technologies, products and 
services, always seeking to approach and strengthen 
relationships with rural and urban audiences.

The challenge is to continue creating innovative 
strategies in the relationship with this society, 
which has a more participative and dynamic new 
profile. It’s not just the tools that evolve, but also 
the organizational culture. It is important to have 
a receptive and open attitude to dialogue, which 
contributes to this closer proximity and interaction 
with the institution’s stakeholders.

We can add that in a complex environment, 
communication can only fulfill its role as a 
strategic management tool when the company 
creates the true channels for communication 
to fulfill its basic social principle, that is, its 
democratic character so as to enable all 

2 Available at: www.embrapa.br/prosa-rural

3 Available at: www.embrapa.br/dia-de-campo-na-tv

4 Available at: fb.com/embrapa

5 Available at: instagram.com/embrapa

6 Available at: flickr.com/embrapa

7 Available at: twitter.com/embrapa

8 Available at: youtube.com.br/embrapa

9 Available at: www.embrapa.br/agricultura-digital

Figure 2. Posts on artificial intelligence research and technological 
solution.
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individuals to share ideas, behaviors, attitudes and, above all, the organizational culture. This democratic 
character is expressed through dialogue and the production of meanings (Cardoso, 2006, p. 1.135).

Therefore, the Organizational Communication Nucleus of Embrapa Digital Agriculture is also guided 
by an action aligned with Embrapa’s innovation process. Hence, it develops strategies to promote 
connections with the Unit’s various stakeholders, including institutions, companies and partners, in 
order to strengthen relationships, in addition to reinforcing the image of an innovative company in the 
agricultural sector.

Support is highlighted in the pioneering spirit, especially from 2018 onwards, with the organization 
of events such as Embrapa’s first hackathon – programming marathon – with the theme of automatic 
diagnosis of diseases in agricultural crops, and conducting meetings related to the theme of data science 
and digital agriculture. Among these events, SBIAgro Conect@ stands out, focused on promoting qualified 
networking between institutions, companies, accelerators, investors, developers and users of ICT.

Communication professionals also supported the construction of the methodology for the first 
acceleration program for startups that work with agricultural technologies (agtechs), the TechStart Agro 
Digital. The relationship and interaction with the program’s startups were facilitated precisely by the 
work of these professionals, from the program’s conception up to the selection and interview phases, in 
addition to mentoring specialized in communication techniques, with the use of digital media and the 
creation of exclusive relationship channels between members of startups and communicators. 

The communication area also plays an important role for supporting various events aimed at innovation 
and for conducting mentoring. Among the programs carried out with the participation of communicators 
are Sebrae Startup SP, Samsung Creative Startups, InovaPork, carried out by Embrapa Swine and Poultry, 
and the Bridges for Innovation, organized by Embrapa’s Department of Innovation and Business (SIN).

Digital media was one of the strategies adopted, which has greater reach and faster and more qualitative 
delivery. It is noteworthy that traditional communication vehicles, which have a limited reach and are 
usually aimed at the technical-scientific audience of these events, were not replaced, but digital and 
interpersonal communication, guided by a closer relationship, gained focus.

As shown, the communication actions are created by the NCO with a planned and integrated approach, 
permeating all institutional processes and the different areas of activity of the Unit, in order to effectively 
achieve the institution’s objectives. Also noteworthy are the relationship strategies with the internal 
public, for which the NCO develops targeted communication actions and supports events, in line with the 
personnel management area.

We understand integrated communication as a philosophy that directs the convergence of different areas, 
enabling a synergistic action. It presupposes a combination of institutional communication, marketing 
communication, internal communication and administrative communication, which form the mix, the 
combination of organizational communication (Kunsch, 2003, p. 150).

Educommunication to support collective creation
With technological progress, the convergence and integration of new media, the production and 
distribution of information are marked by significant changes. Although throughout its history man has 
used instruments to communicate, the universalization of the means and resources of the contemporary 
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world is now especially unique, pressing the communication means and ICTs to configure a new model of 
Man and Society (Gómez; Aguaded, 2011, p. 4).

Society organized in “virtual networks” is configured based on new spaces that can favor the process 
of sharing and creating content, with a collaborative and more participative approach. From the 
connectivity, mobility and portability resources of the web, any citizen can become a producer and 
consumer of information (Pereira, 2013, p. 1).

In the information society, this new paradigm of collective construction guided by the convergence of 
media, which enables organizing in networks, makes subjects to no longer be mere consumers-receivers, 
making them individuals-consumers. This new approach, based on constructivist learning, takes into 
account the numerous resources provided by ICT as possibilities for active appropriation, based on 
the individual’s autonomy and cooperation, including creation, authorship, human development and 
innovation.

Technology offers enormous potential for interactivity, but there is considerable complexity in these 
mutual interactions mediated by technological resources, which include “reciprocal action, cooperation 
and collective creation” (Primo, 2008, p. 148) which cannot be ignored. In this regard, the exchange 
of knowledge in a digital world can be enriched by a pedagogical proposal designed to support the 
collective construction of knowledge and encourage the subject’s critical view and autonomy.

The communication/education interrelationship constitutes a field of social intervention, called 
educommunication, characterized by a political action for the contribution of an ethical conscience and 
a pragmatic approach aimed at transforming society. This action is based on the formation of critical, 
participative citizens who are part of the social environment and the implementation of social utopias of 
quality education and participatory and democratic communication (Schaun, 2002).

Education is a science concerned with the formation and constitution of the human being as a subject, in 
other words, a being who thinks about his reality, reflects and acts on it, transforming the environment in 
which he lives. The proximity of the fields of education, communication and technology favors multiple 
views on the human condition and development, enabling the shared construction of information, 
knowledge and experiences in a context of exchanges and social interactions that can encourage the 
exercise of citizenship (Pereira, 2013, p. 2).

According to the Communication and Education Center (NCE) of the University of São Paulo (USP)10, studies 
carried out on the interrelationship between communication and education point to the emergence of a 
social intervention field characterized by offering theoretical-methodological support that allows social 
agents to understand the importance of communication actions for human coexistence, the production of 
knowledge and the elaboration and implementation of collaborative projects for social change. 

The concept of educommunication actually proposes the construction of open, dialogical and creative 
communicative ecosystems in educational spaces, breaking the hierarchy of knowledge distribution, 
precisely because of the recognition that all people involved in the flow of information are producers 
of culture [...]. Therefore, the goal of educommunication is to construct citizenship, based on the basic 
assumption of everyone exercising the right to expression and communication (Núcleo de Comunicação 
e Educação, 2012).

From the point of view of interactions, it can be said that communication is a social process focused 
on expanding the capacity of individuals to interrelate as active agents in the environment in which 

10 NCE – USP. Available at: http://www.usp.br/nce/onucleo
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they live, promoting changes in their reality based on these interactions. Educommunication emerges 
from this conception, which is based on the communication/education interrelation. It is about 
adopting a perspective of educational communication that is designed as a dialogical relationship of 
educommunicative action, defined as a “field of dialogue, space for critical and creative knowledge, for 
citizenship and solidarity” (Soares, 2000, p 12).

For subjects to effectively take ownership of productive processes, it is important for learning 
environments to be characterized by the constructivist approach and that they favor intellectual 
exchanges, the development of thought, cooperation, leading to reflection on actions, and the 
awareness that determines their moral and intellectual autonomy (Piaget, 1998). Therefore, technological 
resources must be incorporated into a transformative critical-reflective pedagogical proposal, which 
promotes articulations between the educator’s knowledge and their practice, favoring learning based on 
interaction, collaboration and cooperation between students and educators.

Thus, the communicators at Embrapa Digital Agriculture have also supported technology transfer 
projects that are guided by a vision supported by the concepts of educommunication, considering the 
autonomy and critical perception of the subjects involved.

Dialogical communication to support sustainable 
development and popularization of science
The United Nations (United Nations, 2015) established, in the 2030 Agenda, the 17 Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs) to support the construction and implementation of public policies worldwide. 
Embrapa understands that agricultural research plays an important role in achieving the 169 goals of the 
Agenda aimed at human development, as “food production in line with the generation of sustainable 
innovation in the field contributes to improving the quality of people’s lives, to reduce the price of basic 
food and to export Brazilian products” (Embrapa, 2020a).

To align its work with the international commitment, Embrapa carried out a comprehensive evaluation 
of its agricultural research and innovation program, mapping how the Impact Axes and the 12 Strategic 
Objectives described in its VI Master Plan are related to the 17 SDGs. The Company understands that 
this is a way of being accountable to society and showing alternatives for an increasingly sustainable 
agriculture, serving as a model for other countries.

Also with the objective of contributing to the SDGs and subsidizing strategic actions in science, technology 
and innovation, Embrapa established the Strategic Intelligence System, Agropensa, responsible for 
widespread monitoring of the external environment focused on capturing signals and trends to elaborate 
scenarios and future visions for Brazilian agriculture (Embrapa, 2018b). The leading role of consumers is one 
of the megatrends indicated in the document Vision 2030: the future of Brazilian agriculture:

The exponential growth of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) applications means that 
individuals have much more power to influence food production chains, and their food consumption 
decisions are based on continuous interactions with production agents, which, together with the 
expanding market niches, consubstantiate this megatrend. In this context, the convergence of 
accelerated global movements intensify the use of digital platforms in consumer relations, the co-creation 
of products and services and the growing access to information by digital means. Safe, traceable, healthy 
and produced through sustainable processes will be increasingly valued (Embrapa, 2018b, p. 12).
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At Embrapa, numerous solutions generated by agricultural research are made available on a daily basis 
in different formats, so as to broadly disseminate the knowledge produced. Moreover, the Company’s 
communication is inserted in this context. Embrapa is concerned not only with production, but with 
sustainable consumption that provides a better quality of life for the population:

Brazilian agricultural research faces many challenges regarding sustainable development, including 
systematizing all the knowledge generated, standardizing and integrating methods, translating 
knowledge into solutions to be directly appropriated by society, sufficient financial resources, proximity 
of scientists and decision makers, and other challenges. The mission of the Brazilian Agricultural 
Research Corporation (Embrapa), based on the results of its research, is to contribute to the sustainable 
development of agriculture (Palhares et al., 2018, p. 7).

The Company is also aware of the technological revolution of the last decades, which is marked by an 
accelerated computerization and digitalization process of analog procedures and by the development 
of new information and communication technologies (Antunes et al., 2018, p. 77). As a promoter 
for generating technical-scientific knowledge, Embrapa needs to make it accessible to the different 
segments of its stakeholders, from rural producers to consumers.

Several lines of study theorize about communication forms that are more compatible with the 
appropriation of knowledge and learning processes. Both are essential to translate scientific 
advancement and influence the life of rural producers, especially for those who belong to the 
uncomfortable statistics verified by the Brazilian Institute of Geography and Statistics (IBGE) on education 
in the countryside: approximately 80%, that is, the vast majority of rural producers in Brazil have primary 
education or have never attended school11.

Considering that 77% of agricultural establishments are in the category of family farming12, one of the 
challenges seen is understanding how communication can support the process of translating knowledge 
into solutions to be appropriated by the beneficiaries. And, educommunication is exactly one of the lines 
that seeks to bring together education, communication and technology for the shared construction of 
knowledge.

Based on the concept of a dialogical and transforming education, focused on solidary construction and 
knowledge sharing, it breaks with the vertical model of disseminating and transferring content to a 
liberating education, grounded on a process of analysis and reflection, in which subjects learn to think 
and, thinking, they are capable of promoting changes in their reality (Freire, 1982).

At Embrapa, some experiences and perceptions for ensuring the appropriation of knowledge are 
identified, even if they are incipient, given the wide range of actions provided by organizational 
communication. One of the examples related to collective production resulted in the publication of 
Colegio Povos e Comunidade Tradicionais, launched in 2017, which brings together reports on works 
carried out with rural communities and their traditional knowledge (Antunes et al., 2018, p. 77).

Another initiative also took place within the scope of the Pedagogical Production Methodology of 
Multimedia Materials with an Agroecological Focus on Family Farming (Pedagroeco13). Coordinated by 
Embrapa, with the participation of four Decentralized Units (Semi-arid, Coastal Tablelands, Middle-North 

11 According to data from the 2017 Agricultural Census, the rural producer has higher education in only 5.58% of agricultural establishments 
in Brazil. In high school, adding the numbers of the scientific article,EJA, and high school technician, they represent 14.95% (IBGE, 2017).

12 In the IBGE classification for the Agricultural Census, family farming has different dynamics and characteristics from non-family farming. In 
it, property management is shared by the family and agriculture is the main source of income (IBGE, 2017).

13 To learn about the project, go to (Embrapa, 2020b).
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and Cotton), the project was carried out in partnership with civil society organizations. The objective was 
to develop a methodology to encourage young rural students to use ICT, in the context of family farming 
and agroecology.

The Organizational Communication Nucleus of Embrapa Digital Agriculture coordinated actions to 
train multipliers in the state of Piauí. In all, more than 200 young people were trained in five states in 
the Brazilian semiarid region. Organized as workshops, as shown in Figure 3, the training included the 
Griô Pedagogy as a policy-methodological reference (Pacheco, 2014), which conducted the actions 
throughout the entire process of training young people.

The methodological approach14 ensured participatory processes anchored in the transformative and 
autonomy perspective advocated by Freire (2011), and the material produced resulted in 18 videos. 
The experience and interactions among Pedagroeco participants showed how communication and the 
use of ICT, anchored in the Griô Pedagogy action model, played an expressive role in the knowledge 
appropriation processes and in the affirmation of identity of the young people involved in the project.

This perspective of network communication, with its characteristics that break with traditional notions 
of time and space, allows the reconfiguration of public powers, since “only looking at the technological 
bias in educational processes can be related to emptying the cultural dimension in question, as well as a 
fragmented thought of knowledge” (Ferreira, 2019, p. 10).

14The Griô Pedagogy is the pedagogy of experiencing aff ective and cultural rituals that facilitate dialogue between ages, groups and 
communities, through an enchanting, experiential, dialogic and shared method for the development of knowledge (Pacheco, 2006). 
Discover the history of the Griô Pedagogy. Available at: www.graosdeluzegrio.org.br.

Figure 3. Young students participate in multimedia production 
workshops.
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Final considerations
The progress of information and communication technologies (ICT), especially from the 20th century 
onward, transformed human communication, democratizing access to the new media. As regard 
communication and the process of scientific dissemination, new media are accessible instruments that 
enhance the generation of knowledge in a collaborative way and facilitate the popularization of science.

Currently, a unidirectional communication process is no longer accepted, as citizens increasingly 
want to hear and be heard. In this context, the individual is at the center of decisions, and at the same 
time is a producer and consumer of information and knowledge, since democratizing the means of 
communication allows anyone to be a source of information.

This reality impacts the way in which companies and research institutions relate to society and their 
strategic audiences, in a disruptive way, since the technological resources of connection and interactivity 
expand social interaction and collective construction in the so-called cyberspace. Thus, there is growing 
concern with a more interactive digital communication for a more effective sharing of information and 
scientific dissemination.

With the new media, content production has grown exponentially. However, the process of scientific 
dissemination and technology transfer requires ensuring the quality of information, as they strongly 
impact the lives of citizens. Therefore, it is up to research institutions to find innovative ways to interact 
with society and its strategic audiences, implementing new mechanisms for scientific dissemination that 
include interactivity and collective participation, with social responsibility.

The progress of the means of communication, driven by technological development, has produced 
changes in habits and behavior. This requires a more educated and thoughtful attitude with the 
media based on inclusion, ethics and citizenship, supported by a pedagogical approach with the 
media. The mediation of the fields of education and communication, known as educommunication, 
seeks to encourage integration, reflection and the production of ethical contents that promote social 
transformations for the subjects involved in communicative processes. 

Public research, development and innovation institutions are committed to promoting the dissemination 
of the knowledge produced as well as transferring the technologies generated, to promote the 
development and scientific literacy of society. Aware of its external recognition as reference in tropical 
agriculture research and of the excellent results in communication with society, Embrapa encourages 
innovation in its communication practices and communication channels focused on new media and 
technological resources.

Therefore communication must contribute to the dissemination of science and its results through 
innovative actions that consider a new way of talking to society, interacting through the exchange of 
knowledge, taking advantage of the potential of new technologies, which are increasingly within reach 
for the greatest number of people.

Thus, several actions have been developed to share information and promote a better relationship with 
the rural and urban public. Information and communication technologies can be used to help restructure 
channels that manage information and communication flows, in order to enhance the development of 
new social media for scientific dissemination.

Among the actions carried out, the most effective use of new technologies stands out, which add 
interactivity resources and benefit network performance, allowing the public not only to know but to 
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interact and contribute to the production of knowledge, reflecting on their role as interactive user under 
a new perspective of participation and collective construction. 

This can help to better understand strategic audiences, through the dissemination of research results, 
technologies, products and services, in an accessible and interactive approach. Embrapa already has 
several strategies to bring science to the population through events, radio and television programs and 
internet portals. However, it is also necessary to study new methods to adapt the language and facilitate 
people’s access to scientific knowledge, promoting interactivity, in addition to capturing their demands, 
in a dialogical relationship.

Embrapa Digital Agriculture develops several initiatives to bring the results of research and technologies, 
products and services to the public knowledge, contributing to the dissemination of ICT, especially in the 
rural sector. With the production of publications, radio and television programs, events and participation 
in agricultural fairs and exhibitions, the research center stands out as a reference in the matter of digital 
agriculture, including a strong presence in the media.

In the research area, the Unit has been expanding its collaborative operations with the private sector, 
through joint projects to develop technological solutions. Regarding technology transfer, partnerships 
were also expanded, especially with companies and startups in the digital ecosystem. It is up to the 
communication area to find new ways to build and strengthen more open and integrated relationships 
with the institution’s audiences, supporting actions for a more connected and digital agriculture.

The challenge for communication professionals is to discover innovative ways to disseminate the science 
produced to a society that increasingly demands for real-time information. It is expected that public 
research institutions will be able to promote innovations in their communication processes, which 
will help to improve the relationship with society and contribute to expanding the knowledge and 
participation of their audiences in relation to the development of research and its results.
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Driving forces for
Brazilian agriculture 
in the next decade
Implications for digital agriculture1

Geraldo Bueno Martha Júnior

Introduction
Brazilian agriculture is not isolated in an economic vacuum. Agriculture influences and is influenced by 
its surroundings. Given Brazil’s status as an important player in global agricultural markets, these dual 
avenues of influence expand to include regional and global dimensions. 

In the last decade, different aspects of digital agriculture and its sectoral applicability were presented to 
the productive sector. These advances include sensors, images from mobile devices, drones and satellites, 
internet of things (IoT), Big Data, computer vision, simulators, optimization algorithms, and artificial 
intelligence. The integration of these technologies has the potential to transform agriculture and livestock 
production. This change would be translated into improvements in management and decision-making 
processes, as well as efficiency gains at different stages of production.

The expansion of digital agriculture’s relevance in production processes in the next decade seems, therefore, 
inevitable. This reflects the potential benefits these digital technologies and services can add to the 
agricultural production chain, at gradually lower costs, and with increasing efficiency. However, despite 

1 This chapter is a revised version of the article originally published as: MARTHA JÚNIOR, G. B. Forças motrizes para a agropecuária brasileira na 
próxima década: implicações para a agricultura digital. In: MASSRUHÁ, S. M. F. S.; LEITE, M. A. A.; OLIVEIRA, S. R. M.; MEIRA, C. C. A.; LUCHIARI 
JUNIOR, A.; BOLFE, E. L. (ed.). Agricultura digital: pesquisa, desenvolvimento e inovação nas cadeias produtivas. Brasília-DF: Embrapa, 2020. 
p. 358-379.
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the growing availability of solutions in information technology (IT) presented to the market, actors in the 
private sector sometimes point to the lack of objectivity and applicability of the information presented. They 
frequently point to the lack of economic analysis supporting the proposed digital solution.

These findings suggest that general approaches to digital agriculture have been prioritized. Although 
interesting for the dissemination of technologies, that approach does not provide objective elements for 
the producer’s decision-making. Digital solutions need to be analyzed based on the grand challenges and 
opportunities that Brazilian agriculture faces in order to be effective in the real world. These important 
issues, roughly speaking, can be grouped into micro, macro, biological, and management dimensions. 
The environmental dimension is transversal to these other dimensions.

This chapter proposes to briefly reflect on these topics, emphasizing the key driving forces on the 
demand and supply sides that shape and strongly interact with major challenges and opportunities 
observed in Brazilian agriculture. In addition to this introduction, the second section will discuss the 
main relevant driving forces to agriculture, outlining situations of interest for the potential insertion of 
digital technologies in agricultural systems. The third section presents digital agriculture in the context 
of the production chain. The fourth, and final, section explores some perspectives that are beginning to 
take shape in the domestic and international environments and that may bring about pressures, but also 
opportunities, for Brazilian agriculture (and for digital solutions) in the near future.

Relevant driving forces to agriculture 
and its digital transformation
Thinking about the future, whether in the short term (operational level) or in the long term (strategic 
level), is an intrinsic human trait (Harari, 2015). Recent studies have synthesized future opportunities and 
challenges as regard the sectoral, regional and temporal scope (Embrapa, 2014, 2018; Boumphrey; Brehmer, 
2017; FAO, 2017; The Economist Intelligence Unit, 2019; Global, 2019; Kirova et al., 2020). Terms such as 
driving forces (or drivers), trends and megatrends are intertwined, sometimes get confused, and have been 
used to describe potential forces and impacts, either positive or negative, to the public and private sectors.

An interesting contribution to understanding these terms (and their application) was presented by Boumphrey 
and Brehmer (2017). According to these authors, the driving forces shape the megatrends, which are, thus, a 
second-order phenomena. Megatrends are well-established forces of medium- to long-term influence (5 to 15 
years) in a world explained by the driving forces, whose evolution permeates different sectors of the economy 
and takes different forms over time. For a force to be considered a megatrend it must have multi-sector 
relevance. If this force is sector-specific, despite any potential to influence the sector, it is not considered a 
megatrend in the strict sense of the concept, instead, it is considered a trend.

In many situations, the description of how these megatrends and trends are relevant to planning within 
its different time horizons is often too vague, which does not contribute to decision-making process. 
Alternatively, reflections on future opportunities and challenges, based on driving forces, are generally 
simpler and more objective, in addition to the advantage of having available a robust set of quantitative 
tools. Thus, when appropriate, credible and verifiable analyses to support planning and decision-making 
at their different levels can be carried out.

The driving forces refer to changes induced by factors of natural or human origin that occur in (agro)
ecosystems. These changes can have a direct or indirect effect (Nelson, 2005). The driving forces of direct 
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action are climate change, land use changes (such as deforestation), plant’s nutrient use efficiency, 
and the incidence of pests and diseases. Those with indirect action operate more diffusely, altering 
at least one direct driving force, which will eventually influence the (agro)ecosystem processes. The 
most important indirect driving forces are those of a demographic, economic, socio-political, scientific-
technological, cultural, and religious nature (Nelson, 2005).

Driving forces act at global, national and local levels and present interactions between these different 
scales (Hazell; Wood, 2008; Embrapa, 2014). Awareness of these driving forces, their importance, potential 
impacts, and interactions was strongly stimulated from the 1990s onwards, with communication 
possibilities opened by the internet along with the declining costs in IT equipment and services.

On a global scale, factors such as climate change, globalization, foreign trade, international prices of 
food and inputs for agricultural production (including energy), policies (agricultural, environmental, etc.), 
among others, interact with factors at the national level. At the country level, there are other influencing 
factors, such as those of macroeconomic and political nature, legal issues, market channels, per capita 
income, and urbanization. The national scale mainly, but also the global scale, further interacts with 
the local level, in which factors such as infrastructure, access to markets, agroecological zoning (and 
environmental restrictions), employment, incentives (public policies) and disincentives (taxes) are shown 
to be active (Hazell; Wood, 2008).

Determining the relative importance of each force, direct or indirect, as well as their interactions on the 
impacts observed at a given location is not a trivial task. Nevertheless, strategies to respond to eventual 
undesirable changes will be motivated by the ability of local agents to influence these drivers. Thus, 
notwithstanding the difficulties, it is important to focus on the factors that most influence opportunities 
and challenges at the local level (Hazell; Wood, 2008).

At the local level, a farmer’s perceptions about the relative importance of these forces in terms of 
pressures on available resources, restrictions and opportunities to business, subject to his/her individual 
values, guide the course of decision-making. The farmer’s perspectives regarding opportunity costs and 
risks involved in decision making are unique to a given farmer-farm combination. This happens because 
the quantity and quality of resources (land, labor, physical and human capital) and inputs, as well as the 
relative prices involved, vary on a case-by-case basis.

Therefore, analyzing these driving forces provides elements that support reflections and actions in 
the public and private sector, thus guiding the definition of plans, goals, and objectives. For research 
and technology transfer, they indicate the direction of priorities and strategies for programs and 
projects. The growing possibilities offered by information and communication technologies (ICT) allow 
greater interaction between relevant actors and agents with interest in agriculture. This interaction has 
increasingly included other important stakeholders, from Brazil and abroad, in discussions related to 
agriculture and its production environment.

An interesting way to analyze the driving forces and their impacts is through the economy’s supply and 
demand model. This analysis framework incorporates many of the signs provided by the different driving 
forces. Thus, the main factors related to the increase in demand for agricultural products are variations in 
population growth and per capita income. Factors such as the urbanization rate and the preferences of 
individuals, subject to cultural, socio-political, and religion, also influence the shift in demand.

Demand-side factors, which reflect society’s main preferences, influence decisions regarding the 
agricultural production process (supply). The main driving forces related to variations in agricultural 
supply are the availability of technologies and the costs of production. Digital solutions (technological 
supply) can contribute favorably to efficiency gains in management and in the production process. This 
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makes room for reducing production costs, in addition to creating opportunities for the expansion of 
income for farmers and, more broadly, for the actors involved in the production chain.

Key-driving forces on the demand side
The two main shifters of the demand curve are population growth and per-capita income. Hertel and 
Baldos (2016) estimated that between 1961 and 2006 a population growth rate of 1.7% per year in the 
period explained 83.7% of the variation in agricultural demand. The variation in income in the period, 
1.4% per year, accounted for the remaining 16.3%.

The most recent projections from the United Nations indicated that the world population in 2050 will be 
in the range of 9.4 billion to 10.1 billion, representing an average expansion of 0.8% per year compared to 
the population of 2019, of 7.7 billion (United Nations, 2019). Per capita income will grow in importance as 
a driver explaining the expansion of demand in the decades ahead (Guillemette; Turner, 2018).

Hertel and Baldos (2016) were able to capture these developments using as reference the period from 
2006 to 2051. In this interval, the simulated population and per capita income growth rates were 0.8% per 
year and 2.1% per year, respectively. Under these conditions, the projected increase in agricultural demand 
for the 2006–2051 period due to variations in population growth and per capita income are, respectively, 
35.4% and 149% higher compared to the 1961–2006 period. The decomposition of these forces for the 2006 
– 2051 horizon revealed that population would explain 55% of the growth in agricultural demand, while 
per capita income would explain the remaining 45%. In the period extending to 2050, most of the global 
population variation will be concentrated in Africa (59.2%) and Asia (33.5%) (United Nations, 2019). Income, 
as an explanatory factor for the increase in agriculture demand, has Asia as the main region, followed by 
Africa (64.6% and 21.1% of the total variation, respectively) (Hertel; Baldos, 2016).

These forces, combined with changes in eating habits resulting from the expansion of the world middle 
class (Kharas, 2017) and the growing rate of urbanization (Warr, 2019), will sustain the demand for 
agricultural products in the next decade. The demand growth rates for products with higher income 
elasticity, such as animal protein, should be higher in emerging countries (Godfray et al., 2018), whose 
population seeks to reach consumption levels close to those observed in rich countries. The aging of 
the population (United Nations, 2019) and possible changes in diet preferences motivated by claims for 
healthier food and environmental issues (Godfray et al., 2018) should reduce the rate of increase in the 
demand for animal protein in the future. However, eventual structural and large-scale transformations are 
complex processes that take decades to be carried out (Elzen et al., 2012).

Agricultural demand and covid-19

The pandemic has caused a unique situation in human history, both in characteristics and proportions, 
as its deleterious consequences have simultaneously affected health and economy in different regions of 
the world.

Expectations of economic growth in Brazil and in the world have rapidly deteriorated over the first 
semester of 2020. The world’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP) for 2020 showed a negative variation of 
-3.1% (International Monetary Fund, 2021), representing a 6.1 p.p decrease compared to the pre-crisis 
scenario (variation from +3% to -3.1%) (European Commission, 2020a, 2020b, International Monetary 
Fund, 2021). The Brazilian economy shrank 4.1% in 2020 (International Monetary Fund, 2021), which 
represents a drop of 6.4 p.p compared to pre-covid-19 growth projections.
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The economic recovery has been slow and quite uneven between countries, between regions of a given 
country, and between different sectors of the economy. In 2021, the world economy grew 5.9% and 
the world GDP is projected to expand 4.4% in 2022 (International Monetary Fund, 2022). However, the 
Brazilian economy has not performed at the same pace. It grew 4.7% in 2021, and it is projected to stay 
close to stagnation in 2022 (e.g. GDP variation of only 0.3%) (International Monetary Fund, 2022).

There is still a great deal of expectation about the effectiveness of the economic emergency measures 
implemented by governments and their future impacts. In the Brazilian case, the latest Focus Report 
available2 from February 21, 2022, projected an official inflation rate (e.g. IPCA) of 5.56% for 2022. That 
inflationary pressure is forcing Brazil’s Central Bank to raise the basic interest rate (e.g. SELIC) in the 
economy, that is already projected to reach 12.25% in 2022 according to the latest Focus Report. The 
situation could worsen given the uncertainties regarding the possibility of new Covid-19 variants cycles 
over the next few months.

Agriculture has shown to be resilient and one of the few sectors capable of sustaining a positive variation 
in sectoral GDP, having registered a 2% growth rate in 2020 (IBGE, 2021). However, the impacts of the 
pandemic on the food sector demand in the short term and immediately after the pandemic, are likely 
to be asymmetric among its subsectors. This asymmetry reflects, among others, restrictions due to social 
distance, the deterioration of per capita income in the coming months, the availability of substitute 
products and the income-elasticity of demand for products.

The “food at home” group has been the least impacted by the Covid-19 crisis. Even so, according to 
income stratum, a slowdown in demand may reach -3.7% over the next year, compared to pre-crisis 
expectations3. Food groups with greater income-elasticity, such as meals away from home, organic, and 
animal protein segments are expected to be more heavily impacted. Depending on the case, the drop in 
demand over the next year may exceed 9.0% compared to the pre-crisis scenario (Martha Júnior, 2020).

Globalization and international trade remain essential for economic development. However, it is expected 
that there will be growing support to nationalize the production of a greater variety of inputs in order 
to support the production process within national borders. At the same time, there is a trend towards 
more demanding consumers asking for more qualified information on agricultural products, services, and 
environmental and social variables related to production (and eventual externalities).

Within this scenario, it is plausible that the growth of exports may face a more intense and competitive 
environment, particularly in view of the sharp per capita income drop caused by the covid-19 pandemic. 
Despite these uncertainties, for the time being, there are positive expectations for the expansion 
of Brazil’s participation in global agricultural markets over the next decade. However, meeting the 
increasingly diverse and rigorous demands and capturing opportunities is neither negligible nor free of 
challenges.

Some digital technologies are expected to significantly grow in this context. The previously discussed 
trends point to a rapid expansion in the demand for digital solutions in monitoring, traceability of 

2 The Focus Report, by the Central Bank of Brazil (BCB), “[...] summarizes the statistics calculated considering market expectations collected up 
to the Friday prior to its release. It is released every Monday. The report presents the graphic evolution and weekly behavior of projections 
for price indices, economic activity, exchange rates, Selic rate, among other indicators. Projections are from the market, not from the Brazilian 
Central Bank[...]” (Banco Central do Brasil, 2020). It is worth of mentioning that Selic, an acronym originating from “Sistema Especial de 
Liquidação e de Custódia”, is the basic interest rate in the Brazilian economy. It is the main monetary policy instrument used by Brazil’s 
Central Bank to control inflation, and it thus influences interest rates on loans, financing and financial investments, etc.

3 Constant prices are assumed, therefore not incorporating the dynamics when prices adjust. A drop of 6.50% in GDP per capita was considered, 
with reference to information in the Focus Report of June 19, 2020.
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products, and the behavior of system’s variables (sensors, geotechnologies, Big Data, etc.). The objective 
in expanding these digital solutions is to increase the amount of information about origin, safety, food 
quality, and agricultural production models, as well as their potential impacts in the environmental and 
social dimensions.

Key driving forces on the supply side
The supply side reflects the quantity of goods and services that producers choose to place on the market 
in a given period. Nevertheless, agricultural production is not a quick process. Decisions on what to 
produce, and with which technological packages take months in advance before harvesting grains, such 
as corn, or oilseeds, such as soybeans. In livestock and fruit production, and in the forestry sector, the 
delay between production decision-making and final results takes years. Thus, expectations regarding 
prices (products, inputs), production volume and associated risk variables (e.g., price and productivity) are 
extremely relevant in the decision-making process.

In the very short term, the producer has limited capacity to change production level and the 
technological package. In the short term, fluctuations in weather conditions and price volatility resulting 
from uncertainties on supply and demand, and speculative movements in the market, increase the 
risks in agricultural production and its market. Periods of great uncertainty, such the new coronavirus 
pandemic, introduce a greater degree of risk to the agricultural business, determine additional challenges 
to agricultural policies (producer’s income and supply to consumers), and influence decision-making at 
different levels.

Decisions regarding production and the adopted technological package are adjusted by the farmer 
as time increases. The longer the time, the greater the possibility of implementing adjustments. In 
the longest term, all factors may vary. In the long run, generating and incorporating technological 
innovations into agricultural production systems have been the main and most successful strategy 
to ensure greater food supply and food security for the Brazilian population, which is mostly urban 
nowadays, ensuring viable economic conditions for farmers (Martha Júnior; Alves, 2018).

The technological packages developed for Brazilian agriculture, among others, include improved 
genetics, fertilizers, agrochemicals, cultural practices and conservationist production systems, such as 
no-tillage and crop-livestock-forest integration. More recently, technological possibilities have expanded 
and incorporated digital solutions into the universe of viable technologies. With the adoption of these 
different forms of technology, the goal is to effectively increase productivity gains in the use of resources 
and inputs. These are strategic aspects for the sustainability and competitiveness of national agriculture.

The role of technology in Brazilian agriculture

The overall style of development in Brazilian agriculture has been predominantly based on productivity 
gains, reflecting the increasing incorporation of technologies into the production system. Alves et al. (2013) 
worked with data from the 1995/96 and 2006 Agricultural Censuses and investigated the determinants of 
income in Brazilian agriculture. Within a decade, technology, drawing on the entrepreneurship of producers, 
public policies (such as rural credit), and the available stock of knowledge and technologies in tropical 
agriculture began to explain 68% of the variation in gross income in agriculture. This represented a 33% 
increase compared to 1995/1996. In the comparison between the Agricultural Censuses, the contribution of 
land and labor to the variation of income in agriculture was reduced by about 50% (from about 18% to 9%) 
and 30% (i.e., from approximately 31% to 22 %), respectively.
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Therefore, land and labor, as factors of production, lost their relevance in explaining the development of 
a science-based agriculture, like the Brazilian one. Technology is the major driver behind the sustained 
development of Brazilian agriculture in recent decades, as well as for future projections. The positive 
response to investment in agricultural research, with returns higher than 10% (Hurley et al., 2014), occurs 
over long periods, usually over 20 years, depending on the technology (Alston, 2010; Baldos et al., 2018). 
Given this long period of maturation of agricultural research, the listed results were only possible due to a 
persistent and focused work in agricultural research and development (R&D), with a focus on innovation, 
which has been actively developed in Brazil since the 1970s.

It is anticipated that digital solutions will gain relevance in the coming decades, reinforcing the role of 
technology as a major driver explaining income in Brazilian agriculture. This happens because of the wide 
set of databases, technologies, and resources that make up digital agriculture, crosscutting to traditional 
technological aspects. These advances begin to gradually play a more important role in the management 
and efficiency of the technological component of national agriculture.

A brief reflection on risks in agriculture 
Farmers carry out their activities in a dynamic and uncertain environment. Expectations (and volatility) for 
the prices of products and inputs guide their decision-making. According to the perception of business 
risk, farmers can opt for lower risk activities, even if this implies compromising the average income of the 
farm (Barry et al., 2000; Chavas, 2008; Moss, 2010). The level of risk aversion of individuals can vary over 
time according to wealth and previous experience, among other factors (Barry et al., 2000).

Variations in weather conditions can compromise the expected production results depending on the 
intensity, duration, and moment in which they occur in the production cycle. This weather production 
risk is a random effect, beyond the farmer’s control, except in irrigated areas, which in Brazil make up less 
than 10% of the total cultivated area. Furthermore, Brazilian agriculture operates in soils with low chemical 
fertility and, throughout the entire production cycle, is pressured by the possible incidence of pests, 
diseases, and weeds. This makes it dependent on the continued use of modern inputs to remain productive, 
which nevertheless can accommodate substantial gains in agronomic and economic efficiency. 

With unfavorable relative input-product prices, efficiency in the use of these inputs needs to increase to 
alleviate pressure on farmer’s income. Digital technologies can act directly to increase efficiency gains 
and reduce production costs. The available precision farming instruments allow for improved adjustment 
in quantity requirements for a range of inputs, such as fertilizers, seeds, agrochemicals, fuels. Advanced 
models that support decision-making allow, within certain limits, to reduce the negative impacts of some 
forms of risk. Thus, intelligent warning systems enable adjustments in management, making it more 
effective in the face of pressures from diseases and pests or the effects of seasonality in forage production 
in pastoral systems.

Agricultural commodity prices are more volatile, e.g., they fluctuate more over time in relation to 
price volatility of other non-food goods and services (Tomek; Robinson, 2003). Among agricultural 
commodities, prices for beef cattle are generally less volatile (e.g., lower price risk for economic agents) 
compared to the prices of other products, such as soybeans or corn. Wedekin (2017) illustrated this fact 
by analyzing the price volatility of several agricultural commodities on the stock exchange, from January 
2010 to February 2017. The volatility, expressed in percentage per year, for fed cattle, calf, soybeans, corn, 
coffee, and sugar was 11.0%, 17.0%, 23.1%, 24.6%, 32.6%, and 34.1%, respectively4.

4  Volatility is generally estimated based on daily price variation, however it is expressed as a percentage rate per year (Wedekin, 2017).
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Within the scope of price risks, it is also necessary to consider the exchange risk in the sale of these 
products when purchasing inputs. Another important factor is the behavior of relative input-product 
prices, which are important in determining the level of production. In general, output and input prices are 
positively correlated (Tomek; Robinson, 2003), but the adjustments to changes in relative output-factor 
prices can take some time.

Price expectations in Brazilian agriculture gain complexity as a growing portion of national production is 
directed to exports and, therefore, the international market is a strong component of the price reference. 
It should be noted, however, that this growth in exports has not compromised the domestic supply and 
food security of Brazilians (Martha Júnior, 2020).

There are two pertinent additional considerations. First, digital solutions, as inputs to agricultural 
production, have their adoption subject to the perception of benefits and relative input-product prices. 
The second consideration is that the biggest opportunities for the group of digital solutions whose value 
depends on the information they provide for decision-making lies in their use to reduce production and 
market risks, the so-called business risk. This is due to the increased capacity to observe and capture 
(sensors, satellites, drones), record, and store data (Big Data, cloud storage), which once transferred and 
gradually used at greater speed (IoT), through advanced algorithms and models, allow basic and applied 
solutions (artificial intelligence, analytics) to be applied for the “real world”. This increases the efficiency of 
management and operations and improves the decision-making process.

The choice-process of technology on rural properties

Two groups of technologies can be identified. The first one, the embodied knowledge type of 
technologies, is represented by technologies that incorporate large amounts of knowledge, and their use 
do not require much expertise as the technology value is already incorporated into it. Some examples 
are hybrid seeds, fertilizers and most agrochemicals. This type of technology is the most successful in 
twentieth-century agriculture (Miller et al., 2018; Lowenberg-Deboer, 2019). In digital agriculture, an 
example is Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) guidance (Lowenberg-Deboer, 2019).

The second group is information-intensive technologies. These technologies generate substantial 
amounts of data and information, which can then be used in the decision-making process. However, 
to explore the potential offered by these technologies, it is necessary to analyze and interpret data and 
information, which requires training and some degree of specialization (Miller et al., 2018; Lowenberg-
Deboer, 2019). In digital agriculture, an example is variable rate technology of input application, such as 
fertilizers (Lowenberg-Deboer, 2019).

Regardless of the type, there are steps that should be used in the process of choosing technologies on 
a farm. Based on Alves’ suggestion (2001), and adapting it to the context of digital technologies, the 
following are the critical steps for evaluating these digital solutions:

a) Description of the digital technology and of the proposal for its insertion in the production 
system.

b) Analysis of the strengths and weaknesses of digital technology vis-à-vis the technology that will 
be replaced on the farm. What are the expected gains?

c) Identification of necessary changes in the current production system and farm management to 
enable the adoption of digital technology. For example, what is the demand for resources and 
specialized technical assistance for the proper functioning of the digital solution?
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d) Identification of restrictions, in farm’s context, that may limit the best performance of the digital 
solution. For example, what are the limitations of IT infrastructure in the region?

e) Analysis of financial demand and financing possibilities in the case of capital acquisition costs. 
How does the type of contracting the digital solution affect the farmer’s decision-making (fixed 
versus variable cost)? It is also important to consider whether there is a necessary minimum 
scale, or minimum prices, to make digital technology viable.

f ) Evaluation of risks related to digital technology and the training needs of the farmer/manager.

g) Analysis of impacts (positive or negative) perceived by digital technology on the environment.

In cases where the expected social benefits outweigh the private benefits due to the use of technology, 
opportunities are created to eventually design a public policy to equalize the two (Alves, 2001). When in 
society’s interest, the adoption of these digital technologies can be induced through a set of appropriate 
incentives.

An illustrative example

The farmer’s perspectives on opportunity costs and risks involved in decision making are unique in 
relation to a given farmer-farm combination. This is because the quantity and quality of resources (land, 
labor, physical and human capital) and available inputs, which are subject to relevant relative prices, vary 
from case to case. Brazilian agriculture is extremely exposed to market signals5. Therefore, evaluating the 
economic performance of the activity is a critical step in the decision-making process.

The cornerstone of costing is the opportunity cost. This represents the value of the best alternative 
sacrificed for another economic alternative to be realized, given the restrictions on production. Expenses 
(explicit) and remuneration (implicit) of capital (own or third-party) must be computed. Expenses denote 
cash disbursements, while rents and interest paid from the use of capital represent how much the firm is 
sacrificing, in monetary terms, in order to carry out one activity against another alternative.

Table 1 presents an exercise related to soybeans in the 2019/2020 crop. Indicator descriptors are included 
in the table’s footnote. The net return (NR) in the baseline scenario was USD 51.386. This means that, in the 
situation represented in Table 1, it was possible to fully remunerate all production factors, with a positive 
balance. The main digital technologies have sought to increase efficiency gains in mechanized operations 
and in the use of inputs, notably fertilizers and agrochemicals. These three expense items – operations 
with machinery, fertilizers, and agrochemicals – represented 47.2% of the total cost (TC) in the exercise 
shown in Table 1.

Some of the potential benefits of digital solutions that can be adopted in the production system 
already have their cost represented in these expenses, as they refer to embodied-type technologies, 
which do not require additional remuneration. Alternatively, consider the feasibility of expanding such 
benefits through information-intensive technologies is being studied. These would allow, for example, 
to better use productivity and soil fertility maps, and identify crop growth deviations in support to 

5  According to statistics from the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development, the 1995–2018 level of incentives to Brazilian 
agriculture (“producer support estimate”, PSE) was on average only 1.6% of gross farm receipts. Considering the same period, the average 
levels of incentives received by farmers in the United States, China and the European Union were 13.0%, 8.7% and 26.9%, respectively 
(Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development, 2019).

6  Average dollar exchange rate for 2020: USD 1.00 = BRL 5.1575
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decision-making. There is no rule for remunerating these services, but it is estimated that depending on 
the particularities of each farm, this cost can currently vary between USD 0.97 and USD 7.76 per hectare.

A quick look at the information in Table 1 can reveal that a digital solution costing, for example, 
USD 7.76/ha would easily be paid for the NR of USD 51.38. However, the producer already has this 
NR without using the technology under evaluation. Therefore, it is important to look at the difference 
between the expected economic gain from the use of the digital solution under evaluation and the one 
already earned, translated by the NR in the baseline scenario. The differences would be, therefore, 
of USD 7.39, USD 14.77, and USD 44.32 for efficiency gains from the adoption of a digital solution of 2.5%, 
5.0%, and 15.0%, respectively (Table 1).

In this context, two qualifications are possibly relevant. First, in the presence of negative productivity and 
price shocks, which reduce the returns compared to the baseline scenario, the economic performance 
of the system deteriorates. However, the differential responses expected by efficiency gains in the use 
and application of inputs in Table 1 were maintained. To put in another way, if the payment for a digital 
solution is as a “fixed cost”, independent of the productivity level, the decision-making does not change7. 
The optimal decision would remain in place, except when the additional “fixed” expense is of such 
magnitude as to compromise the positive result of the business in the short term.

For example, with a 7.5% drop in productivity (“productivity shock”), the NR was slightly positive, at USD 
0.60. The dispersion of NR, given by the standard error of the mean, ranged from - USD 15.21 to USD 
16.41 (Table 1). This condition may indicate that those farmers uncertain about the performance of the 
digital technology could choose not to use it. If the technology delivers what it promises – in the case 
illustrated in Table 1 a reduction in expenses with mechanized operations, fertilizers, and agrochemicals 

7  If the payment for a digital solution is variable, depending on the level of productivity, the decision, at the margin, will change. In these 
situations, each different level of production coinciding with a different pay for the technology, would be optimized at a different level.

Table 1. Illustration of the potential of digital technologies in reducing expenses and increasing net return in soybean production.

Expense reduction from 
adoption of digital solutions 

(%)

Net return (baseline) Productivity shock Productivity shock+price 
shock

Net return (USD/ha)

0.0 51.38 0.60 -30.72

2.5 58.77 7.99 -23.33

5 .0 66.16 15.37 -15.94

15.0 95.70 44.92 13.60

Net return, SEM(1) 35.58 to 67.19 -15.21 to 16.41 -46.52 to -14.91

Note: Considers 18 Conab panels for the 2019/2020 harvest. Net return (NR) is given by NR = gross return (GR) – TC. The reduction in expenses refers to 
operations with machinery, fertilizers, agrochemicals. SEM refers to the standard error of the mean, it is a measure of dispersion. For the baseline scenario, 
there was an average productivity of 53.4 bags (60 kg) per hectare. The average price at the time the decision was taken (2019) was USD 12.67/bag. In the 
baseline scenario, gross return (GR) is USD 677.11; variable costs (VC) of USD 451.91; total operating cost, TOC (VC + depreciation and other fixed costs) of 
USD 541.16; total costs (TC; TC= TOC added to capital remuneration and rent expenses) of USD 625.73. The productivity shock considered a 7.5% drop in 
soybean yield and the price shock a 5% drop in soybean price.

(1)SEM = Standard error of the mean.
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varying from 2.5% to 15.0% –, its adoption will improve economic performance, whether by expanding 
the positive result, or by reducing the negative one, as illustrated in the last column (joint shock of 
productivity and prices).

A second qualification concerns the relationships between revenue and cost, at their different levels. If 
the unit cost of production is higher than the product price, the business, as it stands, is not sustainable. 
In the short run, if the expenses represented by the variable costs were covered, the farmer should remain 
in the activity if he/she had expectations that, in the future, he/she would be able to fully remunerate 
the factors of production (NR equal to zero, or even positive in the case of “abnormal profits”)8. Such 
expectations could reflect improvement in the price of the product, but which is beyond the farmer’s 
control. In the market close to perfect competition where agriculture operates, the farmer is a price taker. 
It could, alternatively, reflect a critical and well-done analysis of the system by the decision-maker, in 
which opportunities under his/her control would be identified in order to improve resources- and inputs- 
use efficiency, and productivity in a sustained manner. The correct diagnosis, together with the ability 
to manage and implement appropriate actions, would allow to reduce production costs and/or increase 
returns and, potentially, obtain a more favorable NR.

The possibilities presented by the new generation of digital solutions allow well-established 
management tools, but still little used by farmers in their daily decisions to become part of their routine 
decision-making process, many times in an automatically manner. With the expansion of a range of data 
to aid farm management and field operations, the situation in which the use of a given resource or input 
could be maximized can be estimated with more accuracy and precision. And, given the expectations 
of changes in relative prices or production levels, it would be possible to re-estimate new optimal prices 
that maximize returns to the farmer.

Digital agriculture in the context 
of the production chain
Digital solutions act transversally in the agricultural production chain. An interesting example of such 
applications was presented by U.S. Agency for International Developmen (2019). The applicability of 
digital solutions ranges from the planning process, advancing to the input industry (pre-gate), to the 
agricultural production, as widely discussed in the chapters of this book, reaching the manufacturing 
industry and consumers. Transverse to these links, there is the transport sector and the financial sector, 
which increasingly benefit from digital solutions. The activities in these different links do not take place in 
an economic vacuum. Thus, a series of forward and backward effects can be observed in the production 
chain, which ultimately has the potential to multiply sectorial gains.

Data from CEPEA – ESALQ/USP (Luiz de Queiroz Superior School of Agriculture, 2020) showed that the 
Brazilian agribusiness GDP in 2019 totaled USD 300.53 billion, equivalent to 21.4% of Brazil’s GDP. Of this 
total, the contribution of the input-industry, agricultural (on-farm) production, transformation-industry, 
and services sectors was USD 15.34 billion, USD 68.06 billion, USD 90.47 billion and USD 127.24 billion, 
respectively. The key point made by these numbers is that a strong, competitive, and sustainable 
agriculture is able to supply the national industry with a flow of quality raw materials at declining real 
prices, potentially increasing its competitiveness in a sustained manner. However, consolidating the 

8  The “zero” economic cost, considering explicit and implicit expenses, is not the same as the “zero” considered in accounting.
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competitiveness and sustainability of a strong science-based agriculture requires modern inputs with 
high technological content. These are provided by urban activities. Therefore, the country’s industrial and 
service sector has a large market to explore, if they are able to deliver quality products to agriculture at 
competitive prices (Martha Júnior; Alves, 2018).

Sustained efficiency gains provided by digital solutions can contribute favorably to the expansion 
of agricultural demand. In a recent work, Takasago et al. (2017) estimated the type II multipliers of 
production, employment, and income for Brazilian agriculture. The values found were 3.42, 1.84 and 5.55, 
respectively. Thus, for every USD 1 million increase in the sector’s final demand, a total of direct, indirect 
and induced effects of USD 10.81 million is expected. Additionally, for every USD 1 million shock in the 
final demand of agriculture, there is stimulus for the creation of 309 total jobs, 170 direct, 36 indirect, 
and 103 induced. These numbers illustrate the significant potential for the application of knowledge and 
technologies that improve management and decision-making in farms, with a consequent increase in 
efficiency gains and reduction in production costs in different production stages9.

Final considerations
Digital technologies have effective potential to improve the competitiveness and sustainability of 
Brazilian agricultural production chains in a sustainable way. Observing this potential, however, is not a 
trivial task.

The first concern regards the phenomenon of sectoral concentration and consolidation. This 
phenomenon, present in the input segments such as seeds, agrochemicals, fertilizers, and agricultural 
machinery, is advancing rapidly in the dimension of digital agriculture. Such movements point to greater 
concentration and consolidation in the agricultural production chain, “on-farm” and in the industry and 
services segments (Miles, 2019; Mooney, 2019; Klerkx; Rose, 2020).

This context introduces a second aspect, related to barriers to the adoption of digital technologies, and to 
the policy dimension its capacity to promote a more competitive environment for agricultural production 
in this coming digital era. One of the main barriers to the broader adoption of modern technologies 
concerns market imperfections. These change relative prices and the return on investment in 
technologies, and can lead to a widening of productive inequality. Thus, reducing market imperfections 
is a necessary condition to expand production in a more inclusive way, and increase the effectiveness of 
policies focused on implementing technologies in agriculture (Martha Júnior; Alves, 2018).

The adoption of a new technology implies that farmers will consider the proposed technology when they 
have the perception it is superior (competitive) to other technological alternatives already in use at the 
farm, especially when the sector operates with low levels of incentives, such as in the Brazilian case. The 
process of choosing the technology on a farm involves the analysis of several factors, and it is conditioned 
by the farmer’s capacity to assimilate and effectively adopt this set of knowledge and technologies in 
accordance with the recommendations. In some cases, research and rural extension have difficulty in 
translating and transferring the existing knowledge and respective recommendations into a language 
that can be easily absorbed by farmers.

9  Heath (2018) estimated the potential effects of digital agriculture on the Australian economy. His simulations were based on productivity 
gains attributed to greater efficiency and to a greater value of production and marketing. It was found that the gains would be in the order 
of A$ 20.3 billion (about R$ 71.90 billion). About two-thirds of the gains were attributed to automation (labor savings), better understanding 
of genetics, and management to achieve plant and animal productivity gains with more efficient use of inputs, and improved access to 
markets.
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In this regard, a broad and competent work of pertinent technical-economic analyses and subsequent 
dissemination of the results is necessary to stimulate their faster implementation. Digital solutions 
can help reducing some of the forms of market imperfection by allowing: a) faster dissemination 
of knowledge and recommendations (e.g. contributes to reducing the perception of risk); b) better 
monitoring of key variables (e.g., makes room for more favorable relative prices and efficiency gains in 
the management of system’s components and their interactions); and potentially, c) greater economic 
attractiveness of the agricultural business (e.g., driven by traceability and transparency related to product 
and processes).

A third aspect concerns the behavior of digital solutions vis-à-vis other available innovations to be 
used in the system. The results observed by evaluating one given technology, in isolation, may not be 
transferable to situations in which other technologies, digital or not, are simultaneously implemented. 
The results from the interaction of different knowledge and technologies may be different when 
introduced simultaneously into the production system. 

Furthermore, an increasing number of digital solutions are now becoming available for farmers’ decision-
making, such as different possibilities in robots/automation, artificial intelligence, and sensors. However, 
very little is still known about how farmers will make their choices, whether they will prioritize one 
digital technology or a set of them (Klerkx; Rose, 2020). The choices of inputs and technologies used in 
the production systems depend on their relative prices and, obviously, on the expected returns from 
their use. In the short term, substantial variations in factors’ relative prices may make the adoption of 
technologies unfeasible, especially the more capital intensive ones.

The fourth aspect, compounded by the crisis of the new coronavirus, indicates digital technologies are 
being more eagerly adopted in people’s daily lives, as well as in some productive and financial activities 
(teleworking, electronic commerce, etc.). These changes in the way the economy works can accelerate 
structural changes, impacting the socioeconomic dimension. Despite some sectors gaining momentum 
with the anticipation of a more intense digital age, the prolonged high unemployment rates in the strata 
of less qualified people can be observed. This portion of the population, which has already been harmed 
by the crisis and by the slow recovery of the economy, may see employment and income expectations 
further deteriorated as they may lack the skills or familiarity with the minimum tools to participate in this 
digital age.

With a vision on the future, strengthening the sustainability and competitiveness of Brazilian agriculture 
requires a solid base in agricultural research, without the slowdown in required spending levels. From 
a strategic perspective, the intensity of investments in public agricultural research requires equal 
conditions when facing the main international competitors. Developed countries invest around 3.12% 
of agricultural GDP in public research (Heisey; Fuglie 2018). Brazil invested approximately 1.8% of its 
agricultural GDP in research, mostly public, until 2013 (Martha Júnior; Alves, 2018). There was a reduction 
in this level of investment with the recession between 2015-2017, which added to the weak economic 
recovery in the following years. Two relevant consequences arise from this reflection: a) the need to 
increase investments in public agricultural research in the country in order to guarantee the continuity of 
the virtuous cycle of innovation in the agricultural sector; b) the need to encourage engagement of the 
private sector, as governmental contribution alone, even if increased, will not be enough to sustain the 
required levels of investment in research for a competitive agriculture in the coming decades.

Last, but not least, the implementation of successful strategies by the private and public sectors, and 
the design of public policies with greater impact on the competitiveness and sustainability of Brazilian 
agricultural production, require adequate assessment tools to provide credible and verifiable analyses 
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of the technical-economic-environmental-social dimensions. Without a robust understanding of these 
dimensions, strategies, policies, programs and, ultimately, the associated decision-making may prove 
inappropriate and impractical, with unintended consequences (outcomes). In this context, digital 
agriculture approaches, which make use of large databases (Big Data), advanced models and modeling 
techniques (artificial intelligence, analytics), in different areas of knowledge, are of great relevance to 
support the decision-making process at its different levels.
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Introduction
The combination of soil conditions, climate, relief, science, technology, public policies and the agricultural 
entrepreneurship made Brazil one of the world leaders in agricultural production and export. Recent 
forecasts by the Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock and Supply (Brazil, 2019b) indicate that grain 
production could surpass the current level of 250 million tons, reaching between 300 and 350 million 
tons in the 2028/2029 crop-year. As for meat production (chicken, pork and beef ), projections indicate 
going from the current 26 million to 33 million tons by the end of the next decade. There is also a growing 
demand for cotton, cellulose, milk, sugar and fruits, especially mango, grape and apple. The domestic 
market and international demand are indicated as the main growth factors for most of these products.

The growth of this production should continue based on productivity. Total factor productivity (TFP) has 
grown on average 3.50% per year over the past few years, and is forecasted to grow at 2.92% per year 
for the next decade (Gasques et al., 2016). Embrapa (2018) also highlights the importance of Brazilian 
agricultural intensification in the coming years, with emphasis on multiple crops per year in the same 
area, recovery of degraded pastures, precision irrigation and more sustainable use of inputs and natural 
resources. In turn, population growth, continued urbanization, longer life expectancy, changes in dietary 
patterns and economic power are the driving factors of greater global demand for food, energy and water.

Digital technologies can help solve this complex equation with countless economic, social and 
environmental variables, which require producing more food, with quality and with less use of natural 
resources. Digital agriculture, also called “4.0”, comprises technologies, which are already operational 
or under development, such as robotics, nanotechnology, synthetic protein, cellular agriculture, gene 
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editing technology, artificial intelligence, blockchain and machine learning. These technologies can have 
widespread transformative effects for future development of agriculture and agrifood systems (Klerkxa; 
Roseb, 2020).

Bolfe and Massruhá (2020) point out that the process of digital transformation in rural properties is 
no longer an option, it is an essential path to make Brazilian agriculture more competitive and with 
greater added value. This transformation is understood as interdisciplinary and transversal, not limited 
to regions, crops or social class. Its potential benefits amplify innovations and interaction between links 
in agricultural production chains, promoting new approaches and applications for input manufacturers, 
rural producers, processors, distributors and consumers (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Potential benefits of digital transformation in agricultural production chains. 
Source: Bolfe and Massruhá (2020).

This digital transformation environment also shapes development agendas at various scales. 
Internationally, it can be associated with the 2030 Agenda, which includes 17 Sustainable Development 
Goals (SDGs) (United Nations, 2015). In this context, the digital transformation in agriculture can also 
significantly contribute to achieving these goals, particularly in reducing hunger, health and well-being, 
decent employment and economic growth, reducing inequalities, responsible consumption and 
production, combating climate change, life on earth, peace, justice and strong institutions.

Estimates by the UNGC (United Nations Global Compact, 2017) indicate that the world market for 
digital agriculture, in 2021, will be worth 15 billion dollars, and that 80% of companies expect to have 
competitive advantages in this sector. However, recent international aspects involving trade and health 
issues between the United States and China, as regards the Covid-19 pandemic (United Nations, 2020), 
generate an environment of uncertainty to some degree, but with greater expectations of potential 
growth in the use of digital technologies in agriculture as of 2020.

In this context, this chapter lists some of the main scientific, technological, social and economic 
challenges and, subsequently, points out trends and opportunities for the future of Brazilian agriculture.
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Scientific and technological challenges

Digital online services
The offer of online digital services to rural producers gained momentum in the early 2010s and has 
expanded since then. With the widespread use of smartphones, most of those services migrated to this 
platform (Duncombe, 2016). Many technology startups applied to agriculture (AgTechs) that have emerged 
in recent years have wagered on this type of technology. As it is still relatively new, how to best offer this 
type of product is still being defined, but this technology is already a reality, and most of the technologies 
mentioned in this section are or will be incorporated into portfolios of already existing digital services or 
under development. The challenges that still need to be overcome concern aspects that are not necessarily 
technological, such as ownership of the data generated by this type of tool, lack of synchronization between 
the needs of producers and the information generated by the tools, and data security (Rotz et al., 2019). 
Regardless of what solutions will be implemented for these problems, new digital service platforms will 
continue to be developed, many of them based on the technologies discussed as follows.

Management and monitoring of plant production
There are several factors that need to be constantly monitored in agricultural management, for instance 
production, productivity, presence of diseases, pests, weeds, nutritional deficiencies, water stress, among 
others. One of the main challenges regards monitoring stress, which can be divided into three stages: 
stress detection, determining the cause of the stress and solving the problem. Despite recent innovations 
in artificial intelligence, the process as a whole is still mostly manual. However, the degree of automation 
has increased, and several companies (startups in particular) already offer services in this regard (Wolfert 
et al., 2017).

A large number of mathematical models have been developed to process different variables and provide 
indications regarding crop susceptibility to stress-inducing events. For example, data on precipitation, 
moisture and leaf wetness can be used to calculate the probability of incidence of certain diseases. These 
models have been improved and fed with increasingly higher quality data, making them a fundamental 
part of the integrated management of rural properties. However, for effective stress management, it 
requires detecting them directly in the field. The challenge is to achieve this detection early enough to 
avoid significant damage. Although there are proximal methods for stress detection, the trend is to make 
use of these remotely obtained images much more. In the short and medium term, drones will likely 
dominate this activity due to the high temporal resolution of these images, enabling to detect problems 
even in individual leaves (Barbedo, 2019a). As more sophisticated sensors are embedded in satellites, they 
will likely gain attention, mainly due to their wide-ranging coverage.

Conventional cameras (RGB) have limited ability to detect early stresses, as they cannot go beyond 
human visual capacity. Therefore, it is vital to have sensors that can capture other spectrum bands 
besides the visible one, such as multispectral and hyperspectral cameras. Multispectral cameras, which 
typically include three to five spectral bands, are increasingly being used. However, the falling costs and 
miniaturization of hyperspectral cameras, which separately capture hundreds of spectral bands, will make 
them an especially attractive alternative in the near future. (Thomas et al., 2018).

Once stress is detected, it is necessary to determine its cause in order to take appropriate actions. Under 
certain conditions, current sensors can provide sufficient information so that models based on artificial 
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intelligence can provide a reliable classification for the problem being observed (Barbedo, 2018, 2019b), 
but in most cases it requires that a specialist should do this identification, or it should be done through 
laboratory analyses. The problem is that different types of stress often produce similar visual signals 
(Barbedo, 2019b). The spectral profiles produced by different agents tend to differ to a greater degree, 
but even using sensitive hyperspectral sensors the confusion index is high (Thomas et al., 2018). In the 
future, the trend is to combine imaging with other sources of information (meteorological variables, 
management history of the property, soil characteristics, etc.) to increase the degree of automation of the 
process, although the complete elimination of manual activities is unlikely in the near future. In addition 
to identifying stress, in many cases it is also important to determine the severity of symptoms so as to 
deal with the problem. Although there are several algorithms for this purpose, many of the difficulties 
mentioned are also applicable in this case (Bock et al., 2020).

After locating and identifying the stress, it is necessary to act to eliminate the problem. In many cases, 
it is necessary to apply products such as pesticides and nutrients. Autonomous vehicles have been 
developed by several research groups so that this activity can be carried out not only without the need 
for permanent human supervision, but also at the location and in the necessary quantity, reducing costs 
and environmental impacts (Reina, 2016). In the near future, it will be possible to have one or more of 
these vehicles monitoring and operating within the property. In parallel, actuators can also be installed 
on agricultural machinery to carry out these same activities.

It is noteworthy that artificial intelligence algorithms have been used in other applications, such as crop 
prediction, location of fault lines, determination of production quality, determination of the degree of 
ripeness of fruits/grains, among others (Liakos et al., 2019). The trend that is being observed is that tools 
based on artificial intelligence and machine learning will continue to gain space and will be part of the 
routine of most properties in the near future.

Management and monitoring of animal production
Appropriate management of livestock farms has evolved considerably in recent years, especially in the 
case of dairy and beef cattle in the intensive system. However, farm management implementing the 
extensive production system still faces significant challenges (Barbedo; Koenigkan, 2018). More effective 
control of the variables involved in property management is essential to maximize profits and reduce the 
number and severity of problems. Two alternatives have been used, albeit in a limited way, for monitoring 
large animal husbandry properties: sensors attached to the animals and drones for remote monitoring 
(Barbedo; Koenigkan, 2018).

Sensors can be attached to animals through ear tags or collar tags, which can collect different information 
about these animals, including location, temperature and patterns of movement and chewing (Rahman 
et al., 2018). This information allows to detect potential problems, such as diseases, and infer various 
aspects of animal behavior, which is important, for example, to create effective mechanisms to accelerate 
fattening and define the optimal slaughter point (Miller et al., 2019). For the data to be collected at the 
required frequency, there needs to be effective communication between the individual sensors and the 
data processing center. Receivers can be installed on poles distributed throughout the property, or data 
can be collected by drones flying over the animals (Barbedo et al., 2019). Both options have limitations in 
the case of large properties: in the case of fixed receivers, it would require installing numerous receivers, 
which represents a high initial cost, in addition to the difficulty of maintaining equipment located in more 
distant regions. As for drones, in addition to their limited autonomy, the planning of flights must be careful 
so as to include all animals. There are already commercial solutions offering monitoring through individual 
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animal sensors, as shown in simple internet searches. However, such solutions are not suitable for all types 
of properties, and the costs are still high. It is noteworthy that technology costs tend to fall as their use 
increases.

The use of drones for imaging animals is more recent, and the practical use of this type of technology 
still depends on more research efforts and on the development of new algorithms. There are several 
efforts in this direction (Barbedo et al., 2019, 2020), since, once made available, this type of technology 
has several advantages: it does not need specific infrastructure, it is a comparatively cheaper option, 
several types of sensors can be embedded in drones (RGB, thermal, multispectral, hyperspectral cameras), 
in addition to the potential of providing other types of information in addition to that which can be 
obtained with ear tags. There are ongoing studies that, based on animal measurements obtained using 
the captured images, are focused on estimating the weight of each animal without having to use a scale. 
Other information that may be obtained in the future using drones include the number of animals in a 
given area, and the detection of anomalous events such as disease and calf births. However, there are still 
some limitations that need to be overcome, such as the relatively short autonomy of current UAVs and 
the difficulty of identifying individual animals when they are grouped together (Barbedo et al., 2020). In 
the case of autonomy limitation, possible future solutions include the use of images captured at an angle 
to cover larger areas (Barbedo et al., 2020) and the development of new drones with greater autonomy, 
such as the “balloon drone”. As new solutions emerge, the use of drones in livestock is expected to grow 
substantially in the near future.

It is also important to mention the use of satellites. Although the spatial resolution of images captured by 
satellite is not yet sufficient to allow its effective use in monitoring herds, advances in imaging technology 
and the multiplication of micro and nano-satellite constellations with specific purposes tend to make the 
use of this type of equipment viable in the future. This does not mean that this technology will replace 
the others, but it will be an additional alternative that will certainly be beneficial under certain conditions.

Databases in agriculture
The evolution observed over the last two decades in relation to machine learning techniques has made 
most detection, recognition and classification problems treatable, potentially leading to developing tools 
of great practical use. However, for such tools to be reliable and robust, the database used to produce the 
models should be representative of all the variability found in practice (Barbedo, 2018). In most cases, this 
involves collecting a large number of samples, such as images, measurements or analyses. In the case of 
images, for example, there are situations that require collecting hundreds of thousands of samples (Barbedo, 
2018). The challenge is even greater when the samples need to be properly annotated, that is, information 
about what is represented in that sample, where the sample was collected, and additional information 
needs to be correctly generated so as to correctly infer the model. As a result, it is often impossible for a 
single research group to be able to build a truly representative database (Barbedo, 2019b).

There are two alternatives that have been applied in some circumstances and that will likely prevail in the 
future. The first is citizen science (Irwin, 2002). This approach, which is mentioned in the 2030 Agriculture 
Vision document (Embrapa, 2018a), makes use of non-professional volunteers to collect data as part of 
scientific research, particularly in ecology and environmental science (Silvertown, 2009). In the case of 
plant disease detection, for example, producers and rural workers could collect images of symptoms 
in the field and, after they are sent to a server, these images could be labeled by phytopathologists. As 
mobile devices with imaging capabilities become ubiquitous, the challenge will be to find mechanisms to 
promote volunteer participation (Barbedo, 2019b).
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The second alternative that could prevail in the future is that of sharing the generated databases (Barbedo, 
2018). Most technological and scientific challenges are addressed simultaneously by several research 
groups, each generating its own dataset. If such databases were made available and integrated, the 
resulting set would likely be much more representative and applicable to real world conditions. Embrapa 
has been contributing to this type of efforts through the availability of databases such as Digipathos 
(Embrapa, 2019), one of the first to be part of the Network of Scientific Data Repositories of the State of São 
Paulo (Fundação de Amparo à Pesquisa do Estado de São Paulo, 2019). A complementary step for adding 
value to databases is adherence to the findable, accessible, interoperable and reusable (FAIR) principles, 
which dictate the findability, accessibility, interoperability and reusability standards (Wilkinson et al., 2016).

Socioeconomic challenges

Connectivity in the field
Brazil is among the top ten world markets for mobile telecommunications and fixed broadband data 
(Agência Nacional de Telecomunicações, 2020). The 2017 agricultural census indicated that internet 
access grew by 1,900% compared to 2006, which is accessed by around 30% of rural producers 
(1.43 million in 2017), 659,000 via broadband and 909,000 via mobile internet (IBGE, 2017). Despite 
representing a relatively high increase, these data indicate that approximately 3.5 million rural 
establishments – that is, 70% – did not have access to the internet. A study with 750 Brazilian farmers 
indicates that 47% use at least one tool in precision agriculture, while 33% use two or more, and the 
young profile of Brazilian rural producers less than 45 years old for some regions and production systems, 
is one of the reasons for this receptivity to new technologies (Mckinsey Consultoria, 2020).

Even with recent investments by the public and private sectors, the lack of connectivity in rural areas 
is still one of the main challenges for the insertion of agriculture in the digital transformation process. 
Territorial dimensions, the low demographic density of a large part of the rural area and socioeconomic 
inequalities are some of the main obstacles to increasing the availability of internet access in the country. 
The National Bank for Economic and Social Development (BNDES) (Banco Nacional de Desenvolvimento 
Econômico e Social, 2017) estimates that greater connectivity in agriculture through the internet of 
things (IoT) could generate between 50 and 200 billion dollars of annual economic impact in 2025. It 
is also highlighted that standardization and interoperability of the components of IoT solutions should 
be sought in order to achieve a greater scale of adoption, faster development of new services and 
applications, thus fostering the capacity for innovation.

Connectivity is essential to improve technical assistance, distance education, access to market 
information, the use of management software and applications, and the integration of agricultural 
machinery and equipment, reducing production costs and improving farm productivity. The Research 
Foundation of the State of São Paulo (2020) emphasizes that connection infrastructure and data 
interoperability are the major obstacles to the inclusion of Brazilian agriculture in the 4.0 era, which 
should help the producer overcome the challenge of expanding the supply of food at affordable prices 
and in a sustainable way.

Private initiatives to increase internet access in rural properties via satellite, antenna network and bluetooth 
technologies are expanding in Brazil. An example is ConectarAgro (2020), which attempts to encourage 
and promote solutions for connectivity in rural areas through tower, radio and antenna technologies. 
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However, small and medium producers have greater difficulties due to implementation costs. Possible 
public resources to improve the internet infrastructure may originate from the proposed bill No. 172/2020 
(Brazil, 2020a), which is being processed in the National Congress, aimed at modifying the General 
Telecommunications Law for access to the Fund for Universalization of Telecommunications Services (FUST). 
The proposed bill provides for the financing of infrastructure expansion in rural or urban regions with a low 
Human Development Index (HDI), encouraging the use and development of new connectivity technologies 
to promote economic and social development. Greater connectivity in rural areas is also highlighted in the 
National Internet of Things Plan (Brazil, 2019a) and in the discussions of the Agro 4.0 Chamber, which has a 
work group for the issue of Connectivity in the Field (Brazil, 2019a, 2020b).

Costs of digital technologies
Data from the IFAD (International Fund for Agricultural Development, 2020) indicate that around 63% 
of the poorest people in the world work in agriculture, with the vast majority in small rural properties. In 
Brazil, according to the Agricultural Census (IBGE, 2017), of the 5 million rural establishments, 4.5 million 
have an agricultural area of less than 100 ha, that is, they represent around 90% of rural producers. A 
survey carried out by Embrapa, Sebrae and Inpe (Bolfe et al., 2020) with 753 rural producers, companies 
and service providers in digital agriculture from all Brazilian regions detected that 67% of these farmers 
and 58% of service providers indicate that the main challenge for implementing and keeping digital 
transformation in the property is still investing in machines, equipment and/or applications. Thus, for a 
significant portion of rural producers, especially small and medium-sized ones, the digital transformation 
process is still perceived as difficult in view of the current perception of potential economic benefits.

On the other hand, a study estimated a relevant potential economic impact regarding the use of the 
main technologies in precision agriculture in Brazil for sugarcane, corn and soy products. It was observed 
that a scenario of 10% increase in the productivity of these crops, with or without a reduction or increase 
in fertilizers, could increase the GDP of the country’s economy by around R$ 11 billion and generate 
more than 450 thousand jobs (Costa; Guilhoto, 2013). DeBoer (2019) analyzed precision agriculture for 
sustainability and emphasized that its applications increase the ability to identify the spatial variability 
within the field, using this information for a more targeted crop management, operating resources more 
efficiently, making agriculture more productive, sustainable, while reducing its environmental impact.

Another important trend facing the challenge of costs in digital agriculture is the free availability of public 
and private instruments and training. Some examples are the platforms and applications available that 
support the management of property and agricultural production, such as: WebAgritec, ZARC Plantio 
Certo, SatVeg, Agritempo, WebAmbiente, Roda da Reprodução, BioInsumos e AGro (Embrapa Informática 
Agropecuária, 2019a, 2019b, 2020a, 2020b); AFSoft, Siscob, Qualisolo (Embrapa Instrumentação, 2020); 
MapOrgânico, Geoweb Matopiba, GeoInfo (Embrapa Territorial, 2020); RenovaCalc, AgroTag e Aquisys 
(Embrapa Meio Ambiente, 2020). 

Rural family succession
The 2017 Census of Agriculture indicated that of the total of five million agricultural producers, 15% 
declared that they had never attended school, 14% had literacy level, and 43%, had at most elementary 
education. Thus, 73% of all producers have, at most, elementary education as their education level – 
complete or partial. It is worth mentioning that 1.1 million producers (23%) declared not knowing how to 
read and write (IBGE, 2017).
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Embrapa (2018), in its study on the future of Brazilian agriculture, points out that 91% of the population 
will be concentrated in urban areas in 2030. It also emphasizes that the development of technologies 
suited to different socioeconomic and environmental conditions is not enough to raise the Brazilian 
agricultural productivity and family income, since producers have a low level of education and lack 
access to technical assistance and rural extension, thus, incorporating technologies is difficult or even 
impossible. The study also highlights that the issues associated with income and the demographic 
depletion of the countryside are altering an important structural element of national agriculture, the 
hereditary succession in the command/management of properties.

Ownership and management are understood as two major dimensions in the family succession process, 
in which the digital technology factor is pointed out as one of the opportunities for future succession 
processes in Brazil (PWC Brasil, 2019). Thus, it is important to have actions to facilitate the succession 
decision-making process, especially for small and medium rural producers, regarding what should be 
produced and how this production will be carried out, generating information and assisting in the 
management of production adjusted to the reality of rural establishments.

Sustainable rural development
The great challenge of world agriculture is to raise its level of economic, social and environmental 
sustainability. Among the Brazilian goals proposed in the Sustainable Development Goals Agenda for 
2030, “ending hunger, achieving food security and improving nutrition and promoting sustainable 
agriculture” is highlighted (Ipea, 2018). Specifically in agriculture, some of the challenges are to 
“ensure sustainable food production systems, through research policies, technical assistance and rural 
extension, among others, in order to implement resilient agricultural practices that increase production 
and productivity, while helping to protect, recover and conserve ecosystem services, strengthening 
the capacity to adapt to climate change, extreme weather conditions, droughts, floods and other 
disasters, progressively improving the quality of land, soil, water and air” and “increase agricultural 
productivity and income of small food producers, particularly women, family farmers, traditional peoples 
and communities, targeting both the production of self-consumption and guaranteeing the social 
reproduction of these populations, as well as their socioeconomic development.”

According to the Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock and Supply (Brasil, 2019a), Brazilian agriculture has 
increased its total production in recent decades, and based on productivity, this growth should continue 
until 2030. One of the challenges is the need for greater integration of geotechnologies with new remote 
sensing image processing and fusion algorithms to raise the level and accuracy of real-time use of natural 
resources, further enhancing agricultural sustainability (Bolfe, 2019).

Among the innovation challenges, Embrapa (2019) points out the need for Brazilian agriculture to 
increase: a) the efficiency of water use in irrigated agricultural systems for grain, vegetables, fruit, pasture 
and sugarcane; b) the adaptive capacity and resilience of agricultural production systems with greater 
projected economic impact and relevance for food security based on climate change scenarios; c) the 
guidance of land use and occupation in land conversion and expansion areas of the agricultural frontier 
in the Cerrado, Caatinga and Amazon biomes. For Brazil to definitively assume the leading role in global 
sustainable agricultural production, it will need greater public and private investments in science, 
innovation, entrepreneurship, connectivity infrastructure, communication and professional training in 
digital agriculture (Bolfe; Massruhá, 2020).
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Trends and opportunities

Disruptive digital technologies
The quantity and quality of new technologies available for use in agriculture have not only continuously 
increased over the last few decades but also intensified. Examples of disruptive technologies that are 
increasingly being used in agriculture for various purposes include nanosatellites (Houborg; Mccabe, 
2016), remote and proximal sensors (Mahlein, 2016; Adão et al., 2017), artificial intelligence algorithms 
(Liakos et al., 2018), drones (Barbedo; Koenigkan, 2018), Big Data techniques (Wolfert et al., 2018), internet 
of things (Tzounist et al., 2017), cloud computing (Roopaei et al., 2017), blockchain and cryptography 
(Lin et al., 2017), genomic editing (Chen et al., 2019), 3D printing, robotics (Bechar; Vigneault, 2016), 
augmented reality (Huuskonen; Oksanen, 2018), and other technologies. Most of these technologies have 
been discussed in detail throughout this book and are part of the research portfolio being carried out in 
the context of Embrapa.

Although the offer of such technologies is evidently positive, their usefulness can only be maximized 
through mechanisms and systems that aggregate the vast amount of data generated by these 
technologies. More importantly, such tools must be able to generate information that can be immediately 
used in decision-making. These aggregating technologies will play an increasingly fundamental role in 
all productive sectors, which is demonstrated by the investments that have been made towards this end 
(Rose et al., 2016).

Increasing the impact of this type of integrated systems faces major challenges. In particular, the 
appropriate integration of data from different sources will still require substantial research efforts. Significant 
advances have been achieved in some areas: feedback between genotyping and phenotyping has been 
successfully applied in many genetic improvement efforts, and meteorological data have been integrated 
with information obtained through images to determine the phytosanitary status of crops (Mahlein, 2016). 
However, it is likely that there is a high degree of complementarity between different types of data that 
have not yet been explored, causing many technologies not reaching their full potential. Another important 
challenge regards creating mechanisms for integrating systems to deal with the heterogeneity of potential 
users. In addition to the level of education that varies considerably, it is important to take into account the 
different type and level of information each user expects to receive. While most users want to receive fully 
processed data in the form of information directly related to decision making, there are those who want a 
more detailed report of what happens on the property. Thus, greater flexibility in data visualization through 
a user-friendly interface is also an important objective in the near future.

It is important to note that emerging technologies may cause major changes that cannot yet be predicted, 
such as quantum computing, which can speed up calculation in systems that involve massive calculations, 
such as simulating scenarios about climate impacts in different areas, price volatility and market fluctuations 
(Preskill, 2018; Woerner; Egger, 2019), and swarm robotics, in which a large number of robots act in a 
coordinated manner to collect data (Bayindir, 2016). These are technologies that can significantly change 
the current scenario, giving way to new possibilities that are not yet viable at the current stage.

Training in digital agriculture
Numerous public and private initiatives seek to increase training in digital agriculture for rural producers, 
which also favor the process of young people remaining in the countryside. An innovative example is 
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SENAR (2019), which offers courses in precision agriculture, providing information on the state of the 
art in agricultural techniques for rural management, promoting rationality and efficiency in production. 
Another initiative comes from SEBRAE (2019), which provides support to small producers through 
technological service providers, such as in digital agriculture.

In addition to the availability of online platforms, applications and courses from various research centers, 
the actions of the Precision Agriculture Research Network (Embrapa, 2018b) are highlighted. These 
actions generate scientific knowledge, provide technical publications and train multipliers/extensionists 
on the variability of production and of soil and environmental parameters, of plants, pests and crops 
diseases such as soybean, corn, cotton, wheat, eucalyptus, sugarcane, orange, grape, apple and peach. At 
the Brazilian higher education level, BNDES (National Bank for Economic and Social Development, 2017) 
points out the need to incorporate new disciplines related to IoT and precision agriculture in the courses 
offered in rural areas, as well as expand the offer of extension courses and postgraduate courses to train 
technology specialists with agricultural knowledge.

Thus, there are opportunities to provide greater dynamism and integration between research, teaching, 
industry, commerce, technical assistance and rural extension; take advantage of the more connected 
rural world and improve the distance education process in the countryside. Digital training can attract 
more young people to generate more interdisciplinary solutions in the day-to-day life of rural properties, 
increasing productivity with less pressure on natural resources. An innovative, entrepreneurial and 
multiplier profile is essential for all who seek digital transformation in agriculture.

Consumer market in the digital age
The higher level of consumer information, made possible by social networks, allows raising awareness 
about the quality and origin of food and the socio-environmental responsibility of agricultural production 
systems. The various information and communication technologies benefit the rural-urban relationship 
by better understanding the role of each sector, enabling to value regional culture and local products, 
help valuing and maintaining biodiversity, and support rural tourism. Conventional businesses will be 
developed from the perspective of the digital market, in which the relationship between consumers and 
customers will be strengthened through business ecosystems, the intensive use of automation and the 
convergence of ICT in agriculture (Embrapa, 2018b).

The digital economy with cryptocurrencies also boosts virtual cooperatives, new businesses, and digital 
platforms with direct producer to consumer integration. Bolfe and Massruhá (2020) emphasize that in this 
technological revolution, people are the main protagonists who will increasingly have a decisive role in 
decision-making, because, through digital technologies, people will be more demanding and will require 
more information about the products consumed.

According to a study conducted by CEPEA (Luiz de Queiroz Superior School of Agriculture, 2020), the 
current covid-19 pandemic can potentially change society’s habits even more, by increasing awareness 
and efforts to meet hygiene and health levels known to science, but not yet prioritized. It is highlighted 
that different countries must adopt more robust health protocols, and in addition, they need to raise the 
global discussion on the consistency of disease surveillance and control systems, which affect animals 
and humans, to ensure food supply and safety.

In this scenario, only the producer that incorporates new digital technologies will be able to provide 
more transparency in their production process and will respond to the demands of the national and 
international market. Thus, there are great opportunities for the development of technologies aligned 
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with digital transformation, which generate information about origin, quality, production methods, 
environmental and social impacts of agricultural production, among others, such as animal well-being 
and adequate use of agricultural inputs.

Digital platforms
The growing digital transformation of agriculture drives the demand for solutions that integrate 
property, production and marketing management information, which are available to rural producers 
via computers or smartphones. In this context, research institutions, universities, large companies, 
startups, cooperatives and associations have invested in the development of digital platforms, providing 
innovative solutions with the integration and analysis of data via geostatistics, artificial intelligence, cloud 
processing and computer vision.

SigmaABC is an example of a platform that integrates user information (farms, fields, machines and 
implements, production costs) with data collected in the field, geophysical surveys, phytotechnical 
data, automatic meteorological stations, global models and regional weather forecasting, mathematical 
models (diseases, pests, weeds, soil water, potential yield) and remote sensing models (vegetation 
indices) at different spatial and temporal scales (Fundação ABC, 2020).

Another digital platform format in agriculture is AgroAPI, which offers agricultural information and 
generated models (Embrapa, 2019). (Embrapa, 2019). It provides opportunities to generate new products 
and businesses for companies, startups, public and private institutions to create software, web systems 
and mobile applications for the agricultural sector, with reduced costs and time. Access to information 
and models is performed virtually, through Application Programming Interface (APIs). These applications 
include a set of standards and programming languages that allow, in an automated way, agile and secure 
communication between different systems.

The platforms for the sale of beverages and foods are also consolidated realities in Brazil, and they serve 
countless consumer profiles. With the current pandemic associated with covid-19, e-commerce giants are 
leveraging their capabilities in logistics, supplies and technology to also supply urban centers, especially 
in Asia. RaboResearch (2020) highlights that these companies can further solidify their power of influence 
with consumers, linking rural producers and processors to distributors and retailers, effectively organizing 
agricultural production, processing, management of inventories and distribution channels.

Opportunities are also highlighted for the coming years concerning the development of integrated 
digital platforms, on topics such as: a) support for data analysis and decision-making on the 
property, with geospatial information on agriculture, vegetation, soil and water resources to support 
Environmental Regularization Programs (PRA), Environmental Reserve Quotas (CRA) and Payments for 
Environmental Services (PSA); b) connectivity between rural producers and consumers, supporting the 
traceability process and certification of the quality and origin of products such as milk, honey, eggs, 
meat, grains, fruits, sugar, biofuels, fibers, wood and cellulose; and c) support for decision-making and 
the management of agricultural public policies, based on mathematical, statistical and computational 
models, with the use of artificial intelligence, computer vision and remote sensing image processing 
(Embrapa, 2018a, 2018b, 2019).
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Future risk projection systems
Climate change has always been one of the main factors in determining the risks to agricultural activities. 
Using the tools available today, it is necessary to compile, systematize and update information on the 
possible impacts related to the rising temperatures in Brazilian agriculture related to climate change. 
For the purpose of short-term planning, all the information currently made available by Embrapa for 
supporting property management and agricultural production, such as WebAgritec, ZARC Plantio Certo, 
SatVeg and Agritempo, are sufficient for decision-making.

However, for medium and long-term projections and analysis of future risks in agriculture, one of the 
challenges is incorporating regional climate models, which allow evaluating the future behavior of 
crops in terms of climate risk and productivity. Embrapa, on an experimental basis, is developing a new 
system called the Agricultural Scenario Simulator (ScenAgri) (Embrapa, 2020), which incorporates the 
aforementioned aspects and combines the foundation of Agricultural Zoning of Climate Risk (ZARC). The 
system is based on high-performance computing to support researchers investigating the impacts of 
climate change on Brazilian agriculture. Some studies have already shown the importance of this future 
projection in the medium and long term for diseases of plants, forages, eucalyptus, grains and sugarcane 
(Ghini et al., 2011a, 2011b; Marin; Nassif, 2013; Assad et al., 2016).

In the near future, rural producers may have, in their applications, systems that show the crop 
vulnerability to climate in the short (Plantio Certo), medium and long-term (SCenAgri) conditions. As 
pointed out above, one of the main challenges is to solve the problem of treating a large amount of data 
in the models, but technological advances will allow reducing this limitation as an impediment in the 
medium term. The main sectors that have looked for information about future climate impacts are pulp 
and paper, citrus and beef cattle.

With the increase in greenhouse gas emissions, resulting from anthropic actions, and its negative 
consequences for natural ecosystems and for the certification of Brazilian agricultural products, another 
great opportunity is related to technological solutions that incorporate the determination of the balance 
of greenhouse gas emissions by production systems. These technologies are based on the Greenhouse 
Gas Protocol (GHG) and are as the basis for Low Carbon Beef (LCB) or Carbon Neutral Beef (CNB) 
certifications (Alves et al., 2018).

Thus, in the future, in addition to the recommendations contained in the WebAgritec system, costs per 
production system and the calculation of the balance of emissions based on the GHG protocol will be 
incorporated. Thus, at each crop cycle or integrated systems, the rural producer will have the productivity 
and the carbon “footprint” on his rural property, which will help in the certification of his product. This 
certification takes place with the analysis of the balance of emissions, which will be carried out after the 
assimilation of emission factors originating from the Ministry of Science, Technology and Innovation´s 
National Inventory of Greenhouse Gases.

Traceability and certifications
Based on new national and international consumption patterns, food certification traceability processes 
have intensified in recent years. A study by Embrapa (2018) on the future of Brazilian agriculture for 
2030 highlights that the traceability of products that contain information on their place of origin, 
inputs used, harvesting, slaughtering, processing, conservation, quality, storage and transport will 
become an essential condition for customer service, which will require transparency in relation to such 
characteristics.
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Porpino and Bolfe (2020) emphasize that the search for certification of food products by Brazilian 
companies is an increasing pressure imposed by the consumer market, which demands guarantees about 
the nutritional, sanitary and hygienic characteristics of foods. There is a set of regulations and standards 
created by the National Health Surveillance Agency (ANVISA) and by the Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock 
and Supply for certain certifications, such as the “Good Manufacturing Practices” (GMP) and the Federal 
Inspection Service (SIF). In addition to the described general certifications for food safety, there are 
increasing opportunities for agriculture to reach more demanding markets and consumers for processes 
and products with specific certifications, in particular: Socioenvironmental certifications such as Fair 
Trade, Certified Humane, Rainforest or Organic (Brasil, 2003); Good Agricultural Practices (FAO, 2016); 
Animal Welfare (Brazil, 2017); Geographical Indications (National Institute of Industrial Property, 2019); 
International Organization for Standardization (2020); and Food Safety System Certification (2020). These 
certifications consider the complexity of agriculture and are based on nationally and/or internationally 
recognized metrics, criteria and protocols.

New opportunities are also envisioned for digital agriculture facing innovation challenges (Embrapa, 
2019), which highlight the need to: 

a) Provide digital and cyberphysical solutions to support the identification, traceability, sensing 
and certification of livestock and animal and vegetable products. A great deal of support for 
traceability can come from the use of blockchain technology, as it provides a large distributed 
database that can track what happened in the various links of the production chain. 

b) Expand granting the certificates of geographical indication to agricultural products and 
processes, with intrinsic value and proper identity of the place of origin, such as soil, vegetation 
and climate. 

c) Optimize traceability and certification in accordance with standards of control agencies and 
consumer demands in the animal protein, eggs, milk, fruits, vegetables and grains chains. 

d) Expand the traceability and rapid diagnosis of pathogens, toxins and drug residues carried by 
food of animal origin, of economic and public health interest.

Society 5.0
Digital agriculture, also known here as “Agriculture 4.0”, has been presented as an alternative to solve 
major agricultural challenges. Note that digital agriculture extends the idea of observing, measuring 
and connecting intelligent machines from precision agriculture to Big Data platforms and automated 
machine learning, sensors, satellites, drones and robots.

Digital technologies are facilitators that can optimize agricultural planning and production processes 
to achieve sustainability goals, enable better decision-making and remodel the functioning of agrifood 
markets, improve the quality of life of agricultural workers and the rural population, being able to attract 
a younger generation to agriculture and new rural businesses.

The robustness of Brazilian agribusiness favors the use of these new technologies, but the country is 
still having to overcome challenges related to training, telecommunications infrastructure, regulation, 
standard-setting and information security, in addition to high costs. Without a doubt, the covid-19 
pandemic marked the end of the 20th century and, officially, the beginning of the 21st century, operating 
as an accelerator of futures, starting a new revolution in modern society.
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After significant progress in mechanization, electrification, information and network technology, modern 
society has entered a new technology development era: the parallel era of dual virtual and augmented 
reality technology. Similarly, our society is shifting from a machine society (Society 1.0), electrical society 
(Society 2.0), information society (Society 3.0) and network society (Society 4.0) to its fifth paradigm: the 
parallel society or 5.0 Societies (World Economic Forum, 2019), in which there should be no separation 
between the physical and virtual world. 

The basic research theory in Societies 5.0 is parallel intelligence, which is a new methodology that 
extends traditional theories of artificial intelligence to those emerging from cyber-physical-social 
systems (Cyber-Physical-Social Systems – CPSS) (Zhang, 2016). This concept of parallel intelligence can be 
presented as one of the enabling technologies for a more predictive and intelligent agriculture, which can 
contribute to meeting the new demands for increased sustainable production and productivity in three 
dimensions: economic, environmental and social. It is in this context that the concept of Agriculture 5.0 is 
inserted, which, in addition to the massive use of artificial intelligence and biotechnology in agricultural 
productive processes, it will ensure the production and distribution of food in a more economical and 
ecologically efficient manner than is currently practiced (Fraser; Campbell, 2019).

In addition to greater demand for food, there is another trend towards behavioral change in populations, 
which is due to growing urbanization, increased life expectancy, new work relationships and access to 
information. This combination brings to the environment of cities the concept of “urban agriculture” (FAO, 
2011), which includes different aspects, such as indoor production, in controlled environments, combined 
organic production, raising bees and small animals, community gardens, production on roofs, etc.

In the context of urban development, the preservation and conservation of the environment must be 
taken into account, and other examples: promote collection, treatment and recycling of solid waste, 
using water rationally, using clean energy efficiently, develop and use digital technologies and innovative 
business models such as the internet of things (IoT) and wearable technologies, use autonomous 
vehicles, circular and shared economy, ensure zero net emission of greenhouse gases and propose new 
housing solutions, taking into account the principles of sustainable development.

Final considerations
Brazil has an innovative role in the global context of the digital transformation of agriculture. Mobile 
applications support decision making on numerous practices involving animal and plant production. 
The use of applications has increasingly supported the monitoring of phytosanitary conditions, 
the application of pesticides, biological control, animal welfare, soil management and irrigation 
management. Planning activities associated with the ZARC and the Rural Environmental Registry (CAR) 
are already part of the day-to-day activities of rural properties. These instruments support land use and 
occupation planning, the recovery of degraded areas, the implementation of more resilient and low-
carbon agricultural systems, such as integrated crop-livestock-forestry (ICLF) and no-tillage.

However, there are still important scientific, technological, social and economic challenges to be 
overcome in order to integrate the digital transformation of Brazilian agriculture in the different 
agricultural classes and regions. There are also countless opportunities for research institutes, universities, 
companies, startups, cooperatives, associations and unions to generate more integrated digital solutions 
for planning, managing, harvesting and marketing products such as milk, honey, eggs, meat, grains, fruits, 
sugar, biofuels, fibers, wood and cellulose (Figure 2).
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The pandemic linked to covid-19 is accelerating and 
shaping the digitalization of all links in agricultural 
production chains. The need for greater food security, with 
the possibility of using technologies that reduce physical 
contact, drives new applications from input suppliers to 
rural producers, from marketing to transport, and from 
distribution to final consumers.

In the “new normal” post-pandemic, digital connectivity 
and content services associated with links in the chains 
could expand with the growing concerns about the health 
of populations and the sanitary and nutritional safety of 
food. Public and private managers, entrepreneurs, service 
providers and rural producers need to consider, in their 
decisions, the aspects of digital transformation and its 
implications and interconnections with other links in the 
production chains and food security. E-commerce giants 
have taken advantage of the already installed capacity in 
logistics and distribution to sell food products in certain 
urban centers worldwide. However, digital gaps between the poorest and richest families, as well as 
between rural and urban populations, will probably persist.

These and other conditions are foreseeing the future of digitization of Brazilian agriculture, when 
research, innovation and business are expected to expand rapidly in infrastructure and services such as:

• Cognitive artificial intelligence for monitoring production.

• Multi-scale and multi-source analyses of agricultural risks.

• Real-time monitoring of properties by remote sensing.

• Machine and equipment maintenance of prediction systems.

• Processing of agricultural big data and small data in the cloud.

• Sales platforms via short circuits integrating producers and consumers.

• Distance learning and work applications with safe administrative procedures and social 
interaction of staff teams.

• Blockchain and digital encryption technologies for the security of commercial transactions and 
the traceability of products and food.

• Technical-financial management systems considering economic, environmental and social 
aspects of the property.

• Security and privacy of data and information generated in all digital processes.

Hence, the digital transformation of Brazilian agriculture will play a far more relevant role in the coming 
years regarding the production of food, fiber and energy in greater quantity, quality and sustainability.

Figure 2. Main challenges and opportunities in the digital 
transformation of Brazilian agriculture.
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